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ABSTRACT
Guglielmo Marconi's trans-Atlantic wireless experiment in 1900 marked the beginning of a
communication revolution that transformed the open space above the earth into channels of
information flow. This dissertation grapples with the historical conditions that gave rise to such a
transformation: the studies of radio-wave propagation and the treatments of radio interferences in
early twentieth-century America and Western Europe. The part on propagation examines the
debate between the surface diffraction theory and the atmospheric reflection theory for long
waves, the development of the ionic refraction theory for short waves, the evidential quests for
the existence of the ionosphere, and the studies of the geomagnetic effects on propagation. The
part on interferences focuses on the engineering efforts toward the characterization of
atmospheric noise and signal-intensity fluctuations, the policies of radio-channel allocation for
fighting man-made interference, and the scientific research into electronic tube noise. By the mid-
30s, the results from these endeavors had considerably improved the quality of radio
communication.
Characterizing Radio Channels builds a bridge between the history of science and the history
of technology by inspecting an immaterial engineering entity-radio channels-whose control
required significant scientific research. In the history of science, it contributes to an integrated
study of electrical physics and geophysics. In the history of technology, it enriches radio history,
epistemology'of engineering knowledge, consumer studies, and the studies of technological
policies. Combining both fields with the concept of radio channels enables a new understanding of
the historical conditions that made the information society and the social factors that facilitated
the modern research organizations in academia, industry, governments and the military.
Thesis Supervisor: David A. Mindell
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Preface
This dissertation is about how people understood, controlled, and utilized electromagnetic
waves for information acquisition. A series of coincidences and decisions in my life paved a way
toward this historical project. I first encountered the "real" wireless-not those in textbooks or on
blackboards-when I was doing my military service from 1992 to 1994 at a Naval
Communications and Electronics School in the southern Taiwan. A fresh bachelor of electrical
engineering and a junior ROTC ensign, I was responsible for teaching sailors how to operate and
maintain a type of surveillance radars installed on the Taiwanese Navy's more-than-40-years-old
destroyers. The archaic antennas, waveguides, magnetrons, vacuum tubes, and plane position
indicators (all made in the U.S. circa World War II) that I played with my students gave me an
odd sense of historicity about electrical engineering, a discipline that had seemed to me (and most
of my cohorts) the opposite of history.
As I entered MIT in 1994 to pursue a graduate study in electrical engineering, my first adviser
Jin Au Kong guided me to the world of electromagnetism. Jin Au taught me almost everything
about electromagnetic wave propagation. He suggested that I wrote a master's thesis on the
interference effects of the Instrument Landing System (a radio aircraft-landing technology) and
encouraged me to conduct research on microwave remote sensing. My doctoral thesis adviser
Jeffrey Shapiro broadened my vision from the physics of electromagnetic waves to the signals and
noise they represent. Jeff taught me stochastic processes, detection, and estimation, and offered
me a Ph.D. dissertation topic on the target recognition for synthetic aperture radar imagery, an
area that combines both electromagnetism and signal processing.
Yet, I was not prepared to draw directly on my past engineering experience as my interest
turned to the history of science and technology: I took courses in the history of physics, social
theories, and social studies of science, but paid less attention to the history and social studies of
engineering. Only after I entered the MIT STS Program in 1999 did I begin to think hard of-
owing to an identity crisis-how my former life as an engineer could affect positively the way I do
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history. Then I discovered the historiographical significance of the propagation and interferences
of wireless signals that had constituted the major part of my technical training and practices.
I found that the issues of propagation and interferences sat squarely at an intersection of
science and technology that deserved more attention than historians had paid. At this intersection,
engineers were not to invent things or to improve designs, but to characterize radio channels with
theories, measured data, and phenomenological rules. And scientists often obtained the empirical
information from technological practices other than laboratory experiments and applied their
findings to improve wireless systems. Both communities acted like each other. This observation
resonated with my own engineering experience-I was trained to perform mathematical analysis,
to deduce theories, to interpret data, to construct models, and to start with "first principles." I
was not taught to design, to tinker with hardware, and to learn the craft knowledge of how to
make things work, features that have almost filled the intellectual scope of the history and social
studies of engineering. Therefore, I decided to choose my career goal as a historian to unveil the
nature of the modem "engineering science."
This dissertation is an outcome of such an intellectual trajectory. To examine the development
of radio-channel characterization, one of the earliest modem engineering sciences, its writing
mixes the genres of both the history of science and the history of technology. Like the technical
history of science, it is filled with equations, descriptions of physical models, and explanations of
how devices worked. Resembling the history of technology, it has intensive discussions on radio
amateur societies, spectrum policies, and the U.S. Navy's equipment testing. By mixing the two
genres, my still-to-be-improved narrative may risk expelling rather than attracting readers from
both disciplines. But I hope the choice of writing my dissertation in this way could convey a
sense: both the science and the technology components were essential to understanding the nature
of radio-channel characterization. Equations and models were not merely "internal" details
meaningful only to interested physicists. Nor were policies and organizations "external contexts"
relevant only in a limited sense to the development of technical ideas. Both components mattered
to the history as a whole.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: A History of Radio-Propagation and Interferences
Heinrich Hertz did not expect what he saw as he transformed "Riess spirals" for
demonstrating induction into a strange device in late 1886. The young German physicist teaching
in Karlsruhe made a discharger with an induction coil connecting two stretching wires separated
by a gap. Charging the coil with a battery generated a spark across the gap, not surprising. The
novel thing was that the spark's effect appeared in a side circuit-a wire loop also with a gap-
unconnected to the discharger: another spark was induced across the side circuit's gap. The
induced spark was strong even when the side circuit was meters away from the discharger. This
reminded him of James Clerk Maxwell's theory that electromagnetic action creates waves
propagating with a finite speed. In January 1887, he measured the induced spark of the side
circuit at locations between the discharger and a plane object. If the effect resulted from
Maxwell's waves, then a standing-wave pattern would form between the discharger and the plane,
and the induced spark's strength would vary regularly with location. Hertz observed the regular
variation; he produced electromagnetic waves other than light. 
Hertz's famous experiment of 1887 left a problem, however. The wave speed determined
from his measured maximum- and minimum-strength locations differed from Maxwell's estimate.
Granted, Hertz was not a fan of accurate experimentation, and the electromagnetic action close to
the source of radiation resembled a static field more than a wave. But he noticed another
important factor-the physical environment of the experimental setup. Electromagnetic waves did
not propagate merely between the discharger and the reflecting plane. They were bounced,
scattered, and diffracted by the walls, furniture, and objects of his small laboratory room.
Maxwell's estimate supposing free-space propagation did not consider the environment's effect.
l Jed Z. Buchwald, The Creation of Scientific Effects: Heinrich Hertz and Electric Waves (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1994), 217-329.
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Electromagnetic waves' behaviors, therefore, are not fully determined only by the source and the
detector. What is in between the transmitting side and the receiving side proved essential. 2
After more than a century, Hertz's finding has helped turn our times into an Information Age
in which the in between is easily forgotten. Today, wireless communication is like oxygen to men
and women: everywhere, necessary, and intangible. Teenagers talk on 3G mobile phones. Drivers
use GPS to find directions. Families watch TV. Audiences listen to radio. Students connect
laptops to the Internet with wireless LAN. Messages and information abound without apparent
physical mediation. People rarely question the transparency of ether. To them, "wireless" is an
action-at-a-distance or magic of smart machines sending, receiving, and processing information.
Open space between wireless transmission and reception either does not exist at all, or resembles
an "information superhighway" conveying straightforwardly the flow of messages or manageable,
divisible, and even auctionable spectrum resources.
Characterizing Wireless Channels 3
Telecommunication engineers do not forget the in between. They conceive the open space
between transmission and reception as wireless channels. Related to canal, the word channel
originally referred to a course of running water. After the sixteenth century, its meaning was
extended to "that through which information, news, trade, or the like passes; a medium of
transmission, conveyance, or communication." In the nineteenth century, it appeared in British
patents as "a circuit for the transmission of communications in telegraphy." 4 Such a metaphorical
usage of the word in the technical realm was further broadened as an abstract theory of
communication emerged. In 1948, engineer/mathematician Claude Shannon at the Bell Telephone
Laboratories published The Mathematical Theory of Communication synthesizing the author's
knowledge of telephone, telegraph, radio, and radar before and during World War II.5 Resonating
with Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure's idea, he modeled communication as a generic
2 Hugh G. J. Aitken, Syntony and Spark: The Origins of Radio (New York: Wiley, 1976), 48-75.
3 1 use the term "wireless channels" to refer to the electromagnetic-wave communication links at all frequencies
including radio, microwave, infrared, and light, and the term "radio channels" to refer to the links at radio
frequencies, i.e., below one gigacycles per second.
4 J. A. Simpson and E. S. C. Weiner, The Oxford English Dictionary, 3 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), 19.
5 Claude Shannon, The Mathematical Theory of Communication (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1963).
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procedure including transmission of signals from a sender through a pathway called a channel,
with signal corruption by noise or interference at the channel, and reception of the corrupted
signals by a recipient.6 Known as information theory, Shannon's doctrine interpreted the term
channel to be all the physical processes between transmitter and receiver that affect the quality of
communication.
Communication channels' most obvious physical embodiments are wires: telegraph cables,
telephone lines, and computer data cords. They are tangible things, artifacts, "backbones" in
almost the literal sense. Technologists can thus usually find means to control their signal
corruption and to increase their capacity by directly manipulating these channels. For example,
inserting loading coils into telegraph cables at the end of the nineteenth century reduced signal
distortion. Relaying telephonic networks with vacuum-tube amplifiers in the 1920s overcame
signal attenuation. Introducing optical fibers in the 1970s expanded bandwidths. 7
Wireless channels are different. Unlike wires, open space is not a touchable thing. It could not
be manipulated, tinkered, designed, trimmed, manufactured, or revised. It is virtually our living
environment, natural and man-made. In open space, many physical factors affect the transmission
of electromagnetic waves-climate, sunlight, geomagnetic field, terrain, landscape, the earth's
shape, and even building locations. Moreover, both natural and man-made environments are rich
in the unwanted radiation corrupting wireless signals. The atmosphere emits electromagnetic
waves, and electric appliances indispensable in modern lives also radiate waves. Wireless signals
interfere with one another since they share the same open space. For a span of communication as
large as a continent or an ocean, these factors are extremely complicated and difficult to control.
6 Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1963).
7 James Brittain, "The introduction of the loading coil: George A. Campbell and Michael I. Pupin," in Neil H.
Wasserman (ed.), From Invention to Innovation: Long-Distance Telephone Transmission at the Turn of the
Century (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1985); David A. Mindell, "Opening Black's box: rethinking
feedback's myth of origin," Technology and Culture, 41:3 (2000), 405-434; Giovanni Cancellieri (ed.), Single-
Mode Optical Fiber Measurement: Characterization and Sensing (Boston: Artech House, 1993), chapter 1
"Introduction," 1.1 "Brief history," 1-3.
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Technologists therefore have to conform to wireless channels. They need to understand the
principles of wireless signal transmission in open space. In case the principles do not exist and
oddity or randomness prevails, they are obliged to find ways of knowing open space's uncertain
traits. And they have to devise operable means to tame the intangible wireless channels and to
control communication quality using such knowledge. Wireless channels need characterization.
This involves a deep interplay between scientific understanding and technological manipulation.
This dissertation grapples with the history of knowing and adapting electromagnetic waves'
behaviors in open space in the first three decades of long-distance wireless technology. It is
inevitably a history of radio. But its focus is the immaterial in between, not transmitters, receivers,
antennas, electronic amplifiers, modulators, or other hardware. It is a history of wireless-channel
characterization in its early stages. Framing a history of radio in the early twentieth century with
the channel, an information-theoretic concept developed after the mid-century, by no means
restricts my scope, however. I do not suggest that technologists and scientists before the 1940s
envisioned information theory or engaged its primitive form. Rather, my goal is to unfold how the
very idea of channel was constructed through the historical process I examine. In other words, I
inquire into how the vast and unruly open space was turned into docile and controllable radio
channels-something like cables-in the first 30 years of the twentieth century.
Signal Reach-Propagation, Signal Authenticity-Interferences
Like other means of communication, radio technology in the early twentieth century aimed to
reproduce the transmitted messages at recipients as faithfully as possible. Thus radio-channel
characterization consisted of two major issues-whether signal-carrying electromagnetic waves
sent from transmitters have enough energy to reach receivers (the "signal-reach" issue), and
whether the content of the transmitted signals remains unchanged in the delivery process (the
"signal authenticity" issue). The signal-reach issue concerned electromagnetic-wave propagation
in open space. It addressed how radio-wave intensity varies with distance as the waves propagate
along the earth's curvature, in the atmosphere, above different terrains, in various landscapes, and
under all kinds of physical conditions. The signal-authenticity issue concerned radio interferences
in their broader sense. It addressed how the uncertain factors in the natural or man-made
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environment engender unwanted signals, add noise, yield distortion, and alter original messages,
and how to prevent these from happening. Signal reach and signal authenticity form two axes of
my inquiries.
Characterizing Radio Channels is a history of radio between 1900 and 1935 in America and
Western Europe, from the perspectives of propagation and interference. The history of
propagation studies concerns large-scale interactions of electromagnetic waves with the earth and
the atmosphere. It starts with a debate, immediately after Guglielmo Marconi's trans-Atlantic test,
about why radio waves could propagate along the earth's curvature. In the 1900s and 1910s,
British and German physicists developed a surface diffraction theory and an atmospheric
reflection theory to explain the fact, and compared the theories with an empirical Austin-Cohen
formula established by U.S. naval researchers. The atmospheric reflection theory won in 1919, but
was soon challenged as radio amateurs disproved the Austin-Cohen formula and found that short
waves could propagate over long distances. This amateurs' finding initiated a revision of the
reflection theory into an ionic refraction theory stressing wave propagation in a hypothetical
ionosphere. In the 1920s, two teams at the British Radio Research Board and a group at the
Carnegie Institution obtained evidence for the ionosphere. In the 1920s-30s, a magneto-ionic
theory dealing with propagation in a geomagnetized ionosphere was developed. Physicists and
engineers deduced the theory's mathematical structure, understood the theory with microphysics,
and attempted to verify it with laboratory experiments.
As propagation studies moved on, technologists made efforts to control the uncertain factors
and interferences in radio communication. The factors included noise resulting from atmospheric
electricity and signal fluctuations with changing ionospheric conditions, interferences from man-
made sources of radiation, and electronic tube noises. AT&T engineers initiated long-term large-
scale measurement programs to characterize atmospheric noise and signal variations. Technocrats
at the U.S. Bureau of Standards and Federal Radio Commission formulated spectrum allocation
policies and imposed frequency standards to contain interference from radio stations. American
and German industrial researchers studied shot and thermal noises in electronic tubes, using their
discoveries to control tube noise.
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The time and geographical frames sit squarely in the historical scope of radio-channel
characterization. The period of 1900-1935 witnessed the foundation of crucial science and
technology of radio-wave propagation and interferences. Before Marconi's 1900 test, wireless
technology was immature, and the issues of propagation and interferences were unnoticed. After
the inception of radar and microwaves in 1935, propagation and interference studies gradually
passed their most active epoch, and technologists shifted their focus to limits of electronics,
complexities of antenna designs, and statistical signal modeling. In addition, major discoveries and
inventions on propagation and interferences occurred in the geographical regions of America and
Western Europe. The actors in the history were mainly from the United States, Britain, Germany,
and to a lesser extent from France, Denmark, Holland, Italy, and a few other parts of Europe.
Theory: the Epistemic Status of Radio Science and Technology
The history of radio-channel characterization involved deep interactions between science and
technology. On the one hand, the operations of radio technology revealed interesting phenomena
for scientists to examine nature. In particular, trans-oceanic wireless telegraphy opened up
physicists' investigations of electromagnetic-wave propagation over long distances above the
earth. Research into the propagation problems yielded a surface-diffraction theory whose analytic
techniques laid a foundation for branches of mathematical physics in the twentieth century. It led
to the discovery of the ionosphere and paved ways toward experimental geophysics using radio. It
also engendered a theory of electromagnetic waves in ionic media that became a basis for plasma
physics. On the other hand, engineers (and other technologists) used radio science to deal with
critical signal-reach and signal-authenticity problems in large-scale radio systems. Often the results
of science offered no direct solutions. Engineers had to acquire their own technical knowledge
and develop their own methods. Yet the technical knowledge and the methods to tackle the
system problems of uncertainties were based on, though not derived from, radio science. The
science was used especially in characterizing machine-environment interactions.
That the scientific and technological practices in this story were not easily parsed out further
complicated their relationship. Amateurs and navy engineers performed large-scale experiments
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that generated important empirical evidence for the science of propagation. Physicists studying
noises worked at industrial laboratories to improve electronic devices. Some who entertained
sophisticated models of waves in ionic media also developed radio apparatus. The results of
testing machine performances were turned into phenomenological laws. Those developing
theories of propagation and interferences had engineering applications in mind. The historical
actors' motivations were tangled and diverse. So were their findings and activities.
Scientists' and engineers' complex intentions were of epistemic significance. To understand
the history of radio-channel characterization, therefore, it is essential to clarify what a piece of
knowledge intended to address, what it actually ended up addressing, and how it worked. The
aims could be explaining a phenomenon, representing an empirical law, testing machine
performance, deducing a mathematically consistent solution, verifying the existence of a
hypothetical entity, interpreting a macroscopic theory with a microscopic model, getting data for
planned operations, estimating device limits, forming policies of regulation or standardization, or
more. In analyzing these possibilities, I find useful a concept of epistemic status: what kind of
question a piece of knowledge is supposed to answer, what is known, what is to be known, what
is important to know, and what can possibly be known as one seeks the answer to the question.
The concept of epistemic status is built upon the works of four philosophers of science and an
engineering historian. Understanding scientific theory in terms of question answering, Sylvain
Bromberger has distinguished between theory,, an intellectual device for systematically generating
answers to questions, and theory2, an answer to a "why question" demanding specific information.
Pierre Duhem has made a distinction between the kind of theories that explain established facts
and the kind of theories that represent and summarize experimental data. Nancy Cartwright has
shown that physical laws are often heuristic calculation devices to produce quantitative
predictions, not a synthesis of reality. George Smith has argued that scientific theory's critical
function is to pose questions and to formulate predictions so that we can learn more from
discrepancies between predictions and experimental evidence.8 All have stressed the importance
8 Sylvain Bromberger, On What We Know We Don't Know: Explanation, Theory, Linguistics, and How Questions
Shape Them (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992); Pierre Duhem, Aim and Structure of Physical Theory
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of discerning kinds of theories in terms of types of questions. Contrasting the viewpoints from
science, Walter Vincenti has analyzed the epistemology of engineering knowledge in design.
Perceiving design as a process of obtaining and applying knowledge, he has explored the
epistemic status of engineering knowledge in aircraft design.9 The historical inquiry of radio-
channel characterization calls for an integration and extension of these epistemic analyses, for the
historical figures involved cut across scientific research, engineering development, and technical-
policy making.
Themes: Theory and Experiment, Technological System, Historical Actors
With respect of epistemic analysis of scientific and technological practices and knowledge,
Characterizing Radio Channels highlights several themes.
The history of propagation studies was shaped by the dynamics of experiments, physical
models, and mathematical structures. The relationship between theory and experiment has been
one of the most important topics in the history and philosophy of science.1 ° Here close attention is
paid to how experiments, model making, and mathematical analysis were done, how radio
scientists established arguments using experiments, models, and mathematics, and what kinds of
arguments they were. I find that:
First, radio-propagation experiments in the early twentieth century subverted the traditional
"tabletop" and "laboratory" image of scientific experimentation from the seventeenth to the
nineteenth century. The huge scale of propagation experiments demanded either many widely
distributed participants, or giant transmitters and far-reaching mobile measuring platforms.
Academic physicists were often unable to afford these. Rather, national wireless amateur societies
and the military (especially the navy) played experimenters. Their original purposes were not to
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982); Nancy Cartwright, How the Laws of Physics Lie (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1983); George Smith, "From the phenomenon of ellipse to an inverse-square force: why not?" in
David Malament (ed.), A Festschrift in Honor of Howard Stein's 70hf Birthday (Open Court, La Salle: Open Court,
2000).
9 Walter Vincenti, What Engineers Know and How They Know it: Analytical Studies from Aeronautical History
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1990).
10 For a review of the theory-experiment issue, see Frederick Suppe, "Introduction," in Suppe (ed.), The Structure
of Scientific Theories (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1977), 3-243.
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-
perform scientific experiments. For the navy, it was testing wireless systems; for amateurs, it was
showing off the ability to build long-range radio contact. Yet the outcomes of the military and
amateur practices were turned into crucial evidence for propagation studies. For those
experiments performed by scientists themselves, the ways of practices changed, too. They could
no longer do the outdoor tests as they did laboratory experiments: They borrowed facilities from
state or commercial radio stations, obtained measuring techniques from industry, and sought
governmental support for their more costly projects. Propagation experiments anticipated the "big
science" later in the century. II
Second, the core of early propagation theories' mathematical structures was the art of
pertinent analytic approximations. The debate between the surface diffraction theory and the
atmospheric reflection theory in 1900-1920 arose from the fact that all available asymptotic
approximations for the same analytic solutions of the wave equations predicted much weaker
signal intensity than observed from wireless tests. To those involved in the debate, solving the
wave equations was not a problem; the real difficulty was to compute and to approximate the
analytic solutions for radio wavelength much shorter than the earth's radius. Mathematical
techniques in real and complex analyses were invented to tackle the problem of asymptotic
approximation; but their results did not agree with one another. As the debate went on, the
mathematical puzzle gained a life of its own: Some mathematical physicists and mathematicians no
longer cared about the empirical implications of their subject; they were preoccupied with
logically consistent schemes of analytic approximations. Proper approximation of analytically
tractable but computationally intensive solutions continued to pose problems to modem physics. 12
Third of the themes on propagation is that radio scientists made ontological claims in their
physical models of propagation, and they justified the claims by manipulative experiments or
microphysics. Their criteria for accepting the reality of a scientific object were tied to how much
" For "big science," see Peter L. Galison and Bruce Hevly (eds.), Big Science: The Growth of Large-Scale
Research (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1992).
12 The most famous example is quantum electrodynamics (QED). Feynman diagram was devised to handle
approximate calculations. See David Kaiser, Drawing Theories Apart: The Dispersion of Feynman Diagrams in
Postwar Physics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, in press).
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they could actively operate on the object, or how much they could fit the object in a more
"ultimate" theoretical framework. 1 3 Physicists in the 1920s tested the existence of the hypothetical
ionosphere by detecting waves incident from the sky ("sky waves") with radio experiments.
Rather than passive observations, they actively intervened the transmitted waves-modulating the
frequencies, shaping the waveforms with narrow pulses-and traced how the received signals
changed. In this sense, they were practicing Ian Hacking's "operational realism"--if you can spray
an electron, then it is real. 14 Nevertheless, an intervening experiment was not radio scientists' only
means to justify their models' reality. Physicists developing the ionic refraction theory attempted
to interpret its physical quantities as the mean collective actions of electrons, positive ions, and
molecules in ionic media. Following Henrik Antoon Lorentz's theory of electrons, they deduced
the representations of the "macro" from the "micro," revised the theory from the microphysical
representations, and sought evidence for the revisions from experiments. They were not always
successful: Some revisions were heatedly debated, and some tabletop experiments raising the
issue of modification turned out to generate artifacts instead of facts. But the microphysical
reasoning was still central in propagation model making.
On the other hand, the history of interference treatments indicated the key to the creation and
growth of a modern large-scale technological system--solving problems of uncertainties. The
problems of uncertainties-interferences, noises, and fluctuations of operating conditions-were
central to all network-like large systems. They were "reverse salients" or "critical problems" in
Thomas Hughes's sense that shattered the system's existence or blocked the system's expansion.15
Here my focus is on how engineers and technologists conceived and formulated these problems,
how they handled and controlled the problems, what technical knowledge was involved in relation
to the propagation studies, what were the priorities, and what were the consequences of the
specific approaches to the critical problems. I find that:
13 A recent historical work on the realism issue of scientific objects is Lorraine Daston (ed.), Biographies of
Scientific Objects (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000).
14 Ian Hacking, Representing and Intervening: Introductory Topics in the Philosophy of Natural Science
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 262-275.
15 Thomas P. Hughes, Networks of Power: Electrification in Western Society, 1880-1930 (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1983), 79-80.
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First, the propagation studies helped handle wireless-channel uncertainties more in
characterizing the interactions between machines (radio) and environments (open space) than in
improving design. In contrast to Vincenti's case, here the knowing-how knowledge and its
auxiliary information on design were not the sole-perhaps even not the most important--content
of engineering knowledge. Rather, knowing-that knowledge became central. Engineers were more
preoccupied with knowing and characterizing the performances of wireless apparatus in open
space, and they adapted to the machine-environment characterization by devising optimum
operational procedures. In the 1920s and 1930s, for instance, radio engineers conducted long-
term measurement programs to get the empirical data for diurnal, seasonal, and regional variations
of radio-wave propagation. Not derivable from propagation theories, the empirical information
was used to determine short-wave radio systems' optimum operating frequencies at different
conditions.
Second, technologists attacked interference problems with political-social measures of
regulation and standardization. Like other technological systems, radio had a social underpinning
requiring everybody in the system to "obey the game rules." Interference from radio transmitters
epitomized violation of the game rules and the violator's imposition of "risk" to other members of
the system. 16 In the 1920s, American technocrats began to manage the risk of man-made
interferences by enforcing spectrum-allocation policies. The underlying thought was that the radio
spectrum is a limited resource, it can be divided only into a finite number of frequency bands, and
the only way to prevent interference is that all spectrum users should transmit strictly in the bands
assigned to them. A prerequisite to the allocation policies was therefore a universal frequency
standard, which became radio engineers' focus in the 1920s.'7
16 For more discussions on risk in technological societies, see Ulrich Beck, Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity
(London: Sage Publications, 1992).
17 Using standardization to fight interferences therefore differs from standardization's other uses in the history of
science and technology, such as invoking credibility [M. Norton Wise (ed.), The Values of Precision (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1989)], substituting experts' subjective judgment [Theodore M. Porter, Trust in
Numbers: The Pursuits of Objectivity in Science and Public Life (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995)1, or
interfacing heterogeneous objects or knowledge [Bruno Latour, Science in Action: How to Follow Scientists and
Engineers through Society (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1987)].
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Third of the themes on interferences is that physicists' and radio engineers' treatments of
electronic noises in the 1910s-30s anticipated a stochastic approach to engineering systems in and
after World War II. Based on statistical mechanics, they represented noises with random
processes, studied noises' statistical properties, determined noises' average effects, predicted the
performance limits of noise-corrupted electronic devices, and used the research results to design
noise-measuring schemes. The prewar studies of noises formed an important thread toward
postwar information theory, cybernetics, and other system sciences and system engineering that
represented the real (natural and man-made) world with abstract, statistical models.
The diverse and complex episteme in the history of radio-channel characterization was shaped
by the historical actors' social dynamics. Different communities shared different intellectual
presumptions, asked different questions, pursued the answers with different working styles, and
understood the outcomes differently. Donald MacKenzie has used the concept of "engineering
cultures" to examine why and how engineer groups with differing institutional settings, training
backgrounds, and peer relationships came up with different designs.' 8 Peter Galison has followed
modern physics in terms of the interactions of intellectual traditions in theory, experimentation,
and instrumentation that constrained scientists' propensities to raise and to answer questions.1 9
The historical inquiry of radio-channel characterization extends their perspectives on engineers
and scientists to broader identities. The historical actors were electrical engineers, physicists, radio
amateurs, state functionaries, and military men; their affiliations included universities,
philanthropic institutions, companies, hobbyist societies, governmental agencies, and armed
forces. Many actors had multiple identities. To understand the history of propagation and
interferences we therefore need to grapple with a complex world that mingled science and
engineering, profession and hobby, public and private, technicality and polity.
18 Donald MacKenzie, Inventing Accuracy: A Historical Sociology of Nuclear Missile Guidance (Cambridge: MIT
Press, 1990). A similar stress on the importance of engineering cultures in understanding technology is in Tracy
Kidder, The Soul of a New Machine (New York: Avon Books, 1981).




By examining radio-channel characterization in the early twentieth century, this dissertation not
only explores an under-documented history, but also contributes to wider scholarship in the
history of science and technology. In the history of science, it advances integrated studies of
electrical physics and geophysics. In the history of technology, it enriches research on radio,
engineering knowledge, and consumers. Moreover, it helps understand the historical conditions of
the information society. It also adds to the studies of Western research and development
organizations before World War II.
Characterizing Wireless Channels provides a new understanding of the making of the
information society. Much has been written about the history of information from the perspectives
of command,2 0 control,21 computing, 22 mathematical sciences,23 and biology.2 4 Some have treated
information elements of command-control-computing structures in the armed forces, marketplace,
or society at large, and have emphasized the functions of information in assisting decision-making
and maintaining stability. Others have viewed information as a theoretical idea for building a
universal mathematical structure of computation or a generic analytic model for complex systems,
in the process focusing on its abstract conceptual significance. These approaches rarely address
the perspective of communication-preserving authenticity in exchanging information. A number
of historical works indeed have dealt with the issues of fidelity, distortion, and noise in
communication. Yet they have mostly examined wired technology: telegraphy,2 5 telephony,26 and
20 Paul N. Edwards, The Closed World: Computers and the Politics of Discourse in Cold War America
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1996); Arthur L. Norberg, Judy E. O'Neill, and Kerry J. Freedman, Transforming
Computer Technology: Information Processing for the Pentagon, 1962 -1986 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1996).
21 James R. Beniger, The Control Revolution: Technological and Economic Origin of the Information Society
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1986); David A. Mindell, Between Human and Machines: Feedback,
Control, and Computing before Cybernetics (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002).
22 Martin Campbell-Kelly and William Aspray, Computer: A History of the Information Machines (New York:
Basic Books, 1996); Paul E. Ceruzzi, A History of Modem Computing (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1998); Michael S.
Mahoney, "The history of computing in the history of technology," IEEE Annals of the History of Computing, 10:2
(1988), 113-125.
23 William Asspray, "The scientific conceptualization of information: a survey," IEEE Annals of the History of
Computing, 7:2 (1985), 117-140.
24 Lily E. Kay, Who Wrote the Book of Life: A History of the Genetic Code (Stanford: Stanford University Press,
2000).
25 Ken Beauchamp, History of Telegraphy (London: EE Press, 2001).
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computer networks. 7 Emily Thompson's recent groundbreaking study of noise looks at
architectural acoustics, not electrical communications. 28 My project complements these
information studies by delving into wireless communication.
In addition to information studies, Characterizing Radio Channels is relevant to other domains
in the history of science and technology. Historians of science have paid close attention to pre-
twentieth-century "classical" and twentieth-century "non-classical" electromagnetism, but not the
"classical" electromagnetism in the twentieth century. This asymmetry reflects a historiographical
blind spot: Sharing physicists' view that "classical" electromagnetism no longer yielded
fundamental theoretical breakthroughs after the consolidation of Maxwell's equations, historians
of physics have focused on either the intellectual status before the Maxwellian underpinning or
relativity and quantum mechanics. Some have examined the early theories and experiments of
electricity, 29 the rise of the wave theory in optics,30 the development of electrodynamics in the
mid-nineteenth century, 31 Maxwell's theory of electricity and magnetism,3 2 and the immediate
followers of Maxwell.33 Others have inspected how the attempts to reconcile Maxwellian
electrodynamics and classical mechanics led to special relativity,3 4 how the theoretical works on
electromagnetic radiation gave rise to quantum mechanics,35 and how classical electrodynamics
26 Brittain "Loading coil" (1985); Mindell, "Opening Black's box" (2000).
27 Janet Abbate, Inventing the Internet (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1999).
28 Emily A. Thompson, The Soundscape of Modernity: Architectural Acoustics and the Culture of Listening in
America, 1900-1933 (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2002).
29 John L. Heilbron, Electricity in the 17th and 18 'h Centuries: A Study of Early Modern Physics (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1979); Giuliano Pancaldi, Volta: Science and Culture in the Age of Enlightenment
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003).
30 Jed Z. Buchwald, The Rise of Wave Theory of Light: Optical Theory and Experiment in the Early Nineteenth
Century (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989).
31 Crosbie Smith and M. Norton Wise, Energy and Empire: A Biographical Study of Lord Kelvin (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1989); Buchwald, Scientific Effects (1994).
32 Daniel Siegel, "The origin of the displacement current," Historical Studies in the Physical and Biological
Sciences, 17:1 (1986), 99-146.
33 Bruce Hunt, The Maxwellians (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991); Jed Z. Buchwald, From Maxwell to
Microphysics: Aspects of Electromagnetic Theory in the Last Quarter of the Nineteenth Century (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1985).
34 Gerald J. Holton, Thematic Origins of Scientific Thoughts: Kepler to Einstein (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1973); Abraham Pais, Subtle is the Lord: The Science and the Life of Albert Einstein (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1982).
35 Thomas Kuhn, Black-Body Theory and the Quantum Discontinuity, 1894-1912 (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1987); Olivier Darrigol, From C-Numbers to Q-Numbers: The Classical Analogy in the History of Quantum
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evolved into quantum electrodynamics.36 Yet the development of twentieth-century "classical"
electromagnetism has been overlooked. Characterizing Wireless Channels argues that Maxwell's
equations did not conclude the story of "classical" electromagnetism. Quantum mechanics and
relativity were not physicists' only concerns in the early twentieth century; they also engaged in
the studies of electromagnetic-wave propagation in various physical environments.
The studies of radio-wave propagation intertwined with geophysics, atmospheric science, and
especially meteorology in the early twentieth century, which is still to be explored. Historical
works on meteorology have concentrated on measuring devices,37 explanatory models,38 and
computational techniques in predictions39 related to weather phenomena; fewer have been on
atmospheric electricity. An exception is Stewart Gillmore's writings on the early history of
ionospheric science using radio.40 Expanding Gillmore's works, I further explore the historical
relation between radio science and atmospheric science. Specifically, my findings on large-scale
wireless experiments parallel the recent works by historians of meteorology on global
measurements.4n Characterizing Radio Channels establishes a connection between the history of
physics and the history of geophysics.
Theory (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992).
36 Sylvan S. Schweber, QED and the Men who Made it: Dyson, Feyman, Schwinger, and Tomonaga (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1994).
37 John F. Fuller, Thor's Legions: Weather Support to the U.S. Air Force and Army, 1937-1987 (Washington:
American Meteorological Society, 1990).
38 Gisela Kutzbach, The Thermal Theories of Cyclones: A History of Meteorological Thought in the Nineteenth
Century (Washington: American Meteorological Society, 1979); James R. Fleming, Climates of Opinion:
Understanding Climate Change from the Enlightenment to Global Warming (New York: Oxford University Press,
1998).
39 Frederik Nebeker, Calculating the Weather: Meteorology in the Twentieth Century (New York: Academic Press,
1995).
4 0 C. Stuart Gillmor, "Threshold to space: Early studies of the ionosphere," in P. A. Hanle and V. del Chamberlain
(eds.), Space Science Comes of Age (Washington: Smithsonian Institution, 1981), 101-114; "Wilhelm Altar,
Edward Appleton, and the magneto-ionic theory," Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 126:5
(1982), 395-440; "The big story: Tuve, Breit, and the ionospheric sounding, 1923-1928," in Gregory A. Good
(ed.), History of Geophysics v. 5: The Earth, the Heavens, and the Carnegie Institution of Washington
(Washington: American Geophysical Union, 1994), 133-141.
41 Deborah R. Coen, "Scaling down: Mapping the 'Austrian' climate between empire and republic," and James R.
Fleming, "Localism meets globalism: Reductionist and determinist themes in the history of global climate studies,"
both presented in session Local and Global Perspectives in Meteorology, History of Science Society Annual
Meeting (20 November 2003: Massachusetts: Cambridge); Edward Jones-lmhotep, "Disciplining technology:
electronic reliability. Cold-War military culture. and the topside ionogram," History and Teclhnology, 17:2 (2002).
125-175.
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The history of technology has an extensive scholarship on radio. Radio historians have focused
on hardware, applications, and social implications, not immaterial channels. Hugh Aitken and
Songook Hong have examined the development of key devices (spark discharger, alternator, arc,
vacuum tube) in radio technology. 4 2 Susan Douglas and Linwood Howeth have followed the
emergence of broadcasting and the navy's incorporation of radio in the United States.4 3 Much
literature is on radio's social, cultural, and political implications. 4 4 In addition, scholars have
documented the histories of wireless systems directly built on radio such as radar and aviation
guidance.4 5 These works have concentrated either on machines, devices, and instruments, or on
the systems formed by the artifacts. Yet a particular feature of radio consists exactly in the fact
that immaterial open space between transmitter and receiver is an indispensable element of the
technology. Aitken's and Hugh Slotten's works on the politics of spectrum allocation have indeed
probed this immaterial aspect of radio; but they have been more concerned with the distribution of
the spectrum resource, not channel characterization.4 6 Focusing on propagation and interferences
rather than hardware systems, Characterizing Radio Channels supplements the history of wireless
technology by extending the realm of technology from tangible artifacts to intangible channels.
42 Aitken, Syntony and Spark (1976); The Continuous Wave: Technology and American Radio, 1900-1932
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985); Sungook Hong, Wireless: From Marconi's Black-Box to the Audion
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 2001).
43 Susan J. Douglas, 'Technological innovation and organizational change: The Navy's adoption of radio, 1899-
1919," in Merritt Roe Smith (ed.), Military Enterprise and Technology Change: Perspectives on the American
Experience (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1985), 117-173; Inventing American Boradcasting: 1899-1922 (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987); Linwood S. Howeth, History of Communications-Electronics in the United
States Navy (Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Ships and Office of Naval History, 1963).
44 Erik Barnouw, A History of Broadcasting in the United States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1966-70);
Christopher Sterling and John Kittross, Stay Tuned: A Concise History of American Broadcasting (Belmont:
Wadsworth, 1990); Asa Briggs, BBC, the First Fifty Years (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985); Melvin
Patrick Ely, The Adventures of Amos 'n 'Andy: A Social History of an American Phenomenon (New York: Maxwell
Macmillan, 1992); Lacey, Kate, Feminine Frequencies: Gender, German radio, and the Public Sphere, 1923-
1945, (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1996).
45 The literatures on radar are numerous. For a detailed technical history of American radars during World War II,
see Henry Guerlac, Radar in World War II (Washington: American Institute of Physics, 1987). For the history of
instrument landing system, see Erik Conway, "The politics of blind landing," Technology and Culture, 42:1
(2001), 81-100.
46 Hugh G. J. Aitken, "Allocating the spectrum: the origins of radio regulation," Technology and Culture, 34:4
(1994), 686-716; Hugh R. Slotten, "Radio engineers, the Federal Radio Commision, and the social shaping of
broadcasting technology: creating 'radio paradise'," Technology and Culture, 36:4 (1995), 950-986; Radio and
Television Regulation: Broadcasting Technology in the United States, 1920-1960 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2000).
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The extension has a profound implication for the history of engineering. So far, historians
interested in the nature of engineering practices have focused on the acquisition and uses of
"knowing-how" knowledge in machine designs.47 Discussions of "knowing-that" knowledge
remain marginal. Nevertheless, the history of radio-channel characterization lay exactly in the
pursuits of "knowing-that" knowledge and its applications to engineering maneuvers oftentimes
not directly related to machine designs. Thus Characterizing Radio Channels sheds light on the
nature of this less-examined aspect of engineering knowledge and practices.
In addition to engineers and scientists, amateurs played an important part in the history of
radio-wave propagation and interferences. By examining amateurs' participation in large-scale
experiments, Characterizing Radio Channels helps understand the roles of user cultures in
technological development and contributes to consumer studies in the history of technology.48
Such roles have been inspected from patterns of technology diffusion and technological changes
initiated by consumers. 4 9 Characterizing Radio Channels illustrates a special case in which
consumers crossed the boundary laid out by experts and actively acquired the cutting-edge
knowledge necessary for making the state-of-the-art technology, a case we can still see in today's
computer hacker cultures. I argue that radio amateurs could make a fundamental contribution
because their masculine culture (admiring adventures) and inferior legal right (banning their access
to waves longer than 200 meters) pushed them to experiment on new ideas (short-wave long-
range radio) that scientists and engineers considered either impossible or unworthy.
47 Vincenti, What Engineers Know (1990); Edwin T. Layton, '"Through the looking glass; or news from lake mirror
image," in Stephen H. Cutcliffe and Robert C. Post (eds.), In Context: History and the History of Technology
(Bethlehem: Lehigh University, 1989), 29-41; Louis L. Bucciarelli, Engineering Philosophy (Delft: Delft
University Press, 2003); Henry Petroski, The Pencil: A History of Design and Circumstance (New York: Knopf,
1990).
48 Francesca Bray, Technology and Gender: Fabrics of Power in Late Imperial China (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1997); Ronald Kline and Trevor Pinch, "Users as agens of technological change: The social
construction of the automobile in the rural United States," Technology and Culture, 37 (1996), 763-795; Nelly
Oudshoorn and Trevor Pinch, How Users Matter: The Co-Construction if Users and Technology (Cambridge: MIT
Press, 2003).
49 Ruth Cowan, "The consumption junction: a proposal for research strategies in the sociology of technology," in
Wiebe Bijker, Thomas Hughes, and Trevor Pinch (eds.), The Social Construction of Technological Systems: New
Directions in the Sociology and History of Technology (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1987), 261-280; Ronald R. Kline,
Consumers in the Country: Technology and Social Change in Rural America (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2000).
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In the history of radio-wave propagation and interferences, the activities of academic scientists,
corporate engineers, amateurs, armed-force officers, and government functionaries overlapped
with one another. By weaving them together, my project opens a window for understanding
modem research and development since the early twentieth century that conflated science,
engineering, business, hobby activities, military, and politics. The integrated understanding
enriches the existing historical works on research and development at corporate laboratories, 50
universities, 51 philanthropic organizations, 52 military units,53 and government agencies54 in the
same period. The rise of the military-industrial complex since World War II has been closely
studied by historians.5 5 Comparatively, the dynamics of academia, industry, civil society, and the
state (both civilian and military sectors) in science and technology in the early twentieth century
has just begun to be examined. Characterizing Radio Channels offers snapshots of the
interactions of heterogeneous research and development organizations from the 1900 to the
1930s, and hence alludes to the historical conditions for the rise of the postwar military-industrial
complex.
Overview of Chapters
The rest of the dissertation is divided into five chapters.
5 0 Leonard S. Reich, The Making of American Industrial Research: Science and Business at GE and Bell, 1876-
1926 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985).
51 Daniel J. Kevles, The Physicists: The History of a Scientific Community in Modem America (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1995).
52 Alexandra Oleson and John Voss, The Organization of Knowledge in Modern America, 1860-1920 (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1979).
53 David K. Allison, New Eye for the Navy: The Origin of Radar at the Naval Research Laboratory (Washington,
D.C.: Naval Research Laboratory, 1981).
54 Rexmond C. Cochrane, Measures for Progress: A History of the National Bureau of Standards (Washington:
U.S. National Bureau of Standards, 1966); Harry Melville, The Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
(London: George Allen & Unwin, 1962).
55 For example, see Caroll W. Pursell, Jr. (ed.), The Military-Industrial Complex (New York: Harper & Row,
1972); Seymour Melman, Pentagon Capitalism: The Political Economy of War (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1970);
Stuart Leslie, The Cold War and American Science (New York: Columbia University Press, 1992); Paul Forman
and Jos6 M. Sanchez-Ron (eds.), National Military Establishments and the Advancement of Science and
Technology (Norwell: Kluwer, 1996); Thomas P. Hughes, Rescuing Prometheus (New York: Vintage, 1986).
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Chapter 2 discusses the early propagation studies between 1900 and 1920. Propagation
studies began with a question: Why do radio waves traverse over long distances? Two theories
competed for explanation-waves diffract along the earth's surface, and waves reflect from an
upper conducting layer. The surface diffraction theory, proposed by Hector MacDonald and
elaborated by Arnold Sommerfeld, was turned into a formidable mathematical exercise. The
atmospheric reflection theory, suggested by Oliver Heaviside and Arthur Kennelly, was refined
into an ionic-refraction theory by William Eccles. Both theories had no quantitative empirical
evidence to compare with until American naval experimenters led by Louis Austin conducted
trans-Atlantic wireless tests in the early 1910s (originally designed for testing the navy's spark-
gap transmitter) and synthesized the "Austin-Cohen" formula from measurements. The empirical
formula, however, had a wavelength dependence disagreeing with the predictions from both
theories. In 1919, George Neville Watson derived a mathematical theory of atmospheric reflection
giving predictions consistent with the Austin -Cohen formula. This closed the debate.
The Austin-Cohen formula and the related theories applied only to waves longer than 300
meters. How radio practitioners studied shorter-wave propagation in the 1920s is the topic of
chapter 3. In the period, high-frequency technology reduced radio wavelengths from hundreds to
a few meters. To explore short waves, amateur societies and governmental agencies conducted
large-scale experiments, including the American Radio Relay League's trans-Atlantic tests,
amateurs' and the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory's discovery of "skip zones" (intermediate
regions with no radio signals), and the Naval Research Laboratory's long-term measurements of
short waves' propagating ranges. The experimental results implied that an ionosphere exists and
short waves propagate via refraction in the layer. Joseph Larmor at Cambridge University and
Albert Hoyt Taylor and E. O. Hulburt in the U.S. Navy refined the ionic refraction theory with the
short-wave data. Harold Nichols and John Schelleng extended the theory to cases with the
geomagnetic field. Meanwhile, physicists sought evidence for the ionosphere. Edward Appleton
and Miles Barnett's frequency-change experiments, Reginald Smith-Rose and R. Barfield's
polarization measurements (at the British Radio Research Board), and Gregory Breit and Merle
Tuve's pulse-echo experiments at the Carnegie Institution obtained strong evidence.
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Chapter 4 examines the further development of (magnetized and non-magnetized) ionic
refraction theory from 1926 to 1935. Certain observations, such as minima of propagating ranges
at some frequencies, suggested that the geomagnetic effect is critical in ionic refraction. In the late
1920s, Appleton, Wilhelm Altar, Hans Lassen, and Sydney Goldstein deduced a generalized
magneto-ionic theory covering all wave-propagating directions. (Nichols et al.'s magneto-ionic
theory could only deal with waves along or normal to the geomagnetic field) The generalized
theory gained empirical support after John Ratcliffe et al.'s polarization measurements in England
and Australia. On the other hand, physicists split in the microscopic interpretations of the ionic
refraction theory. They debated about whether to include a "Lorentz term"--the modification of a
material's effective dielectric constant due to secondary actions of induced dipole moments-in
the formulae. They also argued about whether a "quasi-elastic force"-an elastic-type force
constraining electronic motions) exists in ionized media. At the core of these debates was the
issue of different possible interpretations of the same but vague theory and the legitimacy of using
laboratory experiments to investigate a macroscopic physical environment.
Chapter 5 follows how radio practitioners in the 1910s-1930s dealt with uncertainties of
propagating conditions, interferences, and noises. It is further divided into three parts. The first
part discusses radio engineers' approach to natural interferences (fluctuating propagation,
atmospheric noise, and fading): to retrieve their characteristics from long-term measurements. The
American Telephone and Telegraphy Company (AT&T) and the British Radio Research Board
conducted yearlong wireless measurement programs. The British initiative investigated the
correlation between atmospheric noise and meteorological phenomena. The American projects
monitored the diurnal, seasonal, and geographical variations of received signals and atmospheric
noise. Knowing propagation theories did not provide information about fluctuations, engineers
characterized random atmospheric conditions with massive data.
The second part traces how American radio engineers and technocrats sought to reduce man-
made interferences. A result of the broadcasting boom, the most severe man-made interferences in
the 1920s-30s were from radio stations, especially "heterodyne interference" as two same-channel
stations have a frequency drift with respect to each other to form beat-notes. The suppression of
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heterodyne interference demanded that radio stations keep precise control of radiating
frequencies. A political solution was created. Engineers and officials at the U.S. Federal Radio
Commission (FRC) developed and enforced spectrum allocation plans. All stations were required
to abide by the frequency stability specification set by FRC. To support the plans, the Bureau of
Standards promoted frequency standards based on quartz oscillators to radio users.
The third part explores physicists' and engineers' research into electronic tube noises from
1918 to 1935. Walter Schottky of the Siemens Company, J. B. Johnson and Harry Nyquist of the
Bell Telephone Laboratories, and other American and German researchers investigated shot noise
and thermal noise from the discrete and random natures of electronic motions. They found that
noise is a fundamental feature of all electronic devices. Schottky argued that electrons carrying
discrete charges cause random fluctuations at the output current of vacuum tubes (shot noise).
Johnson and Nyquist found that the electrons' thermal motions disturb the current passing any
conductor (thermal noise). Although Schottky et al.'s studies did not exhaust tube noises,
engineers used the scientific results to characterize and to minimize them.





The Studies of Long-Distance Radio-Wave Propagation: 1900-1919
Guglielmo Marconi's tests of the trans-Atlantic wireless telegraphy made sensational news at
the turn of the twentieth century. Since the early 1890s, the Italian-born English inventor-
entrepreneur had established radio communication links spanning as far as the British Channel, but
what he did in 1901 was unprecedented. He attempted to exchange telegraphic signals between
the British Isles and the American Continent without submarine cables or other mediation.
Marconi's moment came on December 12. Sitting in a station on a hill in Newfoundland, Canada,
the inventor and his assistant George Kemp heard sharp clicks from the earphones connected to
the receiving apparatus. Once they were sure that the sound pattern they heard was regular,
Marconi and Kemp claimed that they successfully received the wireless message transmitted from
the other side of the Atlantic Ocean-a high antenna tower energized by spark-gap circuits
located in Poldhu, England. The New York Times immediately featured Marconi's story under the
headline "Wireless Signals Across the Atlantic-Marconi says he received them from England."
The world beheld the wireless. 
The trans-Atlantic wireless test not only caught the attention of the general public, corporate
capitalists, and the electrical industry for its technological implications, but also raised a curious
scientific question. To establish a link across a distance as long as one sixth of the earth's
perimeter, the radio waves2 had to travel along a path conforming to the curved surface of the
earth. Why do radio waves, which behave much like optical and acoustic waves, not follow
rectilinear trajectories? Why does the earth with a curved surface not block their propagation?
Orrien E. Dunlap, Marconi, the Man and His Wireless (New York: MacMillan, 1937), 99. For Marconi's trans-
Atlantic wireless test in 1901, see ibid, 87-102, and Degna Marconi, My Father Marconi (New York: McGraw
Hill, 1962), 111-120.
2 The newer term "radio" did not replace the older term "wireless" until after the mid-1900s. Yet I still use "radio
waves" to refer to the electromagnetic waves longer than 1 millimeter in order to be consistent with the chapters
dealing with the later period (from the 1910s to the 1930s) when the use of the term was common.
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This chapter examines how the questions concerning long-distance radio-wave propagation
were studied in the first two decades of the twentieth century. The issues involved how the
problems were turned into mathematical representations, and how the empirical observations
made by the industrial practitioners evolved toward quantitative experimental data. The historical
process showed how the engineering technologies affected the experimental investigations, how
traditions of the applied mathematicians shaped numerical problems and approaches, and how
theoretical tendencies of late-nineteenth-century microphysics directed the formation of physical
models. As a result, the long-distance wave-propagation problems emerged within a conjunction
of distinct collective cultures meshed with their broader social contexts.
The studies of long-distance radio-wave propagation had both theoretical and experimental
aspects. The theorists looked for an adequate answer to the question: Why do radio waves
propagate over a very long distance without being blocked by the earth? Two alternative
hypotheses were proposed: the wave propagating along the earth's curved surface results from
diffraction by the body of the earth; or the wave path bounces back and forth between the earth's
surface and a conducting layer in the upper atmosphere. While theorists discussed these
alternatives, experimenters worked on constructing empirical quantitative relations among the
physical variables involved in long-distance wave propagation.
Three communities of researchers may be identified. European mathematical physicists and
mathematicians worked on the surface diffraction theories and tried to develop mathematical skills
to convert the diffracted fields into numerically tractable forms. Anglo-American electrical
engineers and experimental physicists focused on the atmospheric reflection model and explored
the conducting properties of the air. American wireless telegraphers established the empirical
formula governing the relation between received wave intensity and distance for given
wavelengths. It proved difficult to decide between the two theories. The empirical formula from
the wireless experiments in the early 1910s disagreed with the quantitative predictions of the
surface diffraction theorists. Meanwhile, the atmospheric reflection theorists were unable to make
quantitative predictions, although they could qualitatively explain the bending of the waves and
other observed wireless phenomena such as atmospheric noise. The indeterminacy ended in 1919
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when the English mathematician George Neville Watson developed a new mathematical technique
for the diffraction theories and used it to demonstrate that the atmospheric-reflection rather than
the surface-diffraction model produced numerical results consistent with the experimental
formula.
These three different practices were shaped by distinct intellectual traditions, purposes, and
research styles. The long-distance radio experiments related to pragmatic instrumentality in
wireless engineering: to test the validity of the high-power transmitters and the sensitive radio
detectors that would be installed at the U. S. Navy's first long-range radio station. The
mathematical skills of series and integral approximations used in the diffraction theories
incorporated recently developed complex-variable analysis in mathematics. The conducting
atmospheric model, which began as a speculation among electrical researchers, became part of the
Maxwellian-microphysics agenda for the interactions between electromagnetic energy and
substances. These communities worked on different goals, legitimized different methodologies,
and took priority on different technical and social concerns. These differences may be understood
in terms of the communities' distinct epistemic positions concerning what was known, what was
to be known, what was important to know, and what could possibly be known.3 As they came to
the conjunction of studying long-distance wave propagation, the contributions they made reflected
their individual epistemic positions.
The outcome of this conjunction was the knowledge about the most important radio-channel
characteristics in the early twentieth century-radio waves longer than several hundred meters
propagate between the earth's surface and a reflective layer in the upper atmosphere. A
mathematical theory of diffraction can predict the quantitative behaviors of such propagation, and
these predictions are consistent with the empirical Austin-Cohen formula established from the
long-range naval experiments. Consequently, wireless engineers in the 1910s designed the
specification of transmitting stations following the formula's imperative that gave longer
wavelengths preference, whereas physicists were inspired to research further into the hypothetical
upper reflective layer.
3 See chapter 1, "theory: epistemic status of radio science and technology."
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1. EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY TRANSMISSION
Guglielmo Marconi invented the wireless telegraphy transmitter and receiver in the 1890s.
Oliver Lodge in Britain, Alexander Popoff in Russia, Eugene Ducretet in France, and Ferdinand
Braun in Germany made similar inventions around the same time. 4 In the next twenty years,
Western governments, commercial and industrial enterprises, and inventors, engineers, and
scientists quickly recognized the potential of these devices. Numerous sophisticated novel
technologies of wireless telegraphy were developed between 1895 and 1920.
To the engineering communities, the primary concern with wireless telegraphy during this
period was design and improvement of transmitters, receivers, and techniques of electrical
measurements.5 The concern for radio-wave propagation per se, though not totally absent, was
limited. Engineers tended to study radio-wave propagation in order to achieve better quality or
efficiency of wireless communications. But the relatively scarcer amount of research suggests that
they were not as successful in engineering the process of wave propagation as in engineering
transmitters and receivers. The main reason was that contemporary engineers did not know
enough about radio-wave propagation. They could not successfully model wave propagation since
they had too little information about it in the real world for which they intended their devices. To
proceed, they needed to establish the empirical phenomena of radio-wave propagation. That task
began only in the first few years of the twentieth century.
The empirical problems may be stated as follows: under what environmental or instrumental
conditions does the propagating electromagnetic energy experience a certain amount of change
("signal-reach" issue), and how is the content of wireless telegraphic signals interfered with noise
from the environment ("signal-authenticity" issue). The relevant major phenomena discovered
before 1910 included:
4 Aitken, Syntony and Spark (1976), 198.
5 Jonathan Adolf Wilhelm Zenneck (A. E. Seelig trans.), Wireless Telegraphy (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1915),




* Marconi's success of wireless communication over one sixth of the earth indicated that the
Hertzian experiments worked not only in a laboratory, but also in an enormous physical
scale.
* Terrains play a much more important role in the propagation of electromagnetic waves
than originally expected from Maxwellian theory. The maximum effective transmission
distance of a radio wave is the longer the greater the ground conductivity; thus a wave
over sea usually propagates farther than one over land, since the sea water has a higher
conductivity than the earth. The variation of transmission distance with respect to terrain
conductivity was found by British naval officer Henry Bradwardine Jackson. Jackson, later
a Royal Navy admiral and one of the most influential figures in British radio technology,
conducted amateur wireless telegraphy experiments while serving on British warships
between 1899 and 1902.6 Published in 1902,7 his experimental data showed that the over-
land propagation had a shorter maximum signal distance than the over -sea propagation.
* Jackson's 1902 paper also pointed out that wave propagation fluctuated with air
conditions. The maximum effective distance in humid air is less than that in dry air.
* Wave propagation also experiences a diurnal change. The maximum effective distance at
night exceeds that in daytime. This was discovered by Marconi in his second successful
trans-Atlantic wireless experiment, 8 and was reported in 1902.9
* Wireless communication links are interfered with noise likely from the atmosphere. The
noise, known as "static," "atmospheric," or "stray wave," reduces the rate of correct
recognition of received Morse code. Static is more serious at night than during daytime,
more serious during the summer than during the winter, and more serious in low-latitude
regions than in high-latitude regions. The existence and characteristics of atmospheric
noise were identified by a number of wireless telegraphers. Early observations of
atmospheric noise due to thunderstorms or other meteorological disturbances were made
6 J. R. H. Weaver (ed.), Dictionary of National Biography: 1922-1930 (London: Oxford University Press, 1930),
448-450.
7 Henry B. Jackson, "On the phenomena affecting the transmission of electric waves over the surface of the sea and
the earth," Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 70 (1902), 254-272.
8 Dunlap, Marconi (1937), 122-127.
9 Guglielmo Marconi, "A note on the effect of daylight upon the propagation of electromagnetic impulses over long
distances," Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 70 (1902), 344-347.
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by Popoff, Feriyi, and Turpain. 0 The day-night and summer-winter static differences were
pointed out by Jackson in his 1902 paper.
The physical environment is not the only factor to affect radio-wave propagation.
Received wave energy increases with wavelength. In addition, some antenna setups lead to
"directional" radiation patterns in the sense that the received or transmitted energy is
different at different directions. A vertical aerial receives maximum energy when tilted
along the transmitting direction; several aerials with identical phase delay can give a
strongly directional transmission. Directive antennas were examined by Marconi, 
Jonathan Zenneck, Hans von Sigsfeld, and Ferdinand Braun.1 2
Until 1905, many wireless antennas were dipoles consisting of a long vertical conducting wire
connected at its lower end to a spark gap. This type of vertical-tower antenna was non-
directional-when it transmits an electromagnetic wave, the amplitude of received current is
independent of the direction of the receiver's location with respect to the antenna, provided the
receiver is on the ground.13 A directional antenna in which the radiated energy was confined
within a narrow range of directions would be a better engineering design for fixed point-to-point
wireless communication. In 1906, Marconi reported in Proceedings of the Royal Society of
London his discovery of antenna directivity as he conducted experiments in his Poldhu
laboratory. 14 He suggested that a directional antenna confining its radiated energy within a limited
range of directions could be obtained by laying down the aerial to make it horizontal. Figure 1
compares these two antenna arrangements. If the antenna aerial is laid horizontally, then the
antenna pattern becomes directional. The received current reaches maximum when the
transmitter-receiver direction is 0° from the aerial direction of the transmitter or the receiver
10 Fleming, Principles (1916), 851-852.
1 Guglielmo Marconi, "On methods whereby the radiation of electric waves may be mainly confined to certain
directions, and whereby the receptivity of a receiver may be restricted to electric waves emanating from certain
directions," Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 77 (1906), 413-421.
12 Ferdinand Braun, "On directed wireless telegraphy," Electrician, 57 (1906), 222-224, 244-248. One can also
refer to Friedrich Kurylo and Charles Susskind, Ferdinand Braun: A Life of the Nobel Prizewinner and Inventor of
the Cathode-Ray Oscilloscope (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1981), 134, 143, 170.
13 This description concerns the transmitter antenna. A similar description concerning the receiver antenna can be
constructed: An antenna is non-directive if it is used to receive the waves transmitted from a fixed transmitter, and
the received current is independent of the receiving antenna's orientation with respect to the transmitter.
14 Marconi, "On methods," (1906).
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antenna. Typically, the current is minimum when the directional angle is around 110° or 250°. The
minimum loci and the shape of the radiation pattern vary with antenna parameters such as aerial
length and aerial height. Figure 2 illustrates two of the radiation patterns he measured.
direction direction
of wave of wave
transmission transmission
///////////// ////////////7
Figure 1 Non-directional vertical antenna (left panel) and directional horizontal antenna (right
panel). The thick lines represent the aerials.
Many of the empirical observations were distinct from commonly conceived "scientific
evidence" in terms of both explanation and representation. Up to the early 1910s, these observed
empirical phenomena lacked a coherent explanatory framework. Attempts to account for
individual observational regularities rarely related to one another: the mechanisms causing these
phenomena were mainly conceived to be independent of one another. In addition, these
explanations were causally incomplete since clear-cut causal factors could not be identified and
isolated.15 In terms of representation, a large portion of the empirical observations were either
qualitative descriptions that made ontological assertions by identifying which physical factors
were relevant to propagation of electromagnetic waves or quasi-quantitative comparative
statements that specified whether some wave-propagating quantities increased or decreased with
given parameters. Quantitative descriptions of the empirical observations existed as tabulated
data, not mathematical formulae. However far such phenomenological knowledge was from the
ideal scientific evidence, theorists in the 1900s had no choice but to use them as empirical
evidence for their theories, for rigorous and controlled quantitative experiments on long-distance
wave propagation remained to be done.
15 According to philosopher Nancy Cartwright, the necessary and sufficient condition for a valid causal factor is
that by enabling or canceling the occurrence of the factor in the process of the event under investigation, one can
observe the change of the event outcome in the manner stipulated by the causal relation between the factor and the
event. See Nancy Cartwright, How the Laws of Physics Lie (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983), 21-44. The
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Figure 2 Radiation patterns of Marconi's directional antenna. Left panel: The transmitter's
antenna rotates from 0° to 3600; right panel: The receiver's antenna rotates from 0° to 3600
[Guglielmo Marconi, "On methods" (1906), Figures 2 and 4].
2. SURFACE DIFFRACTION THEORIES IN BRITAIN AND FRANCE
The empirical phenomena observed by the practitioners of wireless telegraphy intrigued
physicists. Physicists were particularly interested in the fact that electromagnetic waves can
propagate along the earth over a distance up to one sixth of the earth's perimeter, because
Marconi's trans-Atlantic experiment in 1901 was such sensational news that demanded a scientific
explanation for curious minds, and physicists could translate this clearly described qualitative
phenomenon into a well defined mathematical problem.
To the community of physicists in the late nineteenth century, the phenomenon of long-
distance radio-wave propagation was not entirely new. The physical picture associated with this
phenomenon-the path of the radio wave bending along a curved surface-appeared also in
physical optics and acoustics.' 6 If the effect of diffraction was taken into account, then the fact
16 For the research agendas of physicists in the nineteenth century, see Robert D. Purrington, Physics in the
Nineteenth Century (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1997).
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that radio-wave propagation was not blocked by the part of the earth on line of sight was not so
counter-intuitive. Therefore, the primary issue for explaining long-distance radio-wave
propagation was to calculate how much electromagnetic energy scattered by the spherical earth
was present at a given point. British physicist Lord Rayleigh (John William Strutt), former
director of the Cavendish Laboratory, had developed a set of analytic techniques to deal with
similar scattering problems in acoustics. 17 The radio-wave diffraction theories at the initial stage
were thus based on Rayleigh's work.
Between 1901 and 1919, two groups of mathematical physicists and mathematicians engaged
in the development of diffraction theories to account for the bending of radio wave along the
earth. One was a British community consisting of scholars trained and working at Cambridge
University plus the French mathematician Henri Poincar6. The other was a German school led by
mathematical physicist Arnold Sommerfeld at the University of Munich and electrical engineer
Jonathan Zenneck.
The Scot Hector Munro Macdonald was the first to tackle the problem of long-range radio-
wave propagation. He received a bachelor's degree at the University of Aberdeen before moving
to Clare College of Cambridge University, where he became the fourth Wrangler after the
Mathematical Tripos in 1889. During his Cambridge years between 1889 and 1905, Macdonald
was influenced by the intellectual atmosphere and training style of the University's physicists
community led by George Gabriel Stokes, J. J. Thomson, and George Darwin. Like other
Cambridge men in the 1890s, he was versed with a working knowledge of harmonic analysis.
Compared with his colleagues, he also showed a talent for the analys is of Bessel functions.' 8 Since
the early nineteenth century, Cambridge had shaped students' intellectual directions through an
institutionalized system of examinations including the Tripos and various award competitions for
17 Rayleigh (John William Strutt), The Theory of Sound (New York: Dover, 1945).
18 E. T. Whittaker, "Hector Munro Macdonald," Obituary Notices of Fellows of the Royal Society of London, 1
(1935), 552. For Macdonald's life, also see "As a tribute to the Memory of the late Professor Hector Munro
Macdonald," undated obituary pamphlet, Special Collection of the University of Aberdeen Libraries.
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solving scientific problems. 19 Macdonald was an exemplar. The research agenda of his coming
professional career was set by the Adams Prize problem in 1901, which he won. The problem was
to solve the equations for propagating electromagnetic waves under several boundary conditions
with simple geometry. Published in 1902 as Electric Waves, Macdonald's prize-winning essay
applied an electromagnetic theory based on a specially formulated energy expression to study the
effect of an antenna wire on its electrical oscillating frequencies, and to solve the diffraction field
at the edge of a perfectly conducting prism. 20 The experience with these problems directed
Macdonald's intellectual orientation. When the news of Marconi's trans-Atlantic wireless
experiment spread in 1901, Macdonald was ready to work out a theoretical account of the
phenomenon based on diffraction model. This account was published in Proceedings of the
Roysal Society of London in 1903.21
Macdonald's article of 1903 reflected Cambridge Wranglers' intellectual orientation shaped by
the Tripos System-approximating complex physical problems with simple geometry and
equations, seeking closed-form mathematical solutions, making explicit analogies to other areas of
physics. 22 It began with a simple model representing all the supposedly relevant physical
characteristics of radio-wave propagation. The earth was modeled as a sphere. The transmitting
antenna was a vertically polarized point current source, the so-called "Hertzian dipole," above the
ground. The region exterior to the sphere was free space with uniform free-space dielectric
constant (o=(1/367c)x10-9 MKS unit), free-space permeability (po=4x 10 7 MKS unit) and zero
conductivity (o=O). The region inside the sphere was a perfect conductor (o=w). Macdonald's
physical model, indicated in Figure 3, was extremely simplified and did not include the effects of
the atmosphere. Yet it captured some degree of reality: The earth approximates a sphere, and the
19 Andrew Warwick, "Exercising the student body: Mathematics and athleticism in Victorian Cambridge," in
Christopher Lawrence and Steven Shapin (eds.), Science Incarnate: Historical Embodiments of Natural
Knowledge (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 288-326.
20 Whittaker, "Macdonald" (1935), 553-555.
21 Hector Munro Macdonald, "The bending of electric waves round a conducting obstacle," Proceedings of the
Royal Society of London, 71 (1903), 251-258.
22 See Andrew Warwick, Masters of Theory: Cambridge and the Rise of Mathematical Physics (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2003). I owe this point to Prof. David Kaiser.
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dimension of the vertical antenna tower is indeed much smaller than the earth's radius. All
diffraction theorists after Macdonald followed a similar model.23
D
C,
Figure 3 Spherical boundary condition of the diffraction theory. The sphere represents the earth,
and the small arrow above the sphere represents the transmission antenna modeled as a vertically
polarized Hertzian dipole.
To calculate the intensity of the electric and magnetic fields at any observation point on the
earth, Macdonald solved Maxwell's equations for the electromagnetic fields with boundary
conditions imposed by the physical model in Figure 3. He wrote down the wave equation for the
azimuth component of the magnetic field intensity (H=y) in a spherical coordinate system (the
azimuth direction circulates around the axis connecting the earth's center and the dipole's
location). This scalar wave equation was the Helmholtz-type equation:1. .... '1 -x. 2'2 .....
iar2 (py~tl~ La 2 (PY)+ k2py =0 (1)
In the equation, r is the distance between the point of observation and the earth's center, p is the
distance between the point of observation and the axis connecting the earth's center and the
location of the current source, k=2ir/X is wave number (X is wavelength), i=cos, and 0 is the
23 Some of them worked on the case when the earth has a finite conductivity and dielectric constant, but others
continued to work on the perfect-conductor case. 
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angle of the wedge formed in order by the current source's location, the earth's center, and the
point of observation (Figure 3).
Mathematical physicists since the mid-nineteenth century had known how to express the
solutions of the Laplace-type equation (a generalization of the Helmholtz-type equation, which
they had frequently encountered in optics and acoustics) in terms of "spherical harmonics"--
products of Bessel functions and Legendre polynomials (Bessel functions and Legendre
polynomials are solutions of specific differential equations whose properties had been well
explored. 24) Following Rayleigh's Theory of Sound, Macdonald expressed the solution of
equation (1) as a sum of basis functions in which the nt h basis function, the spherical harmonic of
order n, was a combination of the Hankel and Bessel functions of ordern+ 1/2 (Hankel and Bessel
functions are different solutions to the same specific differential equations) and the Legendre
polynomial of order n.2 5 He determined the coefficients of the terms in this series from the
boundary conditions that the field intensity should be infinite at the location of the Hertzian dipole
and the tangential component of the electric field at the surface of the perfect conducting sphere
should vanish. Hence he could express in series form the analytic solution of Maxwell's equations
under the boundary condition given by Figure 3. The solution was the diffracted field: 26
r I 11 g (a/a)[ a/2n+l/2i(ka)] Kn+l/2(ikr) (1 - /2) (2)
P n=1 (alaa)[a/2 Kn+l1 12 (ka)] (2)
In the equation, r is the distance between the current source's location and the earth's center, a is
the earth's radius, Pn is the nth-order Legendre polynomial, Jn+l2 is the Bessel function of order
n+1/2, Kn+l,2(iz) is proportional to Hn+1l(1)(z), the first-kind Hankel function of order n+1/2, and
gn is a linear combination of Kn+112 and Kn+3/2. According to Macdonald, the terms in the sum
consisting of Bessel functions Jn+112 were the radiating field of the point current source in free
space, and the terms consisting of Hankel functions Kn+12 were a secondary field induced from the
free-space field by the spherical conductor.
24 Morris Kline, Mathematical Though from Ancient to Modem Times (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972),
500-700; George N. Watson, A Treatise of the Theory of Bessel Functions (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1952).
25 Rayleigh, The Theory of Sound (1945), chapter 17.
26 Macdonald, "The bending of electric waves" (1903), 253.
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Equation (2) was the analytic solution to the wave equations describing radio waves
propagating along the earth's surface. The diffraction theorists in the first twenty years of the
twentieth century agreed with all of Macdonald's arguments up to this point. The real controversy
among them was how to approximate the analytical solution in a numerically tractable form.
Macdonald noticed that the problem had exactly the same form as one dealt with in Rayleigh's
Theory of Sound. Following Rayleigh, Macdonald proposed an asymptotic expansion of Hankel
functions in equation (2) with respect to ka (reminder: k=2n/X is wave number, X is wavelength,
and a is the radius of the sphere). From the asymptotic properties of Hankel functions, he
established that when the wavelength is much smaller than the radius of the conductor (i.e.,
ka>>l), the field intensity in equation (2) obeys a simple relation: The ratio of the electric field at
the sphere's surface with separation angle 0 (the angle between the oscillator P and the point of
observation C as seen from the earth's center O) to the electric field at 0=0 at the earth's surface
is -cosX, X being the angle between the dipole and the earth's center as seen from the observer.27
This overly succinct result implies that the electric field produced by a Hertzian dipole does
not vanish at any point on the earth except at the diametrically opposite point, x = 180°. It means
that the earth never casts any shadow on the propagation of the electromagnetic field. The field
can travel anywhere on the earth. Therefore the magic of the trans-Atlantic wireless transmission
can be explained: the field diffracts across the surface of the earth. Macdonald considered this
conclusion to be a complement of Rayleigh's discovery in acoustics.28
Unfortunately, the approximation scheme had a serious problem, which was ironically pointed
out by Rayleigh, whose Theory of Sound Macdonald relied on in developing the diffraction
theory. Rayleigh wrote a short correspondence to the Proceedings in May 1903,29 claiming that
Macdonald's conclusion erred for two reasons-one physical and one mathematical. Physically,
Rayleigh contended, it is impossible to have a shadowless radio wave propagating around the
27 Ibid, 255.
28 Ibid, 328.
29 Rayleigh (John William Strutt), "On the bending of waves around a spherical obstacle," Proceedings of the
Royal Society of London, 72 (1904), 40-41.
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earth, for the similar phenomenon does not occur in optics. The wavelengths of radio waves (less
than 50 kilometers) have about the same ratio to the earth's radius as the wavelengths of visible
light to one inch. Because light shining on a small conducting ball with a radius of about one inch
never creeps around the surface of the ball to illuminate its rear shadow, it is equally inconceivable
that radio waves can creep around the earth. Macdonald's diffraction seemed much higher than
expected from physical intuition. Mathematically, Rayleigh pointed out that Macdonald's
asymptotic approximation did not hold when the wavelength is much smaller than the radius of
the sphere (ka >> 1). Macdonald's approximation was valid for all finite values of n. Yet the
diffraction sum in equation (2) has infinite terms. From the properties of Bessel functions, the
most important contribution of this sum comes from the terms where the values of n are
approximately equal to ka. Thus when ka goes to infinity, the dominant terms are those with
infinite n, at which, Rayleigh conjectured, the normal asymptotic approximations of Hankel
functions that Macdonald used do not hold. So Macdonald's approximation scheme did not apply
in the limited case when the wavelength is much smaller than the dimension of the obstacle.
Rayleigh was not alone in pointing out this pitfall. Later in the same month, the French
mathematician Henri Poincar6 also published a short paper to discuss the mathematical problem of
Macdonald's work. 3 0 Like Rayleigh, Poincar6 also contended that Macdonald's asymptotic
approximation was faulty, because the Scottish physicist expanded the Hankel functions in
equation (2) only to the leading order of 1/ka, which was inadequate. To obtain a more accurate
approximation, therefore, Poincar6 proposed to carry out an asymptotic expansion to higher
orders.
In the following decade, the mathematical problem concerning how to adequately approximate
Macdonald's diffracted field in equation (2) became a central issue among mathematical
physicists. Because the size of the obstacle (the earth) is much larger than radio wavelengths
(ka>>l), the techniques of approximation in Rayleigh's scattering theory could not be used.
Macdonald himself tried to carry out the expansion to second order in 1903, but failed to obtain a
30 Henri Poincar6, "Sur la diffraction des ondes electriques: Apropos d'un article de M. Macdonald," Proceedings
of the Royal Society of London, 72 (1904), 42-52.
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clean analytic expression. 31 Afterwards, mathematical physicists kept on proposing new
approximation methods to tackle the notorious Bessel functions. Many related discussions on
approximating diffracted field were dominated by British physicists and mathematicians trained at
Cambridge University. Yet the first one to make progress was the Frenchman Henri Poincar6.
By the 1900s, Poincar6 had built up a reputation as one of the world's leading
mathematicians. During his professorship at the University at Paris (Sorbonne) from 1881 to his
death in 1912, he explored a variety of mathematical topics.3 2 His research interests included not
only "pure" mathematics but also physical problems. Following the practically oriented
intellectual tradition of l'Ecole Polytechnique from which he graduated, Poincar6 paid
considerable attention to mathematical physics and engineering problems.33 Poincar6 began to
note Macdonald's research when he published a critique in Proceedings in 1903. This paper gave
him a blueprint for further work on radio-wave propagation problems. Poincar6 believed that
Macdonald's physical model captured the physical reality. What he disagreed with was the
mathematical rigor of Macdonald's approximation method. So Poincar6's aim was to develop an
adequate and rigorous approximate solution to the mathematical problem formulated by
Macdonald. To realize the aim, Poincar6 wrote nine articles on the diffraction problem between
1909 and his death in 1912. The culmination of his pursuit was a 100-page long monograph "Sur
la diffraction des ondes Hertziennes" published in 1910.3 4
Poincar6's approach in "Sur la diffraction des Ondes Hertziennes" was to convert the infinite
sum in Macdonald's closed-form solution (equation (2)) into a definite integral and to employ
Cauchy's residue theorem to evaluate it. Like Macdonald, he expressed the analytical solution of
31 Hector M. Macdonald, "The bending of electric waves round a conducting obstacle: amended result,"
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 72 (1904), 59-68.
32 Charles Coulston Gillispie (ed.), Dictionary of Scientific Biography, 11 (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1975), 51-52.
33 In the last volume of his Euvres with a title of Physique Mathdmatique, there are papers on Hertzian waves,
electromagnetic diffraction, elasticity, cathode rays, electron, and telegraphy. For Poincar6's most important
"practical" activity-the determination of longitude-see Peter Galison, Einstein's Clocks, Poincard's Maps (New
York: W. W. Norton, 2003).
34 Henri Poincar6, "Sur la diffraction des ondes Hertziennes," Rendiconti del Circolo Matematico di Palermo, 29
(1910), 169-259; reprinted in Henri Poincar6, Euvres de Henri Poincare: Publiee sous les Auspices de
I'Acadetnie des Sciences (Paris: Gauthier-Villars, 1934-1956), 10, 94-203.
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the wave equation in terms of a series of spherical harmonic ratios constituted of Bessel and
Hankel functions and Legendre polynomials. Each spherical harmonic ratio of order n consists of
a ratio of a Hankel function with argument krl to its derivative with argument ka, viz., Kn(krl)/
K'(ka). Then he showed that when the dipole oscillator is on the earth's surface, the infinite sum
could be converted into a sum of integrals related to the poles of the spherical-harmonic ratios (a
pole of a function f(x) of x is a value x=xo that makes f(xo) infinite). From Cauchy's residue
theorem, Poincar6 thus expressed these integrals in terms of the poles of the spherical-harmonic
ratios (the poles are the values of vu's that lead toK',(ka)=O). He found that when the size of the
conductor is much larger than the wavelength, the term corresponding to the pole with smallest
imaginary part dominates the others. He also proved that the dominant-pole contribution to the
field intensity on the spherical surface is proportional to exp[-Kc(ka) 30], where 0 is the angle of
separation defined in Figure 3 and K is a constant (Although Poincar6 could have perhaps
calculated the numerical value of K by pushing further his approach, he did not do it, but left the
parameter unspecified). So the field intensity produced by a Hertzian dipole on a spherical
conductor has the form of exponential decay with angle of separation.3 5
Poincar6's work involved esoteric theories of Bessel functions and complex analysis. Yet his
conclusion had a straightforward physical meaning-the diffraction field on a conducting sphere
attenuates exponentially with a rate proportional to the -1/3 power of wavelength (i.e., x-1 3); in
other words, the diffracted field attenuates exponentially in the form of exp[-B'X 30] ( is another
unspecified constant). This prediction was more consistent with physical intuition than
Macdonald's, for the exponentially attenuated field guarantees a large shadow area on the back of
the earth. It also implied that the longer the wavelength, the smaller the rate of attenuation, the
longer the propagation distance. In a few years, the debate concerning whether the field's rate of
attenuation varies with -'/3, as predicted from theory, or with -'/2, as indicated in experiment,
would become a principal issue for studies of radio-wave propagation. But Poincar6's conclusion
lacked a very important piece of information-it did not specify the numerical values of the decay
rate (for 3 was unknown) and the field's non-exponential amplitude factor. Without these values,
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the mathematical theory of diffraction could not produce quantitative results comparable to the
experimental data. This shortcoming was noted English physicist John William Nicholson.
John William Nicholson was another Cambridge-trained physicist. After obtaining his
Master's degree at the University of Manchester, he entered Trinity College of Cambridge
University for further study, passed the Mathematical Tripos, and became the Twelfth Wrangler.
During his stay at Cambridge, he participated in award competitions on scientific problems and
published research papers.36 Nicholson had similar mathematical training to Macdonald. But he
was more attentive to comparing his theoretical results with empirical data. His work on
diffraction theory had more discussions on whether the predicted field attenuation was consistent
with wireless engineers' practical experience, something lacking in both Macdonald's and
Poincar6's papers.
Nicholson's publications on radio-wave diffraction first appeared in February 1910.37 In this
article, he not only reviewed and criticized Poincar6's work, but also claimed that he was
engaging in a similar approach as early as 1908. Nicholson's critique of Poincar6's method was
twofold: Poincar6 did not correctly carry out the asymptotic approximation of Bessel functions,
and his conversion of the infinite series into an integral was not rigorous. In the following two
years, he published a series of papers, all with the title "On the bending of electric waves round a
large sphere," in Philosophical Magazine.38 Besides the minor incompatibilities that Nicholson
pointed out in February 1910, his approach in these papers was very similar to Poincar6's:
converting the infinite series involving spherical harmonics into integrals and obtaining the
approximate values of the integrals from the contribution of the dominant poles. Nicholson
converted the infinite series into a sum of integrals corresponding to the poles of spherical-
harmonic ratios in equation (2), viz., the values of u's that make K'v+, 2(ka)=O. He examined the
36 William Wilson, "John William Nicholson," Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the Royal Society of London, 2
(1956), 209.
37 John William Nicholson, "On the bending of electric waves round the earth," Philosophical Magazine, 19
(1910), 276.
38 John William Nicholson, "On the bending of electric waves round a large sphere: I," Philosophical Magazine,
19 (1910), 516-537; "On the bending of electric waves round a large sphere: II," Philosophical Magazine, 20
(1910), 157-172; "On the bending of electric waves round a large sphere: III," Philosophical Magazine, 21 (1911),
62-68; "On the bending of electric waves round a large sphere: IV," Philosophical Magazine, 21 (1911), 281-295.
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zero structure of K',, 12(ka) and reached the following conclusion: When ka is much larger than 1,
the field intensity is approximately equal to the contribution from the zero of the derivative of the
Hankel function (i.e., K',+/2(ka)) with smallest imaginary part, and the imaginary part of this zero
has the form of P(ka)"3. Such a zero appears in the exponent of the attenuated field intensity.
Thus the approximate field is proportional to exp[-P(ka) 113 o].39
This conclusion was identical to Poincar6's: both showed that the diffracted field has an
exponential attenuation with transmitter-receiver separation and the rate of attenuation is
proportional to the -1/3 power of wavelength. Nonetheless, Nicholson solved for the numerical
values of the field's amplitude factor and the attenuation coefficient , for which he obtained the
value of 0.696. So he could explicitly write down the ratio of the diffracted field intensity at any
point to the field intensity at the same location without the conducting sphere. Having this
numerical information, Nicholson constructed tables providing quantitative predictions of the
diffracted electromagnetic waves around the earth. With Nicholson's work, wireless
experimenters could directly compare their measured data with the numerical values of the
diffracted field intensity obtained from theoretical predictions.4 0
No quantitative experimental data on radio-wave propagation were available when Nicholson
made predictions of field intensity. Yet he could still make a definite and surprising statement:
"diffraction must be a relatively insignificant agency in the success of experiments such as those of
Marconi." 4 1 Nicholson's confidence came from a dramatic discrepancy between the numerical
scale of the diffraction theory and that of Marconi's experience. The exponential decay with the
rate 0.696(ka)1 3 made the diffracted field diminish much faster than it should have if diffraction
were the major mechanism for long-distance radio-wave propagation.
Nicholson's result was therefore paradoxical. On the one hand, he was committed to the
research agenda on the diffraction theory of radio-wave propagation, and he seemed to solve the
39 Nicholson, "On the bending II" (1910), 166-172.
40 John William Nicholson, "On the bending III" (1911), 66-68.
41 Ibid, 67-68.
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major mathematical problem in the agenda with sophisticated analytical techniques. On the other
hand, his solution of this problem denied any significant role of diffraction in long-distance radio-
wave propagation in the real world. Although Nicholson continued to work on the diffraction
theory for a few years, he no longer believed that it could explain radio-wave propagation. He
thought that reflections from the upper atmosphere offered a more plausible theory.
Yet Nicholson's conclusion did not destroy the diffraction theory for two reasons. His
mathematical solution to Macdonald's predicament was not the final one. In the following years
other mathematicians would develop methods to attack Macdonald's predicament that generated
numerical results different from his. Also, the British-French diffraction theorists all stuck to a
particular assumption that the earth can be modeled as a perfect conductor, and the diffracted
field around the earth is "guided" by the curved shape of the perfect conductor. But some
German scientists and engineers working on the diffraction theory challenged this assumption.
3. SURFACE DIFFRACTION THEORIES IN GERMANY
In Germany, a group of diffraction theorists worked on the problem of radio-wave
propagation over ground. Contrasting the Britons, the German theorists stressed the relevance of
finite ground conductivity in observed wireless phenomena. They assumed that "surface waves"
would arise above the ground and creep along the ground surface because of the finite ground
conductivity. The surface wave's energy concentrated around the ground surface, and the finite
ground conductivity could modify the polarization of the wave. The German diffraction theorists
during the 1900s and the 1910s included Jonathan Zenneck, an electrical engineer of
Braunschweig, theoretical physicist Arnold Sommerfeld, and his prot6g6s at the University of
Munich.
If the spherical diffraction theory was a product of Cambridge's mathematical training and
French polytechnique's theory-oriented engineering pedagogy, then the surface wave theory was
an outcome of the post-united Germany's reformed physics education that stressed both theory
and useful arts. Jonathan Adolf Wilhelm Zenneck was fashioned by this German educational style.
He entered the University of Tubingen in 1889 to pursue a doctoral degree; there he became an
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assistant of physicist Konrad Ferdinand Braun, a radio pioneer in Germany. The years during
which Zenneck worked for him in Tuibingen and then in Strassburg (1892 to 1906) were when
Braun's research group was competing fiercely with Marconi's team in wireless telegraphy. Like
Marconi, Braun saw the potential of wireless technology in long-distance communications. In
1899, Braun launched experiments on long-range wireless telegraphy in Cuxhaven, Hamburg.
Zenneck's involvement in the Cuxhaven project raised his curiosity of the theoretical foundation
for long-distance radio-wave propagation.4 2
A year after he left Strassburg for a professorship at the Braunschweig Technical University,
Zenneck published his first work on radio-wave propagation in Annalen der Physik in 1907.43 In
this paper, he considered a wave propagating along an infinite planar interface between the air and
a conductor, which created a different boundary condition from that of a spherical conductor
examined by the British diffraction theorists (Figure 4). The novelty of Zenneck's approach in
comparison with the British theorists did not lie only in the geometry. In contrast to previous
works, he did not use any information about the dipole oscillator to solve the overall field
generated by the source and shaped by the boundary condition. Instead, he supposed a particular
form of electric and magnetic fields and confirmed that it satisfied Maxwell's equations and the
boundary condition. This form was a plane wave with field components containing a factor of
exp[i(ot+sx)], where o is the angular frequency and s is the wave number along the horizontal
direction. Plugging these expressions into Maxwell's equations and the boundary condition, he
found that the field quantities above the surface were proportional to exp[ i(ot+sx-roz)], and those
below the surface were to exp[i(ot+sx+rlz)], where ro= (k0 2-s2 ) 2 and rl= (k 12-s2)1 12, and ko and kl
are the wave numbers in the air and on the ground, respectively. The values of s, r, and r, all
obtained by solving simple algebraic equations, were determined by the dielectric constants and
conductivities of the air and the ground. They were complex numbers.
42 For Zenneck's biographical data, see Kurylo and Susskind, Ferdinand Braun (1981), 73-74, 130-173, and
Arthur von Oettingen (ed.), J. C. Poggendorffs Biographisch-Literarisches Handw6rterbuch, 4 (Leipzig: J. A.
Barth, 1904), 1408; George Schmucker, Jonathan Zenneck, 1871-1959: Eine Technisch-Wissenschaftliche
Biographie (Ph.D. dissertation, Stuggart: University of Stuggart, 1999), 150-200.
43 Jonathan A. W. Zenneck, "ber die Fortpflanzung ebener elektromagnetischer Wellen ings einer ebenen
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Figure 4 Zenneck's boundary condition.
The physical implications of Zenneck's field solution are extraordinary. First, unlike optical
plane waves in free space, Zenneck's wave not only propagates but also attenuates along both x
(horizontal) and z (vertical) directions. In addition, the polarization of Zenneck's wave is
determined by the ground conductivity and dielectric constant. In contrast to free-space plane
waves, the polarization of Zenneck's wave cannot be chosen freely.
Second, when the ground conductivity is not high (in the scale of earth, stone, or sand
conductivity), the polarization direction of Zenneck's wave inclines along the direction from
which the wave comes. Zenneck pointed out that Marconi's experimental results on directional
antennas agreed with this finding. Marconi discovered that a receiving antenna received maximum
power when the vertical aerial inclined along the line of sight between the transmitter and the
receiver (Figures 1 and 2). According to Zenneck's theory, the finite ground conductivity causes
the propagating wave's direction of polarization to incline toward the direction of propagation;
and the antenna has maximum efficiency to convert the field into an oscillating current when it
aligns with the polarization direction of the field (Figure 5).
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Third, the attenuation of Zenneck's wave along the direction of propagation reaches its
maximum at a finite ground conductivity. When the ground conductivity is either zero or infinite,
the attenuation is zero. Thus a ground with high resistance (such as a dielectric material) could
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also support long-distance propagation. In addition, the attenuation decreases with wavelength
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intensity decreases to l/e of the original value at z=O in some centimeters, whereas it decreases to
lie of the original value at x=O in some kilometers. Thus most energy is concentrated near the air-
ground boundary. In this sense Zenneck's wave is a "surface wave."
Figure 5 The polarizations of Zenneck's waves. The electric field's direction starts from the
intersection of the vertical line and the ground and ends at points on the curves. The three figures
represent three conditions: Left-the ground conductivity is large; middle-the ground
conductivity and dielectric constant are small; right-the ground conductivity is neither large nor
small and the ground dielectric constant is small. The arrows denote the direction of wave
propagation [Zenneck, "Uber die Fortpflanzung" (1907), Figures 4-6].
Zenneck's work provided a novel insight. Unlike the British and French diffraction theorists
who held that the shape of the earth was the sole factor to enable long-distance wave propagation,
Zenneck suggested that the ground resistance also played a crucial role. Nonetheless, his paper of
1907 could not be considered a complete work because of a fundamental problem. "Zenneck's
wave" is only one possible solution to Maxwell's equations for the given boundary conditions,
not necessarily the solution describing physical reality. In contrast to the British diffraction theory,
Zenneck's approach did not specify the source that generated his wave. We do not know how to
generate this kind of waves, and worse, whether this wave could be generated at all! This
question arose because Zenneck did not give a rigorous solution to Maxwell's equations for the
given boundary and radiation-source conditions. Another German-Arnold Sommerfeld-took
on that task.
Arnold Johannes Wilhelm Sommerfeld entered the University of Kbnigsberg in 1886, majoring
in mathematics. Between 1893 and 1897, he worked at the Mineralogical Institute in Gbttingen as
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an assistant for mathematician Felix Klein. During the Gottingen years, Sommerfeld followed
Klein's research program to apply advanced real and complex analysis of differential equations to
various physical and engineering problems. One of these problems was optical diffraction from a
straight edge. In 1895, Sommerfeld presented an exact solution of a diffraction problem given in
the form of an integral on the complex plane. The novel approach of converting the solution to a
differential equation with a proper boundary condition into a closed-form complex integral
suitable for numerical evaluation would become a hallmark of Sommerfeld's work. In 1906, he
was offered the chair of the recently established institute of theoretical physics at the University of
Munich. There he began to build his "theoretical laboratory" to pursue his research agenda.44
Sommerfeld learned about the Hertzian waves in the early 1890s.4 5 His first research paper on
this topic, in 1899,46 examined the propagation of electromagnetic waves along a conducting
wire. Sommerfeld demonstrated that as the current flowed in a wire, the Hertzian wave produced
by the current also propagated along the wire. Once the electrical phenomena were grasped in
terms of waves in the ether, no essential difference existed between wired and wireless. Since the
energy transfer associated with the flow of an electric current in a wire could be understood as the
propagation of an etherial wave along the wire, it was equally reasonable to understand a wave
propagating above the ground as the flow of energy guided by the ground's boundary condition.
As Sommerfeld began to establish contact with the leading German wireless engineers, this
idea was no longer a theorist's fantasy. In 1899, Sommerfeld visited Braun's laboratory in
Strassburg, where he met and became a lifelong friend of Zenneck.4 7 After knowing Zenneck's
44 Gillispie, Dictionary, 12 (1975), 526-529. In Munich, Sommerfeld emulated the working styles of experimental
physicists by organizing young graduate students and postdoctoral assistants to conduct teamwork research in
theoretical physics. These young fellows were known as members of the "Sommerfeldschule." Between 1908 and
1914, he supervised 16 doctoral dissertations on relativity, quantum theory, rigid-body mechanics, hydrodynamics,
theory of wired electromagnetic waves, crystal optics, and theory of wireless waves; Michael Eckert and Karl
Marker, Arnold Sommerfeld, Wissenschaftlischer Brief wechsel, Band 1: 1892-1918 (Munich: Deutsches Museum,
2000), 278-279.
45 Arnold Sommerfeld, "Autobiographische Skizze," in Arnold Sommerfeld: Gesammelte Schriften, 4
(Braunschweig: F. Vieweg, 1968), 674.
46 Arnold Sommerfeld, "ber die Fortpflanzung elektrodynamischer Wellen aings eines Drahtes," Annalen der
Physik, 67 (1899), 233-290.
47 Decades later, Zenneck recalled that one day a young man appeared to him and introduced himself as
Sommerfeld. The young man invited Zenneck for a dinner talk with him on the research Zenneck was conducting.
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controversial work in 1907, Sommerfeld recognized that the puzzle at the end of Zenneck's
paper-how the surface wave was generated or whether it existed at all-could be solved by
adopting the mathematical techniques he had developed in the mid-1890s on optical diffraction
and wired waves. In 1909, Sommerfeld published an article showing that Zenneck's "surface
wave" was generated by a vertically polarized Hertzian dipole oscillator above the conducting flat
surface. 4 8
Sommerfeld's problem had the same boundary condition as Zenneck's: an infinite flat interface
separating the conducting material below and the air above. The only difference was that
Sommerfeld specified the form of the radiation source-a vertically polarized electric Hertzian
dipole oscillator located on top of the ground surface. To solve the problem with such a radiating
source, Sommerfeld expressed the electric and magnetic field in terms of a Hertzian potential
function (the electric and magnetic fields are the spatial derivatives of the Hertzian potential).
Similar to Macdonald, Sommerfeld expanded the Hertzian potential into a set of basis functions
more convenient for mathematical manipulations. Yet his expansion was not a discrete sum of
spherical harmonics with multiple half-integer orders. Following the mathematical techniques he
had developed in the 1890s, it was instead an integral expansion involving only the Bessel
function of order 0, which led to an essential difference between the British-French and German
diffraction theories. Sommerfeld noticed that any cylindrical wave in the form of Jo(qr)exp[(q2-
k2)1/2] is a solution of the wave equation, where q is a free parameter and Jo is the 0 th order Bessel
function. Thus Sommerfeld's solution of the Hertzian potential above and below the flat surface
has the form of an integral expansion of cylindrical waves over q:49
Sommerfeld was especially interested in the technology of wireless telegraphy that Braun's laboratory was recently
developing; Eckert and Marker, Arnold Sommerfeld (2000), 285, cited from Jonathan Zenneck, "Personlische
Erinnerungen an Arnold Sommerfeld," a lecture note at the University of Munich, 30 November 1951. Although
Sommerfeld was mainly known for his work on quantum mechanics, a large portion of his research tied to
practical engineering problems such as wireless and gyroscope; Werner Heisenberg, "Vorwort fr die Sommerfeld
Gesamtausgabe," in Sommerfeld: Gesammelte Schriften (1968), 1, i-v.
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where p=l, 2, II/fI 2, kllk2, and g/R2 are the Hertzian potential, wave number, and permeability
above/below the ground, respectively, and Ho(x) is the 0th-order Hankel function of the first kind.
To evaluate this integral, Sommerfeld used Cauchy's residue theorem to convert the integral
over the entire real axis into a contour integral circumscribing the entire upper half of the complex
plane, which equals the sum of the residues from the integrand's poles. On the upper half of the
complex plane, the integrand in equation (3) has two peculiar singularities-the "branch points"
q=kl and q=k2 associated with the multi-value functions (q2-kp2)12. To specify single values for
such functions at a given q, it is necessary to define the "branch cuts"-curves emanating from
the branch points-and to specify that any path on the complex plane across a branch cut
corresponds to a sudden change of the sign of the functional value (in mathematical term, this
abrupt sign change incurred by crossing a branch cut is a jump from one to another "Riemann
sheet.") Branch cuts can be chosen freely, as long as they consistently specify single values to
multi-value functions. Sommerfeld chose the branch cuts for (q2-kp2)1' to be the hyperbolae
passing through the branch points q=kp so that the real parts of (q2-kp2)l 2 are zero along these
hyperbolae. Under this branch-cut specification, the integrand has one simple pole with non-
negative real and imaginary parts. From Cauchy's residue theorem, the integral is thus the sum of
three terms-the contributions from the two branch points and the one from the simple pole
(Figure 6). The simple-pole contribution turns out to have the same form as Zenneck's surface
wave, whereas the terms associated with the branch points attenuate much more seriously with
horizontal distance than the surface-wave term does. Only the surface wave is non-trivial at long
distances. In short, Sommerfeld proved that Zenneck's surface wave is the asymptotic solution of
the diffracted field produced by a vertically polarized Hertzian dipole sitting just above the flat
boundary surface.
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Figure 6 Sommerfeld's path of integral, branch points, branch cuts, and simple poles.
Sommerfeld's work in 1909 highlighted the difference between the German and British-
French diffraction theories. The Germans suggested that not only the geometric shape of the
boundary surface, but also the resistance of the ground affect wave-propagating distance.
Moreover, Sommerfeld's approach to the diffraction problems created a unique tradition of
practices. Expanding the field with respect to an integral of cylindrical waves differed significantly
from the common technique that expanded the field over a sum of discrete-order spherical
harmonics. Sommerfeld saw the potential of this approach, and he asked his students at the
University of Munich to research further into it as dissertation topics. Herman William March
wrote a thesis in 1911 extending Sommerfeld's integral approach to the diffracted waves along a
spherical conductor. Witold von Rybczynski wrote on a similar topic in 1913.50 The "Sommerfeld
school" put a finger on the problems of long-distance radio-wave propagation.
4. ATMOSPHERIC REFLECTION HYPOTHESES
A few very important phenomena could not be explained by diffraction and surface waves that
depend only upon the characteristics of the ground. The moisture effect, the daylight effect, and
atmospheric noise (section 1) all strongly suggested that radio-wave propagation has to do with
air as well as ground. While mathematical physicists were working on diffraction theories, others
50 March and Rybczinski's work will be discussed later.
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were conceiving an alternative physical model in which the extended wave-propagation ranges
along the earth's curvature are the result of upgoing electromagnetic waves reflected back to the
earth by an electrically conducting layer in the upper atmosphere. "Sky waves," they believed, not
"ground waves," are the answer to the question of propagation (Figure 7). Around 1902, Oliver
Heaviside in England, Arthur Edwin Kennelly in the United States, Andre Eugene Blondel, Henri
Poincar6, and C. E. Guillaume in France all considered atmospheric reflection a plausible
explanation to long-distance wave propagation.51 But they rarely delved further to elaborate or to
support the model. Only Heaviside and Kennelly published their ideas.
The self-educated maverick Oliver Heaviside was known for his research on the science of
electricity and magnetism. His major contribution included a mathematical model for telegraph-
signal transmission, a new formulation of Maxwell's theory, and the techniques of operational
calculus for solving linear ordinary differential equations. 5 Unlike other Maxwellians, Heaviside
never seriously studied wireless. But his work on wired signal transmission played a significant
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Figure 7 The Surface-diffraction model (left panel) versus the atmospheric-reflection model (right
panel).
51 Alexander Russell, "The Kennelly-Heaviside layer," Nature (24 October 1925), 609.
52 For Heaviside's biography, see Paul Nahin, Oliver Heaviside, Sage in Solitude: The Life, Work, and Times of an
Electrical Genius of the Victorian Age (New York: IEEE Press, 1987), and Ido Yavetz, From Obscurity to
Enigma: The Work of Oliver Heaviside, 1872-1889 (Berlin: Birkhauser Verlag, 1995).
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Once a professional telegrapher, Heaviside had worked on the theory of electromagnetic-
energy transmission in telegraph lines and had developed a "telegraph equation" describing the
variations of voltage and current along the lines. In 1901, Heaviside was studying the
electromagnetic field patterns produced by an electrical signal transmitted through a coaxial cable
constituted of two concentric cylindrical conductors. Heaviside obtained the electromagnetic field
by solving Maxwell's equations for the boundary condition that confined the field within the space
between the two coaxial conductors. Then he made various geometric metamorphoses of the
coaxial cable to other mathematically tractable structures, for example, transformation of the
cylindrical boundary condition into a spherical condition in which a point source sitting on top of
a large hemisphere is surrounded by another hemisphere.5 3 He found that this structure could
support the propagation of waves along the curved surfaces and conjectured that the same
mechanism might account for Marconi's wireless signals across the Atlantic Ocean.
This idea was published in 1902 when Heaviside was invited to contribute an introductory
article on telegraphy to the upcoming edition of Encyclopedia Britannica. In this article, he had a
paragraph on wireless telegraphy presenting his atmospheric-reflection hypothesis.5 4 The short
paragraph was a two-step argument. First, because both the sea and the land have non-vanishing
conductivities, radio waves could travel along the earth's surface in the same manner as radio
waves travel along a conducting telegraph wire. Second, it is also possible that traveling radio
waves are bounded not only by the earth's surface but also by a conducting layer in the upper
atmosphere. That was all. He did not discuss the physical mechanism generating the conducting
layer, the evidence for the layer's existence, and the qualitative and quantitative behaviors of
propagating waves propagating bounded by the layer. Without these discussions, Heaviside's
hypothesis remained an interesting yet highly incomplete concept.
53 Nahin, Oliver Heaviside (1987), 279-281.
54 Oliver Heaviside, "The theory of electric telegraphy," Encyclopedia Britannica (tenth edition, 1902), 33 (1902),
215; reprinted in "Kennelly-Heaviside ionized layer-a classic of science," Science News Letter, 17 (18 January
1930), 44.
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The other man holding the hypothesis of an atmospheric reflection layer was Arthur Edwin
Kennelly. A native of India, alumni of the University of London, researcher of Thomas Edison's
West Orange Laboratory, and professor of electrical engineering at Harvard, Kennelly was mainly
interested in electric circuits and power systems.55 His primary contribution to wireless telegraphy
was popularizing its theories and technologies by providing simple physical explanations of the
phenomena encountered in wireless practices. He emphasized physical intuition rather than
complicated mathematical theory in dealing with wave-propagation problems.
In 1902, Kennelly published a paper with a model similar to Heaviside's. 56 The paper also
argued that long-distance radio-wave propagation is made possible by reflections from the
conducting layer in the upper atmosphere. Unlike Heaviside, however, Kennelly explained the
physical cause responsible for the existence of the atmospheric conducting layer. The explanation
rested on J. J. Thomson's discovery in 1892 that the air at low density has a non-zero electric
conductivity. The more dilute the air, the higher the conductivity. Kennelly assumed that the air
density is proportional to air pressure and evoked the standard dependence of atmospheric
pressure on height and Thomson's extrapolated experimental formula to deduce that at the height
of 80 kilometers the air conductivity is 20 times that of sea water! After securing the causal
explanation of the atmospheric conducting layer, Kennelly argued that if the space is confined by
the atmospheric layer and the earth's surface, then the propagating wave's energy density
diverges as fast as a cylindrical wave. In the absence of the atmospheric conducting layer, the
energy density diverges as fast as a spherical wave, which decays faster than a cylindrical wave.
The argument concerning energy divergence plus the atmospheric reflection model accounted for
high field intensity over longer distances.
Kennelly's paper in 1902 was more specific than Heaviside's paragraph concerning
atmospheric reflection: It offered a causal account for the existence of the conducting layer and an
55 Karl Willy Wagner, "Arthur Edwin Kennelly, zu seinem 70. Geburtstage," Elektrische Nachrichten Technik,
8:12 (1931), 1.
56 Arthur E. Kennelly, "On the elevation of the electrically-conducting strata of the earth's atmosphere," Electrical
World and Engineer, 15 March 1902; reprinted in "Kennelly-Heaviside ionized layer-a classic of science,"
Science News Letter, 17 (18 January 1930), 45.
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estimate of the conducting layer's height. But the epistemic status of both models differed starkly
from the diffraction theory. The diffraction theorists worked on quantitative representations of
radio waves' field intensity. By contrast, Heaviside and Kennelly gave a puzzling wireless
phenomenon a qualitative explanation. Moreover, while the former built the mathematical
representations upon first principles-Maxwell's equations-and a taken-for-granted boundary
condition (the earth), the latter derived its explanatory power from a to-be-proven entity (the
upper conducting layer). As the reflection model was further developed in the 1910s to connect a
variety of other radio phenomena related to atmospheric conditions, the epistemic distinction
between quantitative representation and qualitative explanation sharpened. And the demand for
the proof of the upper layer would set stage for the evidential quests for the ionosphere in the
1920s.
5. QUANTITATIVE EXPERIMENTATION: AUSTIN-COHEN FORMULA
By 1911, there were two hypotheses to account for long-distance radio-wave propagation-
the surface diffraction theory and the atmospheric reflection theory. No definite conclusion
concerning which one was correct was reached because, according to Nicholson, Zenneck, and
Kennelly, the experimental data for the numerical relation between field intensity of radio waves
and transmitter-receiver distance were still unavailable. In 1910, the U.S. Naval Wireless
Telegraphic Laboratory led by Louis Austin eventually performed the quantitative experiments
that theorists had wanted. The experiments done by Austin's team were thought to be the only
source of high-quality evidence in the 1910s for long-distance radio-wave propagation. The
mathematical formula synthesized from the measured data, the "Austin-Cohen formula", would
become the most important empirical law for the relation between field intensity of propagating
waves and transmitter-receiver distance. Nevertheless, the broad acceptance of the empirical
formula made people overlook the fact that the U.S. Navy's "experiments" were actually
organized not for scientifically investigating long-distance radio-wave propagation, but for testing
the equipment of the navy's recently installed high-power wireless-telegraph station in Arlington.
The history of the science of radio-wave propagation thus weaves together with the history of
military radio technology.
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Naval Wireless Telegraphic Laboratory
At the turn of the twentieth century, the United States Navy undertook actions to modernize
its fleets, as a result of post-civil-war American industrialization and as a response to the growing
arms race in Europe. The rapid growth of wireless telegraphy in the 1890s convinced a few top-
rank officers that this novel technology could be incorporated into their "New Navy." Radio was
first introduced into the U.S. Navy in 1899 when its Bureau of Equipment invited Marconi's
company to install wireless telegraph sets on two warships for on-board testing. Over the next
decade the navy continued to procure radio transmitters and receivers from wireless companies.
The Bureau demonstrated its commitment to wireless by establishing a Radio Division. Its plan
was eventually to replace the existing flag-and-light arrangement with radio as a standard fleet
communication link. But the plan failed. The principal reason for the failure lay in cultural gaps
and associated organizational inertia. Experienced seamen in combat units rejected the new
gadget because it had no performance record; engineering officers in the conservative military
culture often clashed with wireless inventors who preferred flexibility and novelty; and the navy's
decentralized, bureaucratic structure made it difficult to overcome these barriers, for the navy's
eight bureaus did not have sufficient administrative power to coordinate their joint
responsibilities. 57
This problem was made worse by the fact that contemporary wireless technology was relatively
unreliable. Up to the mid-1910s, mainstream transmitter technology, the spark-gap discharger,
suffered from its reliance on highly damped waveforms, which produced broadband signals. And
mainstream receiver technology, the coherer, was not able faithfully to follow the continuous
variation of a signal, and was moreover unstable. New continuous-wave transmitter technologies
and new, sensitive receiver technologies were under development. But their operational
characteristics were largely unknown. In order to incorporate radio successfully, the navy
required reliable data for the behaviors of the new instruments under real-world conditions. It
could not otherwise develop standard operational and maintenance procedures, nor produce
systematic and rational schemes for selecting appropriate wireless devices. The navy needed a
57 Douglas, "Technological innovation" (1985); Howeth, History of Communications-Electronics (1963), chapters
12 and 13.
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research laboratory for equipment tests, measurement of wireless devices, and technical
evaluation of new technologies.
The head of the navy's Radio Division, Cleland Davis, wished to set up such a laboratory. The
director of the U.S. National Bureau of Standards, Samuel Wesley Stratton, was interested in
helping. Davis and Stratton decided that the laboratory should be located within the existing
organizational structure of the Bureau of Standards, in order to take full advantage of the people
and facilities there that had already engaged in electrical research. The Naval Wireless Telegraphic
Laboratory was accordingly established in the spring of 1908 at the Bureau of Standards' building
in Washington D.C. 58
The U.S. National Bureau of Standards had been established in 1901 under the Department of
Treasury. Following the models of Britain's National Physical Laboratory and Germany's
Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt, the bureau aimed to develop new standards for various
physical quantities. Fabrication of precisely calibrated measuring instruments and development of
accurate experimental methods for measuring electrical quantities were among the bureau's major
activities during its first few years. The bureau's interest in electrical measurement overlapped
with the agenda of the Naval Bureau of Equipment for testing wireless instruments. Their
cooperation was hardly coincidental.5 9
The first head of the Naval Wireless Telegraphic Laboratory was Louis Winslow Austin, a
physicist then working at the Bureau of Standards. Born in Maine, Austin went to the University
of Strassburg to study physics, and in particular techniques of exact measurement. After receiving
a doctoral degree in 1893, he taught at the University of Wisconsin where he was among the first
to introduce the German experimental physics curriculum into the American college system. In
1902, he returned to Germany to work at the Reichsanstalt, coming back to the U.S. two years
58 Louis W. Austin, "The work of the U.S. Naval Radio-Telegraphic Laboratory," Journal of the American Society
of Naval Engineers, 24 (1912), 122-141. The organization's name became Naval Radio-Telegraphic Laboratory in
1912.
59 Rexmond C. Cochrane, Measures for Progress (1966), chapter 2. The Bureau of Standards was active in the
research, experiments, and policy making of radio-channel characterization throughout the first half of the
twentieth century. We will see more of these activities in the following chapters.
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later to work at the Bureau of Standards. When the plan to establish the Naval Wireless
Telegraphic Laboratory was finalized in 1908, Austin was officially transferred to the navy to
head the lab.60
The initial setup for the laboratory was provisional-experiments of table-top scale were to be
conducted in the lab at the bureau, while field measurements and operational tests, though
planned and supervised by the laboratory, were to be carried out at naval wireless stations.
Throughout its first year the laboratory had only two formal employees-Austin and his regular
assistant George H. Clark, an MIT graduate and engineer at Stone Telephone & Telegraph
Company.61 Several technicians were occasionally hired to help with the experiments, yet they
were not full-time employees. Though formally a naval laboratory, the organization Austin headed
appeared to be a temporary research unit within the Bureau of Standards. This changed markedly
in 1909 when it was asked to perform the navy's long-distance propagation experiments.
Long-Distance Wave-Propagation Experiments
The idea of long-distance wireless transmission had circulated among interested members of
the U.S. Navy for some time. Naval officers were aware that they could not build a wired
worldwide communication network except at great cost and effort, because most submarine
cables were controlled by British companies. In 1908, the navy decided to install the first of these
stations in Arlington, Virginia, near Washington, D.C., and they publicized a contract that laid out
the technical requirements, calling for proposals. The contract stated that the transmitter should
be capable of transmitting at all times to a radius of 3000 miles in any direction from Washington,
and shipboard transmitters should have a range of 1000 miles.62 The contract was awarded in
early 1909 to the National Electric Signaling Company (NESCO). The transmitter was of the
same type as the 100-kilowatt synchronous rotary spark discharger designed by Reginald
60 For a resume of Louis Austin before 1922, see P. Weinmeister, Poggendorffs Biographisch-Literarisches
Handworterbuch, 5 (Berlin: Verlag Chemie, 1922), 42-43.
61 Howeth, History of Communications-Electronics (1963), 172-173.
62 Bureau of Steam Engineering, Memorandum for Chief of Bureau, 1 February 1911, 3, Bureau of Ships Records
(RG 19), Radio Division, Job No. 445-1, 1908-39, E 1084, Box 9, U.S. National Archives I (Washington, D.C.).
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Fessenden and then installed at the NESCO's experimental wireless station in Brant Rock,
Massachusetts.
The award to NESCO was contested. Several wireless corporations challenged the bidding
process. They asserted that the technical specifications had been set with NESCO in mind, that
NESCO was not the actual lowest bidder, and that NESCO's technical capability could be
matched by more experienced wireless companies such as Marconi and Telefunken.63 Worse, both
the navy and NESCO already knew from operational records that NESCO's 100-kw machine was
not in fact able to match the contract's long-distance specification. No engineering company had
ever developed a successful commercial wireless system that possessed an operational range
greater than 1000 miles. Nonetheless, the navy persisted in awarding the contract to NESCO, for
they preferred an American over a British or German company, and they were convinced that the
Fessenden rotary spark discharger was the best a U.S. company could offer. To quell complaints
and to legitimate their choice, the navy wrote an addendum to the contract which called for
further technical tests and measurements of the existing system in Brant Rock while construction
work on the Arlington station went ahead.64 The navy assigned the task of testing and measuring
the 100-kw rotary spark discharger at the Brant Rock station to the Naval Wireless Telegraphic
Laboratory.
In this project, the laboratory did tabletop measurements of the electrical characteristics of the
devices, and tested their communication qualities under field conditions. The task was divided so
that the tabletop electrical measurements and the field tests could be done simultaneously in the
Bureau of Standards and the Brant Rock station. During the late summer and autumn of 1909,
laboratory technicians conducted preliminary indoor measurements on the wireless sets at the
Brant Rock station. Meanwhile, several long-range field experiments were carried out between
the Brant Rock station and the U.S. Navy cruisers, the U.S.S. Birmingham and the U.S.S. Salem.
63 Ibid, 2-9. Aitken suggested that the NESCO built a better relation with the U.S. Navy when the company hired
Col. John Firth. Firth was on excellent terms with the leaders of the Bureau of Equipment. "It was largely,"
asserted Aitken, "if not wholly through his effort that NESCO won the important 1909 contract for the Arlington
station." [Aitken, Continuous Wave (1985), 82].
64 Ibid., 88.
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During these voyages, different arrangements of the wireless sets on board were tried. The long-
range field tests continued in the winter of 1909 and the spring and summer of 1910. After all the
long-range tests, short-range tests between Washington and Brant Rock were performed in late
1910.65
Truly important results came from field tests in July 1910, out of which Austin synthesized an
empirical formula that governs the relationship between radiation intensity and a number of
physical parameters, including distance, wavelength, and antenna height. Epistemically, however,
the major aim of these field tests was to evaluate more precisely the communication qualities of a
particular wireless set, namely the Fessenden rotary-spark transmitter, rather than to produce an
empirical law for the science of electromagnetic wave propagation. Therefore, Austin paid much
more attention to particular instrumental characteristics than to general laws.
65 For a description of the tests and measurements done by the Laboratory between 1909 and 1910, see Austin,
"Naval Radio-Telegraphic Laboratory" (1912), 125, 147-153, and Louis W. Austin, "Some quantitative
experiments in long-distance radiotelegraphy," Bulletin of the Bureau of Standards, 7:3 (1911), 315-363.
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Figure 8 Routes of the Salem and the Birmingham in July 1910 [Austin, "Some Quantitative
Experiments" (1911), Figure 2].
The experiment in the summer of 1910 was not the first attempt to obtain a quantitative
relationship between received antenna current and transmitter-receiver distance. William Duddell
and J. E. Taylor in Britain and Camille Tissot in France had performed similar experiments in
1904 and 1906, respectively. Working within a 50-mile range, they had discovered that antenna
current was inversely proportional to distance.66 But no experiment before the U.S. Navy's in
66 William Duddell and J. E. Taylor, "Wireless telegraphy measurements," Electrician, 55 (1905), 258-261, and
Camille Tissot, "Note on the use of the bolometer as a detector of electric waves," Electrician, 56 (1906), 848-849.
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1910 had reached as far as 1000 miles. The naval project began with preliminary short-range tests
in early July while both the Salem and the Birmingham were anchored in Provincetown harbor.
The Birmingham set sail on 14 July, taking a southerly course until it reached 1200 miles from
Brant Rock. The Salem left Provincetown the next day, and sailed to a point 450 miles from Brant
Rock (Figure 8). Throughout the voyage, the wireless sets in Brant Rock, the Birmingham, and
the Salem were regularly transmitting signals to and receiving signals from one another. The tests
began on 14 July and ended on 22 July. Every day the three parties exchanged messages two to
four times; one or two of these daily exchanges were conducted at night. The technicians hired by
the Naval Wireless Telegraphic Laboratory and the engineers of NESCO executed the entire
process-instrument calibration and maintenance, on-site measurements, and data analysis.67
The experimental report that Austin published in the Bulletin of the Bureau of Standards
carefully documented the instruments' performance. The transmitters were Fessenden
synchronous rotary-spark dischargers, having 100 kilowatts of power at the Brant Rock station
and 2 kilowatts each on the cruisers. Two wavelengths were chosen-1000 meters (300 kilohertz,
or kHz, denoting 300 cycles per second) and 3750 meters (80 kHz). Key to successful long-range
experiments were sensitive detectors, for which the laboratory chose a crystal rectifier with a
galvanometer or linked to a shunted telephone circuit with an electrolytic detector called a
"barretter" (Figure 9).68
67 Austin, "Some quantitative experiments" (1911), 320-330.
68 For a description of the instrumental conditions, see ibid., 315-318. The circuit works in the following way. In
Figure 9, the antenna current at the top of the aerial can be directed along either path A connecting the rectifier-
galvanometer device, or path B connecting the shunted-telephone device. The symbol denoted by D on the left-
hand side is a crystal rectifier. The alternating antenna current in path A is coupled to the circuit on the left
through an inductor and a variable capacitor. The peaks of the alternating current are captured by the rectifier D
and the capacitor across the galvanometer G. Thus the deflection of G indicates the amplitude of the alternating
current. The symbol denoted by D on the right-hand side is a NESCO "barretter" including a cathode plate and an
anode needle dipped into an electrolytic liquid. Normally the two oxide-covered electrodes remain insulated from
each other. When an electromagnetic impulse hits the electrodes, it induces an electrolytic reaction that makes the
liquid between the cathode and the anode conductive. Because the resistance of the barretter varies with the
intensity of the excitation, it can be used as a detector. The antenna current through path B is coupled into the
circuit on the right through a variable inductor. In this circuit, a battery is connected with a variable resistor
partially shunted with an earphone T and the barretter D. This arrangement indirectly measures the antenna
current by measuring the resistance of the barretter. When an electromagnetic excitation arrives, the barretter
resistance becomes smaller. Then a part of the current from the battery passes through the path of T (earphone)
and D (barretter). So the operator hears a sound from the earphone. In order to measure the resistance of D, the
operator adjusts the variable resistor to the extent that the sound is barely recognizable. At the barely recognizable












Figure 9 The detector in Austin's experiments [Austin, "Some Quantitative Experiments" (1911),
Figure 1].
The nine-day test produced five tables: the Birmingham received in Brant Rock, Brant Rock
received on the Birmingham, the Salem received in Brant Rock (wavelengths 1000 and 3750
meters), the Salem received on the Birmingham, and the Birmingham received on the Salem
(wavelength 1000 meters). During the voyage the technicians noticed an unusual phenomenon:
signals received at night were significantly more erratic than those received during the day. The
night signal level was usually stronger, but it fluctuated more and experienced greater
disturbances.
The Austin-Cohen Formula
What soon proved to be the most influential result of the field tests emerged out of the data
analysis that Austin and his colleagues undertook. They straightaway scoured the data for a
with the resistance of the variable resistor. So the measure of the barretter resistance is obtained from the resistance
reading of the variable resistor. The rectifier-galvanometer method and the shunted-telephone method have
different advantages. The crystal rectifier is a stable sensor, although its sensitivity is not as high as the electrolytic
barretter. The electrolytic barretter is extremely sensitive, but the shunted-telephone method is not stable. The
reason for its instability is that the shunted-telephone method relies on operator's ears to recognize the "barely






simple mathematical formula that could be used as a useful approximation for the measured
values. This required theoretical considerations for several reasons. First, the nightly
measurements fluctuated so much that Austin decided to use daytime data only, which he tried to
fit by using the Duddell-Taylor-Tissot formula, according to which the receiving antenna's current
is inversely proportional to distance from the transmitter. This inverse law did nicely fit the data
up to 200 miles, but it also gave values that were much too high at greater distances. Austin
argued that the discrepancy was due to additional energy absorption by the atmosphere. To
accommodate the effect, he assumed without further argument (but in conformity with simple
absorption laws elsewhere in physics) that the atmosphere produced an exponential decay of the
form exp(-Ad)/d, where d denotes distance and A is the decay coefficient. This worked reasonably
well, because a NESCO engineer Louis Cohen found that a fixed A could approximately match
data taken at different stations with a given wavelength. There was a clear difference in the decay
coefficient at different wavelengths, but this could also be accommodated by making the
coefficient proportional to the reciprocal of the square root of wavelength, namely A = c/i".
Thus the antenna current was proportional to exp(-d/ 12)/d. Austin and Cohen found that a
would equal 0.0015 when the distance d and wavelength A were expressed in kilometers. 69
In addition to the effect of distance, the laboratory also probed four other physical parameters:
transmitting antenna current, height of the transmitting antenna, height of the receiving antenna,
and wavelength. To do so, Austin and his colleagues performed control-variable experiments by
varying one physical parameter while holding fixed all the others in order to tease out simple
dependencies in the resulting data. These experiments took place after the sea-voyage in mid-July
1910, and were conducted at comparatively short ranges. Examinations of transmitted-received
69 Ibid, 326-327. Measuring a well-defined physical quantity (antenna current) and representing the data through a
simple mathematical formula were not the only possible choices for an engineering experiment. Austin and his
colleagues could have measured a quantity that had less to do with the physical characteristics of transmitters and
receivers than with the efficiency of information exchange, such as the percentage ratio of correctly-received binary
messages for a given signal rate [since this was just what many wireless practitioners of the day did choose to do;
e.g., Jackson, "On the phenomenon" (1902)]. They could also have tabulated numbers or plotted diagrams, as
many contemporary engineers and inventors did [e.g., Marconi, "On the methods" (1906)1 instead of synthesizing
a formula. The particular manner in which they chose to present their results reflected both the tradition of
German experimental physics within which Austin had been educated and the scientifically oriented culture of the
Bureau of Standards itself. Their choice, in other words, was not based solely on desiderata linked to equipment
testing. This choice nevertheless helped later to convert Austin and Cohen's empirical results into a scientific law.
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antenna currents were conducted between the Brant Rock station and a wireless station at the
Bureau of Standards in Washington, 380 miles away. The results here indicated that receiving
antenna current was proportional to the products of transmitting and receiving antenna heights,
transmitting antenna current, and the reciprocal of wavelength (independently of the exponential
decay factor). Combining these relations with the previous long-distance transmission formula,
Austin produced what rapidly became known as the "Austin-Cohen formula:"33
I, = 4.25 shh exp[- (4)
Ir is received current through a 25-ohm antenna, I,s is transmitting antenna current, hi and h2 are
transmitting and receiving antenna heights, respectively, X is wavelength, d is distance, and a =
0.0015. All lengths are taken in kilometers and current in amperes.
The Austin-Cohen formula was not intended at first to be a general law under a broad range
of circumstances. According to Austin, it was, rather, "an equation which will cover the normal
day received current over salt water through 25 ohms for two stations with flat-top antennas of
any height, with any value of sending current and any wave length, provided the sending station is
so coupled as to give but one wave length,"70 and we can add that by the time of the experiments
it had been tested with one type of transmitter only -the Fessenden rotary spark charger.
How well was the formula supported by measurement? Austin plotted the data, the formula Ir
oc exp(-ctd/Xl 2)/d, and the inverse-distance law in which I 1/d (Figures 10 and 11 are two
examples). The comparison indicated that the exponential relation in the Austin -Cohen formula fit
the measured data significantly better than did the Duddell-Taylor-Tissot inverse law. At distances
comparable to a thousand miles, the inverse law was four to twenty times higher than the
measured data. The Austin-Cohen formula, in considerable contrast, was within 10 percent of
measurement for distances shorter than 300 miles, and for the most part within 25 percent for
distances below 1000 miles. In addition, Austin compared his formula with the results from other
70 Austin, "Some quantitative experiments" (1911), 340-341.
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experiments conducted in 1909 and 1910.71 Some agreed well, but experiments undertaken before
July 1910 did not. Austin attributed this discrepancy to atmospheric disturbances and the human
errors associated with the shunted-telephone method when the ship was heavily rocked. 72
Figure 10 An example of Austin's experimental results in July 1910. The signal was transmitted
from the Birmingham and received in Brant Rock. The wavelength was 1000 meters. The vertical
axis represents received antenna current, and the horizontal axis represents distance. The solid
curve was calculated from the Austin-Cohen formula, while the dashed curve was calculated from
the inverse law. The points with the legend "N" were taken during the night [Austin, "Some
Quantitative Experiments" (1911), Figure 3].
71 The experiments included the voyages of the Birmingham and the Salem in December 1909, March 1910, and
May 1910, and a test between two torpedo boats, Stringham and Bailey, in Chesapeake Bay during November
1910, where a short wavelength (300 meters) and lower antenna heights (around 40 feet) were tried.
72 The shunted-telephone method relied on the operators to decide the level of bare audibility. In a noisy
environment, e.g. on a rolling ship, measurement error could be significant. For instance, when conducting a long-
distance radio experiment in March 1913, the commanding officer of Salem, E. T. Pollock, reported to the
Secretary of the Navy that the rolling of the ship due to severe weather conditions posed serious problems for signal
detection [E. T. Pollock to the Secretary of the Navy (letter), 5 March 1913, Bureau of Ships Records (RG 19), E
988, 841(26), Box 1926, U.S. National Archives I]. In addition, because the barretter contained an electrolytic
solution, heavily rolling seas sometimes caused the liquid to splash around, and the detectors would then fail.
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Figure 11 Another example of Austin's experimental results in July 1910. The wavelength was
3750 meters, and the other parameters were the same as those in Figure 10 [Austin, "Some
Quantitative Experiments" (1911), Figure 4].
The Austin-Cohen formula's initial epistemic status as an approximate representation of a
specific transmitter's performance did not restrict the ways in which it was soon used. Austin
published his report in the Bulletin of the Bureau of Standards, making his data and conclusions
available not only to the navy but also to engineers and physicists. The empirical formula was
soon disseminated to wave-propagation theorists via this publication and likely via Austin's
personal connections with Zenneck and Sommerfeld.73 In direct consequence, the Austin-Cohen
formula became the most important, and perhaps the only quantitative, empirical basis for all
theories of long-distance radio-wave propagation throughout the 1910s. Before 1911, scientists
worried whether their theories were consistent with physical intuition or wireless practitioners'
knowing-that knowledge. After 1911, they worried whether their predicted numerical results fit
73 Braun taught at the University of Strassburg when Austin attended it. Zenneck was Braun's student and Arnold
Sommerfeld was familiar with Braun and Zenneck. Austin's German connection was built during these years. In
the 1900s and 1910s, Austin occasionally wrote postcards and letters to Zenneck and Sommerfeld. Some of these
documents can be found in Jonathan Zenneck Papers (NL053) and Arnold Sommerfeld Papers (NL056), Deutsches
Museum Archives (Munich, Germany).
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Austin's quantitative data or the Austin-Cohen formula. That altered the epistemic situation
significantly.
6. DIFFRACTION THEORIES AND EXPERIMENTS RECKONING AUSTIN-COHEN
The surface diffraction theories after 1911 continued to develop methods to approximate the
field diffracted by a large spherical conductor, and the different methods still produced mutually
exclusive predictions whose sources of discrepancy were difficult to pin down. Austin's
experimental data seemed to provide an empirical basis for judgment. Yet the fit between the
Austin-Cohen formula and all diffraction theories was far from satisfactory. The theorists adopted
several strategies to save the day. The Polish Witold von Rybczynski showed that his calculations
agreed with selected data from Austin's report better than the Austin-Cohen formula did. The
Englishman Augustus Edward Hugh Love questioned whether the detector in Austin's
experiments had functioned properly. Meanwhile, the experimenters strengthened their position by
confirming the Austin-Cohen formula. The test campaign made by the U.S. Naval Radio
Telegraphic Laboratory in 1913, which was planned to choose between the rotary-spark
discharger and the arc oscillator as the navy's future standard transmission technology, gave an
opportunity to produce more measured data. The Austin-Cohen formula survived the tests.
The German Theorists
Sommerfeld obtained the solution of the electromagnetic field induced by a vertical Hertzian
dipole on top of an infinite planar conductor in 1909. This encouraged him to pursue with his
students several other diffraction problems using the same analytic techniques. One of the major
problems in his mind was the field generated by the same source on top of a large conducting
sphere. He assigned this problem to his doctoral student Hermann March from the United States.
Born in Ocheyedan, Iowa, Hermann William March entered the University of Michigan and
the University of Wisconsin for undergraduate and graduate education in physics, respectively.
After teaching mathematics in Wisconsin for years, he went to Munich to pursue a Ph.D. degree
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under Sommerfeld's supervision. 74 Upon Sommerfeld's request, March wrote a doctoral
dissertation on radio-wave diffraction along the earth's surface in 1911 and published it in 1912.75
March expressed the dipole-generated field above a large conducting sphere (Figure 3) as the
spatial derivative of a Hertzian potential and the general solution of the wave equation as an
expansion in spherical harmonics. The British theorists took such an expansion as a sum over a
discrete index. In contrast, March expanded the solution as an integral over a continuous index.
He matched the integral with the spherical boundary condition to determine the functional form of
the integrand, which turned out to be inversely proportional to the derivative of the Hankel
function whose argument is ka and whose order is the continuous index of integral:
2 oo ga-1/(ka)
= 2 j --- aPa_lc 2(cosO) a (5)ka (a-1/2 (ka)
where Sal/2(ka) = (cka/2) 11 2 Ha (2)(ka) and H(2)(x) is a Hankel function of the second kind.
To evaluate the integral, March approximated asymptotically the Hankel function for large ka in
the same way as Macdonald had done. Then the integral could be calculated analytically. In
March's final result, the Hertzian potential is proportional to exp[-ika0]/(sin0) 1 2 for large ka (0
is the angle of transmitter-receiver separation). March's solution did not have any exponential
decay with respect to 0 like exp[-P(ka)' 30]; the exponent exp[-ikaO] is a sinusoidal function of 0.
Although March's integral approach was fresh, his result had a defect of decaying much more
slowly than British theorists had predicted and wireless practitioners had observed-his field
intensity decreased only with (sin0)' 2, not exponentially with 0. March's mathematical problem
was identical to Macdonald's: in integrating the function containing the derivatives of Hankel
functions for large ka, the asymptotic expansion cannot be performed in the usual way for Hankel
functions with orders comparable to ka.
74 H. Stobbe (ed.), J. C. Poggendorf's Biographisch-Literarisches Handworterbuch, 6 (Berlin: Verlag Chemie,
1931), 1643.
75 Hermann William March, "ber die Ausbreitung der Wellen der drahtlosen Telegraphie auf der Erdkugel,"
Annalen der Physik, 37 (1912), 29-50; the manuscript was submitted on 21 October 1911.
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This question concerned Poincar6 when he read March's paper. He quickly pointed out a
possible source of error in March's approximation in a letter to Sommerfeld.7 6 Poincar6 reiterated
the same thought in March 1912 in a short correspondence to Comptes Rendu, the official journal
of the French Academie des Sciences.77 This note not only stressed the same mathematical
inadequacy of March's work, but also commented that March's predictions considerably
disagreed with Austin's recently published experimental data.
Sommerfeld put another student, the Polish Witold von Rybczinski, on the problem March
left. In March 1913, Rybczinski published his results for better approximating March's integral in
equation (5).78 Following Poincar6, Rybczinski took the dominant contribution of the integral
from the pole of the factor g.l, 2(ka)/'Sa-l,(ka) in March's integrand (equation (5)) with the
smallest imaginary part. He used Poincar6's calculation to obtain the numerical value of this
dominant pole. Then he replaced March's asymptotic approximation of c.2(ka) '_Q2a(ka) with
another similar in functional form; but the value of Rybczinski's factor at the projected point of
the dominant pole on the real axis equaled that of Poincar6's integrand at the same point. By
doing this ad hoc manipulation, Rybczinski retained the virtues of both March's and Poincar6's
approximations: the new integrand was more precise than March's in the region that gives the
dominant contribution, and much easier to integrate analytically than Poincar6's. The new
approximation led Rybczinski to obtain a field intensity proportional to exp[-
0.33(ka)30]/(Osin0)2.
Rybczinski showed more persuasively than March that the diffraction theory could produce an
exponentially damped wave along a large spherical conductor. But Rybczinski's factor exp[-
0.33(ka)"/3 0] differed from Nicholson's factor exp[-0.7(ka)"30], and both disagreed with the
Austin-Cohen formula in their wavelength dependence. The diffraction theories stuck with decay
rates inversely proportional to X/3, whereas the empirical regularity required X1"2. Numerically,
76 Henri Poincar6 to Arnold Sommerfeld (letter), 1 Jan 1912, Handwriting Collection (HS 1977-28), A 266,
Deutsches Museum Archives, also available at http://www.lrz-muenchen.deA-\ Sommerfeld/.
77 Henri Poincard, "Sur la diffraction des ondes hertziennes," Comptes Rendu de l'Acaddmie des Sciences, 154
(1912), 795-797.
78 Witold von Rybczinski, "Uber die Ausbreitung der Wellen in der drahtlosen Telegraphie auf der Erdkugel,"
Annalen der Physik, 41 (1913), 191-208.
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Nicholson's formula decays much faster than Rybczinski's, yet the Austin-Cohen formula decays
much slower than Rybczinski's. Which one is correct? Rybczinski justified his conclusion by
comparing the three formulae with a selected set of measured data from Austin's paper in 1911-
seven daytime and four nighttime data points within a range between 400 and 1000 miles for a
wavelength of 3750 meters (these data were taken during the voyage in 1909 instead of that in
1910). For these cases, Rybczinski's predictions were closest to the experimental data.
Nicholson's predictions were too low, the Austin-Cohen formula too high (Figure 12).
Rybczinski's paper in 1913 was the diffraction theorists' first formal response to the quest for
evidential support. His paper aimed to develop a surface diffraction theory both free from
mathematical inconsistencies and supported by experimental data. He almost succeeded. His
theory met with approval by some radio researchers, especially the Germans. They did not think
that he had given a complete physical picture of long-distance radio-wave propagation. But at a
minimum Rybczinski's theory gave an approximately correct picture of wave propagation along
the earth without atmospheric reflection. In a letter to Wilhelm Wien in November 1913,
Sommerfeld wrote:7 9
Poincar6 gave a lecture in G6ttingen on some mistake about the wireless telegraphy that he
corrected in Rendiconti di Palennrmo. Here he is correct in having the exponential damping and
that is in agreement with Nicholson. For the comparison with experience, it depends on the
numerical scale, which is difficult. Rybczinski found (following March's method that actually
had an incorrect result; in other words, the absence of exponential damping) a smaller
damping factor [rate] than Nicholson did (Poincar6 did not give a numerical value). This
smaller damping factor is in good agreement with Austin's observations. But I am not misled
[to conclude] that Rybczinski's damping factor agrees with the reality for all long distances.
One must make the case possible that the reflection from the well conducting upper layers is
responsible for the [wireless] telegraphy at quite long distances. To sum up, Poincar6
(following an attempt that was failed at first) discovered the truth in principle; his negative
conclusion that the electrodynamic telegraphy at long distances is impossible might not be
maintained, and it depends on the numerical details of the questions [my translation].
Thus Sommerfeld believed that Rybczinski's theory is analytically right and gave the rate of
attenuation that matched experimental data to some extent. But, Sommerfeld continued, reflection
79 Arnold Sommerfeld to Wilhelm Wien (letter), 29 Nov 1913, Arnold Sommerfeld Papers (NL 056), 010,
Deutsches Museum Archives, also available at http://www.lrz-muenchen.deA-\ Sommerfeld/.
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Figure 12 Rybczinski's comparison between the theoretical predictions, the empirical formula, and
the experimental data. The vertical axis is received antenna current in microamperes, the
horizontal axis is distance in miles. The wavelength is 3750 meters. The legend is as follows-
circle: daytime data, cross: nighttime data, solid curve: the Austin-Cohen formula, dashed curve:
Rybczinski's formula, dotted curve: Nicholson's formula.
Rybczinski's work, however, did not fare as well outside as inside the Sommerfeld school. His
ad-hoc procedure of approximation lacked mathematical rigor. He did not select the most reliable
data to compare. His seven daytime data points were obtained from the voyage of 1909, when the
measurements were less reliable because the instruments were still under adjustment and the
weather condition was severe. And four of his data points came from measurements at night,
when the wireless signals were notoriously unstable. In a paper written in 1914, Austin criticized
Rybczinski's choice of data points for these reasons and suggested that the Austin-Cohen formula
was still a valid empirical law. His confidence was backed by the data from his new experiment.80
80 Louis W. Austin, "Quantitative experiments in radiotelegraphic transmission," Bulletin of the Bureau of
Standards, 11 (1914), 69-86.
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A New Experiment
The U.S. Navy reorganized in the early 1910s. The Bureau of Equipment was dismembered in
1910, and the Wireless Telegraphic Laboratory was transferred to the Bureau of Steam
Engineering. In 1912, its name was changed to the Naval Radio-Telegraphic Laboratory. 8 In
conjunction with its reorganization, the navy increased the pace of modernizing the
communication technology, as represented by the construction of its first trans-oceanic radio
station.
Although the results of the test voyages of the Birmingham and the Salem in 1909 and 1910 did
not fulfill the requirement of the contract (the maximum distance under tests was 1000 rather than
3000 miles, and the long-range communication was often interrupted by atmospheric
disturbances), nevertheless wireless communications based on the Fessenden rotary-spark
discharger proceeded apace when the navy decided to continue to use the NESCO apparatus. The
plan was to locate this first station at Fort Myer in Arlington, Virginia. Construction on the
buildings and the antenna tower began in 1911, and was completed in December 1912; the
transmission equipment, including the main antenna proper (350 feet high) and the 100-kilowatt
synchronous rotary-spark transmitter were then installed. The Arlington station was
commissioned on 13 February 1913. 82 Prior to final completion, the Radio-Telegraphic
Laboratory was assigned to test the transmission equipment, thereby setting the stage for another
long-range measuring voyage. Two days after the station's formal commissioning, the Salem set
sail from the League Island Navy Yard in Philadelphia for Gibraltar, 3970 miles from Washington
D.C. 83 Austin's first assistant George Clark, several technicians from the laboratory, and a few
engineers from NESCO were onboard. The voyage aimed at producing the final test of the
Arlington station before the navy incorporated the station into its operations schedule. Perhaps as
important, and certainly more critical for future naval procurement and operations, the voyage
aimed to compare the efficacy of the existing rotary-spark transmitter with that of an alternative
transmission technology-the arc transmitter.
81 Allison, New Eye (1981), 13-14; Douglas, "Technical innovation" (1985), 170-180.
82 Howeth, History of Communications-Electronics (1963), 178-183.
83 Ibid, 183.
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The arc transmitter had been introduced to the U.S. Navy in 1912 by the Australian-born
engineer Cyril F. Elwell. Invented by the Danish Valdemar Poulsen, the arc transmitter produced
a much less damped waveform than did the spark-gap.8 4 In 1911, Elwell had formed the Federal
Telegraph Company in California to develop arc machines. The company became well known
when it successfully opened a long-distance circuit between San Francisco and Honolulu in
1912,85 after which Elwell tried to interest the navy in the arc equipment. Elwell had two
supporters within the navy's Radio Division: Stanford Hooper and A. J. Hepburn. Through their
efforts, the Chief of the Bureau of Steam Engineering H. I. Cone agreed to let Federal Telegraph
install a 30 kilowatt arc transmitter at the Arlington station.86 At this point the navy had not
decided to adopt the arc transmitter; it intended to undertake field tests before making a decision
between spark and arc. The operational test planned for the completed Arlington station offered
just the right opportunity to carry out systematic measurements of the arc machine. Furthermore,
because the cruiser on the voyage received signals from both the 100-kilowatt spark transmitter
and the 30-kilowatt arc transmitter simultaneously, they could be directly compared at the same
time and under the same conditions. The test voyage offered a "trial of strength" between the two
competing technologies.
In the 1913 test, the naval experimenters faced a doubly novel situation compared to the one
that they had encountered in July 1910. Two transmitters (spark and arc), not one, were now
involved. The detector technologies had evolved, too. In 1910, a rectifier-galvanometer and a
shunted telephone with electrolytic barretter were employed to receive electromagnetic waves. In
1913, an alternative detection technology, a heterodyne detector also invented by Fessenden was
incorporated. s7 The heterodyne detector was more sensitive at long distances than the rectifier-
galvanometer and the shunted telephone.
84 Hong, Wireless (2001), 119-155.
85 Aitken, Continuous Wave (1985), 122-140.
86 Ibid, 90-91.
87 A heterodyne detector mixes a received electromagnetic wave with a continuous sinusoidal wave generated by a
local oscillator. The two signals are nonlinearly combined in a device such as an earphone. The nonlinear
combination produces a "beat" whose frequency is the difference between the local oscillator's frequency and the
frequency of the received signal. The operational procedure of the heterodyne detector is similar to that of the
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Experimenters from the Radio-Telegraphic laboratory and the National Electric Signaling
Company began taking measurements onboard the Salem and at the Arlington station shortly after
the cruiser left Philadelphia on 15 February 1913.88 The roundtrip voyage to Gibraltar took one
and a half months. The results were published by both Austin from the laboratory and by John L.
Hogan, a NESCO engineer.8 9 Austin's report appeared in the Bulletin of the Bureau of Standards
in April 1914, Hogan's in The Electrician in August 1913.9
The results of these reports had two major implications, one relevant to the navy, the other to
wave-propagation theorists. The voyage's results did tentatively close the trial of strength: the 30-
kilowatt Federal arc transmitter outperformed the 100-kilowatt spark machine. According to
Austin, both devices yielded comparable signal attenuations below 900 miles, but "at distance
over 1000 miles the arc waves appear to begin to show advantage over the spark waves." 91 Austin
further remarked, "messages were continuously received with both arc and spark in the daytime
up to 2100 miles (3900 km). Occasional signals were heard much farther, the arc being heard on
one day in the daytime even in the harbor of Gibraltar. Both arc and spark were heard at night at
all times during the voyage."9 2 The captain of the Salem, Commander E. T. Pollock, vividly
illustrated the team's impression of the arc transmitter:9 3
"On the return trip, the N. E. S. Co. operator, an exceptionally keen worker for his company,
received messages on the arc from Arlington in regard to the health of his child, which
shunted telephone-the operator tunes a variable resistor until the beat he hears from the earphone is barely
audible and then records the value of the resistance. In the 1913 experiment, heterodyne detector was used along
with electrolytic barretter.
88 Note that no representative from Federal Telegraph was on board, a phenomenon that reflected the different
degrees of influence NESCO and Federal Telegraph had. In 1913, NESCO had established a good connection with
the administrative officers in the navy, while Federal Telegraph just began that kind of relation. Aitken remarked
that when Elwell was allowed to set up his arc transmitter at the Arlington station, he was forbidden to "put any
nail holes in the floors, walls or ceiling." [Aitken, Continuous Wave (1985), 90-93].
89 George H. Clark to the Chief of the Bureau of Steam Engineering (letter), 14 April 1915, Bureau of Ships
Records (RG 19), E 988, 841(24), Box 1926, U.S. National Archives I.
90 Austin, "Quantitative experiments" (1914) and John L. Hogan, "Quantitative results of recent radio-telegraphic
tests between Arlington, VA., and U.S.S. 'Salem'," Electrician, 63 (1913), 720-723.
91 Louis W. Austin to the Chief of the Bureau of Steam Engineering (letter), 3 Apr 1913, Bureau of Ships Records
(RG 19), E 988, 841(24), Box 1926, U.S. National Archives I.
92 Austin, "Quantitative experiments" (1914), 82.
93 E. T. Polluck to the Secretary of the Navy (letter), 31 March 1913, Bureau of Ships Records (RG 19), E 988,
841(24), Box 1926, U.S. National Archives I.
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messages were not heard on the spark, and he stated rather profanely that he had to admit the
superiority of the arc signals, especially when his own company's apparatus couldn't give him
any news."
Considering that the spark machine consumed more power and occupied more space but
performed more poorly than its arc competitor above 1000 miles, the navy thereafter decided to
build its next few high-power stations with arc transmitters.
Among those engaged in the studies of radio -wave propagation, the Gibraltar-bound test voyage
offered a chance to verify the Austin-Cohen formula under new conditions: There were now two
distinctly different transmitters. The wavelengths were changed from 1000 and 3750 meters in
1910 to 3800 and 2000 meters in 1913. And the Gibraltar voyage covered a much greater range.
In the 1910 journey, the farthest reach was 1000 miles. In the 1913 journey, the distance was
literally trans-Atlantic-3970 miles. Measured data were obtained for distances as great as 2480
miles. If the data taken under these quite different conditions were consistent with the Austin-
Cohen formula, then its epistemic status as a representation that transcended specificities of
instrument and limitations of range would be greatly enhanced.
Both Hogan's and Austin's reports suggested that the new daytime data did nicely match the
formula. Hogan plotted the measured signals from the Salem (2000 meters wavelength) up to
1860 miles, the measured signals from Arlington (3800 meters wavelength) up to 2640 miles, and
the corresponding predictions from the Austin-Cohen formula. There were several anomalies in
the Salem to Arlington data, which Hogan waved away by attributing them to "a period of high
absorption." But the signals from Arlington to the Salem were "in exceptionally close agreement"
with the formula.94
Working on the same set of data, Austin went one step further. By the time he wrote his report,
he was well aware of Rybczinski's challenge. With the new data in hand, Austin had ammunition
94 Hogan, "Quantitative results" (1913), 720-721. Hogan also discussed data taken at night, but found it difficult to
make sense out of them. Strong static simply precluded accurate measurement. Hogan did attempt to fit the night-
time data with a series of exponential-absorption curves in order to know the absorption levels they corresponded
to, but this effort was without apparent success [ibid, 721-722].
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to respond. Before delving into a detailed data analysis, he briefly stated that in choosing the
measured results in December 1909 instead of those in July 1910, Rybczinski had not picked the
most accurate data to work with.95 He then plotted Rybczinski's formula, the Austin-Cohen
formula, and the 1913 data (Figures 13 and 14).96 Most data points were closer to the predictions
from the Austin-Cohen formula than to Rybczinski's. This was particularly the case for the signals
from Arlington to the Salem (which was also consistent with Hogan's prior remarks). Most of the
data points lay either above the Austin-Cohen curve or between it and Rybczinski's, but were in
any case much closer to the former than to the latter. Austin concluded, 'There can be no doubt
from these results that [Rybczinski's formula] gives values too low to be reconciled with the
observations, but that they are in very fair agreement with the [Austin-Cohen]." 97
Figure 13 Austin's comparison between the theoretical and empirical formulae and the data
obtained in 1913, signals from Arlington to the Salem. Legend is the following-solid curve
indexed by "(EQ.5)": the Austin-Cohen formula; dashed curve indexed by "(EQ.4)": Rybczinski's
95 Austin stated: "Von Rybczynski in his article gives a curve in which the Brant Rock observed values are shown
to agree more perfectly with the theoretical formula than with the empirical formula. Unfortunately, however, the
observations chosen by him were among the earliest and least accurate in the series of experiments." [Austin,
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Figure 14 Austin's comparison between the theoretical and empirical formulae and the
experimental data obtained in 1913, signals from Salem to Arlington [Austin, "Quantitative
Experiments" (1914), Figure 3].
Both Hogan's and Austin's experimental reports provided convincing further evidence for the
Austin-Cohen formula's generalizing power. Moreover, Austin's explicit comparison of the
predictions from his and Rybczinski's formulae with the data provided more support for a formula
drawn on an empirical basis than for the one drawn from diffraction theory. Rybczinski's claim
that his predictions were in good agreement with Austin's observations had to be rejected.
Nevertheless, this did not destroy altogether the diffraction theories. The experimenters, who
were supposed to be the adamant defender of the empirical law, did not think that way. In a letter
to Zenneck in 1916, Austin wrote:9 8
I am becoming quite convinced that the theoretical transmission formula, given in your book,
represents approximately the weakest signals observed; while our Navy formula gives a fairly
good average. Although I have taken a great many observations, I am still somewhat doubtful
98 Louis W. Austin to Jonathan Zenneck (letter), 14 Sep 1916, Jonathan Zenneck Papers (NL 053), Deutsches
Museum Archives.
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regarding the power to which the wave length should be raised in the exponential term. The
observations are exceedingly discordant, apparently due to selective reflection.
The experimenter believed that the diffraction theory could predict the "minimum" signal strength
when chaotic reflection was not involved. Nor did he trust too much the X-l/2 dependence of the
decay rate in the empirical formula, since "the observations are exceedingly discordant," due to
"selective reflection." Meanwhile, the diffraction theorists did not give up, either. Regardless of
the discrepancy between the theoretical predictions and the empirical law, the Cambridge-trained
mathematicians Macdonald and Augustus Love worked further on the theories in an attempt to
resolve the mathematical contradiction.
The British Theorists
Hector Munro Macdonald continued to work on the diffraction theories after his initial work
in 1903. In 1914, Macdonald proposed a new method to approximate his infinite series in
equation (2).99 He introduced a new series, much easier to sum up, that approximated the original
series quite well when the spherical harmonic's order n+1/2 was close to ka. Macdonald argued
that the new sum well approximated the old one because the dominant contribution to both series
came from this neighborhood. Within the neighborhood, he replaced the Hankel function of order
n+1/2 and its derivative in the new series by the Hankel functions of order 1/3 and 2/3, using
mathematical identities. This sum, which contained the Hankel functions of orders 1/3 and 2/3
only, could be interpreted as a Riemann sum of an integral. He thus evaluated the integral using
Cauchy's residue theorem and found that its value is the sum of the integrand's residues, which
are determined by the integrand's poles, and equivalently, the zeros of the Hankel function of
order 2/3. When ka is large, only the pole with minimum imaginary part dominates. Macdonald
found from calculating the value of the minimum-imaginary-part zero of the Hankel function of
order 2/3 that the resultant field intensity has an exponential decay in the form of exp[-
y(ka)" 3sin(O/2)].
99 Hector M. Macdonald, "The transmission of electric waves around the earth's surface," Proceedings of the
Royal Society of London, 90 (1914), 50-61.
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The functional form of Macdonald's exponential decay exp[-y(ka)"3sin(0/2)] differed from
Nicholson's and Rybczinski's factors, both having the form of exp[-3(ka)1130]. Whose diffraction
theory is correct in terms of mathematical consistency or fit with experimental data? The
Englishman A. E. H. Love tackled the question as he became familiar with Macdonald's work.
Augustus Edward Hough Love was another Cambridge-trained mathematician. Entering St.
John's College, he won the Second Wranglership after passing the Mathematical Tripos in 1885.
He obtained his Master's degree in 1889, and left Cambridge for Oxford University to take the
Sedleian Chair of Natural Philosophy. 10°°
Love came to the problems of electromagnetic diffraction via his primary preoccupation-
solid mechanics, particularly elasticity and geodynamics. A topic that had interested him was
propagation of elastic waves inside the earth and its applications to seismic phenomena. This
required the same mathematical skills in real and complex analysis as acoustics and
electromagnetic diffraction. Since the 1880s, Love had exchanged letters with Rayleigh to discuss
the techniques for solving wave equations. ' It was hence not an abrupt leap for him from
examining elastic waves inside the earth to investigating electromagnetic waves around the earth.
In 1913, accordingly to himself, Love was "lured" by Cambridge physicist Joseph Larmor "into
the quagmire of radiation theory." Within weeks, he grasped the current diffraction theories and
developed his own view. 102
In a paper published in 1915, Love gave a comprehensive overview of the research status of
long-distance radio-wave propagation; computed the numerical values of the diffraction series in
equation (2) with an approach different from all previous ones; compared his calculations with the
values obtained from Macdonald's new formula, found them in agreement, and declared
Macdonald's theory the best of the lot; and reinterpreted the long-distance experimental data by
100 E. A. Milne, "Augustus Edward Hough Love," Obituary Notices of Fellows of the Royal Society of London, 3
(1939-41), 469-470.
101 A. E. H. Love to Rayleigh (letters), 1888-1915, Rayleigh Papers, Rare Book Collection, Air Force Research
Laboratory.
102 A. E. H. Love to Joseph Love (letter), 1 May 1913, Joseph Larmor Papers, Special Collection of St. Johns
College Library, Cambridge University.
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correcting the asserted relation between the audibility factor (the results from the shunted
telephone measurements) and the antenna current.10 3 This improved the fit of the data with his
(and hence Macdonald's) predictions.
Love pointed out that there were three different theories for the problem of wave diffraction
along a large spherical conductor: Macdonald's, Nicholson's, and Rybczinski's. Their predicted
field intensity is proportional to different factors: 104
E(O) Cos i /2) exp[-47.89X-l/ 3 sin(0 / 2)] Macdonald (6a)
sin(6/2)
E(O) - sin exp(-23.8-1/3) Nicholson (6b)
E(O) 0i exp(-11.3n 1 30) Rybczinski (6c)
E(O) o exp(-9.62G1/2 0) Austin-Cohen (6d)
In the above equations, X is in kilometers, 0 is in radians, and the radius of the sphere is the
earth's radius (6370 kilometers). Love criticized March and Rybczinski's integral approach by
noting that the spherical harmonics in the German theorists' integrand (equation (5)) go to infinity
as their orders are not integers plus 1/2: When the order a is not an integer and the Legendre
function Pa,,l(cos0) is finite at 0=0, it is infinite at 0=n. Thus expressing the diffracted field in
terms of an integral over spherical harmonics is illegitimate since it artificially introduces a
singularity at the antipode 0 = 2n.
103 Augustus E. H. Love, "The transmission of electric waves over the surface of the earth," Philosophical
Transactions of the Royal Society of London, A215 (1915), 105-131.
104 Ibid, 125. In Love's paper, the coefficient in Nicholson's formula was [sin(0/2)] /2. Yet van der Pol showed that
Love was incorrect and the coefficient should be [sin0]"2 . See van der Pol, "On the energy transmission in wireless
telegraphy," Yearbook of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony (1918), 868.
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Figure 15 Comparison of Macdonald's, Nicholson's, Rybczinski's and the Austin-Cohen formula.
Upper panel: wavelength=3750 m; lower panel-wavelength=5000 m. Legend: - Macdonald, - -
Nicholson, - - - Rybczinski, . Austin-Cohen (the ordinate's scale is relative).
Love went on to develop his own method to calculate the diffraction series in equation (2).
His approximation was numerical instead of analytical. Like Nicholson and Macdonald, Love
approximated the terms of the series in the neighborhood of n+l/2=ka. But he did not
approximate the series' dominant contribution with a closed form. Rather, he computed the
89
Inn,
numerical values of a "sufficient" number of terms, added them up, calculated this truncated finite
series, and compared the numerical results with those he obtained from Macdonald's method at
several separation angles. The predictions from these two different methods agreed well. So Love
confidently declared that his results confirmed Macdonald's. 10 5
Finally, Love discussed the discrepancy between theoretical predictions and the experimental
data. The Austin-Cohen formula made the field intensity proportional to (1/0)exp(-9.6X-"20),
which was quite different from all the diffraction formulae, including Macdonald's. Love saved
the phenomena by reinterpreting. The data Love chose to compare were from John Hogan's
report in 1913. He noticed that Hogan used a "device law" to convert the data from measured
audibility factor to antenna current: audibility factor is proportional to the square of antenna
current. From Austin's 1911 report, however, this device law did not always hold. When the
signal is weak, Austin's measurements for calibration suggested that audibility factor was
proportional to antenna current, not the square of antenna current, for weak signals. Considering
that most data were taken when signals were weak, Love argued that the proper device law was
the direct proportion. He modified Hogan's data accordingly and made the "calibrated" data fit
Macdonald's predictions better than the Austin-Cohen formula. The reinterpreted empirical
evidence supported Macdonald's diffraction theory.
Were Love's conclusion justified? No. His numerical method was based on assumptions about
the infinite series identical to Macdonald's assumptions; it was not a surprise that the two theories
gave similar predictions. The real issue, whether the underlying assumptions employed for the
purpose of approximation were legitimate, remained unsettled. Moreover, Love's reinterpretation
of the data was problematic. He relied on the device regularity measured by Austin in 1911.
Austin reported the same experimental results as Hogan did in 1913, but he did not discover any
significant deviation of the measured data from the Austin-Cohen formula. Whether Love's
reinterpretation of data was correct was still a question. Historically, diffraction theorists did not
90
105 Ibid, 116-123.
acknowledge in publications that Love's approach resolved the long-distance wave-propagation
problem. 106
7. ATMOSPHERIC REFLECTION THEORIES AGAIN
Atmospheric reflection theories produced much less work than surface diffraction theories
after 1911. The wireless communities found it convenient to interpret radio phenomena in terms
of atmospheric effects, but much more difficult to elaborate an atmospheric reflection model via
experimental or theoretical means. Still, the model makers of the atmospheric reflection theories
managed to go one step further than Heaviside and Kennelly. In contrast to the diffraction
theorists who focused exclusively on the relationship between field intensity and distance, they
wished to establish a research program to explain a wider set of wireless phenomena, including
long-distance wave propagation and diurnal variations of signals and static, and they explored
further the physical picture of the upper conducting layers with hypotheses about ionization.
Having different research agendas and satisfied with qualitative explanations, they did not
compete directly with the mathematical physicists working on diffraction problems. Rather, they
drew the intellectual tradition of microphysics, which studied electromagnetic wave propagations
in various media in order to reveal the internal molecular structures of materials. 107 William Eccles
was a representative figure of this approach.
Although Heaviside and Kennelly wrote on the upper conducting layer in 1902, it was through
Eccles's work in the 1910s that the wireless communities acknowledged the empirical ground of
the atmospheric-reflection hypothesis. The Englishman William Henry Eccles got his bachelor's
degree from the University of London in physics in 1898. He joined Marconi's research team on
wireless telegraphy in 1899, and this experience shaped his later career in radio. After leaving
Marconi's company, Eccles taught at the University of London in 1910.108
106 In 1918, Englishman G. S. O. Howe criticized that Love's device law was based on an "unfortunate
misunderstanding" of a statement Austin made concerning the resistance of the shunted telephone. See G. S. O.
Howe, "Note on Radio Research Board Sub-Committee A Paper 13," 1921, DSIR 10/134, Public Record Office,
Kew, London, United Kingdom.
107 Buchwald, Maxwell to Microphysics (1985).
108 J. A. Ratcliffe, "William Henry Eccles," Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the Royal Society of London, 17
(1971), 195-196.
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Eccles was a leading expert on radio technology in Britain.' 09 He began to work on radio-
wave propagation in the late 1900s through his interest in static. As an experienced wireless
engineer, he was familiar with the omnipresent natural born noise that produced sharp clicks,
grinding sound, or hissing tones in telegraphic operators' earphones. Since the late 1890s, a
number of researchers had correlated static with local weather disturbances. Hence the question
Eccles asked was whether static was a merely local phenomenon. To answer the question, Eccles
set up an experiment in 1910 with his colleague Morris Airey at the University of London to
measure simultaneously the static received at a wireless station at the University and at another
one in Newcastle, 270 miles from London. Eccles and Airey found from the experimental data
that if static was detected at one station, then it was very likely to be detected simultaneously at
others some distance away. He deduced that the static at two places was produced by the same
cause involving a long-distance mechanism, perhaps the discharge of atmospheric electricity at
hundreds or thousands of miles away from the receiver stations.' 10 In a paper published in 1912,
Eccles attempted to explain the cause of diurnal variations of static intensity (c.f. section 1).111
Since trans-Atlantic telegraphic signals and static can be transmitted over long distances, they
might propagate in a similar manner. Hence a correct physical model for long-distance wave
propagation might explain not only the data on trans-Atlantic wireless telegraphy but also those
on static.
In Eccles's model, the earth is surrounded by a permanent conducting (Heaviside) layer in the
upper atmosphere, and another concentric atmospheric layer between the Heaviside layer and the
earth. This new layer corresponds to a region of air with gradually changing physical properties
instead of a sharp boundary. When sunlight penetrates the Heaviside layer to enter the middle
region, its ultraviolet component ionizes the air in this region by producing free charged
109 Eccles would become an adviser to the British War Office during World War I, the President of the Radio
Society of Great Britain and a consultant for the British Radio Research Board in the 1920s. We will see his names
in latter chapters, especially on measuring techniques and vacuum-tube electronics.
110 William H. Eccles and H. Morris Airey, "Note on the electrical waves occurring in nature," Proceedings of the
Royal Society of London, 85 (1911), 145-150.
1 William H. Eccles, "On the diurnal variations of the electric waves occurring in nature, and on the propagation
of electric waves round the bend of the earth," Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 87 (1912), 79-99.
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microscopic particles. ' 2 The lower the height, the more dissipation sunlight experiences as it
penetrates deeper into the atmosphere, and the fewer ions it generates. The number of charged
particles per unit volume thus increases with height.
The effect of the ionized layer on long-distance wave propagation is determined by how
waves propagate in such a medium. Eccles evoked a simple microphysical model to describe wave
propagation in ionized air: Ionized air consists of free ions (electrons and positive ions which are
mostly light nucleons) and massive neutral particles (gas molecules). When an electric field is
applied, the ions move. Eccles wrote down the average induced ionized current from Newton's
second law of motion, ignoring the statistical energy distribution of ions. Incorporating the
induced current into Maxwell's equations, he expressed the refractive index of the medium in
terms of the ions' number density, mass, and charge. From this simple Maxwellian theory, Eccles
demonstrated that the phase velocity of an electromagnetic wave increases with the ion number
density. 3
Eccles used this theory of refraction to explain three wireless phenomena: the possibility of
wave propagation along the curvature of the earth, the radiation directivity of Marconi's tilted
aerials, and the diurnal variation of static. First, the theory of ionic refraction suggested that the
larger the density of ions, the higher the phase velocity. From Eccles's physical model, the ion
density increases with height, as, therefore, does the wave's phase velocity. According to Snell's
law, an upgoing radio wave propagating in this ionized medium would be gradually drawn
downward due to the refraction of the gradually varying medium. That is, the wave path would
curve. If the curvature of the refracted wave path equaled that of the earth, the wave could run
naturally along the earth's surface without any action of the ground material. Unfortunately, the
quantitative predictions from the ionic refraction disagreed with the Austin-Cohen formula."4
112 Ibid, 88-89.










Figure 16 Wave refraction in a stratified ionized atmosphere.
Second, Eccles explained the directivity of a tilted antenna. His theory suggested that the
amount of refraction decreases with frequency. When the frequency falls low enough, the
curvature of the refracted wave path becomes larger than the earth's curvature. In this case, the
wave path is obliquely incident to the ground and the direction of wave polarization no longer
remains vertical. To match the polarization to the maximum extent, the receiving antenna must be
tilted toward the direction of the transmitter. Thus Eccles reached the same conclusion as
Zenneck's without using the "surface wave."
Third, he dealt with the effect of sunlight. The ionized layer results from sunlight and thus
does not exist at night. In England, the major source of long-distance static comes from the
tropical Africa where thunderstorms and other electrically disturbing weather processes are more
severe. In the daytime, long-distance static is directed by the refraction of the ionized layer in the
middle and lower atmosphere. During the night, the ionized layer is absent and long-distance
static is directed by the reflection from the conducting Heaviside layer in the upper atmosphere.
The waves refracted through the absorptive ionized atmosphere suffer more energy dissipation
than the waves reflected by a conducting surface. Hence static during the daytime is weaker than
at night.
Eccles's atmospheric refraction theory contained an essential difference from Heaviside's
atmospheric reflection theory. In Heaviside's model, radio waves are guided by the concentric
spheres of the earth and the permanent conducting layer in the upper atmosphere in accordance
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with the conductivities of the air and the ground. In Eccles's model, radio waves are directed
exclusively by the refractive condition of the ionized atmosphere and are not related to the
condition of the ground. For Eccles, long-distance wave propagation is not a result of the
boundary condition formed by the conducting ground and the atmospheric layer. Ionic refraction
alone explains the bending of the wave propagating direction. This difference was clearly revealed
in a letter from Eccles to Heaviside in 1912. 15
Eccles's 1912 work brought the atmospheric reflection theory from a tentative hypothesis to a
sophisticated model. The Heaviside-Kennelly hypothesis was entertained to explain only one fact.
In contrast, Eccles's theory covered several apparently unrelated phenomena-long-distance
wave propagation, tilted polarization, and diurnal variation of static. Eccles's model was
essentially a theory of the qualitative behaviors of wireless phenomena. An attempt was made to
develop a mathematical theory of ionic refraction. Only partial and preliminary results were
achieved by efforts to describe the wave-propagation characteristics mathematically, and these
results were not consistent with the empirical law (the Austin-Cohen formula). In addition, the
model could account for the extrema of static in daily records, but could not offer quantitative
predictions of static levels.
Eccles's theory caught the attention of English physicist John Ambrose Fleming, known for
his collaboration with Marconi and his invention of the "Fleming valve" (an early vacuum tube).
Fleming thought that the theory of ionized layer could perhaps account for the diurnal variations
of wireless signals. But the static patterns seemed too complex to work out a consistent
explanation. In the annual meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science in
1912, Fleming organized a discussion on 'The scientific theory and outstanding problems of
wireless telegraphy" and suggested "the formation of a British Association Committee to guide
and formulate research on some of these unsolved problems." A committee was formed by the
British Association, including "physicists, mathematicians, radio-telegraphists, and
meteorologists". Plans were arranged for systematic observations on static. Unfortunately, the
115 William H. Eccles to Oliver Heaviside (letter), 27 Nov 1912, Oliver Heaviside Papers (UK0108 SC MSS),
005/V/6/10, Institute of Electrical Engineers Archives.
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committee did not come up with significant results in the end, mainly because of the World
War.i 16
Arthur Edwin Kennelly attended Fleming's radio-telegraphic session at the British Association
meeting in 1912. Along with Fleming, Kennelly was among the earliest to accept Eccles's theory
of atmospheric ionization. He believed that the boundary between the sunshine and the shadow
regions formed a reflecting surface crucial to the diurnal variation observed in wireless telegraphy.
In the British Association meeting, he proposed a model for the variation of wireless signals
around twilight. The model concerned two wireless stations sitting along an east-west direction.
The east station experiences both darkness and sunshine prior to the west station. Around the east
station's sunrise, the west station is still in darkness, and the transitional band moves gradually
toward the east station. Before the band crosses the east station, the two stations are on the same
side of the blocking curtain formed at the transitional band. So the signal transmission between
these two stations is not affected. When the band moves right behind the east station (shortly
before the east station's sunrise), the blocking curtain becomes a reflecting surface to bounce the
overshot waves from the west station back to the east station, and vice versa. Hence the received
signal strength is intensified. After the sunrise at the east station, the band moves between the two
stations. So the wave propagation is blocked, and the received signal strength diminishes
significantly. When the sunrise just passes the west station, the band functions again as a reflecting
surface behind the west station to enhance the received signal strength. As the band moves farther
away, the reflective enhancement also wanes. The same pattern happens around sunset.
Kennelly's mechanism predicts that a wireless signal transmitted along a direction from east to
west has a maximum just before the twilight of the east station and right after the twilight of the
west station, and a minimum in between. The pattern of the signal variation predicted from
116 Fleming, Principles (1916), 860. Fleming's later interest in the refraction theory shifted from ionized media to
non-ionized ordinary air; John Ambrose Fleming, "On atmospheric reflection and its bending on the transmission
of electromagnetic waves round the earth's surface," Proceedings of the Physical Society of London, 26 (1914),
318-333.
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Kennelly's model agreed with observations made at the wireless stations in Nova Scotia and
Amesbury, Massachusetts. 117
These investigations typified the work of the atmospheric-reflection theorists. They paid much
more attention to the diurnal variations of wireless energy than to the mathematical relations
between signal intensity and distance under various instrumental conditions, and they emphasized
qualitative characteristics rather than quantitative information of the experimental data. Their
theoretical work involved sophisticated model building and simple mathematical theories of wave
propagation based on microphysics.
Toward 1920, several young experimental physicists well trained in applied mathematics
began to appreciate the physical importance of the ionic-atmosphere model. They tried to bring
together the work of all three communities. One of them was Balthasar van der Pol. Born in
Utrecht, the Netherlands, van der Pol went to work at the Cavendish Laboratory of Cambridge
University as an assistant between 1917 and 1919. Van der Pol aimed to be a radio scientist, a
mixture of electrical engineer and physicist. 118 The scientific and practical natures of the long-
distance wave propagation problem interested him. During his Cavendish years, he worked on
refraction theories, diffraction theories, and experiments on ionized media, 19 and eventually wrote
a doctoral dissertation on radio-wave propagation after coming back to Utrecht.120 In 1918, he
"7 Arthur E. Kennelly, "The daylight effect in radio telegraphy," Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers,
1:3 (1913), 12.
118 "Radio scientists" were the academics researching into the physics of electromagnetic waves at radio bands (less
than 1 GHz). They investigated the instrumental conditions for generating radio waves, the interactions of waves
with matters, and the mechanisms for detecting waves. These inquiries had strong applications to wireless, and the
required experimental apparatus needed input from electrical engineering. So radio scientists were often involved
in engineering and technology. Fleming and "Maxwellian" Oliver Lodge (who tried to make a profit from his
inventions on spark gaps) were examples. Van der Pol was involved in engineering, too-he worked at the Philips
Research Laboratory and was known a pioneer of the dynamics of electric circuits ("van der Pol circuit" was a
classic chaotic nonlinear oscillator). But he also gave "radio science" a more definite (and narrower) meaning as
he helped found the Union Radio Scientifique Internationale (URSI) in the 1920s. Since then, "radio science" has
gradually become a synonym to the studies of radio-wave propagation in the atmosphere.
119 "Publications of Balthasar van der Pol," Philips Research Public Relations Department, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands.
120 Balthasar van der Pol, De Invloed van een Geioniseerd Gas op het Voortschrijden van Electromagnetische
Golven en Toepassingen Daarvan op het Gebied der Draadlooze Telegraphie en bij Metingen aan
Glimlichtontladingen (Ph.D. dissertation, Utrecht: University of Utrecht, 1920). Van der Pol's synopsis of wave-
propagation studies up to 1918 appeared in van der Pol, "Transmission in wireless telegraphy" (1918), 858-876.
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tried to tackle the discrepancies among different diffraction formulae (Nicholson, Rybczinski,
Macdonald). He wished to find out which formula was mathematically rigorous. If any one of the
formulations turned out to be logically correct, then diffraction could not account for the Austin-
Cohen formula. In other words, he intended to know whether it is possible at all to account for
the Austin-Cohen formula using electromagnetic-wave theory. The mathematics required was too
difficult to him. He turned to a Cambridge-trained mathematician, George Neville Watson, for
help. 121
8. THE WORK OF GEORGE NEVILLE WATSON
The Englishman George Neville Watson entered Trinity College of Cambridge University in
1904. Like Macdonald, Nicholson, and Love, Watson excelled at the Cambridge training in
mathematics, becoming Senior Wrangler, Smith's Prize man, and a Fellow of Trinity College. In
1918, he took the professorship of mathematics at the University of Birmingham. 22 Watson
devoted himself exclusively to mathematical studies. Unlike the diffraction theorists, he was
almost detached from physics at Cambridge. What preoccupied him in the 1910s was a specific
area of mathematical analysis-complex-variable theory. The main thrust of his work was to
discover various mathematical properties of Bessel functions via the techniques commonly used in
complex analysis. 123 Meanwhile, he was interested in theories of approximation. He was not
satisfied with a closed-form solution, but was sensitive to numbers and computability.124 He was
just the man to solve van der Pol's problem.
121 For van der Pol's life, see H. B. G. Casimir, "Introduction," in H. Bremmer and C. J. Bouwkamp (eds.),
Balthasar Van Der Pol: Selected Scientific Papers (Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing Company, 1960), vi-
vlll.
122 J. M. Whittaker, "George Neville Watson," Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the Royal Society, 12 (1966),
521; R. A. Rankin, "George Neville Watson," Journal of the London Mathematical Society, 41 (1966), 551-565.
123 In Cambridge, Watson received training on modern analysis from mathematicians E. T. Whittaker, E. W.
Barnes, and G. H. Hardy [lecture draft to Cambridge University (undated), George Neville Watson Papers, Special
Collections, University of Birmingham Libraries]. Watson wrote one of the most widely read textbooks on Bessel
functions [Bessel Functions (1952)].
124 Whittaker, "Watson" (1966), 522. In the 1930s, Watson actively participated in the project of machine
computation of mathematical tables for the British Scientific Computing Service [L. J. Comrie (Scientific
Computing Service) to George Neville Watson (letter), 17 October 1937, George Neville Watson Papers, Special
Collections, University of Birmingham Libraries].
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The 1918 and 1919 Papers
At the beginning of 1918, Watson was asked by Balthasar van der Pol to investigate the
problem of long-distance wave propagation. The outcomes of Watson's examination came out as
two papers: one published in 1918, and the other in 1919.125 In the first paper, he gave a rigorous
mathematical proof that the field intensity diffracted along the curvature of a large conducting
sphere has an exponential factor whose decay rate is proportional to X-1/3, rather than A-l/2 (as
indicated in the Austin-Cohen formula). In the second paper, he showed that the field intensity
diffracted in a space bounded by a large conducting sphere and a conducting surface exterior and
concentric to the sphere has the X'-/2 dependence. Therefore the atmospheric reflection theory,
which models the earth and the upper conducting layer with the two concentric spheres, can
explain the empirical law.
In the first place, Watson aimed to find the rigorous solution to the diffraction problem
without the mathematical pitfalls in previous diffraction theories. He started by choosing to work
on the (German tradition's) Hertzian potential instead of the (British tradition's) magnetic field
intensity. But following the Cambridge approach, he expanded the Hertzian potential in terms of a
discrete sum of spherical harmonics instead of an integral. The result was an infinite diffraction
series similar to equation (5) but with a discrete sum rather than a continuous integral over the
index; this sum differed from Macdonald's, but with a similar angular dependence and pole
structure:
I=- 2 (2n + 1)Pn(cos0) S(ka) (6)ka2 n=O 'n (ka)
As Love pointed out, the problem with integral expansion was that the Legendre polynomial
in the integrand blows up at the antipode when its order is a non-integer. Watson's great
innovation was to convert the series expansion of the Hertzian potential in equation (6) into an
125 George N. Watson, "The diffraction of electric waves by the earth," Proceedings of the Royal Society of
London, 95 (1918-1919), 83-99; George N. Watson, "The transmission of electric waves round the earth,"
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 95 (1918-1919), 546-563.
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integral expansion without such a problem. He interpreted the terms in the diffraction series
(2n+1)P.(cos0)c(ka)/S'(ka) as the residue of the function
2soz Ps-1/2(-C°sO)ss- 112(ka)
cos(s7)'s-1/ 2 (ka)
at the pole s=n+1/2 (in contrast to the Germans' formula, the Legendre function Ps,112(-cosO) in
the new expression is finite at 0=i-). So the series in equation (6) was the sum of the above




around the right hand side of the complex s plane (Figure 17). With this technique, later known as
"Watson's transformation," the Hertzian potential in equation (6) was converted from a series
into a complex integral that could be evaluated by Cauchy's residue theorem, and its value was
dominated by the integrand's pole (the zero of ',s 2ln(ka)) with smallest imaginary part. As a result,
its approximate form contained an exponential decay exp(-23.94X 113'0) quite close to Nicholson's
exp(-23.8),- 1 3 0). 126
Re s
Figure 17 Watson's integral path on the complex s plane. The points are the poles of the
integrand. Those on the positive real axis are s=1/2, 3/2, 5/2, etc.
126 Watson, "Diffraction" (1918-19), 97.
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Watson's 1918 work confirmed that the intensity of the field diffracted along the earth's
curvature is significantly weaker than the Austin-Cohen formula requires. One has an exponential
decay rate proportional to -1/3, the other proportional to -1 2 . The diffraction theory was
mathematically consistent, but empirically inadequate.
Watson located the problem in the physical model. All the diffraction theorists assumed that
the earth's surface alone diffracts the field radiated by the dipole oscillator. Since the mechanism
of surface diffraction cannot account for the empirical observations, the upper reflective regions
of the atmosphere might play the dominant role in delivering the radiation at long distances. The
question was: Could diffraction theory incorporate the physical assumption of an atmospheric
reflective layer and thereby yield predictions consistent with the empirical formula?
Watson took up this question in his paper of 1919. He took the earth to be a conducting
sphere and the atmospheric reflective layer to be a spherical surface exterior and concentric to the
earth. Both the Hertzian dipole and the location of observation sit on top of the inner sphere.
Waves radiated from the dipole propagate in the free space between the two spheres. 127
To evaluate the Hertzian potential in this new boundary condition, Watson expanded it in
terms of a series of spherical harmonics again, and matched the boundary conditions to determine
the coefficients in this series. Then he applied "Watson's transformation" to convert the series
into a complex integral, analyzed the pole structure of this integrand, and evaluated the integral in
terms of these poles. He found that when both the inner and outer conductors are perfect, there
are about 20 to 80 poles on the real axis. Each real pole corresponds to a pure oscillatory mode.
Thus the field intensity is a superposition of numerous oscillatory modes periodic with respect to
distance; that is, the field does not decay at all! This result is consistent with physical intuition,
since the two perfectly conducting spheres form a perfect cavity resonator in which
electromagnetic energy can be retained indefinitely. Yet a perfect cavity resonator never exists in
nature. Both the earth and the upper atmospheric layer (if any) should have finite conductivities to
dissipate propagating electromagnetic waves.
127 Watson, "Transmission" (1918-19), 547.
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Watson therefore considered the case when both the inner and outer conductors are imperfect.
The integrand's pole structure changes accordingly, and all the real poles now move away from
the real axis and gain nonzero imaginary parts. Nonetheless, the locations of the new poles are
only slightly perturbed from their original locations at perfect conductivity when the conductivities
are still quite high so that the wave-number ratio k /kc, _ e/a(1+i)/ 2 is small (o is
angular frequency, k is free-space wave number, k, c, and o are the conductor's wave number,
dielectric constant, and conductivity, respectively). Watson employed a perturbation analysis to
the leading orders of 6e -x Wte /re andSa -x /eal a (e represents the effect of the earth and
6a the effect of the atmospheric layer) and found that the dominant pole contains an imaginary
part proportional to 6e+6a. This pole contributes an exponential decay exp[-a(6e+6a)0/2h] (a is the
earth's radius and h is the height of the atmospheric conducting layer). So the field intensity has
an exponential decay with a rate proportional to X-l", since 6 e+ia is proportional to o12=(2/)12.
This result, in contrast to all the previous diffraction theories, has the same Idependence as the
Austin-Cohen formula does. By adjusting the ionized layer's conductivity (1.67x10 7 CGS units)
and height (100 km), Watson could match the numerical value of the decay rate of his theory and
the Austin-Cohen formula.1 28
Watson accomplished two things. His 1918 paper developed a rigorous mathematical
technique, "Watson's transformation," to evaluate the diffracted field. This technique represented
the spherical-harmonic series in terms of a complex integral over a properly chosen path that was
approximated by the dominant-pole contribution. In so doing, he confirmed the mathematical
consistency of Nicholson's predictions and hence demonstrated the empirical inadequacy of
surface diffraction theory. His 1919 paper employed the same technique to calculate the diffracted
field between two concentric spherical conductors. He showed that when the conductivities are
high but finite, the field intensity has an exponential decay with a rate proportional to A-l12. By
adjusting the upper conductor's height and conductivity, Watson reproduced numerically the
Austin-Cohen formula. Hence atmospheric reflection theory gained empirical support.
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128 Ibid, 551-556.
Acceptance of Watson's Work
Watson established a conjunction of mathematical representations, explanatory models, and
experiments in the studies of long-distance wave propagation. He applied the complex-variable
techniques of the diffraction theories to the physical model entertained by the atmospheric-
reflection theorists to derive quantitative and formal results consistent with the empirical formula
obtained from long-distance experiments. Connecting the mathematical representation with the
experimental data, the atmospheric-reflection theory no longer remained a hypothesis for
explaining (away) qualitative traits of observed phenomena. Watson gave it a promise of
becoming a question-answering device with standard mathematical techniques.
When it left his hand, however, Watson's theory lacked verisimilitude. The physical model of
a homogeneous and sharp conducting boundary was too simplistic. Watson did not incorporate a
vertical atmospheric profile with a gradually varying refractive index. His theory could not
accommodate Eccles's ionic refraction theory in a principled way. Nor was Watson's theory able
to marshal further empirical evidence beyond the Austin-Cohen formula, for example, the diurnal
variation of atmospheric noise.
Appreciation of Watson's contribution did not come immediately. The first few published
papers to mention his work all emphasized the mathematical rather than the empirical
implications. In 1919, van der Pol addressed Watson's mathematical contribution to clarifying the
controversy over different approximation methods for wave diffraction above a spherical
conductor, rather than Watson's theoretical prediction of the Austin-Cohen formula. 129
Macdonald commented on the mathematics of Watson's work without addressing empirical
adequacy at all. He concentrated on extending Watson's approach to the general case where
single-frequency time-dependence does not hold. 3 0 In Germany, Sommerfeld's student Otto
129 Balthasar van der Pol, "On the propagation of electromagnetic waves round the earth," Philosophical
Magazine, 38 (1919), 365-380.
130 Hector M. Macdonald, "The transmission of electric waves around the earth's surface," Proceedings of the
Royal Society of London, 98 (1920), 216-222, 409-410; 108 (1925), 52-76. "On the determination of the directions
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Laporte used Watson's results to reconcile the British representation of the diffracted field in
terms of a series and the German representation in terms of an integral, without addressing them
in their own right.131
Most scientists who elaborated the atmospheric-reflection model in the 1920s studied wave
propagation through ionic media. They downplayed Watson's old-fashioned model (the sharply
defined "Kennelly-Heaviside layer") and counterintuitive approach (the complex-variable theory
of diffraction). In a classic paper on the subject in 1924, Joseph Larmor mentioned Watson only at
the end of a list of diffraction theorists beginning with Macdonald, and then as the man who
demonstrated that surface diffraction cannot account long-distance wave propagation around the
earth.132 Among these initial responses to Watson's papers, one thing stood out: after Watson had
proved the mathematical rigor of Nicholson's predictions, no one any longer attempted to
reconcile the experimental data with surface diffraction theory. The diffraction theory as a
physical model for long-distance wave transmission was dead.
Watson's luck improved in the late 1920s. In 1928, George W. Kenrick at the Physics
Department of the University of Pennsylvania reinvestigated the mathematical and empirical
significance of Watson's theory. Kenrick pointed out that much work had recently been done to
explain short-wave propagation by reflection and refraction of electric waves, but "less attention
has been given to modifications produced in the classical Hertzian solution for the field at a
distant point due to an oscillating doublet."' 3 3 He called for a reexamination of Watson's work
from the angle of the short-wave analysis. Kenrick calculated the electromagnetic field radiated by
a Hertzian dipole using the same boundary condition that Watson had used. Instead of working on
the residue waves, he computed the multiple reflected rays bouncing through the space between
the earth and the atmospheric layer, and summed all the reflective terms. The outcome of this
of the forces in wireless waves at the earth's surface," Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 107 (1925),
587-601.
131 Otto Laporte, "Zur Theorie der Ausbreitung elektromagnetischer Wellen auf der Erdkugel," Annalen der
Physik, 70 (1923), 595-616.
132 Joseph Larmor, "Why wireless electric rays can bend round the earth," Philosophical Magazine, 48 (1924),
1025-1036.
'33 G. W. Kenrick, "Radio transmission formulae," Physical Review, 31 (1928), 1040- 1050.
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approach reproduced Watson's mathematical formula and hence the Austin-Cohen formula.
Watson's work became significant not only for disproving the diffraction model, but also for its
quantitative predictions of observed phenomena.
In the 1930s, some radio scientists and engineers working on wave propagation began to
extend their scope from ionic refraction to diffraction between the earth with composite materials
and geometries and the heterogeneous atmospheric layers. "Watson's transformation" proved a
very useful technique for analyzing these problems. In 1937, a Harvard professor of physics,
Harry R. Mimno, reviewed the literature on the physics of the ionosphere.' 3 4 He highlighted the
significance of the discrepancy between the X-"3 dependence predicted by all the diffraction
theorists before Watson and the -112 dependence given by the Austin-Cohen formula, and he
stressed Watson's contribution in providing a theoretical account of the empirical "./2
dependence. Van der Pol's student H. Bremmer of Philips in Holland also wrote that1 35
The pioneering work clearing the way for further investigations was done by Watson in 1918.
By a transformation with the aid of an integral in the complex plane, this author succeeded in
transforming the rigorous series of zonal harmonics into a new series converging rapidly
enough to be of use in the radio problem. As a matter of fact, almost all of the later literature
is based upon this transformation of Watson.
Since then, radio scientists and engineers have held that wave reflection between the earth and the
ionosphere is responsible for long-distance radio transmission, and Watson's transformation has
been a useful mathematical tool to analyze electromagnetic wave propagation.
Often in the history of science two mutually exclusive theories have competed as answers to
the same set of questions. In the history of wave propagation studies from 1900 to 1919, two
mutually exclusive theories addressed different types of questions. The essential difference
between the surface diffraction theories and the atmospheric reflection theories was their distinct
epistemic status rather than their different physical models. The surface diffraction theorists began
134 Harry R. Mimno, "The physics of the ionosphere," Review of Modern Physics, 9:1 (1937), 1-43.
135 H. Bremmer, Terrestrial Radio Waves: Theory of Propagation (New York: Elsevier, 1949), 7.
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by asking why long-distance radio-wave propagation was possible. To answer this question, they
constructed a straightforward physical model and attempted to develop a rigorous mathematical
solution to the problem described by the model. But they soon discovered a mathematical
difficulty in obtaining an accurate approximate solution. So they switched to a mathematical
question-what is an accurate approximation of the diffracted field intensity above a large
conducting sphere? Almost all their effort involved proper approximations of the analytic form of
the diffracted field.
The atmospheric reflection theorists asked for causal explanations for a broader realm of
radio-channel characteristics, including long-distance propagation, diurnal variation of signals,
static, and antenna directivity. To answer these questions, they constructed more elaborate
physical models. They were partially successful in offering reasonable causal explanations to
observed phenomena. But they failed in developing a mathematical theory for systematic
quantitative predictions before 1910, succeeded to a very limited extent after Eccles, and only
began to make steady progress after Watson. The reflection theorists had difficulty in formulating
answers to numerical prediction questions. Thus the diffraction theorists and the reflection
theorists had different agendas: the former tried to resolve a mathematical problem of
approximation, the latter aimed to explain newly discovered radio-channel characteristics. This
explains why some mathematical physicists kept working on diffraction theories regardless of their
dubious empirical adequacy, and why an experimenter strongly supporting reflection models still
gave credit to diffraction models.
The long-distance wave-propagation research before 1920 left unexpected legacies to all the
participating communities. The diffraction theorists found that approximation is crucial in physical
problems in which analytic solutions cannot give meaningful quantitative information and direct
numerical computation is intractable. The new condition that wavelength was much shorter than
the scatterer's dimension forced them to develop a repertoire of advanced mathematical
techniques other than those for acoustic scattering for dealing with approximations of diffraction
series or integrals. Sommerfeld's integral and Watson's transformation initiated the studies of
mathematical questions that would become classical problems in mathematical physics:
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propagation of waves from a vertical or horizontal dipole oscillator above or below a
homogeneous or layered horizontal plane or sphere, and so on. These problems did not
necessarily correspond to real physical ones. But the mathematicians still investigated the
complex-variable techniques to solve the problems for their own sake. The mathematical theory of
complex series and integrals prospered from 1930s to 1950s owing to the heritage of the German
and the British diffraction theorists in the 1900s and 1910s. 136
The atmospheric reflection theorists started from the puzzles associated with radio operations,
but ended up with a new science of the atmosphere. Their models of the ionosphere were
connected with contemporary theories of electrons. Thus the studies of atmospheric effects on
radio became incorporated into one of the largest intellectual movements of physics in the early
twentieth century: the rise of atomic and molecular physics. The radio scientists benefited from
this incorporation: they developed various Maxwellian theories of electromagnetic-wave
propagation in ionized media. Moreover, the reflection theorists discovered that radio could be an
experimental means to explore atmospheric phenomena. Edward Appleton, Miles Barnett,
Reginald Smith-Rose, R. Barfield, Gregory Breit, and Merle Tuve conducted radio experiments in
the 1920s to gain the "direct" evidence for the existence of the ionosphere. Meteorology and
planetary science became accessible not only through the traditional means of observations and
classification, but also through experiments made possible by the reflection theorists. 137
The original goal of the American wireless experimenters was to test equipment for the first
long-distance radio station of the U.S. Navy. They had a practical engineering problem to solve,
but in pursuing it they made an important contribution to pure science. The navy's questionable
decision to settle with NESCO's transmitter, the missionary agenda of the Bureau of Standards,
and Austin's technical training in German experimental science brought meticulous instrumental
design, systematic operational procedure, and mathematical representation of the data into the
136 One can find examples in a classical textbook on dipole radiation written in the 1960s: Alfredo Bailos, Dipole
Radiation in the Presence of a Conducting Half-Space (Oxford: Pergamon, 1966).
137 Peter Galison and Alexi Assmus, "Artificial clouds, real particles," in David Gooding, Trevor Pinch, and Simon
Schaffer (eds.), The Use of Experiment: Studies in the Natural Sciences (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1989), 225-274.
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investigation. These factors broadened the types of questions the naval experimenters asked (from
designs of apparatus specification to nature's underlying regularity) and transformed the epistemic
status of the experimental results from engineering data to scientific evidence. Their outcome was
an empirical law that served as the only quantitative check on theories of long-distance radio-
wave propagation in the 1910s. The navy did not gain directly from scientific studies of wave
propagation, but from the experimental results-it learned that the arc transmitter performed
better than the spark-gap transmitter at long distances.
Moreover, what to physicists became a bedrock law for testing mathematical theory was for
engineers a reliable design rule. Since the Austin-Cohen formula had proved to hold across
various wavelengths, transmitters and receivers, it could be used as a general criterion for
designing radio apparatus. To the wireless engineers in the 1910s, the Austin-Cohen formula
guided the design of long-distance transmitting stations, for it stipulated the quantitative
dependence of received signal strength on distance, wavelength, antenna height, and transmitter
power. Thus it could be used to determine how much power, how high the antenna, and how long
the wavelength should be for a station in order to satisfy a minimum signal-level requirement at a
given distance.'3 8
The Austin-Cohen formula predicted longer propagating distance at longer wavelength. In the
1910s, long-range wireless station builders followed this mandate by lowering their operating
frequencies as much as possible and erecting giant antenna towers to have their signals reach
wider areas (antenna size should match wavelength to transfer maximum energy). Long-range
wireless communications hence became the business that only rich firms and the state could
afford. In the late 1910s and early 1920s, however, radio amateurs and wireless engineers found
138 For instance, in a letter to the Secretary of the Navy, the Acting Chief of the Bureau of Steam Engineering
addressed a proposal of cooperation on wireless telegraphy by one R. C. Caletti, who built a high-power radio
station in France and intended to send signals to America for experimental purposes. The Acting Chief provided
him with the Austin-Cohen formula to specify appropriate antenna height and transmitting power for the station
[Acting Chief of the Bureau of Steam Engineering to Secretary of the Navy (letter), 13 January 1911, Bureau of
Steam Engineering (RG 19), General Correspondences 1911-22, E 988, 840-841, Box 1924, National Archives I].
In his textbook on wireless telegraphy, John Ambrose Fleming explicitly stated that the Austin-Cohen formula was
used by wireless engineers to design technical specifications for transmitting stations. He also gave several
examples for how to produce numerical specifications from the formula [Fleming, Principles (1916), 787-791].
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that waves shorter than 200 meters could propagate over very long distances with tiny
transmitting power. The technical paradigm for long-range communications changed altogether
from long waves to short waves. This change, plus the related demand for further investigations




Investigating Short-Wave Propagation and Discovering the
Ionosphere: 1919-28
Radio became a worldwide emblem of modernity throughout the 1910s. The United States
Navy erected a hundred-kilowatt spark-gap transmitter in Arlington. The French government built
a comparable high-power station on top of the Eiffel tower covering all of Europe. The German
Telefunken's transmitter in Nauen could be heard in America. Marconi's Company in Britain
dominated the wireless ship-to-shore communications on both sides of the Atlantic. Driven by an
increasing demand, spark-gap senders were improved tremendously and new transmitting
technologies, including arc and alternator, were developed. These transmitters, operating with
waves longer than 300 meters, achieved an outstanding performance in range, signal quality, and
reliability. The scientific theory of radio-wave propagation represented by the Austin-Cohen
formula and Watson's mathematical proof showed that propagating range increases with
wavelength. For long distances, long-wave radio was the right way.
Short-wave radio was much more modest by contrast. Continuous-wave transmitters with
frequencies above 1 MHz did not prevail until electronic-tube technology became feasible. Short-
wave radio's propagating range was too short, and its output power from electronic oscillators
was far less than that from spark gaps, arcs, or alternators. Not knowing the practical uses of
short waves, the U.S. government even left the wavelengths shorter than 200 meters for radio
amateurs.' World War I changed the situation. The military authorities of both camps discovered
the advantages of short waves in compactness and bandwidth for applications in battlefield short-
range communication. They deployed short-wave sets for ground troops, warships, and aircrafts,
and built their own laboratories or collaborated with the industry to improve the high-frequency
wireless electronics. 2 Short-wave radio after 1918 was much more advanced owing to its progress
An Act to Regulate Radio Communication (13 August 1912), section "regulations," subsection "general
restrictions on private stations," in the U.S. Department of Commerce (Bureau of Navigation), Radio Laws and
Regulations of the United States (Washington: Washington Government Printing Office, 1914). Also see
http://earlyradiohistory.us/1912act.htm.
2 See Frederik Nebeker, A History of Electronics, unpublished manuscript.
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during the war. For both the armed forces and the industry, however, it was only a complement to
long-wave wireless telegraphy. Restricted by the natural laws of propagation, it could only be
used in short-range communications.
Nevertheless, the technology eventually thwarted the scientific theory, not vice versa. Short
waves' physics was not a mere extrapolation to long waves'. New propagation properties
emerged at high frequencies. When electrical engineers, wireless amateurs, and experimental
scientists worked on high-frequency radio, they found that short waves did not necessarily have
short propagating distances. Amateurs could use waves shorter than 200 meters to send signals
across distances far beyond the Austin-Cohen formula's predictions. Novel phenomena either
absent or rare at long waves-fading, "skip" zones, changes of direction-finding errors, and
fluctuations of wave polarizations-were observed at short waves. These discoveries made short-
wave radio a potential competitor against the existing long-wave radio in the services of long-
distance wireless telegraphy. They also implied the necessity for developing new propagation
physics. Sommerfeld and Watson's mathematical theories of diffraction, the Austin-Cohen
formula, and the simple model of the Kennelly-Heaviside layer fell short of accounting for fading,
skip zones, direction-finding errors, changes of polarizations, and the possibility of short-wave
long-range propagation. A new theory was required.
In the 1920s, a hypothesis was proposed to explain the newly discovered short-wave
phenomena-the ionosphere. 3 The peculiar radio-channel characteristics of short waves could be
understood as the results of wave propagation in an ionized atmospheric layer. The physical
model of the ionized layer, its corresponding mathematical structure in the ionic refraction theory,
and the magneto-ionic theory incorporating geomagnetic effects could yield the observed short-
wave phenomena. Seen from another angle, these phenomena provided empirical evidence for the
existence of the ionosphere that researchers on geomagnetism and atmospheric electricity had
3 The term "ionosphere" was first suggested by British physicist Robert Watson-Watt in 1926 to refer to the ionized
layer in the upper atmosphere. This term became widely used after 1932 when the British radio researchers such as
Watson-Watt and Appleton put it in the titles of their published papers [C. Stuart Gillmor, "The history of the term
'ionosphere'," Nature, 262 (29 July 1976), 347-348]. In the following chapters, I sometimes used the term "ionized
layer" to refer to the same thing.
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speculated since the late nineteenth century. 4 The explanation of the short-wave propagation
phenomena and the studies of the ionosphere were two sides of the same coin.
The short-wave propagation studies and the discovery of the ionosphere from 1919 to 1928
thus constituted an essential leap of the endeavors to characterize radio channels. Scholarship on
the history of ionosphere research has situated the subject in the context of the history of
atmospheric physics, not radio. 5 Such an angle, though important, neglects the part radio
practitioners played in organizing large-scale atmospheric experiments, the roles of radio
technology in constructing the measuring instruments that helped marshal the direct evidence for
the ionosphere's existence, and the impact of ionosphere research on grappling with short-wave
radio-channel characteristics and hence on long-range wireless communications. This chapter aims
to overcome these pitfalls by embedding the history of the early ionospheric physics within the
technical, organizational, and social environments of radio technology. In so doing, the history
threads together American, British, and French wireless amateurs' large-scale experiments on
short-wave propagation, the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory's and American amateurs'
discovery of the "skip-zone" phenomenon, the development of the ionic-refraction theory, and the
British Radio Research Board's polarization-measuring and frequency-altering tests and the
Carnegie Institution's pulse-echo tests seeking the direct evidence for the ionosphere. By the end
of the 1920s, the experimental and theoretical efforts not only laid the foundation for ionospheric
science but also revolutionized long-range radio technology. The picture of atmospheric reflection
in the Heaviside-Kennelly-Watson model was replaced by the picture of ionic refraction in
understanding long-distance propagation of short waves.
4 Arthur Schuster, "The diurnal variation of terrestrial magnetism," Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society of London, A180 (1889), 467-512.
5 C. Stewart Gillmor wrote on Breit and Tuve's ionospheric sounding at the Carnegie Institution in the 1920s, the
development of Appleton's magneto-ionic theory, and the early ionosphere studies. His works include: '"The big
story" (1994), "Altar" (1982), "Early studies of the ionosphere" (1981). For Gillmor's more complete
bibliographical list, see "The formation and early evolution of studies of the magnetosphere," in C. Stewart
Gillmor and John R. Spreiter (eds.), History of Geophysics v. 7: Discovery of the Magnetosphere (Washington:
American Geophysical Union, 1997), 1-12. Bruce Hevly examined a Washington D.C.-based social network for
atmospheric research in the 1920s; see Bruce Hevly, "Building a Washington network for atmospheric research,"
in Good, History of Geophysics (1994), 143-148. Oswald G. Villard followed the evolution of the ionospheric
sounding equipment from a dubious "origin" back to Leonard Fuller and Lee de Forest in the 1910s to an advanced
pulse sounder made at the Bureau of Standards in the 1930s; see Oswald G. Villard, Jr., "The ionospheric sounder
and its place in the history of radio science," Radio Science, 1 1:11 (1976), 847-860.
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1. SHORT WAVES CROSSED-RADIO AMATEURS' EXPERIMENTS CIRCA 1920
Radio amateurs were among the first groups to contribute to the knowledge of short-wave
propagation. Their major contribution was to perform large-scale experiments on fading and
trans-oceanic short-wave communication in the 1910s and 1920s; the former addressed important
questions in wave-propagation studies and laid out a model for multi-sited experimentation, while
the latter led directly to the establishment of the ionic refraction theory. Both aspects were crucial
to radio-channel characterization in the 1920s. How did the hobbyists advance the scientific
knowledge of radio? How did their practices change the meaning of doing experiments? Why
were they, not professional physicists or engineers, the discoverers and early promoters of short-
wave long-range radio? Answering these questions yields a bridge between the history of radio-
channel characterization and consumer studies in the history of technology at large: Whereas the
existing scholarship has stressed the roles of users in the social construction and diffusion of
technology, consumers' active appropriation of technology, and technology's meaning shift to
users,6 the historical study of radio amateurs' short-wave experiments complements these
investigations by exploring how consumers crossed the boundary laid out by experts and actively
engaged in acquiring cutting-edge scientific knowledge.
American Radio Amateurs in the Early Twentieth Century
Radio amateurs appeared in the beginning of the twentieth century. Their number grew rapidly
in the 1900s as wireless technology progressed and the market for electrical components
expanded. These people were technology-enthusiasts impressed by the new artifacts, amazed by
the idea of talking to people far away with no mediation but ether, and fond of tinkering with
machines. In America and Western Europe, many of them were white males of relatively young
age. The contemporary public images of these radio amateurs embodied a cultural concept of
masculinity: adventure in an unknown world created by a novel technology, and exploration with
the help of modern technology in a dangerous environment. 7
6 Ruth Cowan, "Consumption junction" (1987); Kline, Consumers in the Country (2000); Kline and Pinch, "Users
as agens" (1996); Oudshoorn and Pinch, How Users Matter (2003).
7 Douglas, Boradcasting (1987), chapter 6. Kristen Haring also observed the influence of the masculine culture to
American radio hams in the Cold War; see Haring "The 'free men' of ham radio: How a technical hobby provided
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Early radio amateurs' principal activities included assembling transmitters or receivers,
"working" (communicating with) other amateurs on air using their home-made devices, and
eavesdropping on commercial wireless telegraph. Their sense of achievement came from reaching
as many amateurs as possible from all over the world or making novel improvement on designs
for transmitting or receiving devices. The first American radio amateur organization, the Junior
Wireless Club, was formed in 1909 in New York City.8 Within a few years, the radio amateur
organizations boomed around the country. By 1912, the New York Times estimated 122 radio
amateur organizations existed in the U.S.9
At first, wireless clubs were peer communities for hobbyists to know one another, to exchange
information, and to coordinate interesting activities. Some radio amateur organizations formed by
professional engineers and academic scientists, especially those in Europe, had a stronger
resemblance to amateur scientific societies. As the organizations became larger, their functions
extended to political and commercial aspects. Politically, the large organizations aimed to defend
the amateurs' legal right to use the spectrum, to lobby against armed forces' and wireless
companies' request for enacting further restrictions on the wavelengths and power of amateur
radio, and to advocate in public media the legitimacy of amateurs' right. Commercially, they
planned to open the business of relaying long-range messages via the existing amateur networks.
A major hobbyist society established for such purposes was the American Radio Relay League
(ARRL).
The American Radio Relay League's precursor, the Radio Club of Hartford, was founded in
January 1914 in Hartford, Connecticut.10 Its major founder was Hiram Percy Maxim, son of
social and spatial distance," Technology and Culture, 44:4 (2003), 734-761. For more about technology and
masculinity in the American culture back to the nineteenth century, see David Mindell, War, Technology, and
Experience Aboard the U.S.S. Monitor (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000).
8 Clinton B. DeSoto, Two Hundred Meters and Down: the Story of Amateur Radio (Hartford: American Radio
Relay League, 1936), 24.
9 Douglas, Broadcasting (1987), 205.
10 DeSoto, Two Hundred Meters (1936), 38.
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Hiram Maxim, who invented the machine gun." Graduated from MIT, the junior Maxim was an
inventor and engineer, too. He invented an equally controversial rifle silencer, and designed an
automobile featuring a front-mounted engine and a steering wheel on the left, which set the
standard for American cars. 2 Maxim began to be interested in radio through his son and built a
one-kilowatt radio station in his home on Prospect Avenue, Hartford. 13 Other members of the
Radio Club of Hartford, such as the Secretary Clarence D. Tuska, were young hobbyists from the
local area.' 4 Maxim's Radio Club did not differ from hundreds of other local societies around the
country. Nevertheless, he had a different vision: He considered short-wave long-range
communication a challenging task with great technical interest and commercial potential. His idea
of long-range communication was to transmit messages across the American Continent by
relaying with amateur stations. Performing such signal relays required a nationwide coordination
among amateurs. To pursue this goal, Maxim changed the name of Radio Club of Hartford to
American Radio Relay League (ARRL) in March 1914.'5
Maxim organized ARRL in a much more formal manner than most radio clubs did, and he
attempted to engage amateurs from all geographical areas of the United States. He divided the
leagues into districts and built wireless trunk lines between major relay points. ARRL published an
annual call book containing the names, addresses, call numbers, power, ranges, receiving speeds,
and operating hours of stations around the country.'6 Starting in December 1915, the league
published QST, 17 a magazine aiming to be a forum for American wireless amateurs to exchange
information and to discuss issues of common interest. QST would later become an important
periodical for hobbyists to share their nitty-gritty technical knowledge. It was also ARRL's organ
to call for participation in large-scale experiments and a channel to publish experimental data.
" John A. Garraty and Mark C. Carnes, American National Biography, 14 (New York: Oxford University Press,
1999), 751-752. Hiram Maxim also competed with Thomas Edison on inventing incandescent light, see Charles
Bazerman, The Languages of Edison's Light (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1999), 202-210.
12 American National Biography, 14, 750-751.
13 "LaSalle road links the whole 'ham' world...," West Hartford News, 3 November 1954, from Hiram Percy
Maxim Papers, RG 69:12, Box 2, Connecticut State Library.
14 Tuska was the first secretary of the club and the person to launch the manazine QST, see ibid.
'5 DeSoto, Two Hundred Meters (1936), 41.
'6 Douglas, Broadcasting (1987), 296.
7 The acronym QST stood for "general attention" in radio amateurs' term.
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World War I changed radio amateurs. Martial law suspended their hobby activities. But they
continued radio operations in the military, as many enlisted in the armed forces. In their wartime
services, radio amateurs were exposed to the cutting-edge wireless technologies used in military
communication: audion tubes, Fleming valves, crystal detectors, feedback amplifiers, heterodyne
circuits, and loop antennas. When returning to their hobby after the war, the amateurs built more
advanced radio stations based on the technical knowledge they gained during the war, and thereby
started pursuing ambitious short-wave experiments.
Fading Experiments
A crucial radio-channel characteristic affecting the quality of short-wave communication was
fading. Fading referred to irregular variations of received radio signal intensity with periods from
a tenth a second to a few minutes. Rapid and intensive fading prevented wireless telegraph
operators from recording correct Morse-code sequences. Fading rarely occurred at long waves or
short distances; it was serious only for long-distance short-wave communication. Although the
phenomenon had been identified before, it became a concern for engineers only in the late
1910s. i8
Fading was difficult to handle because radio engineers knew only very little about it. They
knew that fading does not ordinarily take place during daytime or within reliable ranges of
transmitting stations. Other than that, it is irregular. It can come and go suddenly in an
unpredictable manner. Two stations in the same region can experience different levels of fading at
the same time. The signal fluctuations do not follow any regular pattern. Theories had been
18 Villard, Ionospheric Sounder (1976), 850-851. Villard found that American inventor Lee de Forest had
discussed the fading phenomenon in publication as early as 1912. On May 22, de Forest wrote to the editor of
Electrician mentioning how a 3260-meter wave from Los Angeles faded out in San Francisco while a 3100-meter
wave remained the full strength [Lee de Forest, "Absorption (?) of undamped waves," Electrician, 69 (1912), 369-
370]. He explained the phenomenon in terms of the result of interference between the direct wave and the wave
reflected from the sky. For this idea, he cited a passage in George W. Pierce's book Principles of Wireless
Telegraphy (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1910), which stated that if the interference existed, then it was possible to
enhance the wave intensity at some wavelengths while to diminish others. He thus claimed the discovery of the
evidence for the existence of such interference. Villard also found that de Forest and Piece exchanged personal
letters between June and September 1912 on the issue. Pierce's letters to de Forest have been missing; de Forest's
replies to Pierce have been preserved in the de Forest Memorial Archives, Foothill College, Los Altos Hills,
California.
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proposed to explain the cause of fading in terms of variations of transmitting device
characteristics, sudden changes of propagating distances, interference between ground waves and
sky waves, or fluctuations of the Kennelly-Heaviside layer. Yet no direct evidence was obtained
for any of these theories. Some believed that fading was caused by mechanisms occurring on the
path of radio-wave propagation in the atmosphere. If so, the occurrences and patterns of fading
must have relationships with specific conditions of atmospheric physical quantities. Unfortunately,
they did not know what physical quantities are related to fading.
Because fading seemed to be related to a large number of unknown atmospheric variables, its
experimental study was tricky. Variations of atmospheric conditions might not be adequately
observed by a single measuring instrument during a short period of time: New England's climate
differs from the Midwest's; winter differs from summer; temperature, humidity, and pressure
might all matter. Without a specific theory, all the factors related to atmospheric conditions had to
be considered. Thus fading experiments could not be performed with the traditional laboratory
setup in which a small group of investigators worked, using a few measuring devices, on a limited
set of controlled variables. They needed a large number of observations by many different
observers in various geographical regions, seasons, and weather conditions.
The first proposal for such experiments was in 1919 by Laurens E. Whittemore and S. Kruse
at the Radio Division of the U.S. National Bureau of Standards (NBS).19 Whittemore and Kruse
believed that a fading experiment should involve a large number of observers distributed over an
extended geographic area and for a long period.20 Neither the bureau nor any single university,
military, or corporate laboratory could conduct this large-scale experiment alone. The bureau had
to find a widely distributed network of short-wave radio stations to carry out the task collectively.
They turned to radio amateurs.
19 S. Kruse, "The Bureau of Standards-ARRL tests of short wave radio signal fading," QST, 4:4 (November 1920),
6.
20 John H. Dellinger, Laurens E. Whittemore, and S. Kruse, "A study of radio signal fading," Scientific Papers of
the Bureau of Standards, 19:476 (1923), 196.
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Kruse and Whittemore proposed a collaboration with the American Radio Relay League. On 2
April 1920, a conference was held at the Bureau of Standard's building in Washington to discuss
the fading experiments. The attendants included Kruse, Whittemore, and John H. Dellinger of
NBS, ARRL's Maxim and Kenneth B. Warner (the organization's Secretary and QSTs editor
since 1919),21 Albert Hoyt Taylor of the U.S. Naval Air Station, and S. J. Mauchly and A.
Sterling of the Carnegie Institution. 22 They plotted an experimental scheme: Within several days
of each season, a few transmitting stations would send test signals every night according to a
predetermined schedule. Hundreds of receiving stations would record the fading characteristics of
the test signals. Their data would be collected and analyzed by a central organization. ARRL was
responsible for arranging transmitting and receiving stations, coordinating the signal sending
schedules, publishing the schedules, and collecting data. The bureau designed the experimental
procedures and the data format and analyzed the colleted data.
The ARRL-NBS fading experiments were conducted in 1920 and 1921. In 1920, summer
tests were scheduled from June to August and fall tests in October. In 1921, winter tests were
scheduled in January and spring tests in April. The initial sending network consisted of six
transmitters.2 3 The number of the transmitting stations soon grew to 17, distributed in New
England, the East Coast between New York and Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois.24 The
transmitting stations operated at wavelengths of 200, 250, and 375 meters. ARRL initially
planned to secure 150 receiving stations, but later extended to 200. To mobilize so many stations,
21 "It seems to us," QST (November 1948), 10, Box C4-1, Folder 21 "Kenneth B. Warner," American Radio Relay
League Archives, Newington, Connecticut.
22 Radio Laboratory, Bureau of Standards, "Conference, April 2, 1920, to plan test schedule for the investigation of
the swinging of radio signals on short wave lengths," (conference record), 7 April 1920, 1-12, in Box C23-5,
Folder "Fading Tests," American Radio Relay League Archives. The conference attendants discussed their
observations and ideas about the possible causes of fading; their opinions diversified. Maxim and Mauchley
conjectured that fading was a result of abruptly changing propagating conditions from abnormal to normal. Taylor
insisted that it was due to the interefrence between ground waves and sky waves. Whittemore held that the
propagation of short waves was along isobaric lines. Machley believed that sunspots seemed to matter. Thus
Maxim suggested that a fading experiment needed to correlate the variations of radio signals to weather,
geomagnetic, and atmospheric conditions.
23 They were Maxim's lAW in Hartford, the Naval Air Station NSF, Westinghouse's 8XK run by Frank Conrad in
Pittburgh, D. J. Coette's 2JU in Woodhaven, R. H. Mathews's 9ZN in Chicago, and J. A. Crowdus's 9ZV in St.
Louis. See Bureau of Standards to the participants of the experiment starting from June 1920 (letter), Box C23-5,
Folder "Fading Tests," American Radio Relay League Archives.
24 Dellinger et al., "Fading" (1923), 198.
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they used amateur magazines as a channel to ask for involvement. Before the fading experiments,
ARRL traffic manager J. O. Smith announced in QST the motivation, plan, and schedule of the
tests, and called for radio amateurs' participation.25 But not every volunteer was eligible. ARRL
asked its Division Managers to select capable and experienced receiving operators to ensure data
quality.2 6
Radio amateurs liked the idea of large-scale experiments. Since fading had been a threatening
problem for their hobby, they had a practical motivation to obtain more specific information about
it. But this activity was a challenge to them as well. Making wireless connections under all kinds
of difficult situations was amateurs' preoccupation. The complex coordination of the project
would make its success acclaimed among their peers. From ARRL's viewpoint, arranging such
activities was crucial to hold its members' attachment, no matter how much actual scientific value
the activities had. ARRL's intention was clearly demonstrated in a letter Warner wrote to Kruse:27
This fading business is getting my cast-iron goat. You know the ARRL, on its own and apart
from Bureau activities, is going to extend the fading test idea all over the country. These tests
have caused intense interest and there were many requests to get in on them, but we were
actuated more by the desire to hold things together thru the summer than anything else.....
This we hoped to do away with if we could "invent" something which would keep the stations
going during the summer season.
When the activities indeed yielded interesting results, a different rhetoric emerged. A novel image
of radio amateurs as contributors to knowledge "of high scientific value" was created,2 8 and this
became their asset to negotiate their legal right on the spectrum with the government.
But how was it possible for an activity of this kind to be an experiment? The project
incorporated hundreds of volunteers with different training backgrounds. A lot of them did not
even have any laboratory working experience. These participants used all kinds of different
instruments for receiving and recording data. How did the organizers ensure the quality of the
25 J. o. Smith, "Variation of strength of amateur station signals," QST, 3:9 (April 1920), 17; '"The ARRL QSS
test," QST, 3:11 (June 1920), 5-6.
26 Kenneth B. Warner to E. N. Fridgen (letter), 29 September 1920, Box C23-5, Folder "Fading Tests," American
Radio Relay League Archives.
27 Kenneth B. Warner to S. Kruse (letter), 26 June 1920, Box C23-5, Folder "Fading Tests," American Radio Relay
League Archives.
28 QST editor, "The ARRL QSS test," QST, 3:12 (July 1920), 5-8.
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measurements and control the operational variables? More fundamentally, what were the
quantities to be measured, and what was the evidence the experiments aimed to obtain?
ARRL and the Bureau of Standards came up with a solution to these problems: a standard
experimental procedure and a data-recording format were announced in QST before the
experiment.29 The transmission dates and time schedules for the tests in every season were
designated in advance.30 The message from a transmitting station was a simple sequence of
alphabets headed and ended with information about the station and the test. 3 Signal intensity was
measured by audibility in a discrete nine-level "Eccles scale."32 A standard data sheet was offered
to record the audibility of the alphabets on a table. The audibility represented signal intensity and
the alphabetic sequence represented a discrete time series. So a table recorded the variation of
signal intensity over time, the characterization of fading by defintion. In addition, the standard
data sheet also contained items of the background information to be filled by a receiving
operator.33 The data sheets should be mailed to the ARRL Divisional Fading Committee.
29 Smith, "Variation" (April 1920), QST editor, "ARRL-QSS" (July 1920).
30 For instance, the July tests were made each week on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday [Dellinger et al.,
"Fading" (1923), 203]. In each test, the first transmitting station began to broadcast signals at 10:10 PM Eastern
Standard Time. The first transmitting station stopped sending at 10:20 PM and the second station immediately
following the first continued for ten minutes, etc.
31 A typical sequence was like: "lAW lAW lAW -...- AAAAA BBBBB CCCCC (etc.) YYYYY 7.ZZZ YYYYY
XXXXX (etc.) BBBBB AAAAA ... -. lAW". Here lAW was the call number of the transmitting station [Bureau
of Standards, "Proposed letter to sending stations," 27 September 1920, Box C23-5, Folder "Fading Tests,"
American Radio Relay League Archives. The alphabetic sequences were sent with a constant speed of 90 letters per
minute.
32 The nine levels of the Eccles scale were very strong, strong, good, fair, rather faint, faint, just readable, very
faint, just audible, and nothing [QST editor, "ARRL-QSS" (July 1920), 5]. The choice of Eccles scale as the
measure was made in the conference on 2 April 1920, see Bureau of Standards, "Conference, April 2, 1920" (7
April 1920), 8-9.
33The background information included the call number of the receiving station, its location, the date, the
beginning time of observation, the general reception condition, the general character of static noise, the
transmitting station's call number, the wavelength, the weather condition (clear, cloudy, rain, snow, sleet, fog, or
lightning), the wind direction, and the wind strength (calm, light, medium, strong, storm) [Kruse, "The Bureau of
Standards-ARRL tests" (November 1920), 6]. When Sterling questioned in the conference on 2 April 1920 whether
it was too much for an operator to obtain and to document so much information during a short measuring period,
Maxim replied "No, he is accustomed to being quick else he is not a radio operator." [Bureau of Standards,
"Conference, April 2, 1920" (7 April 1920), 10].
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The fading experiment began in June 1920, and continued to mid-1921. Two hundred and
forty three receiving stations all over northeast and midwest North America participated, 34 and
they produced thousands of records.3 5 Thanks to the standardized format, most data reported by
the radio amateurs were processible and analyzable. But how accurate these data was
controversial. The problems lay in the measuring techniques and data format. Amateur operators'
aural perception was criticized to be an inaccurate measure of signal intensity. Before the
experiments, the Bureau of Standards considered galvanometer, phonographic recorder, audibility
meter, and audibility measurement by a comparison method. 36 Unfortunately, all these
"automatic" measuring techniques were finally rejected because none of the required devices was
affordable for a typical radio amateur.
Another problem was the design of data representation. In the data-representing table, the
resolutions of both signal intensity and time were too coarse to capture the subtle and rapid
variations that characterized fading: the time resolution was the duration of a five-letter alphabetic
group (3.33 seconds) and the intensity scale had only nine discrete levels. Soon after the
beginning of the summer tests, the bureau and ARRL found that marking the entries of a data-
representing table with checks was inadequate. They needed continuous curves that followed
closely the variations of signal intensity, not a set of discrete check marks. So they changed the
recording scheme. Instead of revising the data-representing table, they asked the receiving
operators to change the way of recording data. The operators were required to draw continuous
waveforms on the table; it was their responsibility to capture the variations within the resolution
and to produce continuous curves (Figure 1). Doing so required some inarticulated skills. An
operator had to know how to disobey the format of the data-representing table, how to follow
continuously and precisely the variation of signal intensity with his perception, and how to prevent
smoothing the curves too much. Although Kruse found the new method feasible from a
"laboratory test," 37 not all radio amateurs were versatile in these measuring skills, for they were
34 Dellinger et al., "Fading" (1923),198.
35 The number of data reports in October exceeded 2200 [QST editor, "The fading test," QST, 4:6 (January 1921),
12].
36 Dellinger et al., "Fading" (1923), 205.
37 Radio Laboratory, Bureau of Standards, "Conference held at Bureau of Standards, Saturday, July 24, 1920, on
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different from the normal wireless operators' know-how. A good operator was able to recognize
the content of a signal no matter how weak the signal was. So he mi ght pay too much attention to
what the alphabets were instead of the variation of audibility within the duration of the alphabet.
Dellinger et al. observed that the best recorders were the amateurs who had some training in
measurement work and were accustomed to laboratory experiments. In general, the best radio
operators were not good recorders: their curves were flat and lacked details. Because they
concentrated on the content of signals, they apparently "followed the variation in signal strength
without being aware that any variation is taking place."38
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Figure 1 Fading data from the ARRL-Bureau of Standards experiments [Box C23-5, Folder
"Fading Tests," American Radio Relay League Archives].
The large amount of data was brought to the Bureau of Standards for analysis. At first, the
analysts tried to compare directly all the curves to identify those with similar shapes and then to
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A.R.R.L.-Bureau of Standards fading tests" (conference record), 5 August 1920, 3, Box C23-5, Folder "Fading
Tests," American Radio Relay League Archives.
38 Dellinger et al., "Fading" (1923), 208; QST editor, "Fading test" (January 1921), 13-14.
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examine their common conditions. This method was cumbersome for numerous data. So they
used another method in which every data curve was assigned a degree of fading and the analysists
registered it with the locations of the receiving stations on weather maps to identify the
atmospheric conditions associated with fading. Finally, they input the record on punch cards and
used the tabulating machines at the U.S. Bureau of Census to conduct statistical analysis?9
The statistical analysis confirmed the long-standing belief that fading at short wavelengths is
more serious than at long wavelengths. It also discovered that waves propagating along an
isotherm or isobar had weaker fading, and clouds at the receiving station caused stronger fading,
stronger atmospheric noise, or stronger signal strength.40 But none of these were converted into
clear scientific evidence. The claims related to atmospheric conditions did not lead to a theory of
fading. Nor was the conclusion very credible to the experimenters at the bureau. 4 '
The importance of the ARRL-NBS fading experiments lay more in their process than in their
results. By participating in the tests, American radio amateurs learned, for the first time, how to
be an active part of a large-scale scientific experiment. ARRL gained invaluable experience in how
to incorporate participants, to arrange schedules, to standardize communication format, to
coordinate operations, and to collect data. Individual hobbyists had fun and got a sense of
achievement in the tests,42 and they learned new measuring techniques, too. More importantly,
American radio amateurs created a new type of activities relevant to the technical community at
large-collaborative "mass" experiments. As they continued this new type of activities, they
would eventually produce results of scientific significance.
39 Ibid, 211-221, S. Kruse, '"The Bureau of Standards-ARRL tests of short wave radio signal fading (part 2),"
QST, 4:5 (December 1920), 13-22.
40 Dellinger et al., "Fading" (1923), 222-224.
41 Ibid, 221-222. Dellinger, Whittemore, and Kruse proposed a theory in which fading was caused by fluctuations
of the Kennelly-Heaviside layer. But none of the experimental results were used to support this theory.
42 ARRL held a contest for stations with outstandingly performance during the test (outstanding performance, as a
typical radio-amateur concept, meant that a station received a large number of signals or made its signals received
by a lot of receiving stations). They also published the names of the award winners in QST. See S. Kruse, "Station
performance during the Bureau of Standards-ARRL QSS tests of June and July, 1920," QST, 4:2 (September,
1920), 11-14; QST editor, "Performance of January QSS recorders," QST, 4:10 (May 1921), 14-15.
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Trans-Atlantic experiments
Many contemporaries believed that wireless amateurs were unable to communicate across the
Atlantic Ocean. From the Austin-Cohen formula, the propagating distance of a wave shorter than
200 meters with transmitting power less than one kilowatt could exceed 1000 miles under no
circumstance. Even though an increasing number of scientists and engineers began to doubt the
validity of the formula beyond the long-wave regime and the normal daytime condition, they still
believed that short-wave trans-oceanic propagation, if any, occurred only under anomalous and
unstable atmospheric conditions. But from early on, wireless hobbyists entertained the possibility
of regular trans-oceanic short-wave communication. They were not deterred by scientific
prediction. Before World War I, Maxim and Louis Pacent of the Radio Club of America
conceived trans-Atlantic tests.4 3 After the war, radio amateurs in Britain, France, and Holland
occasionally claimed reception of American amateurs' transmitting signals. Yet these reports were
not rigorously confirmed by impartial and credible witnesses through a "notarized" procedure; nor
were the receptions repeatable.4 4 Even if the reports were true, the highly unstable receptions
implied that a short wave propagated across a long distance only under randomly abnormal
atmospheric conditions. The only way to refute these critiques was to obtain positive results from
carefully designed experiments.
The American radio amateurs were at the right moment to conduct such experiments in 1921.
On the one hand, they had accumulated adequate technical knowledge to handle the experiments.
They became familiar with the new electronic and antenna technologies from the experience of
their wartime services.45 They also learned from the fading tests organizing and logistic skills in
43 DeSoto, Two Hundred Meters (1936), 72.
44 For instance, amateurs Hugh and Harold Robinson in Keyport, New Jersey, were informed by amateur George
Benzie in Aberdeen, Scotland, in November 1921, that their transmitting speech and phonographic music were
heard by the Scotish amateur at his own station. But the Radio Club of America's investigation proved this trans-
Atlantic communication false [QST editor, "2QR's transatlantic claim disproved," QST, 5:6 (January, 1922), 8].
45 Some amateurs who were also engineers even invented new devices: Beverage antenna (long horizontal wires
hung between two vertical frames; useful for its high directivity), Reinartz tuning circuit (a single-tube tuning
circuit whose feedback structure included not only the induction coil of the antenna but also the tube's innate
capacitance; useful for its high frequency selectivity), and Armstrong super-heterodyne regenerator (a super-
heterodyne detector with feedback amplification). These novel designs were crucial to improving the performance
of short-wave radio communications. They were circulated among amateurs through personal contacts and articles
in hobbyist magazines such as QST. Since the late 1910s, the designs had been widely used in American private
stations.
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terms of distributing information, coordinating participants, and collecting data for conducting
volunteer-based large-scale tests. On the other hand, they were competing fiercely with the
emerging commercial broadcasting for the legal right to use the short-wave spectrum.
Accomplishing a sensational experiment with significant scientific value would gain the amateurs
high stakes to negotiate with the public.4 6
Americans were not the only actors in the game of trans-Atlantic experiments. Wireless
hobbyists in Britain and France also played a part. Radio amateurs in these two countries faced a
slightly different situation from the U.S. The European governments imposed much stricter limits
on radio-amateur activities. In Britain, the maximum power of a private transmitting station was
10 watts, 100 times smaller than in America.47 Only those who were prepared to do "scientific
experiments" were granted transmitting licenses.48 These regulations had direct consequences to
European radio amateurs: They worked much more on less-restricted receivers than on
transmitters, and many used private stations to do electric experiments of one kind or another.4 9
Because the governments granted amateurs' right on spectrum for their potential to generate new
technological or scientific knowledge, a principal way to claim the legitimacy of amateurs' right
was to demonstrate their ability to conduct novel experiments.
46 Radio broadcasting began around 1920. Large electric manufacturing companies immediately stepped into the
business and formed interest groups to lobby for the regulations that reserved a wider high-frequency (short-wave)
spectrum for commercial broadcasting. According to these proposed regulations, radio amateurs had to yield a
portion of their original spectrum, and to follow a stricter transmitting power limit to prevent interference with
broadcasting (also see chapter 5). The conflict between American radio amateurs and commercial broadcasters was
a publicity battle. ARRL endeavored to promote a positive image of amateurs in mass media. They secured the
support of Herbert Hoover, then Secretary of Commerce. In 1922, Hoover organized the First National Radio
Conference in Washington, inviting representatives from corporations and private station owners to discuss issues
on spectrum allocation and related regulatory aspects. See DeSoto, Two Hundred Meters (1936), 74-76, and
Herbert Hoover to Hiram Percy Maxim (letter), 10 April 1930, Hiram Percy Maxim Papers, RG 69:12, Box 2,
Connecticut State Library. At the moment, a record-breaking achievement with significant scientific value would
be the best publicity to gain radio amateurs' stakes in political negotiations.
47 Maurice Child, "5WS, the successful transatlantic transmitting station of the Radio Society of Great
Britain,"(discussion), Wireless World and Radio Review, 11:26 (31 March 1923), 877.
48 Leon Deloy, "A letter from France," QST, 4:2 (September 1920), 52.
49A French amateur Leon Deloy commented on his visit to the U.S.: "Your principal aim seems to be traffic
handling while our only aim is experimenting," in "My impressions of American amateur radio," QST, 7:5
(December 1923), 17.
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Two European amateur groups directly participated in the trans-Atlantic experiments-the
Wireless Society of London (latter the Radio Society of Great Britain) in the United Kingdom and
la Soci6t6 des Amis de la T. S. F. in France. The Wireless Society of London was initiated in July
1913 by Ren6 Klein in Hampstead, London. With its original name "London Wireless Club," the
organization was similar to many local wireless amateur groups in Britain. In September, one F.
Hope-Jones advocated for "a Society founded on a more ambitious scale than that of the Wireless
Clubs then springing up all over the country."50 Following Hope-Jones's suggestion, its name was
changed from "club" to "society," and the society sought to appoint "men of eminence in the
science of wireless telegraphy" as their president and vice presidents in order to build authority.
They recruited A. A. Campbell Swinton, a fellow of the Royal Society, to be the first president,
and attracted Sylvanus Thompson, William Duddell, John Ambrose Fleming, William Henry
Eccles, Oliver Lodge, and Henry Jackson to the society.51 The organization was hence akin to the
tradition of gentlemen's learning societies that had existed in Britain since the seventeenth
century.
In France, la Soci6t6 des Amis de la T. S. F. was established in 1922 by Gustav Ferri6 and
Alfred P6rot. 52 Similar to the Wireless Society of London, this organization was more like a
society where scientists, engineers, and non-professionals exchanged knowledge and publicized
discoveries. The Soci6t6's magazine L'Onde Electrique was an important scholarly periodical for
radio engineers. Different from the American and British amateur groups, la Soci6t6 des Amis de
la T. S. F. more closely collaborated with the government, for the founder General Gustav Ferri6,
a pioneer of radio in France, was the Inspector of Military Telegraph Services in the Army.53
M. B. Sleeper in Britain proposed the first plan for trans-Atlantic experiments in 1919. As the
editor of the hobbyist periodical Everyday Engineering Magazine, Sleeper intended to carry out
50 Anonymous, "History of the Wireless Society of London," The Wireless World and Radio Review, 11:8 (25
November 1922), 257.
51 Ibid, 258-263.
52 Camille Gutton, "Dix anndes de T.S.F. 1922-1932: les dix premieres ann6es de la Soci6t6 des Amis de la T.S.F.
et de la revue L'Onde tlectrique," L'Onde tlectrique, 11 (1932), 397.
53 Ibid, 397-399, R. Jouaust, "Le G6n6ral Ferri6," l'Onde tlectrique, 11 (1932), 45-52. For a biography of Ferri6,
see Michel Amoudry, Le General Ferrie: Naissance des Transmissions et de la Radiodiffusion (Grenoble: Press
Universitaire de Grenoble, 1993).
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his plan with the magazine's resources. In 1920, the magazine's financial crisis forced Sleeper to
bring his plan to ARRL.54 ARRL's operating department decided to take over the project and
began preparation in 1921. The experiment was to test one-way trans-Atlantic communication
from America to Europe, for the United States had more high-power transmitters than Europe
did. ARRL managed to get several transmitting stations in America. As to receivers in Europe, it
asked for the help of the Wireless Society of London, who assigned the task of arranging
receivers to Philip Coursey, the assistant editor of the society's periodical Wireless World and
Radio Review. Coursey and ARRL concluded a transmitting schedule: on the nights of February
1, 3, and 5 (1921), two-dozen American amateur stations transmitted pre-designated signals to
the British Isles where 250 receiving stations were listening.55 The experiment (unsurprisingly)
failed. Coursey found no evidence for receiving pre-designated signals from participants' reports.
The Britons and the Americans thought differently of the failure. Coursey believed that it
failed because the test lasted only three nights. Successful signal transmission did not happen
every night due to randomly fluctuating atmospheric conditions. The chance for signals to get
through was slimmer as the test duration was shorter.56 The Americans held that the British
amateurs' inferior receiving devices and techniques were part of the cause. They found two lethal
effects-interference from commercial stations, and interference from other participating
receiving stations; the latter's major source was radiation from self-regenerative amplifier-
detectors. If the British experimenters, as many American amateurs did, had used the heterodyne
receivers whose oscillating frequencies lay below or above the operating frequencies, the chance
for success would have been significantly higher. Besides, although British amateurs had done
much work on receiving techniques, the know-how required in this experiment was new to them.
A QST editor commented, "Such reception is a new field for British experimenters and they
54 QST editor, "Transatlantic sending test," QST, 4:7 (February 1921), 20.
55 DeSoto, Two Hundred Meters (1936), 72. The reason for conducting the tests during nights was that short waves
usually propagated over much longer distances at night.
56 Philip Coursey, "Report on receptions by British amateurs in the trans-Atlantic tests, December, 1921," QST,
5:10 (May 1922), 23.
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hardly can be expected to show the same performance as an American dye-in-the-wool ham who
has learned how to get amateur DX only after years of patient struggle."57
Based on the convictions from both sides, the second trans-Atlantic experiment proceeded
differently. The number of test dates was tripled. The experiment was planned to take place every
night between December 8 and 17 (1921). ARRL attempted to incorporate more qualified
transmitting stations. The Operating Department first posted a request in the September (1921)
issue of QST to invite all American amateur transmitting stations to the tests.58 Seventy-eight
stations were willing to enter. A preliminary test was held between November 1 and 5 for these
stations. The transmitted signals had to reach 1000 miles over the American Continent. Following
the preliminary test results, 27 transmitting stations were selected for the final tests. 59
To further increase the number of transmitters, ARRL decided to make the experiment
"democratic," i.e., open to all transmitting stations. Each night in the final tests between
December 8 and 17 was divided into two parts: the time from 7 to 9:30 PM was open to all
American amateurs who were willing to transmit, and the time from 9:30 PM to 1 AM was
reserved for the transmitting stations which had passed the preliminary test.60 The wavelengths of
the pre-selected stations and all the free-participating stations should be around 200 meters.6 1
Additionally, ARRL's traffic manager Fred Schnell, a former radio electrician in the Naval
Reserve from Chicago,6 2 proposed that the organization sent to Britain an experimenter of its
57 QST editor, "Failure of the transatlantic test," QST, 5:10 (May 1922), 15-16.
58 Fred H. Schnell, "Transatlantic sending tests," QST, 5:2 (September 1921), 12.
59 QST editor, '"The story of the transatlantics," QST, 5:7 (February 1922), 7-9.
60 Ibid, 10. The free-to-all part was further divided into 10 segments (15 minutes each) corresponding to 9
geographic districts of the United States and Canada. An amateur was allowed to transmit only within the 15
minutes time slot designated to the district where he belonged. The order of transmission for all districts was
different each night. For example, in the first night the order was 1, 2, 3, ..., 9, C (Canada), in the second night the
order was 2, 3, 4 .... , 9, C, 1, and so on. See QST editor, "Godley to England to copy transatlantics," QST, 5:3
(October 1921), 29. The purpose of the division was to reduce the flow of instant information for the convenience
of traffic handling. The purpose of rotating the schedule was to provide equal opportunity for a station to transmit
at different parts of night, which was important because it was commonly believed that the efficacy of long-
distance wave propagation was related to the position of the sun.
61 Fred H. Schnell, "Transatlantic sending tests," QST, 5:6 (January 1922), 20.
62 See Anonymous, "Who's who in amateur wireless," QST, 3:4 (November 1919), 29.
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own, Paul Forman Godley, equipped with the receiving devices and the operating techniques it
trusted better. Born in Garden City, Kansas, Godley had been a technician in railroad business and
telegraph companies, was a member of the ARRL Advisory Technical Committee and the Radio
Club of America. In these amateur societies, he was famous for "[having taken] the Armstrong
circuits, therefore considered impractical for short-wave work, and adapted them to amateur
work."63 His expertise on heterodyne receiving circuits explained why he was chosen for the
mission. Godley departed from New York for England on November 15,64 carrying an American
super-heterodyne regenerative receiver with five-stage amplification.6 5 His original plan was to set
up a receiving station in London. But the strong static interference in London forced him to move
to Ardrossan, Scotland.6 6 By December, Godley had secured operating permission from the
British Post Office, set up a Beverage antenna, hooked up the receiving set, found the best tuning,
and was ready to proceed.
The experimenters also had to make the test results credible. To do so, ARRL and the
Wireless Society of London adopted a notary-like protocol-every transmitting station in
America passing the preliminary tests was given a sealed secret cypher combination just before the
experiment. The operators of the station would open the seal and transmit the encrypted signals
on December 8. In Britain, no amateur except the main organizer Philip Coursey knew the secret
combinations, which were brought to him by Godley. All the received messages claimed by British
amateurs should be delivered to Coursey. By comparing these claimed messages with his secret
combinations, he could identify authentic successful communications. Moreover, since Godley's
work was a "flagpole" of this experiment, he had to be under stricter supervision. An M. D.
Pearson from the Marconi Company in Glasgow constantly watched him during the test and
verified the reception of every signal at his station.67
63 QST editor, "Godley to England" (October 1921), 29.
64 QSTeditor, "Transatlantics" (February 1922), 10.
65 Paul F. Godley, "Official report on the second transatlantic tests," QST, 5:7 (February 1922), 39.
66 Ibid, 17-22.
67 QST editor, "Transatlantics" (February 1922), 11.
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The experiment in December 1921 was much more successful than that in February: The radio
amateurs' short waves did cross the Atlantic.6 8 In the ten-day test period, Godley received signals
from 19 American and Canadian continuous-wave (CW) stations and 9 American and Canadian
spark gap stations. Also, 8 British receiving stations succeeded in copying the messages from 11
American and Canadian CW transmitting stations. 69 Almost all the received signals were from the
pre-selected stations transmitting during the second parts of the nights. Amateurs in Hague
(Holland)70 and Nice (France) 7 ' also received the American signals.
The outcome of the second trans-Atlantic experiment demonstrated the repeatability of long-
range short-wave communication. The next step, the American and British amateurs decided,
would be to make the trans-Atlantic short-wave communication literally regular. So they decided
to organize another experiment with even more participants.
The third amateur trans-Atlantic experiment was conducted in 1922. The tests followed the
basic procedures developed in the previous two experiments, but with a more extended scale.
More transmitting and receiving stations joined the game. ARRL and the Radio Society of Great
Britain7 2 invited amateurs in Western Europe to participate. The experience from the previous
experiment indicated that radio signals from America had a good chance to reach not only the
British Isles, but also Continental Europe. Three French amateur societies, including la Soci6t6
des Amis de la T.S.F. (T.S.F. stands for Telegraphie Sans Fils, or wireless telegraphy), la Soci6t6
Franqaise d'tude de T.S.F., and the Radio-Club de France, formed a Comite Frangais des Essais
Transatlantiques to take care of the experimental issues. Pierre Corret, a member of all the three
societies, chaired the committee. Gustav Ferri6 also supported the project.73 Individual amateurs
68 QST editor, "Transatlantic tests successful," QST, 5:6 (January 1922), 7.
69 DeSoto, Two Hundred Meters (1936), 73; QST editor, 'Transatlantics" (February 1922), 11-12. The British
receiving station with the best performance among the 8 successful ones belonged to a W. R. Burne from
Manchester. He later won a prize donated by local electric manufacturers. See "Presentation of prizes to the First
Prize winner in the transatlantic amateur tests," Wireless World and Radio Review, 10:1 (1 April 1922), 10-12.
70 QST editor, '"The European transatlantic results," QST, 5:8 (March, 1922), 20.
71 DeSoto, Two Hundred Meters (1936), 74.
72 The Wireless Society of London changed its name to the Radio Society of Great Britain early this year.
73 Fred H. Schnell, "Arrangements for 1922 transatlantics," QST, 6:4 (November 1922), 23.
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in Switzerland, Belgium, and Holland joined the tests. The experimenters planned to try both
eastward and westward communications between America and Europe.
Selection of the qualified transmitting stations was under way in October at both sides of the
Atlantic. In America, Schnell organized a preliminary test between October 25 and November 3,
in which transmitting stations were required to send signals over distances beyond 1200 miles.74
In Britain, Coursey announced a call for transmitting stations capable of sending signals over 400-
500 miles or more in the November (1922) issue of Wireless World and Radio Review.7 5 Because
the laws imposed a much lower limit on the maximum transmitting power for European stations,
the west-bound trans-Atlantic communication was more difficult than the east-bound. So the
Radio Society of Great Britain managed to build a transmitting station specifically for the trans-
Atlantic experiment. The station, with a call number 5WS, was located in Wadsworth, London,
and had a special license from the Post Office to use up to one-kilowatt power.7 6
To prepare for the experiment, both the American and the British organizers educated their
compatriot amateurs in hobbyist magazines with the technological knowledge related to the
designs of short-wave radio. Coursey introduced heterodyne circuits to British amateurs and
advocated for their use in receivers.7 7 Godley shared his experience in the 1921 test in arranging
receiver circuits, erecting antennas, selecting vacuum tubes, and choosing locations.78
The tests began in mid-December. American and Canadian stations transmitted between
December 12 and 21, British and French transmitting stations took over between December 22
and 31. Stations in the U.S. and Canada were grouped into 10 districts. Each district was assigned
a time segment to transmit, and the schedule of all time segments changed every night. British and
French transmitting stations shared the nights in a similar manner: In the first night British
74 Fred H. Schnell, "The ARRL transatlantics, 1922," QST, 6:3 (October 1922), 11-12.
75 Philip R. Coursey, "The transatlantic communication test," Wireless World and Radio Review, 11:6 (11
November 1922), 185-188.
76 Philip R, Coursey, "'5WS', the successful transatlantic transmitting station of the Radio Society of Great
Britain," Wireless World and Radio Review, 11:24 (17 March 1923), 785-788.
77 Philip. R. Coursey, "On heterodynes," Wireless World and Radio Review, 10:6 (6 May 1922), 161-163.
78 Paul F. Godley, "Listening for Europe," QST, 6:5 (December 1922), 33-35.
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amateurs took the first half while French amateurs took the second half; in the second night they
exchanged, etc.79 The operating wavelengths were between 180 and 240 meters. 80
The results from this experiment were both inspiring and disappointing: the eastward trans-
Atlantic communication was a much greater success than the westward one. In the first half of the
test, 161 transmitting stations in the U.S. and Canada were heard by British amateurs, and 239
stations were heard by French and Swiss amateurs. The total number of different American-
Canadian stations that successfully reached Europe was 315.81 In contrast, only two European
stations were heard in the second half of the test: 5WS of the Radio Society of Great Britain and
8AB, a 500 watts CW station operated by French amateur L6on Deloy in Nice. 82
Since the experiment demonstrated that short-wave communication was viable both from
America to Europe and vice versa, it was natural to test the plausibility of the trans-Atlantic two-
way communication in its literal sense, viz., two stations across the ocean could talk directly on
air. But the Europe-to-America traffic was far less satisfactory than the traffic in the opposite
direction. Radio amateurs had to improve this result before making the trans-Atlantic short-wave
communication a regular link. Actions were taken in 1923.
The major European node responsible for testing the two-way communication was Deloy's
transmitting station 8AB. Born in Paris, L6on Deloy developed an interest in electric apparatus
through his astronomer godfather Camille Flammarion. In World War I, he performed his military
service at the French government's Eiffel Tower radio station, and was dispatched to Washington
in 1917 to exchange radio-technology information with the U.S. Navy. In his wartime service, he
got acquainted with some important future supporters of radio amateurs, including Gustav Ferri6
79 Fred H. Schnell, 'The transatlantic finals," QST, 6:5 (December 1922), 8-10; Philip R. Coursey, '"The
transatlantic tests: arrangements for transmission from this country," Wireless World and Radio Review, 11:11 (16
December 1922), 379.
80 QST editor, "The transatlantic triumph," QST, 6:7 (February 1923), 15-16.
81 Ibid., 7-12.
82 Philip R. Coursey, "'5WS', the successful transatlantic transmitting station of the Radio Society of Great
Britain," Wireless World and Radio Review, 11:25 (24 March 1923), 829. The QST editor reported the reception of
signals from another British station 2FZ. But Coursey pointed out that the station with this call number was not
operating at the reported time of reception. So the report was a mistake.
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and Edwin Armstrong. Deloy established his private station 8AB after the war.83 Deloy's had
been the most advanced amateur station in Continental Europe. With the support of the Military
Telegraph Services led by Ferri6, Deloy could gain privileges such as obtaining a license for
transmitting 500 watts, and took the advantage to equip his station with updated transmitting and
receiving technologies. In the trans-Atlantic experiment in 1921, 8AB was the only station in
France that received signals from America. It was also one of the two stations that successfully
transmitted signals across the Atlantic in the 1922 experiment.
Deloy conducted a two-way communication test with the station 10KP in South Manchester,
Connecticut, immediately after the 1922 experiment; but he failed. In March 1923, Deloy made an
announcement, through Kenneth B. Warner, in QST to call for more participants.8 4 In the
summer, he visited the United States to study American amateurs' operating and design
techniques. Returning to France in the early fall, he applied the knowledge learned in the U.S. to
modify his station. He resumed the two-way trans-Atlantic experiment in November, succeeding
this time. The signals he sent (wavelength 100 meters85) on November 25 and 26 were received
by Warner and Fred Schnell at MO and John Reinartz at 1XAM in Hartford, Connecticut. On
November 27, Deloy was able to converse with Reinartz and Schnell on air. Between 9:30 and
10:30 PM, both American stations received Morse-code messages from 8AB. Then they replied
to Deloy. After a while, they received clear messages from Deloy acknowledging the successful
reception of their previous replies. It showed the possibility of real-time two-way trans-Atlantic
communication.8 6
83 See "Who's who in amateur wireless," QST, 6:5 (December 1922), 61, 63, 66.
84 Kenneth B. Warner, "Two-way tests with Europe," QST, 6:8 (March 1923), 13-15.
85 This wavelength was shorter than those used in the previous trans-Atlantic experiments. Some amateurs tried to
push to shorter wavelengths in 1923. S. Kruse, the technical editor of QST, held in March a district-wise field test
at 100 meters [S. Kruse, "Exploring 100 meters," QST, 6:8 (March 1923), 12-13]. Deloy followed this trend.
86 For Deloy's two-way experiment with Reinartz and Schnell, see DeSoto, Two Hundred Meters (1936), 86-87,
Leon Deloy, "Premiercommunication transatlantique bilat6rale entre postes d'amateurs," L'Onde Electrique, 2
(1923), 678-683; and Lon Deloy, "Communications transatlantiques sur ondes de 100 metres," L'Onde
Electrique, 3 (1924), 38-42. Deloy was awarded the cross medal, "la croix," in 1930 by the French magazine
Animateur des Temps Nouveaux for his achievement in short-wave long-range radio; see "Chez nos conferes-la
'croix' pour M. Leon Deloy," TSF-Revue, 8:307 (23 November 1930), Special Collection, Libraries of Radio
France, Paris, France.
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While Deloy was conducting his two-way trans-Atlantic tests, another large-scale experiment
was under way. ARRL and the Radio Society of Great Britain decided to repeat the 1922
experiment at the end of 1923. This time only transmission from Europe to America was tested.
Schnell announced the news in the November issue of QST. He reminded the readers that
although the unsatisfactory results of Europe-to-America communication from the last experiment
might be due to the weak power of British and French transmitting stations, part of the fault was
in American amateurs' reception. A lot of American participants in the last experiment
complained about the serious jamming from their peers' transmitters when they were trying to
receive. Too much radio traffic affected the quality of the receiving experiment. So Schnell
strongly requested all American amateurs to remain absolutely quiet (i.e., they should not transmit
any message) during the trans-Atlantic tests. If a station were found to transmit while the
experiment was conducted, then its owner would be deprived of the right to win an award up to
$3500 donated by domestic manufacturers and dealers, no matter how well he received.8 7
The fourth trans-Atlantic experiment began on 22 December 1923, and continued until 10
January 1924. Dozens of British and French stations transmitted pre-designated messages, and
hundreds of American and Canadian stations attempted to receive these messages. The procedure
followed the protocol developed in the previous trans-Atlantic tests. Afraid of being expelled from
the game, the American amateurs refrained from transmission. This did reduce interference
significantly and yielded much more remarkable results than those in 1922. Thirty-seven European
amateur stations with assigned codes were received, and five other European stations not
officially entering the tests were received, all operating at wavelengths between 108 and 118
meters.88 While only two European stations got across the Atlantic in the last experiment, the
number of successful stations in this experiment was 42.89
Radio amateurs' masculine culture and inferior status of legal rights pushed them to
experiment on new ideas that scientists and engineers considered either impossible or unworthy.
87 Fred R. Schnell, "The fourth transatlantic tests," QST, 7:5 (December 1923), 9-11.
88 Kenneth B. Warner, "The progress of transatlantic amateur communications," QST, 7:7 (February 1924), 15-16.
89 Kenneth B. Warner, "Transatlantic tests report," QST, 7:8 (March 1924), 32-34.
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Their trans-Atlantic experiments showed that the Austin-Cohen formula and its underlying
atmospheric reflection theory did not apply to short waves. Under a normal, calm, nighttime
atmospheric condition, wireless waves shorter than 200 meters with overall transmitting power
less than 1 kilowatt could propagate over a distance longer than 2000 miles, a range much longer
than contemporary physics predicted. Short-wave long-range communication no longer remained
an idea, hearsay, or a peculiar case under anomalous or random geophysical circumstances. It
became plausible. Of course, whether a reliable long-range communication link using low-power
short-wave radio would soon come true was still a question. Some engineers and scientists were
still skeptical of the practicality, if not the reality, of radio amateurs' trans-Atlantic experimental
results. P. P. Eckersley, an engineer of the British Broadcasting Company, commented:9 0
The result of these tests emphasises the extraordinarily small power used to cover enormous
distances with success and many of you may wonder why the professionals build an aerial
three miles long, putting in kilowatt after kilowatt and then consider they are allowing only a
safe margin to bridge the distance ..... The difference is in getting intelligible speech for a
moment and getting good and lasting speech for twenty -four hours of the day.... The attitude I
emphasise is that the professional and the amateur are working from an entirely different point
of view.
Nevertheless, getting intelligible speech for a (repeatable) moment was already attractive enough
for many professional radio users. Inspired by radio amateurs' tests, the U.S. Navy speeded up the
research and development on high-frequency radio they had been conducting and began to seek
collaboration with ARRL to test the propagation characteristics of short waves. The cooperative
tests between the U.S. Navy and American amateurs led to another discovery that drastically
changed the understanding of short-wave propagation-the "skip zone" phenomenon.
2. DISCOVERY OF "SKIP ZONES" AND SHORT-WAVE DATA
A skip zone is a region where propagation of radio waves "skips." Received wireless signal
intensity normally decreases as receivers are more separated from transmitters. When wavelength
is shorter than 75 meters, however, signal intensity no longer monotonically decreases with
distance. It diminishes to a negligible level after a distance, but rises up again at a further distance.
90 P. P. Eckersley, "5WS, the successful transatlantic transmitting station of the Radio Society of Great
Britain,"(discussion), Wireless World and Radio Review, 1 1:26 (31 March 1923), 876.
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Consequently, no recognizable signal is received in the intermediate region (skip zone), but radio
signals exterior to the region are recognizable.
The skip-zone phenomenon was discovered from the experiments conducted by Albert Hoyt
Taylor's team at the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory and individual amateurs of ARRL. The
purpose of those experiments was to measure the ranges radio signals could reach at high
frequencies. Whereas the amateurs' trans-Atlantic tests provided qualitative information about the
novel behaviors of high-frequency radio signals, the NRL-ARRL range measurements yielded
quantitative data about short-wave propagation. The quantitative range data and the extraordinary
phenomena they implied (the existence of skip zones and minimum nighttime range at 200-meter
wavelength) were later used as evidence for a new propagation theory. They supplemented
amateurs' trans-oceanic experiments in the knowledge of channel characteristics.
Albert Hoyt Taylor and the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)
Albert Hoyt Taylor was a physicist, engineer, naval officer, and radio amateur. Born in
Chicago, he entered Northwestern University in 1896 to study physics, became an instructor at
the University of Wisconsin (Madison), and studied radio at the University of Gottingen
(Germany). In Gottingen, Taylor took courses in mathematical physics and applied electricity with
David Hilbert, Hermann Voigt, and Max Abraham, and wrote a dissertation on the aluminum cell,
an electrolytic detector. In 1909, he returned to the U.S. to become the head of the Physics
Department at University of North Dakota, Grand Forks.91
Taylor's interest in wave propagation began in Grand Forks as he set up his own radio station
at the university.9 2 When "working" other amateur radio stations in the Mid-West, he recognized
the diurnal and weather-related variations of received signal intensity. Monitoring their long-term
tendencies and seeking explanations for the variations interested Taylor. He performed
experiments on wave propagation with Albert Blatterman, owner of an amateur station and
91 For Taylor's early life and career, see Albert Hoyt Taylor, Radio Reminiscences: A Half Century (Washington:
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, 1960), 7-30. A brief biography of Taylor is also available in James E. Brittain,
"Scanning the past: Albert Hoyt Taylor," Proceedings of the IEEE, 82:6 (June 1994), 958.
92 Taylor, Reminiscences (1960), 34.
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professor of electrical engineering at Washington University, St. Louis (Missouri). Taylor and
Blatterman exchanged nighttime radio signals at wavelengths of 1500, 850, and 500 meters. Their
intensity data had fading in which the intensity extrema at 1500 meters always corresponded to
the extrema at 500 meters. Since 1500 is the exact multiple of 500, it implied that the waveforms
at both wavelengths were superpositions of rays with wavelength-independent paths. Thus Taylor
and Blatterman argued that the received signals were the sum of reflected waves from clouds, a
diurnally varying ionized layer, and the permanent Kennelly-Heaviside layer.93
Taylor presented these results in 1916 at the New York meeting of the Institute of Radio
Engineers (IRE), where he met W. H. G. Bullard, Stanford Hooper, and Louis Austin and hence
built a contact with the U.S. Navy. After the U.S. entered World War I, he took a commission in
the Naval Reserve to become a lieutenant. He served at the Great Lakes radio station in Michigan,
in Belmar (New Jersey), and then at the Naval Air Station in Hampton Roads (Virginia) to work
on aviation radio. In 1919, his radio team formed an Aircraft Radio Laboratory under the Bureau
of Engineering and moved to the Naval Air Station in Anacostia, Washington, D.. 4
The Naval Aircraft Radio Laboratory's task was to build aviation wireless communication
systems for the navy. Taylor designed noise-free aircraft-mounted receivers and measured the
errors of long-range direction finders. Together with technician Leo Young, he explored the
possibility of radio detection of moving objects-a precursor of radar.95 The major technical issue
for the laboratory was high-frequency radio. Taylor, Young, Louis Gebhard, and others
developed high-frequency radio devices: double-stage superheterodyne receivers, transmitting
tubes with low parasite capacitance, and CW generators with accurate frequencies. 96 In 1923, the
Naval Aircraft Radio Laboratory was integrated into the Naval Research Laboratory.
93 Albert Hoyt Taylor and Albert S. Blatterman, "Variations in nocturnal transmission," Proceedings of the
Institute of Radio Engineers, 4 (1916), 131-155.
94 Taylor, Reminiscences (1960), 39-71.
95 Howeth, History of Communication-Electronics (1963), 320-325.
96 Taylor, Reminiscences (1960), 85-100. Some of these products, such as the crystal controlled CW generator,
were fully developed after the Naval Aircraft Radio Laboratory merged into the Naval Research Laboratory in
1923.
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The idea of the Naval Research Laboratory was considered before the U.S. entered the war.
In 1915, Thomas Edison advocated in New York Times that the navy should establish "a
department of invention and development" to fulfill the requirement of modem warfare.97 The
Naval Secretary Josephus Daniels convened a Consulting Board with 22 members from academia
and industry (including Edison) to prepare for setting up the laboratory. The Board's idea,
following Edison's thought, was to extrapolate the model of industrial laboratories to the military
sector. The extrapolation did not go well at the beginning, though. The Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) was commissioned in 1917 in Bellevue, Washington, D.C. But it remained just
a name for years. 98 Not until 1923 was the building construction finished and personnel
employed.9 9
Although Daniels's vision was to make NRL a research agency to serve the entire navy, it did
not develop in that direction. Seven of the eight naval bureaus were against the idea of an agency
serving all the navy's research needs. The only bureau voting for NRL's establishment, the Bureau
of Engineering, had a quite narrow view about its future. Stanford Hooper, the head of the
bureau's Radio Division, thought that NRL should serve only to integrate the existing research
organizations on radio and underwater sounding. Thus the bureau combined three radio and a
sound research units in NRL-Taylor's Naval Aircraft Radio Laboratory in Anacostia, the Naval
Radio Laboratory directed by Louis Austin at the National Bureau of Standards, the Radio Test
Shop directed by William Eaton at the Washington Navy Yard, and the Engineering Experiment
Station led by Harvey C. Hayes in Annapolis, Maryland. 00
97 Ivan Amato, Pushing the Horizon: Seventy-Five Years of High Stakes Science and Technology at the Naval
Research Laboratory (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1997), 16.
98 Several reasons accounted for the delay. Edison boycotted the board's working progress after they voted for the
site in Bellevue instead of in Sandy Hook, New Jersey, a place much closer to Edison's West Orange Laboratory
(and much easier for the inventor to control the organization). The funding from the Congress came belatedly and
reluctantly. And most bureaus in the navy were hesitant to support this laboratory-to-be since they were unclear
about how to make use of it (ibid, 17-26).
99 Ibid, 25-29; Howeth, History of Communication-Electronics (1963), 326. For the early history of the U.S. Naval
Research Laboratory, also see Allison, New Eye (1981), chapters 1-4; Bruce W. Hevly, Basic Research within a
Military Context: The Naval Research Laboratory and the Foundations of Extreme Ultraviolet and X-ray
Astronomy, 1923-1960 (Ph.D. dissertation, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University, 1987), chapter 1; Albert Hoyt
Taylor, The First Twenty-Five Years of the Naval Research Laboratory (Washington: Navy Department, 1948).
100 Bureau of Engineering (memorandum) "Centralization of radio and sound research and development at the U.S.
Naval Research Laboratory at Bellevue," 12 February 1925, Historical Archives, Naval Research Laboratory,
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The Naval Research Laboratory was opened on 2 July 1923. Though a military establishment,
NRL was mainly constituted of civilian members; only the Director E. L. Bennett and the
Assistant Director Edgar Oberlin were naval officers.' 0 ' At the beginning, the laboratory had a
Radio and a Sound Division. The Radio Division headed by Taylor combined the Naval Aircraft
Radio Laboratory, the Naval Radio Laboratory, and the Radio Test Shop. It had groups on
precision measurement, transmitter, aircraft radio, receiver, direction finder, and general
research.' 0 2 At first, it focused on developing antennas, crystal frequency stabilizers, heterodyne
receivers, and high-frequency tubes; all were elements of short-wave radio. As Taylor recalled,
"the most important service of the Radio Division in the early days was the 'selling' of the high-
frequency program to the Navy and, indirectly, to the radio communication industry. '103
"Selling" short-wave radio could not succeed just by promoting design, though. To make
short-wave radio a practical communication system, the navy had to know the ranges signals
could reach at different frequencies, times of day, and seasons, information that the old theory and
the Austin-Cohen formula failed to generate. Moreover, the channel-characteristics knowledge
about how short waves propagate in space was relevant not only to evaluating the feasibility of
short-wave communication systems, but also to constructing operational guidelines for the
systems. So NRL initiated an experimental study on short-wave propagation.
Discovery of the Skip-Zone Phenomenon
Taylor's group had collaborated with radio amateurs in wave-propagation experiments.
Taylor, his assistant Leo Young and Louis Gaphard were amateurs themselves. 104 In 1920 and
1921, they participated in the ARRL-Bureau of Standards fading tests using the transmitter at the
Anacostia, Washington, D.C.
101 Allison, New Eye (1981), 33-47. Bennett worked in the Navy Department; only Oberlin sat in the laboratory to
supervise its daily activities. Taylor was released from the military service and became the navy's civilian
employee.
102 Taylor, Reminiscences (1948), 14. The precision measurement group was staffed by the people from the Bureau
of Standards, the receiver group from the Radio Test Shop, and other groups from the Radio Aircraft Station.
103 Ibid, 17.
104 David K. Allison, "An Interview with Dr. Louis August Gebhard," 12, 19 September and 3 October 3 1977, 6-
13, Historical Archives, Naval Research Laboratory.
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Naval Air Station.'0 5 After moving to Bellevue, they brought NRL's radio station to join the
fourth trans-Atlantic experiment organized by ARRL.'0 6 Inspired by the success of the trans-
Atlantic experiments, tests were performed everywhere to increase further radio frequencies.
Many American amateurs were engaging in the competition to reach other stations with shorter
wavelengths. NRL jumped on the bandwagon by initiating long-range tests with amateurs.
The enthusiasm for short-wave radio was motivated by practical concerns. Taylor listed the
advantages of high-frequency radio-great potential for long-range communication, much less
cost than low-frequency stations that required high-power generators and giant antennas, higher
speed of communication because of wider bandwidths, and more directive transmission. High-
frequency radio was so promising that General Electric, Westinghouse, British Marconi, French
Military Telegraph Services, German Telefunken, Italian Navy, and Norwegian government all
experimented on waves between 75 and 100 meters.10 7 But replacing low with high frequencies
was not straightforward. Short waves have unusual channel characteristics. At short wavelengths,
propagating range depends on time of a day, weather, and season. Such dependences vary with
frequency, too. Different environmental conditions entail different optimum frequencies for
communication. To help select the optimum frequencies, empirical data on wave propagation was
mandatory.
From the amateurs' two-way trans-Atlantic test in 1923, radio technologists witnessed the
remarkable ranges the waves at 3000 kHz (wavelength 100 meters) could achieve at night. Many
endeavored to "see just how far down it [wavelength] was possible to go and still maintained two-
way contact."10 8 In November 1923, NRL started short-wave propagation tests with radio
stations around the country. In December, Taylor sent a report to call the navy's attention to "the
phenomenal results obtained with radio transmitters operating in the neighborhood of 3000 kcs."
The recent experimental results had shown that "if the frequency is high enough, some apparently
105 Dellinger et al., "Fading" (1923), 196-198.
106 Taylor, Reminiscences (1960), 105.
107 Albert Hoyt Taylor to the Chief of Naval Operation (letter), 21 August 1924, Folder "Radio-Atmospheric
Effects," Historical Archives, Naval Research Laboratory.
108 John Reinartz, "A year's work below forty meters," Radio News (April 1925), 1894.
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new phenomena of transmissions take place and the intensity of signals apparently does not in any
way follow the well known Austin-Cohen transmission formula." For instance, Westinghouse
discovered that transmission at 3000 kHz between Pittsburgh and Cleveland was possible by
daylight but better after dark, whereas transmission at 3500 kHz was better at daylight.'0 9 The
observations showed the necessity of distinct propagation tests at day and night.
NRL continued short-wave propagation tests in 1924. It constructed four special transmitting
sets to push frequency to 4000 kHz (wavelength 75 meters). Daylight and nocturnal experiments
were performed-the former at the laboratory, while the latter at Taylor's home. Their
collaborative radio stations were all over the country: Minneapolis, Jacksonville, Detroit, etc.1 °
Among the collaborators were a group of wireless amateurs from ARRL including John Reinartz
(Hartford, Connecticut),"' William Justice Lee (Orlando, Florida), and H. T. Dalrymple (Akron,
Ohio). In March, Taylor, Young, and Reinartz boosted frequency to 6000 kHz (wavelength 50
meters). They found that the waves between 1500 and 3000 kHz (100-200 meters) behaved quite
differently from those higher than 3000 kHz. Whereas the 1500-3000 kHz waves had long
communication ranges only at night, those with frequencies higher than 3000 kHz had
considerable ranges at daytime." 2 And, daytime signal strength increased with frequency between
3000 kHz and 6000 kHz. It seemed that even more beneficial conditions for long-range
communication could be obtained by increasing the frequency further.
Through March, Reinartz, Taylor, and Young measured signal intensity with decreasing
wavelengths. Reinartz's station had a transmitter with variable frequencies. So the tests went one
way from Hartford to Bellevue. They began with a contact at moderate frequencies that worked
well both ways. Then Reinartz slowly raised the frequency while Young monitored the variation
of signal intensity and notified Reinartz when the signals ceased to get across. The signal intensity
109 Albert Hoyt Taylor to the Bureau of Engineering (letter), 17 December 1923, RG 19, Naval Research
Laboratory (Unclassified), Box 83, Folder "Transmitting and Receiving Systems-1923#1," National Archives I.
tlo Albert Hoyt Taylor to the Bureau of Engineering (letter), 15 March 1924, RG 19, Naval Research Laboratory
(Unclassified), Box 83, Folder "Transmitting and Receiving Systems-1923#1," National Archives I.
11 Reinartz was an active member of ARRL in organizing the long-range tests, and the developer of the Reinartz
tuning circuit widely used by amateurs in the 1920s. He came to know Taylor when he served in the U.S. Navy as a
radioman during the World War [Taylor, Reminiscences (1960), 100-115].
112 Reinartz, "Forty meters" (1925), 1894; Taylor, Reminiscence (1960), 109.
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usually went up with increasing frequency, but fell sharply to zero at a threshold frequency, which
varied day by day. 113 By March 26, Reinartz had kept a stable link at 44 meters and had
occasionally built connection with Bellevue at 23, 27, and 30 meters.11"4 Frequencies between
5880 and 7690 kHz (39-51 meters) seemed to be the optimum band for daylight communication.
But the same frequencies that appeared satisfactory at daytime were totally useless after dark: 20
minutes after sunset, the signals faded out within a few seconds to one percent of their daytime
intensity. When the frequency was reduced to 2500-4000 kHz (75-120 meters), however, the
nighttime results were almost as good as the daytime ones.' 15 Why did the increasing signal
intensity suddenly fall to zero at certain threshold frequencies? Why did the optimum frequencies
for daytime communications become useless after dark? Why could waves shorter than 40 meters
not get through steadily? A phenomenon shed some light on these questions.
At the end of March, Dalrymple in Akron (Ohio) reported that he, farther away from Reinartz
than NRL, could receive the signals from Hartford at 22-meter wavelength when NRL received
no signals during the tests at noon. William Justice Lee in Orlando (Florida), several hundred
miles further away from Hartford than Bellvue, also reported reception of Reinartz's signals at
night when Young and Taylor were unable to receive any message from Hartford. A third station
9BRI reported similar results later.1 6 In the summer, the Department of Commerce opened the
bands of 4-5, 20-22, 40-43, and 75-80 meters to amateurs. Within a few months, many amateur
stations "worked" Reinartz at the free wavelengths around 21 and 40 meters. Reinartz's and
NRL's data indicated that a zone of silence around a transmitter existed at wavelengths shorter
than 40 meters. Within this "skip zone," no signal could be received except at very close
distances. Outside the skip zone, signals were received with clarity. The skip-zone phenomenon
occurred only when the frequency was higher than a certain threshold. This is why Young
observed a sudden fall of signal strength to zero beyond some frequency-NRL fell into the skip
zone of Reinartz's station above the frequency threshold. The threshold frequency and the skip
113 Ibid, 109.
114 Reinartz, "Forty meters" (1925), 1894.
115 Albert Hoyt Taylor to the Bureau of Engineering (letter), 2 April 1924, RG 19, Naval Research Laboratory
(Unclassified), Box 83, Folder "Transmitting and Receiving Systems-1923#1," National Archives I.
116 Reinartz, "Forty meters" (1925), 1894; Taylor, Reminiscence (1960), 109.
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distance might change diurnally and with atmospheric conditions. This explains why waves under
40 meters from Hartford sometimes reached Bellevue (when they either did not skip far enough
over Bellevue or did not skip at all) but sometimes not (when they skipped over Bellevue).
More Comprehensive Range Data at High Frequencies
Waves shorter than 100 meters reach considerably longer ranges than those between 100 and
200 meters, and the skip-zone phenomenon appears at wavelengths shorter than 40 meters. The
propagation of electromagnetic energy in the shorter-than-100-meter region has quite different
behaviors from the longer waves. How could one understand the novel behaviors? How could the
behaviors be used in building high-frequency communication system? More experimental data on
wave propagation at higher frequencies were required to answer these questions.
The Naval Research Laboratory conducted more experiments in 1924 and 1925.17 Taylor and
his colleagues reached 20 MHz (wavelength 15 meters), and they extended the transmitter-
receiver separation to 2000 miles. When measuring signal strength at longer distances than the
separations between NRL and most amateur stations in North America, they collaborated with
governmental stations in the U.S. colonies overseas. For instance, they used the daily reports of
the Army's Major J. O. Mauborgne, who took observations from an Army Transport in New
York to Panama at 16, 20.8, 32, 41.7 meters. 1 18 The purpose of these experiments was to
estimate the maximum ranges of radio signals at frequencies 100-20000 kHz. This estimate would
quantify more precisely the transmission of short waves, which was useful for both scientific
studies of short-wave propagation and serving as a guide in "formulating policies looking forward
to the possible wider adoption of high frequency communication in the Naval service." 9 Taylor
published the estimated frequency-dependent ranges in May 1925. 2 ° His estimated ranges were
obtained under the conditions of a 5-kilowatt antenna, average antenna installation, and
117 To September 1924, 240 amateur stations cooperated with NRL on the short-wave propagation experiments
[Albert Hoyt Taylor to the Bureau of Engineering (letter), 15 September 1924, RG 19, Naval Research Laboratory
(Unclassified), Box 83, Folder "Transmitting and Receiving Systems-1923#1," National Archives I.
118 Albert Hoyt Taylor, "An investigation of transmission on the higher radio frequencies," Proceedings of the
Institute of Radio Engineers, 13 (1925), 681.
119 Albert Hoyt Taylor to the Bureau of Engineering (letter), 21 April 1925, RG 19, Naval Research Laboratory
(Unclassified), Box 83, Folder "Transmitting and Receiving Systems-1923#1," National Archives I.
120 Taylor, "An investigation" (1925), 677-683.
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connections between points on the same meridian (to simplify the effect of different time zones);
the numbers represented data from measurements at daytime, summer nighttime, and winter
nighttime. 1 2 Taylor represented the estimated numbers in a range chart that used a line to
represent a valid range of communication at a frequency (Figure 2).122
The average range data confirmed the early discoveries concerning short waves. Between 100
and 500 kHz (600-3000 meters), the waves behaved no differently from what had been known in
the 1910s: The daytime range decreased with frequency as the Austin-Cohen formula had
predicted. The extreme nighttime range in winter was longer than that in summer, and both
significantly longer than the daytime range. Between 500 and 2000 kHz (150-600 meters), the
propagation behaviors were consistent with what had been found in the amateur experiments in
the late 1910s and early 1920s: The daytime range diminished further following the Austin-Cohen
formula-it became only 125 miles at 2000 kHz. The summer nighttime range was not much
better; it rarely exceeded 500 miles. But the extreme winter nighttime range could be as long as
2000 miles (which therefore made the trans-Atlantic experiments successful), and the
communication could remain reliable up to 1000 miles at 500 and 1000 kHz and to 500 miles at
2000 kHz. Between 3 and 6 MHz (50-100 meters), however, the trend became different. Contrary
to the Austin-Cohen formula, the daytime range began to increase with frequency. This made
long-distance daytime communication at higher frequencies feasible-the daytime range at 4 MHz
was 750 miles and 1000 miles at 6 MHz. Moreover, the nighttime range (in both summer and
winter) was much longer than at lower frequencies. Winter-night signals at 3 MHz might reach
8000 miles. At 6 MHz, records of communication across 10000 miles existed. Between 7.5 and
20 MHz (15-40 meters), the nighttime range remained extremely long and the daytime range
increased with frequency, and the skip-zone phenomenon appeared. It began to show up at both
day and night at 7.5 MHz. The skip distance (like the daytime range) increased with frequency.
121 The daytime data did not split into summer and winter sets because the seasonal difference for the daytime data
was much less significant than that of the nighttime data [Taylor to Bureau of Engineering (21 April 1925)].
122 Unlike Austin and Cohen, Taylor did not present the data of signal intensity over distance. He chose to present
the maximum range of communication, which was a measurable derived from technical practices, not a direct
physical quantity. This was consistent with Taylor's intention. As he admitted, "the purpose is rather to serve as a
practical guide to indicate what ranges may be covered at different frequencies and what ranges remain to be
explored, and what we hope to get in the un-explored regions" (Taylor, "An investigation" (1925), 681).
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Figure 2 NRL range chart [reproduced from Taylor, "An investigation" (1925)]. Upper panel:
daylight; middle panel: summer night; lower panel: winter night. The solid lines denote data; the
dash lines above denote the range uncertainty; x denotes the limit of exploration; o marks
unexplored ranges. The discontinuity of lines refers to skip regions.
Taylor's 1925 range chart provided crucial empirical data for understanding short-wave
propagation. Like the Austin-Cohen formula, it reflected a transformation of epistemic status from
technology-specific practical knowledge to general facts of nature. It summarized the important
experimental results obtained by radio amateurs, NRL, and other American military
establishments. These results showed two characteristics surprising to the world before 1923: The
daytime range of propagation first decreased then increased with frequency and its minimum
occurred between 1.5 and 2MHz (150-200 meters); the skip-zone phenomenon appeared for
waves over 7.5 MHz (under 40 meters) and the skip distance increased with frequency. Why did
the propagation range not vary monotonically with frequency? What was magic about the band of
1.5-2 MHz? Why did the skip-zone phenomenon occur? Why did it occur only at frequencies
above 7.5 MHz? Why did the skip distance increase with frequency? The answers to these
questions led to a new ionic refraction theory that went beyond Eccles's primitive model in the
1910s.
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3. IONIC REFRACTION THEORY
After Watson gave the mathematical proof of the Austin-Cohen formula in 1919, people were
convinced that radio waves propagate along the earth's curvature due to a reflection or refraction
mechanism in an ionized upper atmosphere. In Watson's theory, the upper atmosphere is a
reflecting layer with a constant conductivity. Nevertheless, the short-wave experiments in the
early 1920s suggested that the model of a reflecting layer was not adequate to explain some
behaviors of waves shorter than 200 meters. A more refined theory for short-wave propagation in
an ionized atmosphere was needed. In the mid-1920s, Britons Joseph Larmor and Edward
Appleton and Americans Harold Nichols, John Schelleng, Albert Hoyt Taylor, and Edward
Hulburt endeavored to formulate such a theory based on William Henry Eccles's ionic refraction
model. More than a pure qualitative explication as the atmospheric reflection models were in the
1910s, their theories began to exploit the explanatory power of quantitative reasoning and
mathematical structures.
Eccles's Ionic Refraction Theory
British physicist/engineer William Henry Eccles was the first to propose a radio-wave
propagation theory in an ionized medium (c.f. chapter 2, section 7). In his theory of 1912, a radio
wave propagates along a downward curve due to refraction in an ionized atmosphere. Suppose a
radio wave being considered is a plane wave propagating along the z direction, linearly polarized
with electric field E along the x direction and magnetic field H along the y direction, and
depending only on z. Then Maxwell's equations for the wave in an ionized medium are
aE/az = -icouH (Faraday's law) and aH/az = ioE + J (Ampere's law), where i is free-space
permeability, E is free-space dielectric constant, and J is the space current density due to ionic
motions driven by the wave's electric field. The ionic space current density J is the sum of all ionic
motions that fluctuate randomly according to statistical mechanics. Eccles ignored the statistical
nature by assuming that in the macroscopic level it is adequate to consider the current due to ions'
average motions. So J is approximated by the sum of individual ions' average motions, J = Nev (N
is ion number density, e is an ion's charge, and v is an ion's mean velocity). The mean velocity is
determined by Newton's second law of motion, m dv/dt + gv = iwmv + gv = eE, where =2nf is
angular frequency and the term gv corresponds to friction (g is the frictional coefficient).
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Substituting J = Nev and Newton's law into Maxwell's equations leads to new wave equations
aElaz=-iol H and aH/az = iE[1 + Ne2 i(imw + g)]E + J . These new equations are
equivalent to the wave equations for a material with free-space permeability and effective
dielectric constant
Ee =E 1+ j (1)ff Lie(imo + g)
The wave equations' solution is E=Eoexp(-Kz)exp(ioz/p) and H=Hoexp(-z)exp(ioz/p), where the
attenuation constant IK and the phase velocity p depend on the imaginary and real parts of the
dielectric constant [l1+Ne2/ioE(ime+g)], respectively. Eccles showed that p decreases with ion
density N, since a larger N reduces the effective dielectric constant's real part. Thus upgoing
waves gradually bend downward in an atmosphere where ion density increases with height (due to
the fact that the ions are generated by the ultra-violet sunlight that is stronger at higher altitude).
The friction due to collisions of ions with uncharged gas particles attenuates wave intensity. It
should be larger at lower atmosphere for its higher gas density. Eccles supposed this to explain
why wave intensity was stronger at night: only the less absorbing higher atmosphere has adequate
number of ions to bend the waves after dark.
Eccles's theory received more attention in the 1920s.1 23 As radio amateurs and engineers
succeeded in long-range links with shorter wavelengths, atmospheric reflection or refraction
became more likely the key mechanism of propagation. In 1924, another Briton Joseph Larmor
re-addressed Eccles's theory.
Larmor's Ionic Refraction Theory
A native of Magheragal, North Ireland, Joseph Larmor was educated at Queen's College in
Belfast and St. John's College of Cambridge, where he won Senior Wranglership from
123 In March 1913, Jakob Salpeter at the University Gottingen independently published on wave propagation in an
ionized medium [J. Salpeter, "Das Reflexionsverm6gen eines ionisierten Gases fiir elektrische Wellen," Jahrbuch
der Drahtlosen Telegraphie und Telephonie, 8 (1914), 247-253]. Salpeter's theory had two differences from
Eccles's: he focused on laboratory produced ionized gas instead of ionized atmosphere, and he was more concerned
with the microscopic foundation of friction than with the explanations of propagation phenomena in nature (see
chapter 4).
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Mathematics Tripos. After graduation, Larmor taught physics at Queen's College, returned as
lecturer to St. John's College and assumed the Lucasian professorship in 1903 after the death of
George Stokes.' 24
Larmor was a Maxwellian, a follower of Maxwell's approach in constructing a uniform
electromagnetic theory. His major scientific career was to explore a continuum-ether theory to
interpret both Maxwell's electromagnetic formulations and the new physics of electrons and
special relativity. 125 He also worked on geomagnetism and perturbed rotary motions of the
earth.126 Radio was not Larmor's favorite topic, but he monitored the development of wireless
technology through his friends such as John Ambrose Fleming.'27 When preparing for his course
note on electromagnetism at Cambridge University in 1924, Larmor developed and published an
ionic refraction theory, gaining the attention of those seeking a theory of wave propagation in an
ionized atmosphere. 1 28
Larmor believed that the influence of ions in the atmospheric electrical properties is of dielectric
type-modification of dielectric constant without incurring dissipation. When an oscillating
electric field is applied to an ionized gas, the ions are driven into motion. If the gas is rarefied
enough and the period of oscillation is long enough so that the ionic mean free path is much
longer than the length an externally driven ion travels within an oscillating period, then an average
ion does not collide with others within the period. This implies that ions are virtually free under
the time scale of the applied electric field, and the collision-induced friction gv vanishes. Thus the
ionized medium's effective dielectric constant becomes
Eeff =e[1-(Ne2 / me 2)], (1')
124 Arthur Eddington, "Joseph Larmor," Obituary Notices of Fellows of the Royal Society, 4 (1942-1944), 197-
198.
125 Ibid, 198-204, and Buchwald, Maxwell to Microphysics (1985).
126 Eddington, "Larmor" (1942-44), 204.
127 Fleming to Larmor (letters), 1906-1925, Joseph Larmor Papers, Special Collection, St. John's College Library.
128 Joseph Larmor, "Why wireless" (1924), 1025-1036. Larmor probably wrote the paper independently of Eccles.
He stated: "A theory satisfying this criterion [the dielectric-type influence] was hammered out in class-lectures at
Cambridge on electric waves last February, and has been, in fact, already expounded in answers in the
Mathematical Tripos..." (ibid, 1027). He knew Eccles's 1912 paper (ibid, 1028), but perhaps only after developing
his theory.
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and the wave's phase velocity is accordingly p=c/(l-Ne/mEoo)", where c is the speed of light in
free space. The phase velocity p increases with ion number density N. So Larmor could use the
same argument as Eccles to explain why waves bend along the earth's curvature. In fact, he not
only gave the qualitative explication, but also evaluated quantitatively the extent a radio-wave
propagating direction is bent by ionized air. 129
Larmor's theory was a special case of Eccles's in which friction was absent. 30 In both
theories, radio waves propagate along the earth's surface because they are bent by refraction in an
ionized atmosphere whose ion density increases with height. The explanation was convincing in
the early 1920s when the Kennelly-Heaviside hypothesis was proven consistent with the Austin-
Cohen formula, and radio engineers' and amateurs' findings demonstrated the correlation between
atmospheric conditions and fading, static, and other propagation phe nomena.
Nevertheless, the Eccles-Larmor ionic-refraction theory had a problem. Equations (1) and (1')
indicate that the refractive effect decreases with frequency: the larger o, the closer the refractive
index eff/E is to 1. This means that deflection of rays from their straight paths deceases with
frequency, and hence propagating distance increases with frequency (a less deflected ray
propagates longer). This result, however, was contradictory to NRL's range data obtained in the
mid-1920s, which exhibited a range minimum between 1.5 MHz (200 meters) and 2 MHz (150
meters). For frequencies higher than 2 MHz, the measured propagating distance indeed increased
monotonically with frequency; but for frequencies lower than 1.5 MHz, unlike the theory, the
measured propagating distance decreased with frequency.
129 Larmor suggested that the curvature of rays propagating in an ionized medium is d(p/c)/ds, where s is path
length. When the rays are approximately horizontal, s is almost equal to height h. The condition for long-range
propagation is thus that d(p/c)/dh approximates the earth's curvature. The only parameter in p that varies with h is
ion density N. So d(p/c)/dh=(dp/dN)(dN/dh)/c. For given m, e, E, and o, one can calculate the gradient dN/dh from
the fact that d(p/c)/dh equals the earth's curvature. Larmor found out that for the 100-m waves the value of N at the
height of 10 km is 0.3 per cubic cm (for electrons) or 500 per cubic cm (for hydrogen ions) (ibid, 1031).
130 Eccles's results had more complicated frequency dependence because of the friction coefficient g. But after
expanding over g, his p/c was a function of the second and higher orders of g. This implies that when friction is
small its effect on phase velocity is negligible. Thus Larmor's theory held not only forg = 0 but also for small g.
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That the empirical range data had a minimum at a critical frequency indicated that radio -wave
propagation underwent a "resonance." If that were true, then what would be the physical
mechanism of the resonance? Eccles and Larmor's ionic refraction theory was unable to answer
the question. The answer, proposed by Harold Nichols and John Schelleng in America and
Edward Appleton in England, lay in the effect of the geomagnetic field.
Effects of the Geomagnetic Field: Harold Nichols, John Schelleng, and Edward Appleton
Two early developers of a magnetized ionic refraction theory were Harold W. Nichols and
John C. Schelleng at the Engineering Department of the Western Electric Company (the
manufacturer of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, AT&T). In the 1920s, AT&T
had created a monopolized nationwide telephonic network-the "Bell System." The emergence of
wireless technology brought an opportunity to extend the Bell System without the constraint of
wires. The Bell Companies had worked on wireless since the 1910s. During World War I, they
developed naval and aviation radio for the U.S. military. After the war, they focused on trans-
Atlantic telephony. Their first trans-Atlantic system still used frequencies below 100 kHz. 3 1 But
amateurs' short-wave experiments inspired them to probe frequencies above 1.5 MHz.
The teams doing short-wave radio research at the Bell Companies were the Research Branch
of Western Electric's Engineering Department and AT&T's Development and Research Group.
As the predecessors of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, they were among the earliest American
industrial-research establishments to employ college graduates to conduct research not related to
immediate manufacturing needs.132 In the 1910s, the Bell research groups hired C. R. Englund
from the University of Chicago, R. A. Heising from the University of Wisconsin, and H. T. Fritts
from the Royal Technical College of Denmark to develop high-power transmitters and measuring
instruments. After AT&T's megacycle transmitter was built in New Jersey in the mid-1920s, the
Bell researchers used the facility to perform experiments on long-distance wave propagation.' 33
'
31M. D. Fagen (ed.), A History of Engineering and Science in the Bell System: The Early Years (1875-1925), 1
(New York: Bell Telephone Laboratories, 1975), 368-374, 391-405.
132 Reich, Making of American Industrial Research (1985).
133 Fagen, Bell System (1975), 406-409, 912-918; S. Millman (ed.), A History of Engineering and Science in the
Bell System: Communications Sciences (1925-1980), 4 (New York: Bell Telephone Laboratories, 1984), 194-196.
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Harold W. Nichols and John C. Schelleng were AT&T's first researchers to work on wave
propagation. Graduated from the University of Chicago, Nichols entered Western Electric's
Engineering Department in 1914. Schelleng taught physics at Cornell University before joining
Western Electric in 1919.134 When performing propagation experiments in 1924, Nichols and
Schelleng became interested in explaining the "selective effect," the minimum range at wavelength
of about 200 meters. They suggested that the action of the earth's magnetic field on ions in the
atmosphere is responsible for the selective effect, and published their theory in April 1925.135
Physicists had been familiar with magnetic field's effect on electromagnetic waves. In the
nineteenth century, magneto-optics was a contested area where Maxwellians, Helmholtzians, and
Weberians sought support for their own theories.136 Hendrik Antoon Lorentz, Paul Drude, and
Hermann Voigt had deduced a theory of electromagnetic-wave propagation in a magnetized gas
of electrons and ions.137 Nichols and Schelleng's problem was similar to that in magneto-optics-
the former considered radio waves in the geomagnetic field while the latter considered light in an
artificially imposed magnetic field. They followed Larmor's assumption that the upper atmosphere
is rarefied gas of free ions and Lorentz's approach: The equation of motion (in vector form) for
an ion in such a medium is mdV/dt = inm = eE + ev x Bg, where v is ion speed, Eis the wave's
electric field intensity, Bg is the geomagnetic field's flux density, x denotes vector cross product,
and e and m are ion charge and mass, respectively. Compared with Larmor's equation of motion,
this one has an additional term e x Bg corresponding to the Lorentz force of the geomagnetic
field imposed on the moving ion. Suppose the geomagnetic field is uniform along the z direction;
viz., Bg = Bg. Then one can solve the equation of motion to express v, vy, and vz in terms of
linear combinations of E, Ey, and Ez parametrized by Bg, m, e, and o. The ionic drift current
Chapter 5 will discuss more about AT&T's radio work.
134 Fagen, Bell System (1975), 917.
135 H. W. Nichols and J. C. Schelleng, "Propagation of electric waves over the earth," Bell System Technical
Journal, 4 (1925), 215-234.
136 Buchwald, Maxwell to Microphysics (1985).
137 Hendrik A. Lorentz, The Theory of Electrons and its Applications to the Phenomena of Light and Radiant Heat
(New York: Dover, 1952), chapter 4.
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density J can be similarly expressed owing to the fact that J = Nev. Plugging the expression for
J into Ampere's law V x H = iwE + J leads to
e2N/me g __ e2N/mE
1+ 2 2 e2N/mE 1 0
where aog =eBg /m is the "gyro" frequency (a term from optics).
Equation (2) implies that the effective dielectric constant in a magnetized ionized medium is a
rank-3 tensor (a 3-by-3 matrix), not a scalar. Moreover, some elements of this tensor go to
infinitity as the wave frequency o equals the gyro-frequency og, which is the rotational frequency
of an ion driven by the magnetic field. This means a resonance occurs at o=o g that prohibits
waves from further propagation (the infinite dielectric constant retards wave speed indefinitely).
Nichols and Schelleng took this to explain the propagating range minimum. They assumed the
value of the earth's magnetic field Bg to be 0.5 gauss, leading to a gyro-frequency of 1.4 MHz
(wavelength 214 meters) for electrons and 800 Hz (375 kilometers) for hydrogen ions. The
electronic resonance frequency was approximately equal to the frequency of the empirical range
minimum, so the observed selective effect was a result of electrons' magneto-ionic resonance. 3 8
Nichols and Schelleng went further to solve the wave equations with a tensor-like effective
dielectric constant indicated in equation (2). The solution can be expressed by plane waves, as in
Eccles's and Larmor's theories. Nonetheless, the wave propagating velocity and polarization are
different along different directions since the effective dielectric constant is a tensor rather than a
scalar. Without having to tackle the more complicated general solution, Nichols and Schelleng
(like Lorentz) gave solutions to the wave equations in three special cases: (i) When a wave's
electric field is parallel to the the geomagnetic field, the geomagnetic effect is totally absent. The
solution for refractive index is n=l-Ne 2lm&CO, identical to Larmor's formula, and the wave
138 Nichols and Schelleng, "Propagation" (1925), 218.
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polarization is linear (refractive index n determines a wave's phase velocity p as p=c/n, where c is
the speed of light in free space). (ii) When the wave-propagating direction is parallel to the
geomagnetic field, the wave equations have two solutions for refractive index
2 Ne 2
n =1-m w21 g/ (3)
These solutions correspond to waves with two distinct phase velocities; they have right-hand and
left-hand circular polarizations, respectively. A linearly polarized wave propagating along the
geomagnetic field is thus decomposed into two circularly polarized waves with different phase
velocities that engender a phase difference between the two waves after a distance, which leads
again to a linear polarization, as the two waves recombine, but rotated away from the original
polarization (the well-known "Faraday rotation" in optics). (iii) When both the electric field and
the wave-propagating direction are perpendicular to the geomagnetic field, there is a solution
2 Ne2
n =1- N (4)
M 2 _ ( 2/2 X1_Ne2/mEO2 ]
with elliptical polarization.
Nichols and Schelleng's conclusion was more complex than Eccles's and Larmor's. Two
waves with different velocities and polarizations yield a Faraday rotation when the propagating
direction aligns with the geomagnetic field [case (ii)]. A double refraction-waves with distinct
propagating directions, polarizations and velocities-occurs when waves propagate normally to
the geomagnetic field [cases (i) and (iii)]. The ionized atmosphere in the earth's magnetic field
resembles optically exotic crystals! Also, these waves' different ray-path curvatures lead to
different propagating ranges. 139 A wave in a magnetized ionized gas does not have a single
refracted ray path; it splits into multiple components with different speeds, polarizations, and
ranges.
Nichols and Schelleng were not the only ones to consider the geomagnetic effect on radio-
wave propagation. In November 1924, British physicist Edward Victor Appleton proposed a
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139 Ibid, 224-226.
similar idea in a conference held in South Kenington, England.140 His conference presentation
discussed the diurnal, seasonal, and random variations of short-wave intensity and their deviations
from the Duddell-Tissot and Austin-Cohen formula. Appleton also believed that ionic refraction
bends radio waves along the earth's surface. In ionic refraction theory, whether waves can reach
long distances without dissipation depends on whether they meet Larmor's collision-free
condition (ionic mean free path much longer than wavelength). But the collision-free condition for
electrons is different from that for molecular ions. To estimate which frequencies can
accommodate non-absorptive long-range transmision, one has to determine whether electrons or
molecular ions are responsible for deflecting radio waves. Appleton suggested an empirical way to
do so. He found the same results as Nichols and Schelleng's for waves propagating along the
geomagnetic field: two components with different phase velocities and opposite circular
polarizations. One of the phase velocities goes to zero, or a resonance occurs, at o=g=eBg/m
(equation (3)). Aplleton took the value of the geomagnetic field Bg to be 0.18 gauss and obtained
a gyro frequency og=52 0 kHz (wavelength 580 meters) for electrons and 300 Hz (1000
kilometers) for hydrogen ions. Therefore, "peculiar things might be expected to happen" around
580 meters if electrons were the dominant carriers in atmospheric refraction.
Appleton and Nichols-Schelleng developed the magnetized ionic refraction theory (later
known as magneto-ionic theory) independently of each other.141 They offered different estimates
for the value of the gyro wavelength-Nichols and Schelleng had 214 meters and Appleton had
580 meters-because Appleton used only the horizontal component of the geomagnetic field in
his calculation.'4 2 After this correction, however, both theories explained a puzzling phenomenon
in the short-wave range data-the minimum of measured propagating distance at wavelength of
about 200 meters-in terms of the resonance of electrons' gyro-magnetic motions. Within a year,
Americans Albert Hoyt Taylor and Edward Hulburt would develop the magnetized ionic
refraction theory further to explain another puzzling phenomena: the existence of skip zones.
140 Edward V. Appleton, "Geophysical influences on the transmission of wireless waves," Proceedings of the
Physical Society of London, 37 (1924-25), 16D-22D. We will find more about Appleton later in this chapter.
14' Nichols and Schelleng mentioned that "on March 7, after this paper had been written, the February 15 issue of




Explaining Skip Zones: Albert Hoyt Taylor and Edward Olson Hulburt
American radio amateur John Reinartz made the first attempt to explain the skip-zone
phenomenon. After the tests with NRL in 1923 leading to the discovery of the phenomenon, he
continued to "work" other amateurs on waves shorter than 50 meters and contemplated his
observations. In April 1925, he published an article to explain his findings with a hypothesis.' 43
Reinartz was preoccupied with three questions-why is the skip-zone phenomenon possible, why
does signal-reach range vary diurnally, and why does it differ with frequency? Answer: the shape
and height of the Kennelly-Heaviside layer. First, he assumed that the layer's most effective angle
of reflection is 45 ° . Sky-wave intensity diminishes as a receiver is displaced from the reach of the
45° rays from a transmitter via the Kennelly-Heaviside layer. A skip zone is the region between
the transmitter and the point where the 45 rays reach the ground (see Figure 3).
Moreover, Reinartz assumed the Kennelly-Heaviside layer to be an oval, not a sphere,
stretching away from the sun because of the non-uniform sunlight at different parts of the earth.
The asymmetric shape explains why the eastward skip distances are longer at dawn while the
westward skip distances are longer at dusk: the reflected rays reach farther in those cases since
the reflecting layer is higher. Finally, he assumed that the shorter the wavelength, the deeper the
waves penetrate into the Kennelly-Heaviside layer. This explains the decrease of propagating
range with wavelength shorter than 100 meters.




Figure 3 Reinartz's reflection model for skip distance [partially reconstructed from Reinartz,
"Reflection" (1925), Figure 4].
But Reinartz's theory's had two problems. That shorter waves penetrate deeper into the upper
atmosphere contradicted a common belief that shorter waves dissipated more in air. Also, why did
the upper layer have optimum reflection at 45°? Reinartz was unable to reconcile his model with
these concerns. 144 In the meantime, Taylor and E. O. Hulburt at NRL developed a more widely
accepted skip-distance theory based on ionic refraction.
Born in Vermillion (South Dakota) and grew up in Baltimore, Edward Olson Hulburt received
a Ph.D. in physics from Johns Hopkins University. His graduate training was in physical optics; he
wrote a dissertation on the experiments and theories of metallic reflectivity at ultraviolet band.
Hulburt originally planned to pursue an academic career: he became a physics instructor at the
Case Western Reserve University after graduation. As the U.S. entered World War I in 1917, he
was drafted by the Army Signal Corps and was dispatched to its Radio Laboratory in Paris, where
he worked under Edward Armstrong and Gustav Ferri6. This experience opened a pathway for
144 The QST technical editor raised these points (ibid, 12). He tried to solve the second problem by considering the
Kennelly-Heaviside layer a diffuse reflector. At a small incident angle, the energy scattered from the layer spreads
widely. At a larger incident angle, the scattered energy concentrates more within a small bundle of directions, and
therefore reflects better. Meanwhile, at a larger incident angle, the ray path traversing the low-altitude region is
longer, meaning the ray encounters more obstructions on the terrain. A compromise between the two opposite
tendencies is the median between 0° and 90° . This account was no less hypothetical than Reinartz's.
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him to radio. After the war, he taught at Johns Hopkins and the University of Iowa, and joined the
Naval Research Laboratory in 1924.'45
The laboratory he saw was humble. The total number of researchers and staff was less than
two dozen. Recruited by Taylor and Hayes, Hulburt's task was using his expertise on physical
optics to set up a Heat and Light Division that Taylor and Hayes had been advocating. The new
Division had no other man but himself when Hulburt entered; he came "to the Laboratory and
with empty rooms. I [Hulburt] ordered much equipment but nothing was going to come for weeks
or months."'46 He had to work temporarily with Taylor on radio.
At the time, Taylor had just discovered the skip-zone phenomenon from his experiments on
wave propagation shorter than 50 meters. He brought Hulburt the puzzling range data and
challenged him to supply an explanation. Hulburt quickly recognized "those gaps [the skip zones]
as phenomena of total internal reflection of electromagnetic waves." 14 7 Hulburt the physical
optician knew that light rays from an optically dense medium (with higher refractive index) to an
optically loose medium (with lower refractive index) undergo a total reflection when the incident
angle exceeds a critical value. Replacing light rays with radio waves, the optically loose medium
with the ionized layer, and the optically dense medium with the air below, the phenomenon of
total internal reflection implies that beyond a critical distance radio waves are compl etely reflected
from the sky, while within the critical distance a part of the wave energy penetrates into the sky.
Hulburt saw a skip-zone theory from the model of total internal reflection.
It took a year to develop the theory. Taylor and Hulburt published their work in February
1926.148 They explained the skip-zone phenomenon by first considering reflection of radio waves
at the boundary between free space and the ionic-gas layer. Since the upper ionized medium's
refractive index is smaller than free space's, the upgoing rays are completely reflected by the
145 David K. Allison, "An Interview with Dr. Edward Olson Hulburt," 22 August and 8 September 1977, v-vi,
Historical Archives, Naval Research Laboratory.
146 Ibid, 14.
147 Ibid, 15.
148 Albert Hoyt Taylor and Edward 0. Hulburt, "The propagation of radio waves over the earth," Physical Review,
27 (1926), 189-215.
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upper layer if the propagating direction's angle of elevation is smaller than the critical angle for
total reflection. If not, then a part of the wave energy is lost in the sky. The critical angle 0 for
total reflection corresponds to a horizontal distance 2s (Figure 4). All the transmitting rays are
received when the transmitter-receiver separation exceeds 2s because of total reflection, whereas
only a part of the rays are received when the separation is less than 2s since the rest of the rays














Figure 4 Taylor and Hulburt's reflection model for skip zone [reconstructed from Taylor and
Hulburt, "Propagation" (1926), Figure 4].
The refractive index of the ionized layer is needed for calculating the skip distance 2s. Taylor
and Hulburt had four choices--equations (1'), (3), and (4) (equation (3) represents two cases).
Which one to use depended on the wave-propagating direction and polarization they considered.
For waves shorter than 50 meters, however, they showed that the values of the four refractive
indices are close to one another. 14 9 So one could choose any of the four. They chose equation (3)
with the upper (minus) sign. They established a relation n=sin{ between the critical angle 1 and
the layer's refractive index n from Snell's law, and obtained a relation s=htanq from the geometry
in Figure 4 (h is the layer's height). Substituting these two relations into equation (3) with the
upper sign, they obtained a relation between skip distance 2s and wavelength X, with two
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149 Ibid, 197.
parameters h and Ne2/me. They determined the values of e and m from the assumption that the
principal type of charged particles in the ionized layer is the electron, and adjusted the number
density N and the layer's height h to match the calculated values of skip distance 2s with the data
from the NRL-ARRL experiments at wavelengths 16 and 40 meters.15 0 Then the theoretical and
experimental values of skip distance were plotted (Figure 5). The theoretical predictions agreed
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Figure 5 Skip distances: experimental data vs.
"Propagation" (1926), Figure 1].
theoretical prediction [Taylor and Hulburt,
According to Figure 5, skip distance decreases with wavelength and totally vanishes when
wavelength is longer than 48 meters. This explains why Taylor and Reinartz observed the skip-
zone phenomenon only for waves shorter than 50 meters. Also, skip distance does not increase
indefinitely with frequency. When wavelength is shorter than 14 meters, the critical angle is so
close to 900 that even the horizontal rays cannot be totally reflected by the layer. It is difficult to
receive radio waves shorter than 14 meters at all distances.
Nevertheless, the reflection model had a problem. Although total reflection ceases at small
incident angles, partial reflection prevails at all angles, implying that a part of radio energy is still
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5" Ibid, 199.
reflected into the range within the skip distance. If so, then a skip zone would not be completely
silent. But radio experimenters' experiences indicated that skip zones were entirely beyond the
reach of signals. Thus the reflection theory had to be modified. To do so, Taylor and Hulburt
pursued a refraction theory in which the atmosphere is an inhomogeneous medium with its
electron density increasing continuously with height. Following Eccles and Larmor, Taylor and
Hulburt derived the equation for the curved trajectory of a refracted ray in the ionized layer with a
given electron density profile. From geometry and Snell's law, they obtained the trajectory's
tangent dyldx at height y and horizontal distance x as a function of the ray's incident angle to the
layer v and the refractive index n at height y. This relation could be used to solve the ray's
trajectory for a given variation of n with y. Equations (1'), (3), and (4) suggested that n varies
with y only through ion density N. Taylor and Hulburt considered several simple variations.
First, they assumed that electron number density increases linearly with height (N=foy). In this
case, the solution for the ray's trajectory is a downwardly bending parabola. The ray reaches a
maximum height h and returns to the earth with a distance 2s from its origin, where 2s=4htan4.
This result does not explain the skip-zone phenomenon, since a non-directional transmitting
antenna on the ground radiates rays of all possible directions from =0O to =90 °, which,
according to the solution, correspond to horizontal ranges from zero to infinity. Thus Taylor and
Hulburt added an assumption: the ionized layer has a finite thickness hc. Above hc, the relation
N=y does not hold and the electron number density N increases less rapidly with height. Suppose
the initial incident angle yielding a ray path with the maximum height hc is t, and the path's
horizontal range is 2sc. Then any ray with an initial angle 7 smaller than hc escapes indefinitely to
the upper sky without coming back to the ground, for the refractive power of the atmosphere
above h is not enough to bend it down. That is, a receiver less distant than 2sc from the
transmitter cannot receive any ray. This explains the skip-zone phenomenon (Figure 6).
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Figure 6 Taylor and Hulburt's refraction model for skip zones [reconstructed from Taylor and
Hulburt, "Propagation" (1926), Figure 6].
The skip distance in this model is 2s,=4htan0c, where the critical angle b0 follows Snell's law
n =sino, (n, is the refractive index of the ionized layer at height he). This expression is in the same
analytic form as that in Taylor and Hulburt's total-reflection model. Thus by choosing proper
values for the layer's height and the rate of ion-density increase with height, they could produce a
skip-distance curve identical to that in Figure 5. The refraction theory could also match the
empirical data, and it could predict a real skipping not explainable by the reflection theory.
Taylor and Hulburt considered a few more cases in which electron density grows with the
square, the exponential, and the square root of height. Except for the last case, all of the skip-
distance formulae have the same functional form as the linear case does. So the same numerical
results for skip distance could be obtained by selecting proper values for the height of the ionized
layer and the electron density at a given height.5'
Taylor and Hulburt's contribution to radio-wave propagation studies was their use of the
ionized-layer model to explain not only the possibility of long-range propagation (as many did)
but also the new skip-zone phenomenon. In contrast to Reinartz's ad-hoc assumption of the
151 Edward Victor Appleton also independently derived a similar theory of skip zone in 1926 after Taylor and
Hulburt ["On the diurnal variation of ultra-short wave wireless transmissions," Proceedings of the Cambridge






angular dependence of the layer's reflectivity, they showed that the skip-zone phenomenon is due
to the fact that the ionized layer has a finite thickness. In addition, their theory could generate
quantitative predictions in good agreement with the short-wave experimental data. This
agreement did not rely on a specific assumption of ion-density profile, wave propagating
direction, or polarization. A number of possibilities, if not all, led to the same conclusion. By
explaining the recently found 200-meter range minimum and skip zones, Nichols, Schelleng,
Taylor, and Hulburt entrenched the model of the ionized layer that Eccles and Larmor had
entertained within a new theoretical structure of magneto-ionic refraction.
From Heaviside's, Kennelly's, and Eccles's models in the 1910s to the ionic-refraction
theories in the early 1920s, therefore, the epistemic status of the atmospheric reflection/refraction
doctrine underwent a major transformation. Above all, the latter theories could explain not only
long-distance radio-wave propagation and atmospheric noise (as the earlier models had done) but
also newly discovered propagation phenomena at short waves-range minimum and skip distance.
More important than expanding the domain of explanandum, however, the new theories began to
exploit the explanatory power of the mathematical structures and quantitative arguments
associated with the models. In so doing, Nichols and Taylor et al. converted the set of questions
radio physicists had aimed to answer from why-questions (e.g., why can radio waves propagate
along the earth's curvature) to how-much questions (e.g., how much is the maximum range of
propagation at a given wavelength). In addressing these distinct sets of questions, the theories
were turned from answers to specific why-questions to devices to systematically generate answers
to a whole realm of quantitative questions. The validity of the theories' quantitative reasoning was
built on two aspects-their predictions agreed with experimental data, and such agreement was-
not totally but to some extent-independent of the assumption on the ion -density profile.
Yet, some primary questions remained: Is there more "direct" empirical evidence for the
existence of the ionized layer? Could the evidence be established independently of the
presupposed physical and mathematical structures of the magnetized ionic refraction theory? Was
the ionized layer a real entity or a hypothesis useful for explaining wave-propagation phenomena?
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These fundamental questions bothered radio researchers increasingly as the magneto-ionic theory
was being developed in the mid-1920s.
4. SEEKING EVIDENCE IN BRITAIN FOR THE IONOSPHERE
The atmospheric reflection/refraction hypotheses had been used since 1901 to explain various
radio-wave propagation phenomena-bending of waves along the earth's curvature, diurnal
variations of signal strength, fading, skip zones, and range minimum. All of these explanations
relied on specific assumptions about the structure of the ionized layer in the upper atmosphere.
While accepting them as indirect confirmations, radio researchers were seeking direct evidence for
the existence of the ionized layer--direct in the sense that the evidential arguments were
independent of any assumption on the ionized layer's structure. The only assumption these
researchers relied on was that received radio signals had "sky-wave" components reflected or
refracted from the upper atmosphere; seeking the evidence for the ionized layer thus became
seeking the evidence for sky waves. In the 1920s, research groups sponsored by the British Radio
Research Board and the Carnegie Institution identified the existence of sky waves with three
experimental methods (polarization measurement, frequency change, and pulse echo) that
eventually led to the general acceptance of the ionized layer's reality.
Direction Finding and Thomas Lydwell Eckersley
An evidential search for the ionized layer was inspired by the engineering work on direction
finding. The idea of finding the propagating direction of a transmitted wireless wave had existed
since the 1900s, but it became a practical technology only during World War I due to increasing
military demand and prevalence of vacuum-tube amplifiers to magnify weak signals.152 The basic
principle of direction finding is that the magnetic field of a radio wave is normal to the wave
propagating direction. The simplest way to detect a magnetic field is to use a conducting loop.
From Faraday's law, a time-variant magnetic field induces in the loop an electromotive force
proportional to the time derivative of the magnetic flux (the product of the field's time derivative,
the loop area, and the cosine of the angle between the field and the loop's normal direction). No
152 Reginald L. Smith-Rose, A Study of Radio Direction-Finding, Radio Research Special Report 5 (London:
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1927), 1.
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electromotive force is induced when the magnetic field is parallel to the loop. When a receiving
loop directly faces a transmitting antenna (the loop's normal aligns with the opposite of the wave
propagating direction), the detected signal intensity is null. One can therefore find the
transmitter's direction by rotating the vertical receiving loop around the vertical axis until the
detected signal strength is minimum.
A single-loop direction finder was easy to implement yet clumsy to operate, since one had to
rotate a big loop antenna. More complex systems were developed to get around this shortcoming.
The most widely used was invented by Italians E. Bellini and A. Tosi in 1908.'53 A Bellini-Tosi
system has two mutually perpendicular vertical loop antennas. The received signals on the two
loops are hence proportional to the cosine and sine of the angle between the wave propagating
direction and the first loop's normal, respectively. The signals are fed to a "goniometer"
constituted by two field coils and a rotating search coil. Each field coil is parallel to a loop
antenna and couples its signal. So the total magnetic field generated b y the field coils is parallel to
the wave propagating direction, and the search coil is rotated by the coil-induced magnetic field
until its axis aligns with the field's direction (i.e., the wave propagating direction) (Figure 7). In
this manner, the Bellini-Tosi system reproduces a radio wave's magnetic polarization in a smaller
dimension without having to rotate the big antenna loops. 154
In field operations, however, single-loop, Bellini-Tosi, and other similar direction-finding
systems all had considerable errors. Practitioners noted that all the direction finders based on the
principle of magnetic-field polarization had random errors as large as 400, especially at night.155
Perfecting antenna loops, rotating mechanism, signal amplifiers, and goniometers did not eliminate
the errors. They seemed to be due to a physical process not considered in the design principle of
153 E. Bellini and A. Tosi, "A directive system of wireless telegraphy," Electrical Engineering, 2 (1907), 771-775,
3 (1908), 348-351.
154 For a discussion on the principles of the single-loop and Bellini-Tosi systems, see Reginald L. Smith-Rose, A
Discussion of the Practical Systems of Direction-Finding by Reception, Radio Research Special Report 1 (London:
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1923), 1-9.
t55 The earliest observations on this characteristics of direction finders's errors were made by Reginald Fessenden
between 1901 and 1907. See Smith-Rose, A Study (1927), 1-2.
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loop-antenna direction finders. In the 1910s, a Briton T. L. Eckersley argued that these errors
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Figure 7 Principle of the Bellini-Tosi direction finder.
A native of London, Thomas Lydwell Eckersley studied engineering at University College
(University of London) and joined the National Physical Laboratory, where he became interested
in radio technology. In 1910, he entered Trinity College (Cambridge) to study for Mathematical
Tripos and worked at the Cavendish Laboratory, but left soon for a position at the Egyptian
Government Survey. In World War I, he enlisted in the British Royal Engineers in the east
Mediterranean. The battles in the Balkans escalated when Greece declared war in September 1915
against the Central Powers and invited the Allied force to land in Salonika on the Aegean coast.
Salonika became a stronghold of the British troops. Eckersley was associated with the "wireless
intelligence" work in Egypt and Salonika, involving accurate determination of arriving directions
of radio waves from enemy's transmitting stations. His duty was to gather and monitor the
direction-finding data in the British controlled Mediterranean cities. 156
1'56 John A. Ratcliffe, "Thomas Lydwell Eckersley," Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the Royal Society, 5
(1959), 69-70.
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While on duty, Eckersley noted that the daytime errors of good single-loop or Bellini-Tosi
direction finders for wavelength 300-5000 meters and distance 300-500 miles were consistently
within 2, but the nighttime errors of the same sets were much more serious, fluctuating, and
unpredictable. 1 57 He proposed a hypothesis to explain this anomaly-the direction-finding errors
were due to the fact that loop antennas at night received not only direct waves from transmitters,
but also sky waves from the Kennelly-Heaviside layer. He deduced quantitative predictions for the
detected polarizations and verified them with experiments. In 1916, he submitted to the War
Office a report that was believed to be "the first scientific discussion of this subject."' 58
The first published work on the subject was the article Eckersley wrote in 1921,159 when he
joined the British Marconi Company after his release from the military service. In this article, he
considered a transmitter and a single-vertical-loop direction finder on the flat earth with high
conductivity (both soil and seawater are conductive at radio frequencies). The direct wave from
the transmitter propagated horizontally along the x direction, its electric field was tilted slightly
from the z (vertical) to the x (direct-wave propagating) direction, and its magnetic field's
direction-denoted as y-was normal to the x-z plane, according to Zenneck's surface-wave
theory (chapter 2, section 3). The indirect wave was the superposition of a downward wave from
the upper sky and its reflection from the ground; both propagating directions were (assumed by
Eckersley to be) on the x-z plane. 160 The indirect-wave polarization could be any linear
combination of "transverse-electric" (when the electric field was along the y direction and the
magnetic field on the x-z plane) and "transverse-magnetic" (when the magnetic field was along the
y direction and the electric field on the x-z plane). Since the transverse-magnetic indirect wave had
the same magnetic polarization as the direct wave did, it did not affect direction finding. So he
considered the presence of only the direct wave and the transverse-electric sky wave in which the
x and z components of the overall magnetic field were contributed exclusively by the indirect
157 Thomas L. Eckersley, "The effect of the Heaviside layer on the apparent direction of electromagnetic waves,"
Radio Review, 2 (1921), 60-62.
158 Ratcliffe, "Eckersley" (1959), 70. Eckersley also found that surface waves propagating from land to sea or from
sea to land experience a refraction. He expanded this discovery into a theory in 1920 [Thomas L. Eckersley,
"Refraction of electric waves," Radio Review, 1 (1920), 421-428].
159 Eckersley, "Direction" (1921), 60-65, 231-248.
160 Eckersley later confirmed experimentally the assumption that sky wave does not deviate from plane of direct-
wave propagation.
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wave while the y component was contributed exclusively by the direct wave, H=Hxindiect,




Figure 8 Configuration of Eckersley's direction-finding experiments.
Eckersley designed three experiments to disentangle the mixed polarization of the sky and the
direct waves. The first was the ordinary direction-finding measurement using a single vertical loop
antenna (Figure 8). The error 0, the angular deviation of the measured direction from the
transmitter's true direction, was caused by the nonzero magnetic field Hx. From the principle of
single-loop direction finding, it followed tanO=(aHxlt)/(aHla)at). The second was similar to the
Bellini-Tosi setup except that a vertical loop was turned horizontal. A reversing switch was
placed in the horizontal loop to flip the polarity of its electromotive force. As the polarity was
flipped back and forth, the goniometer's rotating coil pointed to two different directions. It could
be shown that the angle 01 between these two directions followed tan(01/2)=[(aHzlt)l(Ha/at)] x
(an antenna-dependent constant). The third was direction finding with a pair of mutually
perpendicular horizontal rods. Since the antenna was a straight aerial rather than a closed loop,
the measurable was electric rather than magnetic field. The angle 02 between the measured
direction and the transmitter's true direction therefore followed tan02=Ev/Er.
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Eckersley argued that the evidence for the hypothesis that sky waves caused direction-finding
errors could be obtained by comparing the data from the three experiments. First, he showed that
tan(O1/2)/tanO=[(aH/at)/(aHx/at)]x(an antenna dependent constant). The factor (aH at)(aHjat)
was determined exclusively by the indirect wave since the direct wave did not have H, and Hz
components. In Eckersley's model in which an indirect wave was the sum of a sky wave and its
reflection from the ground, this factor was independent of the sky-wave intensity at the ground
level; it depended only on the ground's reflectivity determined by the ground conductivity and
dielectric constant at radio frequencies. This implied that the ratio tan(01/2)/tanO of the measured
data from the first and second experiments should be a constant if Eckersley's theory were right.
With a similar but more complicated analysis, he showed that the ratio tan(0 2)/tanO of the data
from the first and third experiments should also be a constant. In his wartime service at British
wireless intelligence, Eckersley performed the experiments in Cairo, Salonika, Damascus, and
Constantinople. His data did show a strong correlation between the direction errors tanO and
tan(01/2) and a reasonable correlation between the direction errors tanO and tan02.161
Eckersley's results did not offer a conclusive proof of the ionized layer's existence. The
approximate constancy of tan(0 1/2)/tanO and tanO2/tanO at best showed the empirical consistency
of a sky-wave model. Epistemically, it did not entail "direct" evidence because it could not offer
the knowledge critical to grappling with the reality of the ionized layer: His experimental data
could not be used to determine a sky wave's incident angle and intensity, the most important
information for estimating the height and reflectivity of the ionized layer.62 Without the empirical
information about its height and reflectivity, the existence of the hypothetical conducting upper
layer was still questionable.
161 Ibid, 236, 240.
162 It is not the case that a sky wave's incident angle and intensity were entirely absent in Eckersley's mathematical
structure. They buried under the mathematical formulae for tan(01/2)/tanO and tan02/tanO so that it would be
impossible to obtain their values without solving complicated equations parametrized by the ground conductivity
and dielectric constant. Determining these values was, if not totally implausible, not straightforward.
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Yet, Eckersley opened a new field of inquiry. His work inspired two lines of thinking-
technologically, it showed promise for improving the accuracy of direction finders by coping with
sky waves; scientifically, it exhibited the potential of polarization measurements in finding
experimental evidence for the upper ionized layer. The British National Physical Laboratory and
Radio Research Board pursued both lines.
National Physical Laboratory, Radio Research Board, and Reginald Leslie Smith-Rose
The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) was a product of British industrial standardization in
the nineteenth century. The expansion of British industry and manufacturing created a demand for
precise determination of physical units. After Germany established the Reichanstalt in 1883,
British scientists and engineers urged the government, which had held a laissez-faire industrial
policy, to build a national laboratory. NPL was enacted in 1900. It was initially a civilian
organization administered by the Royal Society, not a governmental institution; the government
supervised it by having the Board of Trade Secretary at its general board. Located in Teddington,
a London suburb, NRL started with an Engineering Department and a Physics Department. An
Electricity Department-for measuring electrical units, calibrating devices, standardizing
photometry, and radio research-was split from the Physics Department in World War I.163
NPL's development after the mid-1910s was shaped by the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research (DSIR), Britain's science and technology policy maker. After August 1914,
many were concerned with the war's possible impact on Britain's industry that had been inferior
in many aspects to Germany's. Industrialists and scientists advocated that the government should
play a more active role in applied and industrial research to maintain British industry. In 1915,
Lloyd George's Cabinet appointed a Committee of the Privy Council to establish a ministry for
scientific and industrial research. An Advisory Council of prestigious scientists and industrialists
was to offer suggestions and references for the Privy Council. DSIR was charted in 1916.164
163 Edward Pyatt, The National Physical Laboratory: A History, Bristol: Adam Hilger, 1983, 14-96.
164 Melville, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (1962), 23-28; Ian Varcoe, Organizing for Science
in Britain: A Case Study (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1974), 9-16; Ronald Edwards, Co-operative Industrial
Research: A Study of the Economic Aspects of the Research Associations Grant-Aided by the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research (London: Sir Issac Pitman & Sons, 1949), 32-40.
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DSIR aimed to encourage, sponsor, manage, and coordinate applied and industrial research. It
took the administrative responsibility for NPL from the Royal Society, offered research grants,
helped industrial sectors to form research associations, enacted its own research branches, and
distributed scientific information. The definition of applied research underlying DSIR's activities
shifted between two ends: Whereas liberalist civil servants and entrepreneurs preferred research
done at private associations, technocrats and scientists favored more investment on DSIR's own
laboratories. As the latter won out, DSIR research stations expanded. After the war, the British
government enlarged DSIR's responsibility from industrial to all applied research (including the
military). Four coordinating Research Boards-physics, chemistry, engineering, and radio-were
formed in 1920 and monitored by DSIR's Assistant Secretary Henry Tizard.' 6 5
The Radio Research Board was originated from a decision made by the Imperial
Communications Committee, a Cabinet committee to consider questions of policies regarding
overland telegraphy, wireless telegraphy, submarine cables, and visual signaling. In 1919, the
Committee's wireless sub-committee recommended that DSIR established a Research Board on
wireless telegraphy. This Board consisted of representatives from the existing branches
concerning wireless technology, including the Admiralty, War Office, Air Ministry, and General
Post Office.l66 The Board was formally commissioned in 1920, with a chairman (Henry Jackson),
representatives from the four establishments, and three civilian technical experts.'67
The Radio Research Board was to sponsor, coordinate, and discuss research into important
practical problems on radio. To the Board members from the armed forces and the Post Office
that had worked on long-range communications, the problems of high priority should be those
related to the characteristics of radio channels, not individual transmitting or receiving
technologies. The Board's interest in radio-channel characteristics was reflected in its first three
Subcommittees-directional wireless, atmospherics, and propagation of waves. The
165 Melville, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (1962), 15-34.
166 Conclusion of 10th meeting of Imperial Communications Committee, 28 October 1919, DSIR 11/19, Public
Record Office.
167 Minute, 1920, AVIA 8/14, Public Record Office.
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Subcommittee on the Propagation of Waves supported Edward Appleton's work at Cavendish
Laboratory on fading and signal intensity measurements. The Subcommittee on Atmospherics
sponsored Robert Watson-Watt at the Meteorology Office to conduct research on the radio
methods of locating thunderstorms and the nature of atmospheric noise. 168 The Subcommittee on
Directional Wireless supported the research on direction finding at the Wireless Division of NPL's
Electricity Department, which installed direction finders around the British Isles to measure
signals from high-power European stations.' 69 A young man Reginald Smith-Rose played an
important part in this project.
Born in London, Reginald Leslie Smith-Rose studied physics at Imperial College (University
of London) and obtained his A.B. (1914), Ph.D. (1923), and Sc.D. (1926). After working at the
Siemens Bros. Company of Woolwich at an assistant engineer for four years, he joined NRL's
Electricity Department in 1919 to conduct radio research.170 Smith-Rose's first project at NPL
was direction finding. The project began with installing experimental sets in a few places. Ten
observing stations, including one at NPL, were set up in 1921. These direction finders were to
detect high-power commercial spark stations (wavelengths 2000-9000 meters) in Europe. The
experimenters worked on a regular program in which a daily observation took three to four hours.
Measurements began from 1921 and continued until 1924.'71 Like the yearlong fading and
propagation measurements of the U.S. Bureau of Standards and NRL, this project had the goal of
accumulating a large amount of data.172
After the project, Smith-Rose became interested in Eckersley's pursuit of direct evidence for
the existence of sky waves from direction-finding experiments and from similar measurements of
polarization. His experience with NPL's direction-finding project provided him with the technical
skills to perform accurate polarization measurements. He was now ready to tackle the problem
168 Subcommittee B on Atmospherics (Radio Research Board), "Program and estimates for a general investigation
of atmospherics," Sub-Committee B Paper No. 9, R. R. Board Paper No. 18, DSIR 36/4478, Public Record Office.
169 Smith-Rose, A Study (1927), 3.
170 C. W. Oatley, "Smith-Rose, Reginald Leslie," Dictionary of National Biography: 1971-80, Lord Blake and C.
S. Nicholls (eds.), Oxford: Oxford University, 1986, 787-788.
171 Smith-Rose, A Study (1927), 3-4.
172 For a detailed discussion of the results from this experim ental project, see ibid, 1-36.
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Eckersley left. Smith-Rose and his assistant R. H. Barfield at NPL began their Radio-Research-
Board-sponsored experiments on sky waves in early 1924. As Eckersley's unsuccessful attempt
had shown, "direct" evidential quests were about choosing right quantities to measure. To prevent
Eckersley's pitfall, they wanted to be able to determine a sky wave's angle of incidence. Their
experimental design was hence different from Eckersley's: instead of a metamorphosis of the
Bellini-Tosi system, they used a rotating straight aerial and a rotating loop to measure
polarizations.
Smith-Rose and Barfield's experiments relied on a few assumptions: First, only indirect waves
are present in the receiving antenna when the transmitter-receiver separation is long, since direct
waves (Zenneck's surface waves) attenuate considerably at distances longer than several hundred
miles. Second, a downward sky wave propagates on the plane spanned by the vertical z direction
and the horizontal x direction connecting the transmitter and the receiver, and its propagating
direction with respect to the vertical z is 0; viz., sky waves do not have lateral deviation
(Eckersley had already given some empirical support for this assumption). Third, the receiving
antenna cannot separate the sky wave and its reflection from the ground; both are plane waves
whose polarizations are linear combinations of the transverse-electric and transverse-magnetic
components (Figure 9).
Under these assumptions, a sky wave's incident angle 0 can be determined by measuring two
polarimetric quantities: tan3EJEz and tan8-Hz/(H2+H 2 )' 2 (E,, Ey, Ez and H, Hy, Hz are the
overall electric and magnetic fields along x, y, z directions, respectively); tank measures the tilt of
the electric field from the vertical axis, tan8 measures the deviation of the magnetic field from the
horizontal plane. Experimentally, tan is measured by rotating a vertical rod antenna around the
y-axis until the received signal strength is minimum; the angle between the rod and the z-axis is
90°-3. The angle tan6 is measured by (i) rotating a vertical loop antenna around the z-axis until
the received signal strength is maximum, at which the loop's normal direction is y' and the
horizontal direction perpendicular to both z and y' is x'; (ii) rotating the loop around the x'-axis
until the received signal strength is minimum. At the position, the angle between the loop's normal
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Figure 9 Configuration of Smith-Rose and Barfield's polarimetric experiments.
Theoretically, the angles and 6 are determined by the ground earth at the receiver's location.
It can be shown from optics of plane-wave reflection that a transverse-magnetic incident sky wave
(along with its reflection from the ground) yields 8=0 and tan[=(o/2ca)l 2/sin ( is the ground
conductivity). Similarly, a transverse-electric sky wave (along with its reflection from the ground)
yields 3=0 and tan6(w/2a)" 2sin0. For any mixed polarization, the transverse-magnetic
component does not contribute to the value of 6 and the transverse-electric component does not
contribute to the value of . So a sky wave's incident angle 0 can be determined from the
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measured and the relation tan3(o/2a)'" 2/sinO, or the measured 8 and the relation
tan6-(o/2a) 112sin0.'73
One question remained to Smith-Rose and Barfield: To deduce the value of 0 from the above
argument required the value of o/to. They designed an experiment based on Zenneck's surface-
wave theory to measure it near the receiver's location. From the theory, a finite ground
conductivity tilted a surface wave's electric field from the vertical direction, and the tilting angle
10 obeyed tanPo_(w/2a) 112. The angle 0 could be measured by the same method as the one used
in measuring . The only difference was that in the -measurements the transmitting station was
hundreds of miles away from the receiver, while in the Po-measurements the transmitting station
was only a few miles away.
Smith-Rose and Barfield conducted the experiment in 1924. They measured the soil
conductivities (o) in Teddington and Slough, and measured 13 and 8 for waves transmitted from
stations in Nantes, Paris, K6nigswusterhausen, Nauen, Leafield, Tours, Ongar, and Teddington,
10 to 600 miles away from the receiving sites. The measured results, however, were
unsatisfactory because of a serious practical deficiency in the experimental design. At the
frequency band of this experiment (44-670 kHz), the soil conductivity was quite high (7x10 7
electrostatic units). Such a high conductivity made the values of (oE/2a)1 2 and hence 0o extremely
small-the measured values of Po were all within 2°. Since 1o was extremely small, 1 and 6 were
extremely small as well-the measured values of 1 did not exceed 3 ° and the measured values of
8 were all within 1. The quantity to be determined, sinO, which equaled either tando/tan or
tan8/tanf0o, was therefore a small number divided by another small number. Consequently, the data
errors of sinO were very large. This was exactly what Smith-Rose and Barfield observed in their
1924 experiment. The measured values of tanlo, tan13, and tanS were so small that no definite
conclusion could be made concerning the values of 0.174 Smith-Rose and Barfield did not make
173 Reginald L. Smith-Rose and R. H. Barfield, "On the determination of the direction of the forces in wireless
waves at the earth's surface," Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 107 (1925), 592.
'74 Ibid, 597-599.
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any mistake in their theoretical argument foregrounding their experimental design. But the
quantities they chose to measure were pragmatically hard to retrieve with adequate precision.
Knowing the limitation of their experimental design, they proposed three possible ways to
improve it-to improve the accuracy of the measuring devices or to select other measuring
quantities, to carry out the experiment at shorter waves (tan3Po=(wm/2cT)12 increases with
frequency to), and to find a different site with smaller ground conductivity than Slough or
Teddington. But before they succeeded in improving the polarization experiments, Edward
Appleton had already obtained evidence for sky waves' existence from another approach.
Edward Victor Appleton and the Evidence for the Existence of Sky Waves
A native of Yorkshire, England, Edward Victor Appleton went to St. John's College of
Cambridge to study for the Natural Sciences Tripos. He gained First Classes in Part I of the
Tripos in 1913 and Part II (Physics) in 1914, and began to work for crystallographer W. L. Bragg
at Cavendish Laboratory on the structures of metallic crystals. World War I interrupted
Appleton's studentship. He left Cambridge in 1915 to join the Royal Engineers, where he was
assigned to specialize in "signal duties," especially wireless communications. From his military
experience, he became familiar with electronic tubes and recognized the importance of wave
propagation in controlling communication qualities. Both aspects shaped his future research. 175
Appleton returned to Cavendish after the war. At the time, most researchers in the laboratory
pursued microscopic physics (molecular structures and sub-atomic particles), topics highlighted
by its last and current directors J. J. Thomson and Ernest Rutherford. But Appleton wanted to
study radio physics. 176 A problem that interested him was the nonlinear characteristics of
electronic tubes. Appleton brought from the British Army several thermoionic tubes. He noted
175 John A. Ratcliffe, "Edward Victor Appleton," Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the Royal Society, 12
(1966), 1-3. He later recalled that "during my R.E. career, I was able to put a few problems 'on the shelf in my
mind, to be attacked when the war was over. Two of these occupied my interest when I got back to Cambridge, the
theory of the thermoionic valve and the theory of long-distance radio propagation." [Notes prepared for an
autobiographical interview which never took place; cited in ibid, 3].
176 Although Rutherford wanted Appleton to do research on nuclear physics, he still said "go ahead, I will back
you" after Appleton decided to explore radio science [Edward V. Appleton, Science and the Nation: The B.B.C.
Reith Lectures for 1956 (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1957), 39].
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that these tubes' voltage-current relationship was complex, and worked with van der Pol on the
electrical properties of tube oscillators.177 Another problem that attracted him was the nature of
atmospheric noise. Influenced by C. T. R. Wilson, who had been conducting cloud-chamber
experiments to mimic thunderstorms at Cavendish, 78Appleton attempted to connect atmospherics
with thunderstorms and other electrically excited weather processes. 17 9
In the early 1920s, Appleton extended his research from atmospherics to fading. At the time,
American radio amateurs and the U.S. Bureau of Standards had performed large-scale fading
experiments. Envisioning that fading would be a serious problem to the emerging short-wave
communication, the Radio Research Board sponsored Appleton to conduct Britain's own fading
research. Two Cambridge students assisted Appleton: Miles Barnett from New Zealand and John
Ratcliffe who had studied physics, chemistry, and geology with C. T. R. Wilson and Larmor. 8 0 In
1923, Appleton and his assistants made regular measurements at Cavendish's receiving station to
monitor the diurnal variations of radio signals from the British Broadcasting Company's (BBC's)
transmitting stations in London and Bournemouth. They found that the daytime signal intensity
remained constant while the nighttime signal intensity had significant variations. For a near
transmitting station (London), daytime signals were reasonably strong and nighttime signals had
about the same mean values but with more or less periodic variations. For a distant transmitting
station (Bournemouth), daytime signals were weak and nighttime signals had much higher mean
values but with much larger, much less periodic, and less rapid variations. 181
To explain the observed variations, Appleton and Barnett hypothesized that fading is a result
of interference between direct ground waves and indirect sky waves. Ground waves propagate
177 Ratcliffe, "Appleton" (1966), 9. Appleton and van der Pol were lifelong friends. They exchanged
correspondence after the latter went back to Holland to discuss nonlinear electronic circuits and other research
topics. See F. L. H. M. Stumpers, "Some notes on the correspondence between Edward Appleton and Balth. van
der Pol," Philips Research Reports, 30 (1975), 344-356.
178 Galison and Assmus, "Artificial clouds" (1989), 250-274.
179 Ratcliffe, "Appleton" (1966), 9-I0.
180 Kenneth George Budden, "John Ashworth Ratcliffe," Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the Royal Society, 34
(1988), 671-673.
181 Edward V. Appleton and M. A. F. Barnett, "Local reflection of wireless waves from the upper atmosphere,"
Nature (7 March 1925), 333. Different from American amateurs' fading tests that recorded the results with
Eccles's audibility scales, Appleton's experiments used galvanometers to measure signal intensity.
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along the earth's surface while sky waves are deflected from the ionized layer. Stronger solar rays
at daytime make the ionized layer thicker and closer to the ground, so sky waves are deflected at
lower heights. The higher molecular density at lower heights causes the deflected waves more
frictional loss due to more frequent collisions between ions and molecules. Thus sky waves are
weak, and received signals are mostly from invariable ground waves. In contrast, sky waves are
strong at nighttime. Received signals are the superposition of both sky and ground waves at short
transmitter-receiver distances, and they are predominantly sky waves at long distances. Since a
sky wave's phase, amplitude, and polarization changes continually due to the variations of the
atmospheric condition, a nighttime signal fluctuates considerably. At a long transmitter-receiver
distance, the mean value of a nighttime signal is much stronger than that of a daytime signal since
sky waves (unlike ground waves) do not attenuate quickly over distance. Appleton and Barnett
accounted for the existence of sky waves with the ionic refraction theories in which fluctuations of
the ionized layer's height and ion density and fluctuations of the geomagnetic field caused
variations of a sky wave's phase, amplitude, and polarization. 18 2
Neither Appleton and Barnett's experimental results nor their hypothesis was new. The
novelty was a method they proposed to find direct evidence for the sky-wave hypothesis. Since
fading was supposed to be caused by the change of sky waves with respect to ground waves, a
logical way to verify this supposition was to produce artificial fading in a predictable manner.
Appleton and Barnett came up with the following idea (Figure 10). The received signal intensity
at a point on the earth is the superposition of a ground wave and a sky wave. These waves have
the same frequency yet different phases, for their path lengths are different. If the sky ray path is
a, the ground ray path is a', and the radio wavelength is X, then the phase difference between the
sky and ground wave is 27(a-a')/X. From the fundamental properties of waves, the superposition
of the two waves has the maximum amplitude as (a-a')/X is an integer, and it has the minimum
amplitude as (a-a')/l is an integer plus a half. By changing continuously the radio wavelength
from X to X', the two waves' phase difference would change continuously as well, and the
182 Appleton, "Geophysical influences" (1924-25), 17D-21D.
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amplitude of the superposed wave would change accordingly from maximum to minimum to
maximum and so on. The number Nm of the observed signal maxima is
1 1 A-Al 6a
Nm = (a - a')(-- ) - (a - a')= (a - a') (5)
The approximation holds since the wavelength change 8X is much smaller than the wavelength
proper X or X'. Within the short period of wavelength change, the ionized layer's height (and
hence the path-length difference) is invariant. So equation (5) implies that the number of observed
signal maxima Nm is proportional to the wavelength change oX if the received wave is indeed the
superposition of two waves with different path lengths.
Tx a'/2 a'/2 Rx
Figure 10 Appleton and Barnett's geometric model for sky waves.
Appleton and Barnett entertained the idea of frequency-alteration in late 1924, after the
former left Cambridge for a professorship at King's College (University of London). At the end of
the year, BBC offered them permission to conduct the experiment at its sending station in
Bournemouth on 11 December and 17 February (1925) after the broadcasting hours. The
optimum transmitter-receiver distance for this experiment was 160 kilometers (100 miles), where
sky waves and ground waves had approximately the same intensity to create the most
conspicuous interfering effects. Cavendish Laboratory was not located at this distance from the
Bournemouth station. So they moved the receiving station to Oxford University's Electrical
Laboratory (140 kilometers from Bournemouth).
The primary technical issue of this experiment was that the transmitter had to be able to send
signals with a continuous and uniform wavelength change of 5 -10 meters while keeping a constant
antenna current. A. G. D. West of BBC helped obtain such equipment. Also, the receiver should
retain a flat tuning within this wavelength interval in order not to modulate the measured intensity.
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Appleton and Barnett used a four-stage high-frequency amplifier with tuned anode coupling and
an Einthoven galvanometer they had used in the Cambridge-London fading experiments.'8 3 The
period of frequency-alteration was 10-30 seconds, determined by the concern that the wavelength
should be altered slowly enough so that the fringes would not be smoothed out by the time
constant of the receiver's valve amplifier.' 84 This receiving circuit had a quadratic relationship
between the galvanometer current i and the received electromotive force v, represented by
i=av+bv2. When the received wave was a superposition of two waves with different phases
(v=K[Esin(ot)+esin(ot +))]), the time-averaged current read in the galvanometer would be the
time average of b[Esin(ot)+esin(ot+4)] 2, which was (bK2/2)[E2+e2+2eEcosf]. A wavelength
change that altered the phase difference { would modulate the galvanometer reading.
Appleton and Barnett's experiment in 1924-1925 yielded encouraging results. The measured
number of fringes Nm was proportional to the wavelength change 6X. The average number of
fringes was 4.5 for wavelengths between 385 and 392 meters (Nm/6=0.64) and 7.0 for
wavelengths between 385 and 395 meters (Nm/6X=0.64 as well). Their two-wave hypothesis was
highly consistent with the experimental data. Moreover, they used the measured N, to evaluate
the height h of the reflective layer by equation (5) and the geometry h=(a' 2-a2) /2 (Figure 10). In
February 1925, they reported to Nature their results and an estimate of 85 kilometers for h.18 5
Months later, they slightly revised the estimate between 80 and 90 km. 186
Appleton and Barnett's frequency-altering tests on 11 December 1924 and 17 February 1925
were later thought to be the crucial experiment toward the discovery of the ionosphere.'8 7 Given
that experiments on fading, propagating ranges, skip distances, and direction finding had been
ongoing, overemphasize the criticality of the 1924-25 frequency-altering experiments is
183 Edward V. Appleton and M. A. F. Barnett, "On some direct evidence for downward atmospheric reflection of
electric rays," Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 109 (1925), 627-628.
184 John A. Ratcliffe, "Some memories of Sir Edward Appleton: The earliest ionosphere experiments," R.S.R.S.
Newsletter, 49 (May 1965), Box "Radio Research Board Committees, 1920-40s," Historical Records, Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory (Space Science Department), Didcot, United Kingdom.
185 Appleton and Barnett, "Local reflection" (1925), 333-334.
186 Appleton and Barnett, "Direct evidence" (1925), 629.
187 Ratcliffe, "Appleton" (1966), 10.
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problematic. But their tests were indeed distinct in two senses-crucial information about the
ionized layer (its height) was obtained directly from the measured data (like Smith-Rose and
Barfield's experiments); the evidence for the existence of sky waves was established through
actively manipulating, not passively observing the propagating conditions (unlike Smith-Rose and
Barfield). Active manipulation of artificial fading characterized their experimental work and made
their evidence more direct support (to their contemporaries) for the ionized layer's reality.
Nevertheless, Appleton and Barnett's work had a problem-the empirical evidence only
showed that the received signals consisted of two waves with a phase difference; it did not show
that one of the two waves propagated downward from the upper sky. They could have been two
ground waves traversing different horizontal paths! To determine the wave-propagating directions
needed measurements of polarization.
After February 1924, Appleton and Barnett were busy in producing more data from the
frequency-change method and in finding a polarization-measurement scheme free from Smith-
Rose and Barfield's problem with the ground conductivity. They found that the problem could be
solved by comparing the signals received from a vertical rod antenna and a vertical loop parallel to
the plane of propagation (Figure 11). Suppose that a ground wave and a sky wave propagate
between the transmitter and the receiver, the ground is nearly perfectly conductive, and the sky
wave disappears at day. The vertical rod receives the ground wave's vertical electric field
Eosin(ot) at day. At night, it receives the vertical electric field of the ground wave, the sky wave's
transverse-magnetic component, and its reflection from the ground, Eosin(ot) +2Ejsin0sin(t+O).
The indirect-wave component causes fluctuations. So the nighttime galvanometer current reading
deviates from the daytime current reading, and the time average of such a deviation is
proportional to EoElsin0cos4. Similarly, the vertical loop receives the ground wave's vertical
magnetic field Hosin(wt) at day. At night, it receives the vertical magnetic field of the ground
wave, the sky wave's transverse-magnetic component, and its reflection from the ground,
Hosin(ut)+2H 1sin(t+). The time average of its nighttime current reading's deviation from its
daytime reading is proportional to HoHicos4. Therefore, the ratio of the loop's average nighttime
current deviation from its daytime value to the rod's average nighttime current deviation from its
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daytime value is K=(HoHlcos)/(EoElsinOcosO)=csc(HoH 1/EoE 1)=cscO (when electric field is
measured in electrostatic unit and magnetic field in electromagnetic unit so that Eo=Ho and
EI=H1). This relation implies that nighttime fading due to sky waves causes a larger signal-
intensity variation in the vertical loop than in the vertical rod, since csc0>l for all values of 0. In
other words, it is almost certain that the source of fluctuations is from the sky if the measured
ratio K is larger than 1. By working exclusively on the transverse magnetic waves, Appleton and
Barnett found a method of polarization measurement to prevent Smith-Rose and Barfield's
problem: The large ground conductivity was no longer a practical problem in the rod-loop
scheme. Moreover, the measures of the ratio K could directly determine a sky wave's incident
angle 0, which could also be used to estimate the height of the ionized layer.
Tx - A
Figure 11 Configuration of Appleton and Barnett's polarimetric experiments.
Appleton and Barnett implemented this idea and measured signals from BBC's London station
at Cavendish. Most times the measured ratio K of the loop variation to the rod variation was
larger than 1; the most frequently occurring ratio was 2.85, corresponding to 0=21°. Then they
extended the measurements to signals from a more remote station in Birmingham (140 kilometers
from Cambridge). K was still larger than 1, and the angle 0 determined from the measured K was
420, consistent with the fact that the sky wave's incident angle increased with the separation
between the transmitter and the receiver. 188
188 For Appleton and Barnett's loop-aerial scheme and the experimental results, see Appleton and Barnett, "Direct
evidence" (1925), 630-634.
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Smith-Rose and Barfield's Direction Finding
Appleton and Barnett were not the only ones to obtain direct evidence for sky waves. Smith-
Rose and Barfield m ade progress in 1925, too. Their preoccupation after the unsuccessful attempt
in 1924 was to solve the problem of small (o0/Ga)"2 (due to the large ground conductivity) in
polarization measurements. To do so, they increased the frequencies. They installed a short-wave
(300-500 meters) transmitting station in Bournemouth and accordingly upgraded the receiving set
at the Radio Research Board's Slough Station, where they had been conducting direction-finding
experiments. At the higher frequencies, (Oe0c/) 1 12 increased 2-6 times, reducing the requirement
for receiving sensitivity. 189
Yet, more fundamental changes needed to be made to get results with higher precision. Smith-
Rose and Barfield aimed to demonstrate that sky waves dominate long-range signals and to
determine the waves' incident angles from polarization measurements. They relied on three
fundamental polarimetric relations to achieve the aim. They had found in 1924 that
tan(w/2) 1 2 /sinO and tan(oE/2)l 2sin0. (Tan3=E/JEz is measured by a rotating rod and
tanS=Hz/(Hx2+ Hy2)1 12 is measured by a rotating loop.) In addition, they also found that the ratio of
the signal in a vertical loop on the plane of propagation to the signal in a vertical rod is
R=H/E,=l/sin0.' 9 0 All the three formulae presupposed the absence of ground waves, which was
true for their 1924 experiment between long-wave transmitters in Continental Europe and Slough
but untrue for their new experiment between the short-wave sender in Bournemouth and Slough
(Bournemouth and Slough are too close to each other). Thus they revised these formulae by
incorporating the ground-wave components. The revised formulae, along with a few facts about
ground waves deduced from Zenneck's surface-wave theory, formed a set of mathematical
relations that could be used to determine a sky wave's incident angle 0 from any one of the three
groups of measurable quantities: (i) (wo/) 2, tan3, E, and EzgU9d; (ii) (dO/a)1 2 and tan6; (iii) R,
E, and E gmd. E is the vertical component of the total electric field that is measured by a vertical
189 Reginald L. Smith-Rose and R. H. Barfield, "An investigation of wireless waves arising from the upper
atmosphere," Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 110 (1926), 581.
'90 Ibid, 590.
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rod at nighttime, and Ezgr °und is the vertical component of the ground wave's electric field that can
be estimated from the same measurement at daytime.'9l
Smith-Rose and Barfield's theory suggested three ways to measure a sky wave's incident
angle. The first used a direction-measuring instrument with a rotating rod and an intensity-
measuring instrument with a vertical rod. The second used a direction-measuring instrument with
a rotating rod and a direction-measuring instrument with a rotating loop. The third used a
direction-measuring instrument with a vertical loop, a vertical rod, and an intensity-measuring
instrument with a vertical rod. They conducted measurements with the three methods between
Slough and Bournemouth from May to July 1925, plotted the measured waveforms of tano3, tanS,
and R, and used sampled values of these waveforms to evaluate the corresponding 0. The results,
though fluctuating, clearly showed that most 0 values were between 130 and 34°, meaning that
nighttime waves were indeed from elevated incidence angles. This formed another piece of
empirical evidence for sky waves' existence. Smith-Rose and Barfield used the smallest angle 0
=130 from the measurements to estimate the maximum height of the reflecting layer in the sky
between Slough and Bournemouth. The value was about 88 kilometers, consistent with Appleton
and Barnett's estimate. More tests were done between July and December in Birmingham,
Newcastle, and London.19 2 They reported the findings in December 1925.
Seeking evidence for sky waves was closely related to a practical goal of improving direction-
finding technology, which concerned the National Physical Laboratory's and the Radio Research
Board's agenda on applied research. Pressed by these organizations, Smith-Rose and Barfield
quickly found their scientific studies useful to direction-finding engineering. Their results indicated
that any direction finder made of rotating loops to detect the polarizations of incoming waves was
error because of sky waves with elevated incident directions. But a sky wave rarely deviated
191 Whether E, and Ez°Ound were in phase with each other affected the estimate's accuracy. In general, they were
not, and an accurate evaluation of their phase difference was impossible. But it was possible to estimate the
maximum and minimum of 0 without knowing the phase. From the estimates of O's maximum and minimum,
Smith-Rose and Barfield found that the errors for 0 due to this phase effect were not significant (ibid, 609).
192 Reginald L. Smith-Rose and R. H. Barfield, "Further measurements on wireless waves received from the upper
atmosphere," Radio Research Board, Propagation of Waves Committee, S.C.A. Paper 129, Box "Radio Research
Committees, 1920-40s," Historical Records, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory.
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laterally from the direct ground wave's plane of propagation; viz., the horizontal component of a
sky wave's propagating direction aligned with the ground wave's propagating direction. In
addition, a wave's phase was determined exclusively by its propagating direction, not its
polarization. So if one could design a direction finder that detected the horizontal components of
incoming waves' phases, then the errors caused by sky waves' polarizations would be eliminated.
A phase-detecting direction had been patented by Briton F. Adcock in 1919.193 The Adcock
system has two mutually orthogonal pairs of identical vertical straight rod antennas connecting to
a goniometer and to the ground (Figure 12). In each pair, the spatial separation between the two
rods creates a phase difference between the wave-induced signals on the rods. When a rod's
dimension is much smaller than the wavelength, the difference of the electromotive forces induced
on the rods of a pair approximates the phase difference, which is proportional to sinOcosW (where
v is the angle between the horizontal component of the wave's propagating direction and the
horizontal line connecting the two rods). Similarly, the electromotive-force difference on the rods
of the other pair (orthogonal to the original pair) is proportional to sin0sin. Consequently, the
goniometer driven by these two electromotive-force differences points to the direction determined
exclusively by W, not the angle of elevation 0. Since Wv represents the horizontal component of the
wave-propagating direction that is identical for both direct and indirect waves, it measures the
true directions of transmitting stations. 19 4
Nevertheless, the Adcock system did not perform as perfectly as the theory predicted; it failed
to replace the loop-type direction finders in the early 1920s. The major problem was that the
Adcock system was highly sensitive to the symmetric condition between the two antenna pairs. A
slight difference of electrical properties between the two pairs due to the stray capacitance
between the baselines and the ground earth drove the system considerably away from balance and
caused serious errors. Smith-Rose and Barfield sought a solution to this technical problem. To
193 F. Adcock, "Improvement in means for determining the direction of a distant source of electromagnetic
radiation," British Patent 130490/1919, Box "Radio Research Committees, 1920-40s," Historical Records,
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory.
194 Reginald L. Smith-Rose and R. H. Barfield, "The cause and elimination of night errors in radio direction-
finding," Journal of Institution of Electrical Engineers, 64 (1926), 833.
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maintain the system's electrical symmetry, they lifted the goniometer above the ground so that
each vertical rod was more like a complete Hertzian dipole with two branches. In the new design,
signals were taken in a more symmetric manner from the midpoints than from the endpoints of the
rods. Also, the effect of stray capacitance was much reduced since the horizontal part was now
well above the ground.' 95
Figure 12 The Adock system.
In late 1925, Smith-Rose and Barfield conducted tests for the revised Adcock system in
Slough. The results were exceptionally good. For signals transmitted from Cardiff (wavelength
353 meters), London (365 meters), Bournemouth (386 meters), Newcastle (404 meters), and
Birmingham (475 meters), the revised Adcock system had much better performance than the
single-coil system (Figure 13). The new design controlled the direction errors within 1. This was
barely imaginable when Eckersley studied direction finders in World War I. Smith-Rose and
Barfield's studies of sky waves thus led to a breakthrough of direction-finding technology. From a
different angle, their success with the revised Adcock system also proved that the major source of
errors in the loop-type direction finders was changes of polarizations due to sky waves' elevated
187
195 Ibid, 383-384
incident angles. When a phase instead of a polarimetric detector was used, such errors could be
eliminated. This provided additional evidence for the existence of sky waves.
Figure 13 Direction-finding errors of the revised Adock vs. the single-coil system; bearing on
Bournemouth, 10 December 1925 (wavelength 386 meters) [Smith-Rose and Barfield, '"Direction
Finding" (1926), Figure 7].
Appleton's Program on Ionospheric Sounding
The discovery of the ionosphere opened a window for Appleton to a new research program.
As soon as the frequency-altering and polarization-measuring methods successfully generated the
evidence for the existence of sky waves, they became tools for further probing the nature of the
still unknown ionosphere and its effects on radio-wave propagation. Appleton understood the
scientific potential of the new experimental studies of the ionosphere with radio "sounding"-
sending radio waves to the upper sky to observe the patterns of their returns-and became fully
devoted to these studies.19 6
196 John Ratcliffe mentioned that Appleton's lists of projected research papers before 1925 belonged to one of the
three catagories: nonlinear tube electronics, atmospheric, and radio-wave propagation. After 1925, his lists were






Two immediate topics concerned Appleton: the diurnal variations of the ionosphere's height
and the mechanism of fading. He persuaded the Radio Research Board to establish a new
receiving station in Dogsthorpe, Petersboroug, to investigate these issues. The transmitters for the
new experiments were NPL's Teddington station (124 kilometers from Petersborough) and
BBC's Bournemouth station (236 kilometers from Petersborough), both at wavelength 360-400
meters. The Teddington and Bournemouth stations were equipped with transmitters with
continuously changing frequencies to produce artificial fading, and the Dogsthorpe station had a
tuned antenna and amplifiers with flat frequency responses. For the transmitters, the durations of
the continuous frequency variations became shorter to make sure the observed results were not
due to natural fading that had periods of several seconds. For the receiver, rapidly varying
waveforms were recorded in oscillographs and photographed.
Appleton and Barnett performed the measurements in 1926. Tests were done each night
throughout the second half of the dark hours-the first half was too cluttered with broadcasting
signals. Each test lasted 15 seconds and consisted of three parts: a uniform change (increase or
decrease) of wavelength for 5 seconds, a steady (highest or lowest) wavelength for 5 seconds, and
a uniform change (decrease or increase) of wavelength for 5 seconds. Altogether about 400
records were obtained. 197
The experimental results in 1926 confirmed Appleton and Barnett's earlier physical model.
Figure 14 illustrates the data taken on the same night for signals transmitted from Bournemouth
(farther from Peterborough) and Teddington (closer to Peterborough). With fixed height of the
ionosphere, the path difference between the sky and the ground wave at a shorter distance is
longer (c.f. Figure 10). That the fringes in the Bournemouth plate were fewer than those in the
Teddington plate was consistent with Appleton and Barnett's model predicting more fringes for a
longer path difference. Also, Figure 14 shows the signals from Bournemouth for a wavelength
change of 5 meters and 10 meters. The number of fringes (4 in plate I and 8 in plate 2) was
197 Edward V. Appleton and M. A. F. Barnett, "On wireless interference phenomenon between ground waves and
waves deviated by the upper atmosphere," Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 113 (1926-27), 450-458.
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proportional to the wavelength change (5 meters in plate 1 and 10 meters in plate 2), consistent
with the prediction of equation (5) that Nm is proportional to 8X.
T
Figure 14 Frequency-changing data [Appleton and Barnett, "On wireless" (1926-1927)]. The
horizontal axis denotes time and the vertical axis represents signal strength.
Appleton and Barnett also used the new experiments to study the variations of the
ionosphere's height. From equation (5), the differential change of fringe number over the
differential change of wavelength, 68Nm/6, is proportional to the path difference D between the
sky wave and the ground wave. Since the path difference D=(4h2 +d2)l 2-d increases with the
ionosphere's height h for a given transmitter-receiver distance d, the measure of fringe number's
sensitivity with wavelength change (N/6X) at different times of a night indicates the diurnal
variation of the ionosphere's height. Figure 15 illustrates a sample of measured N,6/ at
different times of a night (signals from Teddington, 11 June 1926). The results showed that the
ionosphere's height steadily increased after midnight but dropped considerably within a rather
short period around sunrise. This was consistent with the solar model of the ionosphere: the
degree of ionization steadily diminished after midnight due to the lack of sunlight but enhanced
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Figure 15 Measured 8N,/8A) vs. time [Appleton and Barnett, "On wireless" (1926-1927)].
In the meantime, Appleton continued throughout 1926 his and Ratcliffe's earlier polarization
measuring experiments investigating the characteristics of interferences between ground and sky
waves that caused natural fading. They moved from Cambridge to the better equipped
Dogsthorpe station to receive signals from BBC's London station and NPL's Teddington station.
They improved the experimental method by combining the rod-loop set with continuous
frequency change: The waves sent from the vertical rod and the vertical loop were now
modulated with a continuous frequency change to create regular and periodic maxima and minima
at the receiving signals. The artificial maxima and minima of the rod and loop signals could be
used to estimate the sky wave's incident angle. The estimated heights of the ionosphere from the
frequency-changing method, the polarization measurements of natural fading, and the new method
combining both were all between 80 and 100 kilometers. This consistency again confirmed the
reality of the ionosphere.1 99
With the vertical rod, the vertical loop, the continuous frequency change, and the adjustable
antenna coupling, Appleton and Ratcliffe looked further into the nature of the interference
199 Edward V. Appleton and John A. Ratcliffe, "On the nature of wireless signal variation-I," Proceedings of the








mechanism that caused fading. There had been a consensus by 1926 that fading was a
superposition of invariant ground waves and variant sky waves. But which parts of the sky-wave
variations were more important: angle of incidence, amplitude, phase (the height of the ionized
layer), or polarization? Appleton and Ratcliffe developed a series of arguments to infer the most
likely cause(s) by identifying the covariance of intensity waveforms at different antennas. They
concluded that sky waves' intensity variations were the most frequent source of fading, and their
phase variations also played an important part.20
Between 1923 and 1927, Appleton, Smith-Rose, and their British colleagues turned the
evidential search for sky waves into a program to study the nature of the ionosphere and its
interactions with propagating radio waves. Polarization measurements and frequency modulation
of continuous transmitting waves, originally used to retrieve direct empirical support for the
hypothetical ionosphere's reality, were now experimental tools to explore the unknown
characteristics of the "real" ionosphere. Radio sounding became the most important way to study
the upper atmosphere, and would continue to be throughout the mid-twentieth century. 20 1
Nevertheless, the most popular method of radio sounding after Appleton and Smith-Rose's
experiments was neither frequency modulation nor polarization measurement; it was a method
consisting of sending radio pulses and detecting their "echoes" from the ionosphere. The echo-
pulse method, soon dominating the upcoming radar technology in the 1930s, was developed by
Americans Gregory Breit and Merle Tuve at the Carnegie Institution's Department of Terrestrial
Magnetism in an attempt parallel to the Britons' to seek direct evidence for the existence of the
ionosphere.
5. SEEKING EVIDENCE IN AMERICA FOR THE IONOSPHERE
An active community of American researchers in the greater Washington (D.C.) area was
formed in the 1920s to study the characteristics of short radio-wave propagation. This
"Washington network" included the Naval Research Laboratory, the National Bureau of
200 Edward V. Appleton and John A. Ratcliffe, "On the nature of wireless signal variation-II," Proceedings of the
Royal Society of London, 115 (1927), 305-317.
201 In the late 1920s, Appleton et al. used these same methods to find that the ionosphere has more than one layer.
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Standards, and the Carnegie Institution.2° 2 Whereas the Bureau of Standards and the Naval
Research Laboratory conducted radio research for improving wireless technology, the Carnegie
Institution came to radio-wave propagation via scholarly interests in atmospheric electricity and
geomagnetism. Two young physicists-Gregory Breit and Merle Tuve-built a connection
between the two areas by developing a radio pulse-echo method to experiment on the ionosphere.
Carnegie Institution of Washington, Gregory Breit, Merle Anthony Tuve
The Carnegie Institution of Washington exemplified the roles of philanthropic foundations in
American scientific research before World War II. American steel baron Andrew Carnegie
donated ten millions dollars to establish a research organization in the Capitol in 1901. Known as
the Carnegie Institution of Washington (CIW), the organization's research direction mixed
American pragmatism favoring experiments over theories with learned societies' natural-history
tradition emphasizing field observations. CIW had active programs of planetary science from its
beginning. In 1903, it established a Department of Terrestrial Magnetism (DTM). 20 3
To the department's first director Louis Bauer, the most critical issue in terrestrial magnetism
was the lack of global data. Bauer directed DTM's focus to global magnetic surveys. He
organized numerous expeditions to measure the variations of the geomagnetic field in various
geographical regions, and lobbied for building CIW's famous whole-wooden sailing vessel-the
Carnegie-for magnetic measurements.204 World War I ended the international collaboration that
made global magnetic surveys possible. After 1920, the new CIW President John Merriam
thought that DTM should no longer devote itself to worldwide geomagnetic surveys; it should
stress theoretical analysis, cooperation with other CIW departments to study the earth's crust and
202 For the Washington network, see Hevly, "Washington network" (1994), 143-148.
203 For the early history of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, see Nathan Reingold, "National science policy
in a private foundation: the Carnegie Institution of Washington," in Alexandra Oleson and John Voss (eds.), The
Organization of Knowledge in Modem America, 1860-1920 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1979),
313-341; Ellis L. Yochelson, "Andrew Carnegie and Charles Doolittle Walcott: the origin and early years of the
Carnegie Institution of Washington," in Good, Geophysics (1994), 1-19; John W. Servos, "To explore the
borderland: the foundation of the Geophysical Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington," Historical
Studies in the Physical Sciences, 14:1 (1983), 147-185; H. S. Yoder, Jr., "Development and promotion of the
initial program for the Geophysical Laboratory," in Good, Geophysics (1994), 21-28.
204 Gregory Good, "Vision of a global physics: the Carnegie Institution and the first world magnetic survey," in
Good, Geophysics (1994), 29-36.
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atmosphere, and laboratory or intervening experiments. Bauer's influence was diminished. DTM's
assistant director John Adam Fleming was entrusted with more responsibility. 205
DTM began to pay more attention to radio in such a context. Merriam and Fleming believed
that DTM should study not geomagnetism but atmospheric electricity that required the use of
radio. To promote the research on atmospheric electricity, they employed young physicists with
background in radio science and technology: Enter Gregory Breit and Merle Tuve.
Born in Nikolayev, Russia, Gregory Breit immigrated to Baltimore, United States, in 1915.
He obtained his A.B. (1918), A.M. (1920), and Ph.D. (1921) in physics, all from Johns Hopkins
University, He was trained as a radio scientist at Johns Hopkins with a master's thesis on
transmission of electromagnetic waves in wireless telegraphy, and his doctoral dissertation on
distributive capacity of inductive coils. While in Baltimore, he was in touch with the "Washington
network" of atmospheric research. Edward Oberlin Hulburt supervised his master's thesis.20 6
Through his Ph.D. thesis adviser Joseph Sweetman Ames, the head of Johns Hopkins Physics
Department, he worked at the Bureau of Standards as a graduate student. After graduation, he
taught at the University of Minnesota before becoming DTM's mathematical physicist in 1924.207
Breit's task at DTM was research into the electrical properties of the upper atmosphere. He
had several ideas in mind, including designs of field experiments, reproduction and investigation
of the atmospheric ionization in laboratory, and theories of radio-wave propagation. DTM's staff
could assist none of these. So he sought an outside collaborating experimenter, his former
Minnesota student Merle Anthony Tuve.
A native of Canton, South Dakota, Merle Anthony Tuve had been a radio amateur from his
youth. Together with his playmate Ernest O. Lawrence (the future founder of the Lawrence
205 Thomas D. Cornell, Merle A. Tuve and his Program of Nuclear Studies at the Department of Terrestrial
Magnetism: The Early Carrier of a Modem American Physicist, Ph.D. dissertation (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University, 1986), 146.
206 C. Stewart Gillmor, "The big story" (1994), 136.
207 Cornell, Tuve (1989), 97; McAllister Hull, "Gregory Breit," Biographical Memoirs: National Academy of
Sciences, 74 (1998), 27-56.
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Berkeley Laboratory), Tuve tinkered with wireless sets and read hobbyist magazines. He entered
the University of Minnesota to study electrical engineering (B.S. in 1922), but later changed to
physics (A.M. in 1923). Tuve was trained as an experimental physicist. His Master's thesis was to
investigate bombarding positive ions on sodium and cadmium. He learned vacuum-tube
techniques and properties of ionized gases from the research. Afterwards, he became an instructor
at Princeton University, where he intended to pursue a Ph.D. degree. But Breit strongly
recommended him to attend Johns Hopkins. In May 1924, Tuve became a doctoral student at
Johns Hopkins, and Breit immediately brought him to DTM's project on radio sounding of the
ionosphere.2 0 8
Pulsed Radio Sounding of the Ionosphere
DTM's radio-sounding project started in July 1924. On July 25, Breit mentioned to Tuve that
"we shall try to reflect Hertzian waves from the Heaviside layer sending in Washington and
receiving in Baltimore or in the opposite direction."20 9 In the summer and fall, he was arranging a
proposal for this project. The project's motivation was to find direct evidence for the existence of
the Kennelly-Heaviside layer. Breit's original idea was similar to Appleton's: phases differences
between sky and ground waves caused fading with changing frequencies, and polarimetric
differences between sky and ground waves were detected by altering antenna directions. 1 But he
proposed to construct a large parabolic reflector to focus the transmitting waves within a narrow
beam, from which one could obtain directly a sky wave's elevation angle and the height of the
Kennelly-Heaviside layer. This parabolic reflector, wood covered with copper-mesh window
screen, would be 13 feet in depth and 30 feet at its largest diameter. The designed wavelengths, at
which the reflector-generated beamwidth was less than 20°, were several meters. Breit formally
proposed the project in November. In the meantime, he traveled on the East Coast to seek
cooperation with universities and companies. Between the fall of 1924 and the spring of 1925, he
208 Charles W. Carey, Jr., "Tuve, Merle An thony," American National Biography, 22 (1999), 46-48; Cornell, Tuve
(1989), 15-26. 68-90, 101-125.
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conducted preliminary frequency-change experiments (without the parabolic reflector) between
the Carnegie Institution and Johns Hopkins University, Wesleyan University, Cornell University,
and American Radio Relay League. T l
The project did not go well, however. Bauer curtailed the budget for the large parabolic
reflector, forcing Breit to replace it with a humbler design. The preliminary frequency-change
experiments yielded no positive results. And Tuve thought that the entire parabolic-reflector
scheme was impractical. The 30-feet reflector was to produce narrow beams at wavelengths of
several meters. But from his previous experience with radio, Tuve predicted that these ultra-short
waves could not propagate across the distance from Washington to Baltimore. Proper
wavelengths should be at least longer than 50 meters. A parabolic reflector for 50-meter (or
longer) waves was simply too huge to construct.
Instead, Tuve proposed using pulsed radio waves in the detection of the Kennelly-Heaviside
layer. His idea was to interrupt periodically radio transmission to yield pulse-modulated
continuous waves. As a train of pulsed waves was sent to the sky, a train of pulsed echoes
reflected by the upper conducting layer would be received on the ground (if the layer exists). The
time difference between an echo pulse and a transmitting pulse could be used to measure the
conducting layer's height. Tuve had learned the pulse-echo method from his Minnesota professors
William Swann and John Frayne, who entertained the idea in 1921.212 Their pulse-echo scheme
integrated the transmitting and receiving antennas (an antenna was switched between transmission
and reception), and it sent radio waves vertically to the sky. Since the transmitter and the receiver
were at the same location, only sky waves were received (no ground wave was present). Swann
and Frayne's experiments failed because of a technical problem with antenna multiplexing:
transmitting waves leaked into the receiver and made the latter to be too overloaded to detect any
echo.213 Tuve and Breit improved the scheme by separating the transmitting and receiving
locations. If the conducting layer exists, there should be two trains of pulses at the receiver-one
211 Cornell, Tuve (1989), 153-154, Gillmor, "A big story"(1994), 137-138.
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associated with ground waves and the other with sky waves. The layer's height could be
estimated from the time difference between a sky-wave pulse and a ground-wave pulse.
The pulse-echo idea was finalized in December 1924. In January 1925, Breit and Tuve
published a note describing their idea.14 They estimated the required period of a pulse train to
discriminate a sky-wave return from a ground-wave return. From geometry (Figure 10), the fact
that the speed of light is 186000 miles per second, and the assumed height of the conducting layer
to be roughly 80 miles, the time lag t between a sky-wave pulse and a ground-wave pulse would
be 1/1162, 1/1801, 1/2806, and 1/4923 second for a transmitter-receiver separation of 0, 80, 160,
and 320 miles. Also, the duration of a pulse should not be much shorter than a half of the pulse-
train period (for a reason that will be clear later). So the pulse-train period T had to be
approximately 2t to make ground-wave pulses not overlap with sky-wave pulses (Figure 16): T
should be 1/581, 1/900, 1/1403, and 1/2461 second for a transmitter-receiver separation of 0, 80,





Figure 16 Waveforms of radio pulses.
In the following months, Breit traveled to New York City, Schenectady, and Boston to seek
collaborators. F. H. Kroger of the Radio Corporation of America (RCA) was willing to send
signals from RCA's station in Tuckerton (New Jersey) during the experiments. 1 5 DTM's receiver
in Washington was a superheterodyne set with a four-stage voltage amplifier and a power
214 Merle A. Tuve and Gregory Breit, "Note on a radio method of estimating the height of the conducting layer,"
Terrestrial Magnetism and Atmospheric Electricity, 30 (1925), 15-16.
215 Cornell, Tuve (1989), 157.
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amplifier. Its output was fed to an oscillograph and was photographed. The transmitter in
Tuckerton had a wavelength of 70 meters. Continuous waves were generated by a master
oscillator and amplified by a two-stage tube amplifier. To modulate continuous waves into pulses,
a high-tension (500 V) low-frequency (500-600 Hz) oscillator was coupled to the grid of the first
amplifying tube via inductive coils. The sinusoidal signal from the low-frequency oscillator
modulated the grid bias of the radio-frequency amplifier: When the grid bias was less than a
threshold depending on the Direct-Current (DC) level of the grid voltage, the amplifier was turned
off and the transmitting wave interrupted. The period of interruption was 1/600-1/500 second
(Figure 17).216 The amplifier's "on" time (the duration of a pulse) was adjusted by changing the
DC level of its grid voltage. In this experiment, it was 1/5-1/3 of the period of interruption. The
modulation scheme could not generate pulses narrower than this, since a further higher threshold
for reducing the "on" time would reduce the amplifier's effective grid bias voltage too much.
Preliminary tests between Washington and Tuckerton were done in April 1925, and a two-
week-long experiment was performed from late May to early June.2 7 Although some received
waveforms did look like the superposition of two trains of pulses, the phenomenon was actually a
consequence of an unstable transmitter: The fluctuations of transmitting frequencies over time
generated temporal variations at the output of the narrow-band superheterodyne receiver that
resembled superposition of two trains of pulses.218 This error reminded Breit and Tuve that the
pulse-echo method depended upon the precision of the transmitting and receiving waveforms.
They had to use transmitters with more precise and stable radio frequencies. So they looked for
other stations on the East Coast. The Bureau of Standards, Westinghouse's station KDKA in
Pittsburgh, and a few amateurs in the Washington area were willing to participate in the
experiments. Breit arranged tests with them in the summer. But these stations were not much
better than Tuckerton in maintaining frequency stability. The crystal-controlled transmitter
developed by Albert Hoyt Taylor's team at NRL seemed to be the only solution.
216 Gregory Breit and Merle A. Tuve, "A test of the existence of the conducting layer," Physical Review, 28 (1926),
554-560; Odd Dahl and L. A. Gebhardt, "Measurements of the effective heights of the conducting layer and the
disturbances of August 19, 1927," Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 16 (1928), 290-292.
217 Cornell, Tuve (1989), 158.
218 J. A. Fleming to F. H. Kroger (letter), 6 July 6 1925, and J. A. Fleming to M. G. Grabau (letter), 24 June 1925,
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Figure 17 Pulse modulation of waveforms [Dahl and Gebhardt, "Measurements" (1928)].
In June 1925, Breit obtained the permission from the navy and began the experimental setup
with Albert Hoyt Taylor and NRL technicians Leo Young and L. A. Gebhardt. 219 Signals were
transmitted from NRL using their crystal-controlled transmitter to the receiver at DTM. The
separation between the two sites was 8 miles. Wavelengths of 71.3, 41.7, and 20 meters were
chosen, and the period of pulse trains was 1/500 second. The experiment was conducted on July
28 and August 6. Throughout the experiment, the transmitting waveforms were monitored to
ensure their stability. The results from the DTM-NRL experiment were positive. Double humps
219 E. G. Oberlin to L. A. Bauer (letter), 30 June 1925, Box 11, Folder "Heaviside Layer," Merle Tuve Papers,
Library of Congress.
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(not caused by variations of transmitting waves) were clearly identified in some occasions. 220 The
time lag between two trains of humps was about 1/1700 second, corresponding to a 50-mile
layer-height. Triple humps were occasionally observed. 2 '
Breit and Tuve's discovery was not the conclusion of a search for evidence, but the beginning
of an experimental program. Throughout September, they continued to improve the instrument
and to make more measurements between DTM and NRL. They found that the double humps did
not always appear, and the time and intensity differences between the second (sky-wave) humps
and the first (ground-wave) humps changed over time. Like the Britons, Breit and Tuve thought
that these fluctuations were caused by the continually changing height and reflectivity of the
Kennelly-Heaviside layer. The repetitive measurements were to monitor the variations of the
atmospheric conditions. The pulse-echo experiments were therefore transformed from seeking
direct evidence for a hypothetical entity to monitoring the physical conditions of a real entity. In
addition, they found that the intensity of the second (sky-wave) humps, like fading, fluctuated
considerably. This fluctuation could not be due to the changing interference patterns between the
sky waves and the ground waves owing to the variations of the path differences, since the sky
waves and the ground waves, now in the form of pulses, completely separated from each other in
time and were unable to interfere with each other. It had to be due to the change of the
conducting layer's reflectivity, not height. So they argued that fading was more often caused by
fluctuations of the conducting layer's reflectivity than of its height.22
Breit and Tuve fully explored the success of their pulse-echo experiments. Tuve was officially
employed by DTM in August 1925 to work full-time on this project, and turned the work into his
doctoral dissertation.2 23 Breit took the opportunity to promote DTM's fame and his own. At the
annual CIW exhibition on 11-14 December 1925, he demonstrated the double-hump experiment
220 J. A. Fleming to M. G. Grabau (letter), 10 August 1925, and L. A. Bauer to 0. B. Blackwell (letter), 14 August
1925, Box 11, Folder "Heaviside Layer," Merle Tuve Papers, Library of Congress.
221 Gregory Breit and Merle A. Tuve, "A radio method of estimating the height of the conducting layer," Nature,
116 (1925), 357.
222 Breit and Tuve, "A test"(1926), 563-564.
223 Cornell, Tuve (1989), 161.
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to the visitors.2 4 In front of the audience from all over the world, the existence of the Kennelly-
Heaviside layer was visualized by the magicians of the Carnegie Institution in the splitting humps
on the oscillograms.
In the meantime, they exploited the theoretical implications of the pulse-echo experimental
data for wave propagation. They began to understand that the model of reflection from the
conducting Kennelly-Heaviside layer was too simplified. The theoretical works of Eccles, Larmor,
Taylor, Hulburt, Nichols, and Schelleng indicated that the ionosphere is a non-uniform ionic
medium that refracts the paths of radio wave and makes the rays "look like" they were being
reflected. The time difference between a sky-wave pulse and a ground-wave pulse does not
directly measure the height of layer; it is a result of the accumulative wave-propagating action in
the ionosphere. The time of a sky-wave pulse from the ground to the ground is thus an integral of
the ratio of the differential path length to the wave's velocity over the wave's path of ionic
refraction. This path integral depends on the refractive index at different heights of the ionosphere.
Breit and Tuve considered the cases that Nichols and Schelleng had discussed: wave-propagating
direction along or perpendicular to the geomagnetic field. They used the magneto-ionic theory to
explain the observed triple humps-a ground wave and two geomagnetically split sky waves with
different velocities. In addition, they showed that when the wave-propagating direction and
polarization are both normal to the geomagnetic field so that magnetic action is null (equation
(1')), the time delay of a wave refracted in the ionic layer is equal to that of a wave reflected by a
sharp boundary; ionic refraction and reflection are effectively identical in this case.225
DTM's pulse-echo experiments after 1926 turned into a routine practice. The focus became
accumulation of data and perfection of experimental devices. A technician Odd Dahl joined CIW
in 1927 to perform the regular radio sounding between DTM and NRL.22 6 Dahl conducted
experiments with Gebhardt on the unusual disturbances of the ionosphere's effective height and
their possible connection with sunspots, 7 and improved the Tuve radio sounder's modulating
224 Gillmor (1994), 139.
225 Breit and Tuve, "A test" (1926), 560-575.
226 Cornell, Tuve (1989), 166-167.
227 Dahl and Gebhardt, "Measurements" (1928), 290-296.
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scheme from sinusoidal oscillator to multivibrator for the generation of narrow pulses. 228
Multivibrator, one of the earliest digital circuits, was developed in the later 1910s. It was an
oscillator consisting of two symmetric amplifying tubes with their output (plates) connected to
each other's input (grids). In contrast to sinusoidal oscillators, a multivibrator generated
rectangular pulses; both the period of oscillation and the duration of pulses could be adjusted by
varying the resistors and capacitors of the tubes' plate and grid circuits. A transmitter could
produce flat rectangular pulses with arbitrarily narrow pulse widths with a multivibrator, and
hence could enhance its resolution. Tuve and Dahl applied the multivibrating radio sounder in the
measurements in December 1927 and January 1928.229
DTM's ionospheric research waned after 1928. Breit turned to theoretical nuclear physics. He
left the Carnegie Institution for New York University in 1929, and never came back to planetary
science.30 Tuve stayed at DTM, but also changed to particle physics. In 1929, he redirected the
focus of his DTM team from radio sounding to building a high-energy electron accelerator,
sharing the interest of his friend Lawrence.231 DTM's leading role in ionospheric studies
diminished until a revival in the 1930s.232
Breit and Tuve were not the first to obtain direct evidence for the ionosphere's existence.
Appleton and Barnett made the "crucial experiment" in December 1924 and February 1925 before
Breit and Tuve identified "double humps" in July and August 1925. The credit of finding the
ionosphere went to Appleton-Appleton rather than Breit or Tuve won the Nobel Prize for it.
Nevertheless, the Americans' pulse-echo method survived longer than the Britons' frequency-
changing and polarimetric methods. Appleton's group also started to use pulsed radio sounders in
the late 1920s. In the 1930s, it became not only the standard tool for ionospheric research, but
also the most promising scheme for military target detection that foresaw radar.
228 Merle A. Tuve and Odd Dahl, "A transmitter modulating device for the study of the Kennelly-Heaviside layer
by the echo method," Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 16 (1928), 794-798.
229 Gregory Breit, Merle A. Tuve and Odd Dahl, "Effective heights of the Kennelly-Heaviside layer in December,
1927 and January, 1928," Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 16 (1928), 1236-1239.
230 Hull, "Breit" (1998), 31-32.
231 Cornell, Tuve (1989), 176-197.
232 Gillmor, "A big story" (1994) 140.
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From 1919 to 1928, radio engineers and scientists moved to a different world. The age of
giant antenna towers with powerful spark oscillators generating kilomete r waves was gone. Short-
wave radio prevailed. Wireless amateurs had demonstrated through their collaborative large-scale
experiments the feasibility of trans-oceanic communications at wavelengths shorter than 200
meters. Their endeavors were immediately followed by governmental and corporate researchers'
systematic and quantitative empirical investigations of short-waves' long-range propagation
characteristics, including the Naval Research Laboratory's range-data measurements.
The empirical results on short waves displaced the Austin-Cohen formula and Watson's
theory of earth-atmosphere reflection that had been the governing laws for wave propagation.
Contrary to the old theory's predictions, shorter waves reached a long distance along the earth's
curvature, had a range minimum at wavelength of 200 meters, and skipped over intermediate
regions. New theories were developed to explain these experimental data. Based on Eccles's and
Larmor's hypothesis on atmospheric refraction, the new theories overlooked the function of the
earth in wave propagation and stressed the actions of the ionosphere. A magneto-ionic theory was
proposed to account for the resonance-like variations of the measured propagating ranges and the
patterns of return waves' polarizations. A finite-thickness model of the ionosphere was developed
to explain the skip-zone phenomenon. Radio-wave propagation theories were transformed from
solutions to wave equations with specific earth-atmosphere boundary conditions to physical optics
in a geomagnetized ionosphere. Moreover, compared with that of the atmospheric-reflection
models in the 1900s and 1910s, the epistemic status of the magneto-ionic theory in the 1920s was
turned from qualitative explanations to quantitative representations, explanations, and predictions.
In the meantime, the ionosphere became more "real" as radio researchers sought "direct
evidence" for its existence that was independent of specific assumptions on the ionosphere's
structure and its refraction. Three experimental methods were employed to pursue the evidence-
measurements of polarization, frequency modulation of transmitted waves, and pulse-echo setup.
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The designs of these methods affected how persuasively the empirical evidence could sustain an
ontological claim. The polarimetric method sought to measure proper quantities having simple
and easily observable relationships with one another. It failed at the beginning. The frequency-
modulation and pulse-echo methods relied on actively changing and intervening wave-
propagating conditions that led to predictable empirical consequences rather than passively
observing the naturally occurring changes and giving explanations. The active and intervening
nature of the experiments and the simple and consistent data they yielded convinced most radio
researchers to accept the reality of the ionosphere.23 3 After the ionosphere's ontological status
was taken for granted, the three methods were quickly turned from ways to seek evidence for the
existence of an assumed entity into tools to probe the physical characteristics of a real entity. By
1928, two of them became radio sounders for atmospheric investigations.
New forms of practical knowledge and technical communities emerged in the process that
transformed the understanding of short-wave propagation. Novel scientific knowledge on short-
wave propagation was also new engineering knowledge on radio-channel characteristics that
influenced designs and operations of radio technology. Rejection of the Austin-Cohen formula
implied that the old wisdom on antenna-specification design did not apply for waves shorter than
200 meters. The complex propagating-range data implied that one could transmit short-wave
signals with much tinier antennas, but one had to switch frequencies at different distances and
different times of a day. The convenience of short-wave long-range communication traded with
the need of extensive measured data for radio-channel characteristics that could not be predicted
from theory. In addition, the precise knowledge of sky waves' incident angles and polarizations
helped develop direction-finding systems with much less error.
The 1920s also witnessed the emergence of new radio-research communities. American and
European wireless amateurs converted their collective communicating practices into large-scale
long-range experiments. Their social network in mobilizing hobbyists' participation facilitated the
233 For more about the importance of active manipulation and experimentation in sustaining realistic claims, see
Hacking, Representing and Intervening (1983). Hacking's remark "if I can spray on electron, then electron is real"
is the most representative claim of the "operational realism."
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large-scale arrangements. The "useless" bandwidth the governments assigned to them forced them
to experiment on shorter waves. Their keen interest in exploring possibilities of short-wave radio
made themselves the leading experts of this new technology and hence important participants of
the early wave-propagation experiments. After amateurs' findings, it was clear that short-wave
propagation was closely related to the ionosphere. The structure and dynamics of the ionosphere
became crucial research topics that attracted new researchers. They were radio engineers, wireless
hobbyists, physicists, meteorologists, and planetary scientists at several academic institutions-the
Naval Research Laboratory, the Bureau of Standards, and the Carnegie Institution's Department
of Terrestrial Magnetism in America, and the National Physical Laboratory and the Radio
Research Board in Britain. They shared a common interest in studying the upper atmosphere
using radio and applying what they learned to wireless communications. Like amateurs, they
performed large-scale experiments. The radio amateurs and the atmospheric researchers were at
the borderline between 'pure" scientists trying to find fundamental natural laws and "pure"
engineers aiming to design machines with good performance. This ambiguity was reflected in their
large-scale experiments' mixing characters of science and technology. They were to understand
the science of the ionosphere, yet more for characterizing radio-wave propagation than for its
own sake. They were to obtain knowledge of short-wave radio channels for engineering
applications, but they rarely designed radio systems. It was not a coincidence that many of them
were affiliated neither with academia nor with corporations, but with governmental laboratories.
By 1928, it had already become a consensus that understanding the nature of long-distance
radio-wave propagation was equivalent to understanding wave propagation in the ionosphere
under the influence of the geomagnetic field. Nevertheless, the magneto-ionic theory was still
primitive: only four special cases (with wave-propagating directions parallel or perpendicular to
the geomagnetic field) were developed; the microphysical foundation of the theory had not been
explored; and the theory had never been tested with tabletop laboratory experiments. As the
magneto-ionic theory played an increasingly important part in the studies of radio-channel
characteristics, physicists and engineers found it harder and harder to ignore these problems. A




Consolidating the Magneto-Ionic Theory: 1926-1935
The magneto-ionic theory prevailed after 1925. Radio scientists and engineers now believed
that refraction in a geomagnetized ionosphere is the most important mechanism for long-range
short-wave propagation, and large-scale field experiments had established the reality of the
ionosphere. Gone were the surface diffraction theory and the old models of atmospheric
reflection. Ionospheric studies seemed to clear the decades-long confusion and to open a track for
the correct understanding of radio-channel characteristics. The track was conceptually simple:
propagating field strength is obtained by solving Maxwell's equations in the ionosphere with its
refractive index determined by the magneto-ionic theory.
Nevertheless, a complete long-range short-wave propagation theory predicting the field
intensity for a given distance, wavelength, and antenna setup, like the Austin-Cohen formula, was
missing in the late 1920s. Several reasons stood in its way. Random propagating conditions,
interferences, and noises made wave propagation too irregular to formulate. (They are topics of
the next chapter). Determining the ionosphere's refractive index relied on the knowledge of its
ion-density distribution, and that could not be directly measured at the time; only in the Age of
Space Rockets was the problem of measurements solved. Solving Maxwell's equations with a
continuous refractive-index profile was mathematically difficult in cases not reducible to
geometric optics; physicists had worked on "full-wave" solutions of these problems since the early
1930s' but only gained a breakthrough in the 1950s after the introduction of advanced analytic
and numerical techniques for differential equations. Finally, the magneto-ionic theory had not been
adequately developed; its general form was still unknown, its microphysical foundation remained
'Paul S. Epstein, "eometrical optics in absorbing media," Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 16
(1930), 37-45; Paul S. Epstein, "Reflection of waves in an inhomogeneous absorbing medium," Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, 16 (1930), 627-637; Thomas L. Eckersley, "On the connection between the ray
theory of electric waves and dynamics," Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 132 (1931), 83-98; Thomas
L. Eckersley, "Radio transmission problems treated by phase integral methods," Proceedings of the Royal Society
of London, 136 (1932), 499-527; Thomas L. Eckersley, "Long-wave transmission treated by phase integral
methods," Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 137 (1932), 158-173; Thomas L. Eckersley, "Studies in
radio transmission," Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, 71 (1932), 405-459.
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problematic, and it had not been verified by experiments in contexts other than atmospheric
electricity. Scientists in the 1920s and 1930s left the stochastic problems to engineers, deferred
the problems of measurements and mathematics, and focused on further development of the
magneto-ionic theory. This is the subject of this chapter.
Much work was done from 1926 to 1935 to consolidate the magneto-ionic theory and to
explore its implications. A primary implication was to extend the theory from the special cases in
which the geomagnetic field was parallel or perpendicular to the wave-propagating direction to
general cases with an arbitrary angle between the two directions. Appleton, Austrian maverick
Wilhelm Altar, German physicist Hans Lassen, Cambridge student Sydney Goldstein, and English
mathematician Douglas Hartree all deduced such a theory. Generalization was not only useful for
formal completeness. It had implications to the characterization of radio channels. Refractive
index and polarization in the generalized theory were much more complex so that novel ways of
representation had to be developed and the physical significance of such representations had to be
exploited with analytic skills. Only with these intellectual tools could radio scientists begin to
retrieve more complete information about wave propagation from the data of vertical ionospheric
sounding. More importantly, the generalized formulae of Appleton et al. predicted a new
propagation phenomenon inconceivable in the special cases-radio waves' senses of polarizations
are mostly left handed in the northern hemisphere while mostly right handed in the southern
hemisphere. The field experiments in the U.K. and Australia confirmed the prediction and
crowned the generalized magneto-ionic theory.
The magneto-ionic theory and the ionic-refraction theory, like many post-Maxwellian
doctrines, represented macroscopic effects in terms of collective actions of microscopic quantities.
Interpreting friction as a statistical average effect of collisions between ions and molecules was
only the most salient example that appeared as well in other branches of physics. To some
scientists, microphysical arguments of this kind gave a theory "foundation" and to make it
deducible from fundamental laws of physics. Yet, microphysics did more than just interpret the
magneto-ionic theory; it revised the theory. The microscopic interpretations of the physical
quantities in the magneto-ionic theory yielded modifications of the refractive-index formulae that
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could change the fundamental understanding of radio-wave propagation in the ionosphere. From
1926 to 1935, two of such modifications were proposed and debated-whether a "Lorentz
correction" for the induced dipole moments of an ionic medium should be incorporated, and
whether a "quasi-elastic force" should be included in the dynamic equation governing ionic
motions. The controversy over the Lorentz correction originated from a theoretical concern-
whether the same revision for molecular interactions of a dielectric material should be applied to
an ionic medium. It remained a theoretical debate without empirical basis until the 1950s when a
propagation phenomenon called "whistler"-radio waves at extremely low frequencies-was
empirically observed. The controversy over the quasi-elastic force rose from an experimental
observation. When attempting to verify the Eccles-Larmor theory of wave propagation in the
ionosphere with tabletop experiments, scientists found a strange increase of dielectric constant
with ion density when the latter was large. To explain the anomaly, French experimenters Henri
Gutton, Jean Clement, and Camille Gutton argued for the inclusion of the quasi-elastic force.
Doing so raised a controversy regarding whether the anomaly of wave propagation in a laboratory
setup could be extended to wave propagation in open space.
The development of the magneto-ionic theory was therefore also involved an interplay of
mathematical structures, physical models, and experiments, as the studies of long-wave
propagation had been a decade before. But their epistemic status differed. In the long-wave
studies, two simple physical models competed for explaining well-known empirical phenomena.
Their mathematical forms were difficult to solve yet easy to interpret once solved, and
experiments were to give more precise quantitative and formal expressions of the existing
empirical knowledge. In contrast, the mathematical structures of the generalized magneto-ionic
theory were relatively easy to solve, but extracting physical meanings from them was difficult.
And the mathematical solutions not only satisfied but also surprised scientists by yielding an
unexpected empirical prediction. The physical models of the magneto-ionic theory were more
complex than reflection or diffraction as scientists attempted to deduce them from microphysics.
The inferences from microscopic to macroscopic scales created controversies. At the center of the
controversies was the reality of certain "scientific objects" that were macroscopic effects of
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microscopic phenomena-the "Lorentz correction term" and the "quasi-elastic force." 2 Hence
experiments were no longer to generate phenomenological laws, as were in the 1910s. The large-
scale field experiments were to test the new theoretical predictions. The tabletop experiments
were originally to verify the ionic-refraction theory in a controlled and artificial environment
mimicking the ionosphere, but soon produced unexpected data leading to the debate concerning
the theory's microphysical revision.
The radio scientists consolidating the magneto-ionic theory in the 1920-30s were those involved
in the discovery of the ionosphere and the large-scale tests on wave propagation. These two
realms of work were very different in nature: The former concerned field experiments, radio
measurements, and direct impacts on wireless communications, while the latter stressed laboratory
experiments, microphysical theories, and mathematical structures. But the two realms were
related to each other-both reflected their authors' unified attempt to investigate electromagnetic-
wave propagation in ionized media, and consequently to characterize the radio channels formed
by the geomagnetized ionosphere. The studies of the magneto-ionic theory with pens, papers, and
tabletop instruments were therefore a continuation of the long-range wireless experiments in open
space.
1. GENERALIZATION OF THE MAGNETO-IONIC THEORY
Nichols, Schelleng, and Appleton initiated the magneto-ionic theory in the mid-1920s.
Following H. A. Lorentz and other nineteenth-century physicists working on magneto-optics, they
dealt with the special cases in which the geomagnetic field was normal or parallel to the wave-
propagating direction, derived expressions for refractive index, attenuation, and polarization, and
found that a wave in a magnetized ionic medium split into two with different phase velocities,
absorption, and polarizations. An inevitable extension of the theory that the nineteenth-century
physicists had not pursued was to generalize the formulae to cases with an arbitrary angle
between the two directions. In the late 1920s, physicists and mathematicians in Britain, Austria,
2 For the concept of scientific object, see Daston (ed.), Scientific Objects (2000). Daston et al. have argued that the
reality of a scientific object should be historicized in the conceptual framework and/or social context in which it
was embedded. Acknowledging this angle, I am interested in looking at the conditions in which scientists took a
scientific object as real or non-real.
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and Germany independently developed four versions of such a generalized theory. A version was
canonized as the "Appleton-Hartree formula" and turned into the analytic basis for further
investigations of radio-wave propagation in the ionosphere. 3
Formulating the General Theory
Appleton was the first to develop a generalized magneto-ionic theory. Parallel to his research
in atmospherics, fading, and electronic tubes, he had been interested in the geomagnetic field's
effect on radio-wave propagation since the early 1920s. In 1923, he corresponded with Lorentz to
discuss rotations of a radio wave's plane of polarization by the earth's magnetic field. When
Larmor gave a lecture at Cambridge University on ionic refraction, Appleton pointed out that the
theory neglected the geomagnetic effect, and he found how to incorporate it. Larmor suggested
that he publish his finding.4 Appleton read his conference paper about the special magneto-ionic
theory on 28 November 1925; in the same year, Nichols and Schelleng independently published
their version of the theory (chapter 3, section 3).
The magneto-ionic refraction theory Nichols, Schelleng, and Appleton developed was for the
cases when the wave-propagating direction was parallel or perpendicular to the geomagnetic field.
These special cases yielded important results, such as resonance at gyro frequency co g=eBglm, that
explained propagating range minimum. But radio waves in the real world propagate in all
directions. Appleton managed to derive the general magneto-ionic theory in 1926 with the help of
Austrian Wilhelm Altar. Born in Vienna, Altar studied theoretical physics at the University of
Vienna and engineering at the Technische Hochschule of Vienna. The job market for academics in
post-war Austria was scarce. After obtaining his Ph.D. degree and working briefly in a radio
company, he went to London in 1925 to try his luck. 5
3 The four versions were from Appleton, Hartree, Lassen, and Goldstein. Appleton's version was the first and the
most often used by radio scientists and engineers after him since his research school dominated ionospheric studies
during and after World War II and his Cambridge student John Ratcliffe wrote an influential textbook on radio-
wave propagation that canonized his nomenclature and expressions [John A. Ratcliffe, The Magneto-Ionic Theory
and its Applications to the Ionosphere: A Monograph (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1959)]. The credit
to Appleton was reflected in the name of the refractive-index formula-the "Appleton-Hartree" or "Appleton-
Lassen" formula [Mimno, "Ionosphere" (1937), 21-24].
4 Gillmor, "Altar" (1982), 398.
5 Ibid, 404. Altar had been an invisible figure in the history of science and overshadowed by Appleton's creation
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Because Altar was interested in wireless, A. O. Rankine, the Imperial College professor who
encouraged him to come to England, introduced him to Appleton. Appleton did not offer him a
job but invited him to work on generalization of the magneto-ionic theory. They met almost every
day and made steady progress in six months. The Austrian wrote a manuscript
"Wellenausbreitung in ionisierten Gasen unter dem Einflup eines Magnetfelds" in 1925-26 on
which Appleton built his published work. The latter-known Appleton-Hartree formula first
appeared in a letter from Altar to Appleton in 1926.6
The Appleton-Altar approach starts with an average ion's equation of motion:
md2r/dt= eE - gd/dt + e(dldt)xBg ( is the ion's spatial displacement and gdr-/dt is
friction due to the ion's collisions with molecules in the ionic medium). In the model, each ion has
an average spatial displacement -driven by the wave's electric field and the geomagnetic
field-from its "original" position (the position when the ion is not disturbed by these external
fields), and hence creates an average dipole moment e. So the dipole-moment polarization, or
the average sum of dipole moments per unit volume, is P = Nef, where N is the ion number
density (note that the dipole-moment polarization is different from the polarization that refers to
the change of the wave's electric field direction over time). From the ionic equation of motion and
the relation P = Nef, a linear relation between the vector components of the electric field and the
vector components of the polarization can be obtained in a matrix form: E =c P, where c is a
3x3 matrix with entries determined by Ne2/me, og=eBglm, gim, and the wave's angular frequency
C0.
myth. Historian Gillmor has rediscovered him. According to Gillmor, Altar, not Appleton, was the real father of
the generalized magneto-ionic theory.
6 Ibid, 405 and 423. Gillmor has given an English translation of Altar's manuscript in Appendix B, ibid, 425-440.
The name "Appleton-Hartree formula" was coined by Appleton's student Mary Taylor in the 1930s. Working at
the British Radio Research Board, Taylor was familiar with the general magneto-ionic theory through the works of
Appleton and Hartree, who was also serving as the board's consultant. Taylor's mathematical analysis of the
formula was extended by John Ratcliffe, another Cambridge physicist close to Appleton and Hartree. After World
War II, the Cambridge school led by Ratcliffe dominated the ionospheric studies, including the nonmenclature.
The term "Appleton-Hartree formula" became common. Also see the end of this section.
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On the other hand, a constitutive relation in electromagnetism connects electric field E with
polarization P and electric flux density (or electric displacement) D, D =E F + P . The constitutive
relation, together with Maxwell's equations, yields a formula governing E and P. Substituting this
formula into the relation E E =c P and canceling E leads to three linear equations for P, PY, and
P, when the field has a form of plane wave Xoexp{ i[ot-k(asx-ayy-azz)] (k=27r/k is wave number
and a, ay, and a, are the x, y, and z components of the wave-propagating direction). Expressed in
tensor form, these equations are
2 1
(5 + +  2 (aa - 5il)clj JP =0 (1)
for i = x, y, z; S0i s Kronecker's delta (i=1 for i=j, i=0 for ij). Solving equation (1) obtains the
wave numbers k and hence the refractive indices n (n2=k2/lo&2e). Moreover, substituting the
solutions of equation (1) for P, Py,, and Pz into the relation c E =c P leads to the solutions for the
wave's polarization (the change of the direction ofFE over time).7
Appleton and Altar did not immediately seek the general solutions of equation (1). They
discussed the solutions under several special cases such as zero friction and the wave-propagating
direction parallel to the geomagnetic field. They attacked the problem in its general form after
Altar failed to secure a job in England, returned to Austin in February 1926, and obtained a
position at a radio receiver manufacturer in Vienna. Altar continued to exchange letters with
Appleton; in correspondence they obtained two general solutions of equation (1) for the refractive
index n:8
7 Appleton and Altar's approach differed slightly from Nichols and Schelleng's. Whereas Nichols and Schelleng
reduced the wave equations to an equation for electric field, Appleton and Altar reduced them to an equation for
dipole-moment polarization. The advantage for working on polarization was that one did not have to solve the
inverse matrix of c. In addition, Appleton and Altar incorporated friction in the ionic equation of motion, Nichols
and Schelleng did not. If the Americans did so, then they had to solve the inverse of a even more complicated
matrix c. Appleton and Altar did not have this problem.
8 The general solution first appeared in Altar's letter to Appletn on 8 May 1924. Gillmor thought that perhaps
Altar had already derieved it when he was in England; ibid, 408.
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2 + 2n2 =1+ (2)
2 4
2(a + ifl) YT + 2 + i (1 + + i) 2 +4
1 + a +if (1+a+i3 2
where ca=-o 2/o 02, 3=(oT/zo2 0) 7YT-OTCO/0 2, YL=cOL(O/02, oo2=(Ne2 ImE), COT=eBT/m, oL=eBJm, BL
is the geomagnetic field's component along the wave-propagating direction, BT is the
geomagnetic field's component normal to the wave-propagating direction, and T=m/g is the time
an ion travels within the mean free path. Note that Lorentz modeled the collision effect in a
dielectric material with g=2m/r; Appleton revised Lorentz's coefficient to be g=m/T for a
difference he conceived between an ionic medium and a dielectric medium (section 2). Later
Appleton and Altar also deduced the corresponding ratios of polarization for electric field:
Ex- i'YL (2')
_ _ _ _ YT 1
2(1 +a-i ) 2(1 + a-i /) 
assuming the waves propagated along the z direction. Equations (2) and (2') were named the
"Appleton-Hartree formula" after the 1930s.9 They indicated that a radio wave propagating with
an arbitrary direction split into two components with different phase velocities and polarizations.
When wo<o0 , the component associated with the upper sign (+) was called the "ordinary wave"
and the one with the lower sign (-) the "extraordinary wave," since the former deviated less from
the geomagnetic-free case. The notation was the opposite when o>co for the same reason.
Appleton was not interested in formal generalization as such. He wanted to use the general
formulae to answer empirical questions: What are the conditions for the refractive index to have
"strange" or critical values, and what are the physical meanings for these values? Appleton
brought the questions to his former mathematics professor at St. John's College, Ebenezer
Cunningham, an authority on relativity. Cunningham answered them: Neglecting the frictional
loss, equation (2) implies two critical values for n2-n=O and n2 =oo. When n2 =oo, the radio wave
has a resonance with the geomagnetic field; its phase velocity is infinitely small so that it takes
forever for the radio wave to reach any distance. That is, its propagating range is infinitely short.
9 Douglas Hartree's work on the general magneto-ionic theory, involving the treatment of the Lorentz correction
term, will be discussed in section 3.
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When n1=0, electromagnetic energy does not transmit in the medium and the radio wave is totally
reflected by the ionosphere.° 0
Appleton also wanted to know the frequencies leading to n2=O and n2=oo. Nichols, Schelleng,
and Appleton had found a resonance at the gyro frequency o)g=eBglm for the special cases and had
given different estimates-the Americans used the entire geomagnetic field 0.5 gauss to obtain a
resonance wavelength of 214 meters, the Briton used only its horizontal component 0.18 gauss to
obtain a resonance at 580 meters. Thus Appleton was interested in whether the entire
geomagnetic field or only a part of it should be used to calculate the resonance and other critical
frequencies in the general case. Cunningham found that n2=O0 if and only if 1 +a=0 or
l+a=±o go)/o02. So the frequencies for total reflection depend on the total geomagnetic field Bg,
not its components. The condition for total reflection is independent of the wave-propagating
direction; even a vertical ray can be reflected. 1 But the resonance frequency for n2=oo depends on
direction. Appleton found from equation (2) that n 2=oo if and only if =YL2+ayT /(l +a), depending
on both L and 7T. Only when lal>>1 (low degree of ionization) is the resonance frequency
determined exclusively by the total geomagnetic field via the relation a=y2. Therefore, Appleton
argued, the critical resonance effect, such as a significant reduction of propagating ranges
occurred at around 200 meters only at a low degree of ionization. Cunningham cautioned
Appleton that even the low-ionization condition was insufficient- aI>>l and =y2 implied that
the geomagnetic field also had to be large. 12
The original search for resonance gained motivation from NRL's empirical observations that
the wave-propagating range had a minimum around the wavelength of 200 meters. Yet, NRL's
data were challenged as German electrical engineer Alexander Meil3ner performed another range
experiment at Telefunken in 1926 and found no significant reduction of propagating distance
10 Ebenezer Cunningham to Edward V. Appleton (letters), 1927 (undated), MS 2370, C 217, Edward Appleton
Papers (H37), Special Collections, University of Edinburgh Libraries, Edinburgh, United Kingdom.
11 Ibid, Ebenezer Cunningham to Edward V. Appleton (letters), 13 and 31 May 1927, MS 2370, C 217, Edward
Appleton Papers (H37), Special Collections, University of Edinburgh Libraries.
12 Ibid.
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around a wavelength of 200 meters.' 3 Was the existence of the resonance problematic? This was
another question Appleton addressed in his magneto-ionic theory. He noted that for a given
frequency a resonance could occur only at one of the two components in equation (2). Although
the propagation of the resonated component stopped with its infinitely small velocity, the other
component still propagated along. This prevented the occurrence of the apparent resonance at
200 meters. Its immediate corollary was that a wave received around the resonance frequency
would have the identical polarization to that of the longer-reaching component. Crucial empirical
evidence for the magneto-ionic theory therefore lay in polarization measurements.
In the General Assembly of the Union Internationale de Radiot6l6graphie Scientifique (URSI)
in Washington, D.C. in October 1927, Appleton reported two discoveries he considered
important-the existence of a second ionized layer, and the general magneto-ionic refraction
theory. 1 4 He presented equation (2) and the discussions he had with Cunningham on the refractive
index's critical values. This was the first public appearance of the general magneto-ionic refraction
theory.
The magneto-ionic theory had other origins, though. German physicist Hans Lassen worked
independently on the same problem in the late 1920s. Born in Alsen (Denmark) and raised in
Sonderburg (Germany), Hans Lassen studied electrical engineering and physics at the University
of Jena and obtained his Ph.D. in 1924. He joined the University of Cologne (Kiln) in 1925 to
work for physicist Karl Frsterling and electrical engineer Hans Rukop. 1 5 In Cologne, Lassen
worked on radio-wave propagation on the request of his supervisor Karl F6rsterling, a G6ttingen
13 Alexander Mei3ner, "Hat das Erdfeld einen Einflup3 auf die Wellenausbreitungsvorgange?" Elektrische
Nachrichten-Technik, 3:9 (1926), 321-324.
14 Edward V. Appleton, "The existence of more than one ionized layer in the upper atmosphere," and "The
influence of the earth's magnetic field on wireless transmission," Proceedings of the URSI (October 1927), 2-3.
15 Historischen Kommission bei der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaft (ed.), Neue Detsche Biographie, 13
(Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 1982), 674; H. Stobbe (ed.), J. C. Poggendorf's Biographie-Literarisches
Handworterbuch, 6 (Berlin: Verlag Chemie, 1931), 1470-1471. Lassen was later promoted to assistant professor
and stayed in Cologne until he was expelled from the university in 1935 by Nazis. Then he worked at Siemens
until after World War II. He was known for his postwar academic activities in West Germany: He was a founder of
the Physical Institute of the Humbolt University and of the Freie University, both in Berlin.
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graduate interested in electromagnetic waves at all frequencies.'6 The first problem F6rsterling
asked Lassen to investigate was the daily variation of ion density in the Kennelly-Heaviside layer.
Lassen estimated different ion-density profiles at different times of a day from a theory of ion
generation-recombination, and concluded that the nighttime ion density fluctuated more
considerably than the daytime density.' 7 The study of the atmospheric layer's ion density directed
Lassen to the magneto-ionic theory. Nichols et al. had pointed out that the geomagnetic field split
a propagating wave into two, and the refractive-index difference between the two waves
increased with ion density. Therefore, Lassen asked, at what time of day and at what height of the
ionopshere was the ion density large enough to have a conspicuous geomagnetic effect on the
refractive-index difference, and how did this critical height vary with the wave-propagating
direction? Lassen developed a generalized magneto-ionic theory in 1927 (unaware of Appleton
and Altar's work) attempting to answer these questions. 18
Lassen also began with the equation of the average ionic motion in a geomagnetic field:
md2r /dt = eE - gd il dt + e(d /ldt) x Bg . He followed Nichols and Schelleng to solve the
equation of motion and to express in terms of E, contrasting Appleton and Altar who
expressed Ein terms of . This approach had the burden of solving the equation of motion; its
solution was cumbersome. To simplify, he assumed that (g/mo)<<1, meaning that wavelength
was much shorter than one kilometer as g was replaced by 2m/t (in contrast to Appleton's
supposition that g=m/r), m with the electron's mass and collision frequency 1/k of 1.5 x105 (1/sec)
obtained from his early estimate of the ionic and molecular densities in the ionosphere. Under the
condition, the expression for P was approximated with a simpler form.
Lassen substituted the approximate expression for P into the polarizing relation P =Ne ? and
the constitutive relation D =£ E + P to deduce an expression for E in terms of D only. This new
16 P. Weinstein (ed.), J. C. Poggendorf Biographie-Literarisches HandwOrterbuch, 5 (Berlin: Verlag Chemie,
1922), 771.
17 Hans Lassen, "Die tglichen Schwankungen des Ionisationszustandes der Heaviside-Schicht," Elektrische
Nachrichten-Technik, 4:4 (1927), 174-179.
18 Hans Lassen, "ber den Einflu[3 des Erdmagnetfeldes auf die Fortpflanzung der elektrischen Wellen der
drahtlosen Telegraphie in der Atmosphire," Elektrische Nachrichten-Technik, 4:8 (1927), 324-334.
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expression forE was then plugged into Maxwell's equations. After algebraic manipulations, these
relations led to two linear equations for the two mutually orthogonal components of the wave's
magnetic flux intensity BX and By (both were normal to the wave-propagating direction). By
solving the two equations, he obtained two solutions for the refractive index and the polarization
B/By.
In a strict sense, Lassen's magneto-ionic theory was not identical with Appleton and Altar's:
Lassen's formulae were approximate while Appleton and Altar's were exact, and the
approximation held only when (g/mo)<<l, or equivalently (according to Lassen's estimate), when
wavelength was much shorter than one kilometer. In addition, Lassen's expression was
algebraically more complicated than Appleton and Altar's. Yet they were approximately
equivalent to each other in many, if not all, meaningful cases.
Lassen further explored his magneto-ionic theory by examining the variations of refractive
index and polarization with direction and by calculating the refractive-index profiles over height
for waves propagating along and normal to the geomagnetic field. He planned to construct the
paths of the splitting waves propagating in the non-uniform geomagnetized ionosphere. The plan
was carried through to some extent. 19 Unfortunately, Nazis expelled him from the University of
Cologne before the project led anywhere. 2°
Another origin of the general magneto-ionic theory was Cambridge University. After talking
to Appleton in 1924, Larmor revised his course lecture notes to include the geomagnetic effect on
radio-wave propagation. Inspired by his discussions with Appleton, Ebenezer Cunningham gave a
question in the Mathematical Tripos in 1928 asking students to deduce the refractive index and
19 For instance, he analyzed the pole and zero structures of the refractive-index formula and explored their effects
in the variations of refractive index over some parameters [Karl Frsterling and Hans Lassen,
"Kurzwellenausbreitung im Erdmagnetfeld," Annalen der Physik, 18 (1933), 26-60].
20 Neue Detsche Biographie (1982), 674.
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the polarization of a radio wave propagating along any direction with respect to the geomagnetic
field. A student Sydney Goldstein took the challenge and solved the problem.21
Born in Hull, England, Sydney Goldstein studied mathematics at St. John's College of
Cambridge in the 1920s. Goldstein learned the special magneto-ionic theory from Larmor's
course on electric waves and encountered the issue of its generalization in Cunningham's Tripos
question (both Larmor and Cunningham taught at St. John's). He took the issue as a mathematical
question, solved it, and published the solution in 1928.22
Goldstein also began by considering the ionic equation of motion. But he neglected the effect
of collisions so that the friction g=O. In so doing, he was able to reduce the equation of motion,
the polarizing relation, the constitutive relation, and Maxwell's equations to two linear equations
for E and E, the wave's electric-field components. Solving the two equations gave two
refractive indices and polarizations. His results were identical to Appleton and Altar's equations
(2) and (2') in the special case when P=0. In contrast to Lassen's, Goldstein's solution was exact,
not approximate.
Goldstein made some attempt to use the general magneto-ionic theory to discuss the British
Radio Research Board's experimental results. But radio-wave propagation in the ionosphere was
not his topic. After 1928, he focused on special functions in mathematical analysis and fluid
dynamics and rarely published on propagation afterwards.
Equations did not function alone. The important and complex part of the general magneto-
ionic theory was not deducing formulae but interpreting them and yielding from them predictions
amenable to experimental verification. Appleton, Altar, Lassen, and Goldstein had no ideas about
21 Sydney Goldstein, "The influence of the earth's magnetic field on electric transmission in the upper
atmosphere," Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 121 (1928), 261-263.
22 Ibid, 260-284. Goldstein was best known for his work in fluid dynamics, especially boundary layer theory. He
graduated in 1929, became a lecture at the University of Manchester, returned to Cambridge, and stayed until
World War II, during which he worked at the National Physical Laboratory. After the War, he moved to the
Technical University in Israel, and then to Harvard University. See MacTutor History of Mathematics Archive,
http://www-(ap.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/-history/Mathematicians/Goldstein.html.
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how to do this when they were deducing the formulae. The general magneto-ionic theory
remained unnoticed until Appleton and his colleague experimenters recognized an important
empirical implication to the characterization of radio channels: the behaviors of wave polarization.
Empirical Evidence from Polarization Experiments
Appleton was much more preoccupied with radio experiments than with the mathematics of the
magneto-ionic theory. In 1926, he performed experiments on the diurnal variations of the
ionosphere's height and fading at Cavendish Laboratory, King's College, the National Physical
Laboratory, the Radio Research Board's Petersborough and Slough stations, and BBC's
transmitting stations around the country. The fading experiments he conducted with his
Cambridge student John Ratcliffe 23 combined two apparatus schemes that had played important
parts in the discovery of the ionosphere-the frequency-changing method producing artificial
phase variations and the multiple-antenna arrangement measuring the directions of electric and
magnetic fields (chapter 3, section 4). The combination of the two apparatus schemes successfully
discerned the intensity, direction, and ray-path differences between sky waves and ground waves.
The experimental results opened further investigations. The fading measurements showed that a
sky wave's electric-field components on and normal to the plane of propagation had similar
intensity fluctuations when fading occurred, implying a connection between fading and sky waves'
changes of polarizations. Also, since the errors in the loop-type direction finders were caused by
the electric-field component normal to the plane of propagation, one might expect a correlation
between direction-finding errors and fading for certain polarized down-coming waves. Both
implications called for direct measurements of a sky wave's polarization. 2 4
The method of direct measuring radio-wave polarization did not exist in 1926. All the
previous "polarization" experiments using multiple-antenna setups, including those of Smith-
23 Ratcliffe came to Cambridge's Sidney Sussex College in 1920 and started to work with Appleton in 1924. He
would become Cambridge University's leading radio scientist and leading trainer for Britain's ionospheric
researchers after World War II. Budden, "Ratcliffe" (1988), 671-711.
24 Edward V. Appleton and John Ratcliffe, "On a method of determining the state of polarization of downcoming
wireless waves," Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 117 (1928), 576-577.
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Rose, Barfield, Appleton, and Barnett, only measured the time-average intensities of a wave's
field on and normal to the plane of propagation and their ratios, not the trace of the overall field's
direction over time (i.e., the temporal variation of the ratio of the two field components) that
determined the wave polarization. So Appleton and Ratcliffe invented a method combining
multiple-antennas and frequency-alteration for direct polarization measurements. Their setup
consisted of three vertical loop antennas, one on the plane of propagation, one tilted forward at
45°, and one tilted backward at 450 (Figure 1). An analysis showed that the time-average currents
measured at the three loops could be expressed as functions of four independent variables: HI/Ho ,
Hl'cosO/Ho, p, and (p' (Ho is the ground wave's magnetic field magnitude, H1/ Hl' is the ratio of
the magnitudes of the sky wave's magnetic-field components on and normal to the plane of
propagation, / q(' is the ratio of the phase angles of the sky wave's magnetic-field components
on and normal to the plane of propagation relative to the ground wave, and 0 is the sky wave's
angle of elevation). The sky wave's polarization was by definition fully specified by the magnitude
ratio H 1/H1' and the phase difference p-p' between its two components. If the currents measured
at the three loops could determine the four quantities HI/Ho, Hl'cos/Ho, p, and q', then the sky
wave's polarization could be obtained by calculating (H1/Ho)/(Hl'cosE/Ho) and gp-(p' (cos0 was
determined from another experiment).
detectortransmitter
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Figure 1 Appleton and Ratcliffe's antenna setup for direct polarization measurements
Unfortunately, three measurables could not determine four unknown quantities. Enter the
frequency-changing method. Appleton and Ratcliffe argued that the four quantities could be
determined if one measured the waveforms of the three antenna signals with a continuous and
uniform change of radio frequency, not the time-average signal intensities. Changing the
frequency uniformly yielded a sinusoid-like waveform with a maximum level and a minimum level
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at each antenna loop. Appleton and Ratcliffe showed that the ratios of maximum to minimum at
the three loops could be expressed as functions of three variables: H1/Ho, Hl'cosO/Ho, and cos(ep-
'). Therefore, their measured results could be used to determine H1/Ho, Hl'cos/Ho, and cos(qp-
q'). This specified the polarization save for its "sense": The measured ratios could only determine
the value of cos((p-pq'), corresponding to two values of p-9' with the same magnitude but opposite
signs. The sign of p-p' was critical information-it determined the wave's sense of polarization
(right-handed or left-handed). Appleton and Ratcliffe argued that this information could be
obtained by carefully comparing the phase relations of the sinusoidal waveforms with the
continuous frequency change at the three loops. They implemented the setup by switching









Figure 2 Appleton and Ratcliffe's combination of frequency change and multiple antennas
[Appleton and Ratcliffe, "Polarization" (1928), Figure 3].
Appleton and Ratcliffe performed the polarization experiments in 1927. They built a three-
antenna receiver with oscillographic recorders at the Radio Research Station in Dogsthorp,
Peterborough. Their frequency-modulating transmitters (wavelength 400 meters) were at BBC's
Birmingham Station and NPL in Teddington. The transmission from Teddington to Dogsthorp
was roughly south to north, whereas the transmission from Birmingham to Dogsthop was west to
east. Experiments started in March and continued until June. All the measurements were
performed during nighttime to get stronger sky waves.
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The experimental results were extremely regular. Most of the time, the ratio HIIH1' was very
close to 1, and the phase difference (p-(p' close to 90°, no matter whether the transmission was
south-to-north or west-to-east.25 This result implied that the received waves' polarizations were
mostly left-handed circular. Sometimes HIIH1' deviated from 1 and qp-(p' deviated from 90°,
implying an elliptical polarization. Nevertheless, the phase difference qp-p' never went below 0° or
beyond 180°, implying that the sense of polarization was always left-handed.
Why was the sense of wave polarization always left-handed for both south-to-north and west-
to-east directions? Appleton and Ratcliffe offered an explanation based on the magneto-ionic
theory-because only one of the two splitting waves was received. The splitting waves in the
geomagnetized ionosphere had different attenuation and polarizations. When the wave path was
long enough, only the component with smaller attenuation had adequate energy to reach the
receiver. Thus the received signal's polarization was the dominant component's polarization.
Nichols, Schelleng, and Appleton had shown that for a wave propagating along the geomagnetic
field, the less absorbed component had a left-handed circular polarization (i.e., EJEy=-i, or, the
magnitude of EjEy was 1 and its phase was -90°). Yet this special case could not explain why
waves propagating in different directions had the same sense of polarization. The explanation,
Appleton and Ratcliffe believed, needed the general magneto-ionic theory.
The task of developing such an explanation fell on the shoulders of A. W. G. Baker and
Appleton's former student Alfred Leonard Green in Australia.2 6 Baker and Green explored and
elaborated the general magneto-ionic theory's implications to polarization. From Appleton and
Altar's formulae (equations (2) and (2')), they showed that the polarization EEy of the less
attenuated wave component depended only on the angle between the geomagnetic field and the
wave-propagating direction. When the angle was smaller than 90°, the phase of ExEy was
between -180° and 0°, meaning the sense of polarization was left-handed. When the angle was
25 Ibid, 584-585.
26 W. G. Baker and A. L. Green, "The limiting polarization of downcoming radio waves traveling obliquely to the
earth's magnetic field," Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 21:8 (1933), 1103-1131.
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larger than 90°, the phase of Ex/Ey was between 0° and 180°, meaning the sense of polarization
was right-handed.
The factor that determines whether a downward sky wave is left-handed or right-handed is
therefore whether the angle between its propagating direction and the geomagnetic field is smaller
than 90°. The geomagnetic field is not south to north on the horizon-it has a vertical component.
At high latitudes in the northern hemisphere (such as England), it tilts downward with a high
angle with respect to the horizon. Also, a short transmitter -receiver distance (such as Birmingham
to Dogsthrop or Teddington to Dogsthrop) creates a high angle between a sky wave's downward
trajectory and the horizon. The vertical inclinations of both directions reduce the angle between
them. Consequently, the angle between the geomagnetic field and the down-coming ray at
relatively high latitudes in the northern hemisphere is smaller than 90° for both south-to-north and
west-to-east transmissions (Figure 3). In fact, the angle between the geomagnetic field and the
downward sky wave is smaller than 90° for most transmitter-to-receiver directions in the northern
hemisphere (especially at high latitudes). Therefore, received sky waves in the northern
hemisphere should have a left-handed polarization for most cases. For the same reason, most sky
waves in the southern hemisphere should be right-handed polarized since the geomagnetic field
there is inclined upward.
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Figure 3 Geomagnetic field and the downward sky waves in the northern and southern
hemispheres.
Appleton and Ratcliffe's discovery in 1927 immediately pointed to the importance of
polarization experiments. Baker and Green's prediction was unexpected: the magneto-ionic
theory, originally proposed to explain the apparent resonance in the range data, led to an assertion
for different polarization behaviors in different hemispheres. The experimental verification of the
prediction would therefore offer independent evidence for the general magneto-ionic theory. Such
verification required two sets of measurements-one in the northern hemisphere as Appleton and
Ratcliffe had performed, and the other in the southern hemisphere that remained to be done.
The newly established Australian Radio Research Board provided an opportunity to do the
experiments. A colony of the British Empire, Australia emulated Britain in their science and
technology policies. 7 Following the United Kingdom's DSIR, the Australian government
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established a Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) in 1923. The Australian CSIR
originally concentrated on manufacturing of agricultural products, the country's major overseas
income. But its direction changed when John Madsen, professor of electrical engineering at the
University of Sydney, suggested that CSIR form a Radio Research Board. The Australian Radio
Research Board was established in 1926 and functioned fully in 1929.28
In the beginning, most research officers at the Australian Radio Research Board were British
immigrants educated in England. Among them was Alfred Leonard Green. Born in London,
Green went to King's College in the early 1920s, studied with Appleton, and participated in the
radio experiments at King's, Cavendish Laboratory, and NPL. After obtaining his B.S. degree in
1926, he continued to work for Appleton as a scientific assistant of the British Radio Research
Board. As the Australian Radio Research Board was open in 1929, he moved to Sydney and took
a position of research officer at the Board. 29
Green was familiar with Appleton and Ratcliffe's polarization experiments and knew the
significance of their reproduction in the southern hemisphere. His first task in Sydney was thus to
replicate the Appleton-Ratcliffe measurements in Australia. To make a faithful comparison, the
experimental procedure, the measuring method, and the instrumental setup of the Australian tests
had to be identical to their British counterparts. The radio frequencies and the transmitter-receiver
distance also had to be the same. Nevertheless, the horizontal direction from transmitter to
receiver in the southern hemisphere should be symmetrically opposite to that in the northern
hemisphere to make the angle between the down-coming ray and the geomagnetic field identical
in the two cases. Since the transmitter was in the south of the receiver in Appleton and Ratcliffe's
measurements in England, it had to be in the north of the receiver in Australia.
28 J. H. Piddington and M. L. Oliphant, "David Forbes Martyn," Records of the Australian Academy of Science,
2:2 (1971), also in Biographical memoirs of Australian Academy of Science,
http://www.science.org.au/academy/memoirs/martyn.htm.
29 Tim Sherrat and Victoria Young, "Green, Alfred Leonard," Physics in Australia to 1945, in
http://www.asap.unimelb.edu.au/bsparcs/physics/POO167 p.htm.
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Green obtained a radio station in Coogee, Sydney, for frequency-modulating transmission. With
the government's help, he obtained a site at the Naval College in Jervis Bay, 143 kilometers south
of Coogee, to install the receiver. Measurements were performed from May to October 1930. The
experimental results were unambiguously positive-the sense of polarization was right-handed in
all the measurements! This confirmed the magneto-ionic theory's prediction. 3
Appleton immediately heard the experimental results from Green. He was very satisfied with
Green's finding and thought it a major verification of the general magneto-ionic theory. He was
motivated to write a survey of his works since 1924, including the magneto-ionic theory he
developed with Altar.3' Published in 1932, his article presented the generalized formulae for
refractive index and polarization (equations (2) and (2')); it was their first appearance in public. 32
In the meantime, scientists further explored the polarization measurements. In 1933, Ratcliffe
and Appleton's students F. W. G. White and E. L. C. White at Cavendish designed a new
apparatus to measure the polarization of sky waves.33 The new apparatus consisted of two
(mutually orthogonal) vertical loops instead of three, and the frequency-changing method was not
used. A tuning mechanism in the coupling circuit between the two antennas was implemented to
suppress ground waves, and signals from the two antennas were fed respectively into the
horizontal and vertical axes of an oscillographic recorder to trace their co-evolution over time (the
"Lissajours figures"). The trace's shape (circular or elliptical) determined the shape of
polarization, and its evolving direction (clockwise or counterclockwise) indicated the sense of
polarization. Without frequency-change, the new method of polarization measurement was
simpler.
30 For Green's experiments, see Alfred L. Green, 'The polarization of sky waves in the southern hemisphere,"
Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 22:3 (1934), 324-343.
31 Gillmor, "Altar" (1982), 416-417.
32 Edward V. Appleton, "Wireless studies of the ionosphere," Proceedings of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, 71 (1932), 642-650.
33 John A. Ratcliffe and E. L. C. White, "The effect of the earth's magnetic field on the propagation of short
wireless waves," Philosophical Magazine, 16 (1933), 125-144; John A. Ratcliffe and F. W. G. White, '"The state of
polarization of downcoming wireless waves of medium length," Philosophical Magazine, 16 (1933), 423-441.
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Appleton went one step further: He began to use Breit and Tuve's echo-pulse method in the
polarization and other ionospheric experiments. The new instrument facilitated a crucial
discovery. In 1933, when Appleton and his student Geoffrey Builder at King's College measured
the intensity and polarization of trains of pulses returned from the sky, they received three distinct
groups of returned pulses during nighttime (Figure 4). Appleton and Builder argued that the three
groups of pulses corresponded to the ground wave G and refraction from two distinct ionospheric
layers-Fl and F2. This was not a surprise since Appleton had discovered the Fl and F2 layers in
the late 1920s. The interesting thing was that both the Fl and the F2 echoes had two pulses, the
leading one being right-handed circularly polarized and the lagging one left-handed circularly
polarized. Appleton and Builder interpreted this observation as another confirmation of the
magneto-ionic theory: The F. and F2 layers at night were high enough so that the collision-
induced absorption for both ordinary and extraordinary waves was low, and thus both waves
appeared in the return. From the magneto-ionic theory, these two waves had different velocities
and different states of polarization (one right-handed and the other left-handed). So they
corresponded to two pulse trains with different times of arrival and different polarizations. Also,
the polarization was close to circular because the sky wave and the geomagnetic field had a small
angle relative to each other as both were vertically inclined in this case. 34
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Figure 4 Multiple ionospheric layers from pulse-echo measurements; G: D layer, Fl' and Fl": F1
layer, F2' and F2 ": F2 layer [Appleton and Builder, "Ionosphere" (1933), Figure 2]. The horizontal
axis denotes time and the vertical axis denotes the strength of returned pulses.
34 Edward V. Appleton and Geoffrey Builder, "The ionosphere as a doubly-refracting medium," Proceedings of the
Physical Society of London, 45 (1933), 208-220.
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The magneto-ionic theory was originally developed to account for the variation of short-wave
propagating range with frequency. Yet the inclusion of the geomagnetic field introduced a critical
side effect: a propagating radio wave split into two (ordinary and extraordinary) components with
different speeds and polarizations. Epistemically, therefore, any prediction the magneto-ionic
theory made was a "double-element" prediction comparing and synthesizing the effects created by
the two components. Generalizing the theory led to a prediction of this kind on the senses of wave
polarizations at different hemispheres, which was empirically confirmed by the British and
Australian field experiments. This showed the usefulness of the general magneto-ionic theory in
dealing with radio-wave propagation at any direction and hence the geomagnetic effect on an
entire propagating path (since the wave-propagating direction along a path varied continuously).
Nevertheless, the formal structure of the general magneto-ionic theory, embodied in the
"Appleton-Hartree formulae" in equations (2) and (2'), was complex. To crank meaningful
predictions from the general theory, a mathematical study of the formulae was needed.
Mathematical Inquiries into the Magneto-Ionic Refraction Theory
The success of the polarization experiments encouraged British radio scientists to further
explore the implications of the general magneto-ionic theory. People like Appleton recognized its
importance, but were too preoccupied with their experiments to dedicate time to the analysis that
required not only mathematical skills but also tedious numerical computation. They needed a
theory specialist to crank numbers, to plot diagrams, to analyze the curves' behaviors, and to
supply quantitative predictions for further experiments. The task was assigned to a woman,
Appleton's former student Mary Taylor.
Mary Taylor entered Cambridge University in the early 1920s to pursue a Ph.D. in physics,
studied vacuum tubes with Appleton at Cavendish, and became a research associate of the Radio
Research Board's Slough Station after graduation. Her work in Slough included theoretical
analysis and numerical computation. In the 1930s, Appleton and the Station's superintendent
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Robert Watson-Watt asked her to perform mathematical analysis for the general magneto-ionic
theory.3 5
Taylor's job was to calculate the variations, with respect to several parameters, of the
complex refractive index and polarization in equations (2) and (2') and to give them physical
interpretations. She was not to develop a complete theory of radio-wave propagation to predict
intensity of radiation for a given distance or to predict propagating range for a given wavelength,
which required the knowledge of the yet immeasurable ion-density profiles. Nor was she meant to
predict the complete wave behaviors along the entire propagating path. Rather, her mathematical
analysis was to explain some qualitative and quantitative features of the data measured from the
Slough Station's vertical ionospheric sounding (sending radio waves vertically to the ionosphere
and receiving returns at the same site), such as whether the right-handed or left-handed wave
came first, and what changes of the ionospheric conditions could be deduced from the changes of
return signals.
Thanks to that restricted goal, Taylor simplified her problems by fixing the geomagnetic field
to its value in Slough and by considering a vertically downward wave-propagating direction. In so
doing, the values of cog, coL, and OT were fixed, and the refractive index and polarization in
equations (2) and (2') (for which she coined the name "Appleton-Hartree formula") were
determined by three independent variables: radio frequency o, electron density N, and mean
collision frequency 1/T. At first, she considered the absorption-free case in which 1/T=0. The
numbers n and ExlEy were therefore functions of o (or wavelength X) and N only-she chose N as
a variable to follow continuously the variations of refractive index and polarization with electron
density in the way as they did in the ionosphere. She calculated and plotted the dispersion curves
of n 2 versus N for numerous wavelengths from 5 to 18000 meters (n2 was real for zero
absorption). The results were complicated-n 2 went to 0, o, and -oo at multiple wavelengths, and
its change over N differed considerably at different wavelengths and between ordinary and
35 Meeting Minutes, Committee on the Propagation of Waves and Directional Wireless, Radio Research Board, 14
April 1930, Box "Radio Research Board Committee P.2., Propagation of Waves, 1933-39," Historical Records,
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory.
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extraordinary waves (e.g., Figure 5). Taylor identified four classes of dispersion curves. Their
behaviors were sometimes strange-n 2 went to infinities and jumped immediately from one
infinity to the other-and the difference between ordinary and extraordinary waves was
conspicuous in these cases. In general, the strange behaviors of waves shorter than 300 meters
occurred only for electron density much smaller than its typical value in the ionosphere. This and
other properties implied that the discrepancy between ordinary and extraordinary waves was most
conspicuous for wavelengths between 80 and 250 meters. 36
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Figure 5 An example of Taylor's curves for refractive index vs. ion density [Taylor, "Appleton-
Hartree formula" (1933), Figures 3.1.1-3.1.4].
Taylor's curves had problems, though. At the gyro-frequency cOg, the extraordinary wave's n2
did not reduce to 1 with zero ionization N=O. Also, an abrupt change of n2 occurred as the
propagating direction deviated slightly from the geomagnetic field, as Builder found.37 More
importantly, the absorption-free assumption yielded non-physical results such as abrupt jumps of
n2 from one infinity to the other with an infinitesimal change of N. In fact, Appleton had known
36 Mary Taylor, "The Appleton-Hartree formula and dispersion curves for the propagation of electromagnetic
waves through an ionized medium in the presence of an external magnetic field. Part 1: curves for zero
absorption," Proceedings of the Physical Society of London, 45 (1933), 245-265.
37 Appleton and Builder, "Ionosphere" (1933), 217-218.
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the shortcoming of the zero-absorption assumption; it was a problem even without the
geomagnetic field. Larmor's absorption-free theory showed that n 2 in an ionic medium decreased
with N monotonically from 1 to -oo (chapter 3, equation (1)). Mathematically, a negative value of
n2 led to attenuation that prohibited a wave's propagation in the medium; but the physical grounds
of such attenuation was inconceivable since the medium was absorption free in the first place.
Rather than trying to find a physical interpretation for the negative n2, Appleton contended, it was
better to include a small friction in calculating the refractive index. In so doing, n2 would decrease
asymptotically to 0 instead of -o, and the unphysical behaviors would disappear.3 8
Taylor knew the shortcoming of the zero-absorption assumption. After 1931, she focused on
calculations with non-zero absorption. In 1932 and 1933, she steadily increased the collision
frequency l/I in her computation of n2.3 9 As expected, the infinities and discontinuities in the
previous calculations were eliminated with the introduction of absorption. She also found that the
behaviors of propagation were closer to those of waves normal to the geomagnetic field
(transverse waves) when I/T<oT2/OL, and to those of waves parallel to the geomagnetic field
(longitudinal waves) when 1/T>o02/hL. Finally, she confirmed that a right-handed polarized wave
had larger attenuation in general than a left-handed polarized wave (in Slough).40
38 Edward V. Appleton, "Note on dispersion problem," MS 2370, C 205, Edward Appleton Papers (H37), Special
Collections, University of Edinburgh Libraries.
39 Mary Taylor to Edward V. Appleton (letters), 16 February 1932 and 1 April 1933, MS 2370, C 220, Edward
Appleton Papers (H37), Special Collections, University of Edinburgh Libraries.
40 Mary Taylor, "The Appleton-Hartree formula and dispersion curves for the propagation of electromagnetic
waves through an ionized medium in the presence of an external magnetic field. Part 2: curves with collisional






Figure 6 An example of Ratcliffe's standard graphical representation [Ratcliffe, Magneto-Ionic
Theory (1959), Figure 6.8].
Mary Taylor's work was a watershed of the expanding scholarship on the magneto-ionic
theory. In the 1930s, radio scientists and ionospheric researchers developed more and more
comprehensive physical interpretations, analytic approximations, and numerical calculations for
the refractive-index and polarization formulae in equations (2) and (2'). Ratcliffe proposed a
nomenclature and a graphical representation at the end of the decade. 4' Based on Taylor's
analysis, the scheme represented the variations of refractive index and attenuation with ion density
41 Ratcliffe, Magneto-Ionic Theory (1959), 7-10; Mimno, "Ionosphere" (1937), 21-27.
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in a Cartesian coordinate system, plotted separately the curves for ordinary waves and those for
extraordinary waves, and drew the boundaries between longitudinal-like and transverse-like
propagation (e.g., Figure 6). This scheme eventually became the standard representation of the
magneto-ionic theory among radio scientists and ionosphere researchers.
2. MICROSCOPIC INTERPRETATION OF ABSORPTION
As the mathematical expressions for the magneto-ionic theory were developed and investigated,
physicists asked another set of questions regarding the microscopic meanings of the macroscopic
properties in the models of radio-wave propagation in an ionic medium and sought to interpret
these properties in terms of the interactions between ions and molecules. These microphysics
questions traced back to Dutch physicist Henrik Antoon Lorentz. Lorentz developed a theory
using the tiny negative-charge particles to understand light and heat radiation, writing The Theory
of Electrons in 1909.42 The book offered explanations and predictions of many physical
phenomena based on Maxwell's electromagnetism and a simple atomic structure. Among these
phenomena was propagation of light in a dielectric material. Electrons in a dielectric material, he
argued, were driven into motions by the imposed electromagnetic wave, and such motions
changed the wave's phase, intensity, and polarization. To evaluate electrons' effect on radiation,
he formulated the equations of motion for electrons, solved the equations to obtain electrons'
positions, incorporated the positions into the displacement current in Maxwell's equations, and
accordingly obtained a new wave equation for radiation.
Lorentz's theory of light in a dielectric medium was soon extended to a theory of radio-wave
propagation in an ionic medium, in an attempt to grapple with radio-channel characteristics in the
ionosphere. Eccles, Larmor, Appleton, and others all followed closely Lorentz's approach to
wave-matter interactions in developing their ionic refraction theories. Yet when the model was
extended from dielectric media (in which electrons were assumed bounded to atoms or molecules
with a restoration force) to ionic media (in which electrons were assumed free), the theoretical
results differed from Lorentz's. Some terms required a new microscopic interpretation; some for
in a dielectric medium became problematic in an ionic medium; some that were conventionally
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42 Lorentz, Electrons (1952).
believed irrelevant to an ionic medium were worthy of a new look in light of Lorentz's approach.
To the radio scientists in the 1920s and 1930s, Lorentz's approach raised three major
microphysics questions: What is the proper expression for the macroscopic absorptive effect due
to ion-molecule collisions? Should the "Lorentz correction" for dipole-moment polarization be
employed to revise the refractive-index formula? And does a quasi-elastic force in an ionized
medium exist? The question of absorption came first.
Lorentz's Theory of Absorption
Lorentz's theory maintained that the attenuation of radiation intensity was caused by collisions
of electrons with atoms or molecules in a medium. The motions of electrons driven by an
electromagnetic wave were interrupted by collisions and therefore did not carry the full radiation
energy along lines of propagation. A part of the wave energy was transferred from electrons to
molecules colliding with them and enhances the molecules' thermal motions. Conventionally, the
collision-induced absorption was modeled as a frictional force -gv in the equation of motion for
an electron (chapter 3, section 3). The novelty of Lorentz's theory was to provide a microscopic
interpretation for the frictional factor g: g=2m/t in a dielectric material (m is the mass of electron
and T is the mean free time between two collisions).
Without losing generality, Lorentz considered a one-dimensional case in which all electrons
move along the x direction and the wave's electric field E is also along the x direction. When the
frictional force is included, the equation of average motion for an electron in a dielectric material
is m(d 2x/dt 2)=eE-g(dx/dt)-cx (the elastic force of restoration cx models an electron's atomic
binding force in a dielectric material). For a time harmonic field E=Eoexp(iot) with angular
frequency o, the equation of motion has a solution x=eEoexp(iot)/[m(K2-o02)+iog], where
o, =xKm.
Nevertheless, the equation of motion and its solution were problematic from a microscopic
point of view. For the actual motion of an individual electron rather than the average motion, the
frictional force (an average effect) did not exist. Its actual equation of motion should be
md2xldt2=eE-Kcx. Moreover, the general solution of this equation should contain not only the
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external frequency co but also the natural resonance frequency (co of the dynamic system:
x=eEoexp(iot)/[m(o)-o)]+Ciexp(iot)+Cexp(-ico,t). This solution, though general, was valid
only in a time interval between two collisions, and the constants Cl and C2 were determined by the
electron's position x and velocity dx/ldt at the beginning of the interval. So the statistical average
of this general solution for x depended on the statistical averages of x and dxldt right after
collision and the probability density of the free time between two collisions. Lorentz showed that
the averages of x and dxldt right after collision were both zero, and the probability density of the
collision-free time u was exp(-u/T)/x. Substituting these results into the statistical average of x led
to <x>=eEoexp(iot)[m(oI2-co2)+io(2m/t)]. This average solution was identical to the solution
x=eEoexp(icot)[m(I2-ca 2)+iog] when the frictional force g=2m/T was included in the equation of
motion. That is, the average displacement of an electron colliding in a body of randomly
distributed atoms or molecules was identical to the displacement of an electron experiencing a
force of friction.43
Extension to Ionic Media
Jakob Salpeter was the first to extend Lorentz's theory of absorption to ionic media. A native
of Barysz, then Austrian Poland, Salpeter studied physics the University of Vienna and worked as
a research assistant at the University of Gittingen after graduation. 44 Salpeter had been interested
in the possible ionization of the upper atmosphere by sunlight. As Eccles proposed his ionic
refraction theory, Salpeter independently developed a similar theory of wave propagation in an
ionized gas in 1913.4 5 Like Eccles, Salpeter aimed to evaluate the dielectric constant and
conductivity of an ionized gas, formulated the equation of motion for an individual ion, and solved
the equation to get the spatial displacement of a charged particle and hence the displacement
current in Maxwell's equations. Their main difference lay in the ways they treated absorption.
Whereas Eccles assumed an empirically determined frictional force, Salpeter followed Lorentz's
microscopic approach to deduce absorption from ionic collisions.
43 Ibid, 141, 309-311, Note 57.
44 Arthur von Oettingen, J. C. Poggendorf's Biographie-Literarisches Handworterbuch, 4 (Leipzig: J. A. Barth,
1904), 1091.
45 Jakob Salpeter, "Reflexionsvermbgen" (1914), 247-253. Salpeter was aware of Eccles's earlier work at the end of
1913.
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Salpeter began by considering the equation of motion for an electron in an ionized gas. His
equation was similar to Lorentz's equation of "actual" motions except for the absence of the
restoring force (since electrons in an ionized gas were virtually free): md2xldt2=eE. Without the
natural resonance frequency, the general solution to this equation between two collisions was
x=[eEo/(mo 2)][cos(c(t-u))-cos(cot)], where u is the time between t and the instant when the last
collision occurred. Following Lorentz, he calculated the average of x with the probability density
of u equaling exp(-u/T)/x. Salpeter did not directly compare his average x with the solution of x
obtained from assuming a macroscopic frictional force. Rather, he used the average x to calculate
the average current density J=Ne(d<x>/dt), substituted J into Maxwell's equations, and obtained
from the equations the effective dielectric constant and conductivity of the ionized gas.
Salpeter's derivation suggested a comparison between the ionic and the dielectric colliding
effects that he did not carry through. Appleton and Altar did. As they were developing the general
magneto-ionic theory in the mid-1920s, the question of absorption's microscopic meaning came
into play. They also believed that absorption in an ionic medium was the outcome of collisions
between free electrons and molecules, and its effect could be modeled with a frictional force in the
equation of motion for an electron-md 2xdt 2 =eE-gdx/dt. At first, they borrowed Lorentz's result
g=2m/T to express the frictional effect in an ionic medium. But they quickly found that the result
g=2m/T was valid only for dielectric materials. The correct expression for g in an ionic medium
could only be obtained by following Lorentz's procedure of averaging an electron's "actual"
motion, as Salpeter had done. They did so, and found that an ionic medium had g=m/, not
g=2m/T. Appleton pointed out this difference in his 1927 URSI paper.4 6
As the development of the frictional theory of absorption was near completion, its empirical
verification became an issue. In 1932, Appleton and his student F. W. Chapman conducted a
Radio-Research-Board-sponsored experiment to test the theory by measuring the conductivity of
an ionized gas.47 The gas's conductivity deduced from the average equation of motion
46 Gillmor, "Altar" (1982), 406, 410; Appleton, "The earth's magnetic field" (1927), 2.
47 Edward V. Appleton and F. W. Chapman, "The collisional friction experienced by vibrating electrons in ionized
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m(d 2x/dt 2)=eE-g(dx/dt) had a maximum at some value of g. In addition, since collision frequency
increased with gas pressure, g also increased with gas pressure, implying that the measured
conductivity had a maximum at certain pressure. Appleton and Chapman measured the
conductivity of an ionized gas at various pressure levels and did find a maximum. The model of
the frictional force -gdxldt gained empirical support.
Nonetheless, Appleton and Chapman's experiment did not verify the microscopic theory of
collision leading to g=m/l. Such a theory involved a parameter-the mean collision frequency
1/T-that could not be determined from electrical experiments. For the same reason, the
experimental results could not help select between the older model g=2m/x and the newer model
g=m/T. From the 1910s to the 1930s, physicists and engineers had performed measurements of
ionic media's conductivities and dielectric constants. None of these experiments offered a direct
empirical test for the theory of collision because the accurate values of collision frequency could
not be determined. In this sense, the theory of collision offered a microscopic explanation for the
phenomenon of absorption, not an empirical prediction.
3. THE LORENTZ CORRECTION, OR NOT?
In Lorentz's theory of electrons, the actual force on a unit point charge in a material consisted
of not only the externally applied electric field but also a secondary field from the surrounding
particles as the external field excited them. For a dielectric material, the secondary field was the
sum of the surrounding atoms' induced dipole moments. The additional term modifying the actual
electric force in a material, known as the "Lorentz correction," raised a controversy as Lorentz's
theory was extended from dielectric to ionic media. In the 1920s and 1930s, physicists debated
whether the Lorentz correction should be incorporated in the ionic refraction theory of radio-
wave propagation. Consensus was difficult to reach because the theoretical arguments of both
parties were ambiguous and no empi rical evidence helped make the decision. Similarly, the impact
of the Lorentz correction (or not) to the characterization of radio-wave propagation in the
ionosphere was not immediate. Only in the 1950s did the radio propagation measurements of
atmospheric "whistlers" lead to a definite conclusion against the Lorentz correction.
air," Proceedings of the Physical Society of London, 44 (1932), 246-254.
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The Lorentz Correction
The Lorentz correction is closely related to the definition of electric field. In vacuum, the
electric field at a point A is defined as the electric force on a volumeless unit charge at A. In a
material, it is different. In Lorentz's theory of electrons, the electric field at a point A in a material
(constituted of atoms) is defined as the average of the electric force over all points within a
volume surrounding A. The reason for this definition is to smooth the electric force's fine-scale
spatial variations due to the local atomic constellation surrounding A. Thus the volume should be
large enough to contain many atoms, yet not too large to smooth the innate spatial variations of
the external force (when the electric force is a wave, this volume should be much smaller than the
cube of the wavelength). The electric field at a point defined in this way is identical to the actual
electric force at the point if the material is a vacuum or continuum.48
Yet, there is a systematic difference between the actual electric force and the electric field in a
material constituted of discrete atoms. In a dielectric material of this type, an external electric field
drives the electrons bound to atoms into constrained motions, changes the electron-nuleus
separations, and induces atomic dipole moments. Each induced dipole moment creates a tiny
electric force. So the actual electric force at a point in a dielectric material is the sum of the
external electric field plus the induced atomic dipole force.
The computation of the actual electric force was particularly challenging for contributions
from the region extremely close to A. To calculate the actual electric force at point A in a
dielectric material, Lorentz borrowed William Thompson's technique to scoop out a spherical
volume S surrounding A: the actual electric force at A is the sum of the external electric field, the
induced force from discrete dipoles within S, and the induced force from discrete dipoles exterior
to S. Since S is comparable to the volume used in defining the electric field, the atoms exterior to
S are all far away from A (in atomic scale), implying the force of their discrete dipole moments on
A approximates the dipole force from the space exterior to S when the material is a continuum.
This continuous dipole force equals the continuous dipole force from the whole space minus the
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48 Lorentz, Electrons (1952), 132-134.
continuous dipole force from S. Therefore, the actual electric force F at A is the external electric
field E(i), plus the continuous dipole force E (°) from the entire space, minus the continuous dipole
force E' from S, plus the discrete dipole force E" from S: F=Ei)+E(°)-E+E'. Moreover, the sum
E(i)+E(°) is the actual electric force at A when the material is a continuum, and this equals the
defined electric field E at A. Thus F=E-E'+E" (Figure 7). The actual electric force differs from
the electric field by -E'+E".4 9
The values of E' and E" can be expressed in simple forms. Finding the dipole force E' from a
continuum within sphere S is a classical problem in electrostatics; its well-known solution is E'= -
P/3, where P is the dipole-moment polarization at P (as a field, P is defined in the same way as
E). The dipole force E" from discrete atoms within S is more difficult to calculate, since it
depends on atoms' locations in S. Lorentz found that it was zero when the atomic constellation
was cubical grids, and argued that it was small (E"=sP, where s is a small number) when the
material was isotropic, such as a fluid, gas, or glass. Therefore, F=E+(1/3+s)P_E+P/3. 5
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Figure 7 Geometry in Lorentz's technique of electric-force calculation.
4 9 Ibid, 137-138.
50 Ibid, 138-139, 305-308 (Notes 54, 55).
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Douglass Hartree and the Lorentz Correction in the Ionic Refraction Theory
Lorentz's correction modified the actual electric force in a dielectric material. The equation of
motion for an electron, he argued, had to be revised accordingly: instead of md2xldt=eE-xx, it
should be md2x/dt=e(E+P/3)-x. The expression for dielectric constant in terms of electronic
force also had to change, as the solution to the new equation was substituted into Maxwell's
equations to obtain a different relationship between P and E. The Lorentz correction, therefore,
led to a revision of the microscopic theoretical prediction for the dielectric constant.
Would the same correction be expected in ionic media? Eccles, Salpeter, Larmor, Nichols, and
Schelleng did not ask this question when they developed the ionic refraction theories. To them,
the Lorentz correction did not exist; they took F=E. Not until the late 1920s was the issue raised
in the context of ionic refraction by English mathematician Douglas Hartree.
A native of Cambridge, Douglas Rayner Hartree entered St. John's College in 1915, was
drafted by the British Army during World War I, returned to Cambridge to receive his Ph.D. in
mathematics in 1926, and took a chair at the University of Manchester. Hartree's interest was
applied mathematics. Niels Bohr's 1921 lectures on quantum physics at Cambridge influenced
him: He tackled various problems in wave-matter interactions including crystal X-ray diffraction
and atomic wave mechanics, and thus paid attention to the techniques of solving differential-
integral equations. 51
Hartree began to work on radio in the mid-1920s when he served as a consultant of the Radio
Research Board. A friend of Appleton and Mary Taylor, he was familiar with the updated theories
of radio-wave propagation in the ionosphere.52 In principle, such theories were similar to theories
of light in crystalline materials, a topic he had encountered earlier in his work on X-ray diffraction.
Thinking that his optical approach might offer a different angle from radio scientists', he tackled
the problems of ionic refraction in 1928.
51 For the life of Hartree, see Charles G. Darwin, "Douglas Rayner Hartree," Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of
the Royal Society, 4 (1958), 103-116.
52 Douglas Hartree to Edward V. Appleton (letters), MS 2370, C177, C218, Edward Appleton Papers (H37),
Special Collections, University of Edinburgh Libraries.
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Hartree's method closely followed Charles Galton Darwin's theory that dealt with light in
material. A grandson of evolutionist Darwin, Charles Galton Darwin was himself a renowned
physicist in quantum mechanics (suggesting spin's existence), statistical mechanics (revising the
concept of partition function), and optics (crystalline X-ray diffraction).53 While teaching at the
University of Manchester in the 1910s, Darwin worked on X-ray crystallography, which in turn
influenced his thinking of electromagnetic waves in a material: The X-ray diffraction patterns
showed that light was a collective effect of scattering from all of the atoms in a crystal. In 1924,
he developed such a microscopic theory of wave propagation in a material.54 His theory, without
directly appealing to Maxwell's equations, formulated a propagating wave as the sum of the
incident wave and the wavelets from all of the atoms in the material. An atom irradiated by the
propagating wave yields a miniscule oscillating dipole moment that in turn radiates a wavelet.
Assuming a linear relation between the incident electric field and an atom's induced dipole
moment, he formulated each wavelet's Hertzian potential and summed all of them to get the
macroscopic field in material.
Following Darwin's method, Hartree incorporated the Lorentz correction in the problems of
radio-wave propagation in the ionosphere. In a paper read at the Cambridge Philosophical Society
in October 1928, he argued that the Lorentz correction term should be included in the ionic
refraction theory.55 His goal was to find the equations for electromagnetic waves propagating in a
stratified medium-a medium with varying refractive index along the vertical direction-modeling
the ionosphere. To do so from Darwin's approach, he first had to find the expression for the
wavelet radiated from the induced dipole moment of an individual microscopic particle.
The meaning of dipole moment in Hartree's ionized gas differed from that in Lorentz's
dielectric material, though. Whereas bound electrons in a dielectric material form static dipoles
53 For C. G. Darwin's life, see G. P. Thompson, "Charles Galton Darwin," Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the
Royal Society, 9 (1963), 69-85.
54 Charles G. Darwin, "The optical constants of matter," Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, 23
(1923-28), 137-167.
55 Douglas R. Hartree, "The propagation of electromagnetic waves in a stratified medium," Proceedings of the
Cambridge Philosophical Society: Mathematical and Physical Sciences, 25 (1929), 97-120.
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with the binding atoms' nuclei, free electrons in an ionized gas do not form static dipoles with
positive ions when a constant electric field is applied. Yet the free electrons driven by a time-
variant electric field exhibit oscillatory motions that can be understood as "oscillatory dipole
moments," which are sources of tiny electromagnetic radiation (wavelets). The process ofg an
incident wave inducing an oscillatory motion on a free electron, which in turn radiates a wavelet,
is the same as scattering. So an induced oscillatory dipole moment is a "scattering moment."
Hartree assumed that the scattering moment is proportional to the actual electric force. When
the actual electric force on a unit point charge at location r is F(ro), the induced scattering
moment dP in a tiny volume dVo around ris dP=os- F(ro)dVo, where as is scattering coefficient.
The Hertzian potential of the wavelet at r excited by dP, which determines the wavelet's electric
field, is dl=exp(-iklr- rol)/(4ntlr- rol)' dP=[o- F(ro)]exp(-iklr- rol)/(4nlr- ro)' dVo. In a continuum,
the overall Hertzian potential fn from the material's entire body is the integral of dl over the
whole volume (for Hertzian potential, see chapter 2, section 3).
Yet the material of interest to Hartree was not a continuum, but an ionized gas with discrete
free electrons. To calculate the overall induced wave in this material, he used Lorentz's technique
in evaluating the induced static field in a dielectric medium: He scooped a sphere S around the
point of observation r and considered separately the field contributions from inside and outside
the sphere. The actual electric force F at r, following Lorentz, was equated to the incident wave's
electric field E', plus the induced electric field E(°) from the entire volume of the continuum
approximating the ionized gas, minus the induced electric field E' from the continuum within S,
and plus the induced electric field E" from the discrete free electrons within S, F=E(')+E°)-E'+E".
Hartree took E(i) as given, and obtained E(°) from its associated Hertzian potential II(°), which he
calculated by integrating dl over the whole volume. To evaluate E', he argued that a much
shorter radius of S than the wavelength led to a quasi-static approximation in which the induced
scattering moment in S was in a similar form as the induced static dipole moment in S. Following
Lorentz, he obtained E'=-(1/3)cs- F. E" was difficult to solve analytically. He did not bother
discussing it except borrowing Lorentz's assumption of E"=O.
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Combining the expressions for E i), E'O', E', and E", Hartree obtained an expression and hence
a wave equation for F. This equation, however, was not the wave equation for the electric field in
a stratified medim deduced from Maxwell's equations via the macroscopic approach. Another
field L=F-(113),s F had a wave equation identical to such a macroscopic equation. Therefore, he
contended, L should be the canonically defined electric field E; that is, E=F-(1/3)aos F. From the
definition of as, as- F was the (oscillating) dipole-moment polarization P. This led to F = E+P13,
the same as Lorentz's conclusion. This conclusion, along with the formula P=o- F and the
constitutive relation D=-E+P=n2sE (n is refractive index), yielded an expression for the
(macroscopic) refractive index with the (microscopic) scattering coefficient: n2=l+os/(- s/3).
Hartree's work in 1928 implied that the Lorentz correction term existed in an ionic medium.
Moreover, this term predicted a macroscopic physical effect: The refractive index of a medium is
n2 =1+as(1-o/3) with the Lorentz correction and n2=l+co without the Lorentz correction. Thus
the current ionic refraction theory, he argued, had to be revised by incorporating the Lorentz
correction term into the refractive-index formula.
Hartree carried through the idea further in the following years. In another paper read at the
Cambridge Philosophical Society in 1930, he extended his previous theory by looking at wave
propagation in a magnetized ionic medium.56 With an external magnetic field, the induced
scattering moment in an ionic medium was different along different directions and the scattering
coefficient as became a tensor. Hartree evaluated the scattering tensor from an electron's induced
oscillating dipole moment, calculated by solving the electron's equation of motion in a magnetic
field. The refractive index obtained from the solution of the scattering tensor was identical to
Appleton and Altar's formula in equation (1)-he was thus the fifth to develop the general
magneto-ionic theory. As to the Lorentz correction, he considered more carefully in 1930 the
value of E", the electric field induced by free electrons within the sphere S. He still believed E"_O
in an ionized gas, for a medium of this kind was isotropic. But he reserved the possibility of E"*0
and expressed -E'+E" with (1/3+s)P rather than sP (yet s was small).
56 Douglas R. Hartree, "The propagation of electromagnetic waves in a refracting medium in a magnetic field,"
Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society: Mathematical and Physical Sciences, 27 (1931), 143-162.
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Hartree's work on the Lorentz correction influenced Appleton. In his correspondence with
Altar from 1925 to 1926, Appleton (like others) took the actual electric force in the electronic
equation of motion to be identical to the radio wave's electric field. He was still ambiguous about
including or not including the term in his URSI paper in 1927.57 Yet his 1932 paper formally
incorporated the Lorentz correction: 58 He replaced the electric field E in the equation of motion
for an electron, m d /dt = eE - gdl dt + e(dl dt) x Bg, with E + P/3, where the polarization
P =(Nel/)r. In so doing, he obtained the same form as the "Appleton-Hartree formula" in
equation (2), except that ac=-o2/02o_-1/3, not -o2/o 2 .
Controversies over the Lorentz Correction
Hartree's argument provoked controversies, however. Experimental physical chemist Lewi
Tonks at the Schenectady Research Laboratory of General Electric wrote to Nature in July 1933
to refute Hartree's theory. Tonks contended that the Lorentz correction as "a 'polarisation' force
can only exist when there is some detailed arrangement of the negative with respect to the positive
charges, so that a volume element of the polarized medium is distinguishable from a volume
element of the unpolarised medium." 59 Only well-defined dipole moments yield the Lorentz
correction; such moments do not exist in an ionic medium.
Tonks's critique might be off the target, since the "dipole moments" in Hartree's theory were
oscillatory motions of free electrons that yielded radiation, not separations between positive and
negative charges that generated a static electric field. But a new critique followed quickly. In
October, a K. A. Norton from the U.S. National Bureau of Standards wrote to Nature suggesting
another possible shortcoming of Hartree's approach.6 0 Norton criticized Hartree's estimate of
E"(r), the electric field at r induced by the free electrons in sphere S, by offering a calculation of
his own. Given that the actual value of E"(r) was difficult to obtain, he calculated the spatial
57 Appleton, "The earth's magnetic field" (1927), 2.
58 Appleton, "Wireless studies" (1932), 642-650.
59 Lewi Tonks, "Ionisation density and critical frequency," Nature, 132 (15 July 1933), 101.
60 K. A. Norton, "Ionisation of the ionosphere," Nature, 132 (28 October 1933), 676.
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average of E"(r), i.e., the integral of E"(r) over the space within S divided by the volume of S.
The average value of E"(r) is -P(r)/3, which cancelled E'(r)=P(r)/3, the electric field induced in a
continuum within S. Consequently, the spatially averaged electric force at r was F=E°)+E(°),
equalling the canonically defined electric field at r. The Lorentz correction was not to be included.
Norton's critique had a problem, too. The basis of the Lorentz correction was precisely to
distinguish between the actual electric force and the spatially averaged electric force. That Norton
averaged all the field quantities indicated his confusion about this point. His equality F=E(i)+E(°O
was a tautology that the spatially averaged electric force equaled the spatially averaged electric
force. It did not imply equality between the actual electric force and the spatially averaged electric
force, a necessary condition not to have the Lorentz correction.
Nonetheless, a third critique came immediately. Tonks wrote to Nature again in November.61
He no longer held that the lack of genuine dipole moments in an ionized gas was a problem.
Rather, he pointed out that Hartree's calculations did not include the effect of positive ions. A
neutral ionized gas consisted of free electrons and positive ions with the same amount of total
charges. Hartree only calculated the electric force induced by electrons. His results were partial.
Tonks proposed a theory including positive ions' effect. Positive ions in an ionized gas are
protons or larger nuclei, much heavier and more immobile than electrons. The fixed positive ions
create a potential field that affects the free electrons. When an electron is driven away from its
equilibrium position determined by the potential, the positive ions' total Coulomb force has a
tendency to pull the electron back to its equilibrium position and hence amounts to a net "force of
restoration" on the electron. Consequently, the actual force on a free electron should be
eF=e(E'°+E'°-E' +E+E+), where E+ is positive ions' net Coulomb force, a force of restoration.
The force E+ is a localized phenomenon-only the positive ions in the neighborhood of the
electron have a significant contribution to its value; the Coulomb force of other ions falls quickly
61 Lewi Tonks, "Ionisation density and critical frequency," Nature, 132 (4 November 1933), 710-711.
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with distance square. Considering the contribution to E+ is justified only from those positive ions
in the sphere S. To do so, Tonks simplified the problem by replacing the discrete ions (with
number density N) with a continuum of uniformly distributed positive charge (with charge density
Ne) in S. From the quasi-static approximation, the force on an electron at distance r from the
center of the sphere with uniform charge density Ne is f+=-Ne2r/3, and the displaced electron
creates a polarization P=Ner. So the force of restoration on a unit charge at r is E+=fJe=-P13.
This value of E+ cancels E', implying that F=Ei)+E(O) (for E"=O). Therefore, positive ions' effect
balances the Lorentz correction; the term P13 does not have to be included.
Hartree understood the significance of Tonks's second critique. In December, he wrote to
Nature addressing the issue of positive ions.6 2 He agreed that his previous calculations were
incorrect because they did not consider the Coulomb force of positive ions. But he disagreed with
Tonks's evaluation of positive ions' effect. The problem, he held, was Tonks's assumption to
equate a constellation of discrete positive ions with a continuum with uniform charge distribution.
The two conditions yielded different forces of restoration. In the continuum, it was indeed E+=-
P13. Yet in a body of discrete positive ions, Hartree suggested without comprehensive reasoning,
E+ was still zero because the electron did not overlap in space with the positive ions. Thus the
Lorentz correction was not cancelled.
Darwin, the author of Hartree's microscopic approach to wave propagation, had been
intrigued by the Lorentz correction problem and had been working on a consistent theory in early
1933. At the end of 1933, he wrote to Nature responding to Hartree's remark.6 3 Darwin agreed
with Hartree that Tonks's replacement of discrete positive ions with a continuum of positive
charge was problematic. Yet he proposed a different method to calculate the scattering moment.
Rather than following Lorentz's approach to create a fictitious cavity around every electron in a
material, he found it easier to take a small isolated sphere constituted of the material under
consideration and to calculate the waves scattered by the sphere. He also showed that this
62 Douglas R. Hartree, "'The dispersion formula for an ionized medium," Nature, 132 (16 December 1933), 929-
930.
63 Charles G. Darwin, "Refraction of ionized media," Nature, 133 (13 January 1934), 62.
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approach gave the same results as Lorentz's. Using the new approach to calculate scattering
moment, he found that the Lorentz correction was zero in an ionized gas consisting of free
electrons and fixed positive ions if every electron experienced many collisions during the wave's
oscillating period. Tonks was right in his conclusion, but wrong in reaching it.
Darwin did not explain in his note to Nature how he came up with the conclusion. His
reasoning, in the form of a detailed mathematical theory of wave propagation in an ionic medium,
was published later in May 1934.64 Aiming to resolve the debate over the Lorentz correction, he
pointed out that the issue was to select between two formulae describing the relationship between
the scattering coefficient and the refractive index of a given medium-the Sellmeyer formula
os=n2-1 when F=E, and the Lorentz formula os=3(n2 -1)/(n2+2) when F=E+P/3 (the latter was
equivalent to n2=l+ 1 /(1-d/3), a result Hartree had obtained). The selection was difficult, for "it
is too easy to find arguments, quite convincing as many of those always accepted in theoretical
physics, which lead to either of the two contradictory formulae." 65 To prevent this shortcoming,
his approach was to start with fundamentals-viz., the equations of motions for all electrons in
the system, not the equation of motion for a representative individual electron.
Doing so encountered a difficulty in the radiation problems: It was impossible to consider a
finite piece in a material as a self-contained dynamic system, since each electron's equation of
motion always contained the radiating force from other electrons retarded by the finite speed of
wave propagation; a retarding force of this kind prevented a Hamiltonian formulation and hence a
dynamical approach. Thus Darwin considered a sphere S of an ionized gas with its radius much
shorter than wavelength (so that the retarding effect was negligible) but much larger than the
atomic dimension (so that the interactions between electrons and ions remained). He showed that
both the refractive index and the scattering coefficient of the material (the ionized gas) in S could
be expressed with the scattering moment of S. Thus the aim to find the relationship between the




refractive index and the scattering coefficient was fulfilled by calculating the scattering moment of
S.
Tonks et al. had shown the difficulty in dealing with a sphere of ionized gas containing an
astronomical number of electrons and positive ions. Like them, Darwin prevented the difficulty by
considering a model in which free electrons are embedded in a continuum of positive charge. It
can be shown from electrostatics that the positive-charge continuum creates an electric potential
that renders a Coulomb force (-Ne2x/3E) on an electron located in S and separated from the center
of the sphere by distance x (-Ne is the charge density of the continuum; it is proportional to the
number density N of discrete protons). The equation of motion for an electron in S is hence
Ne2 e2
mf-- -xf flx f[ + eEsin(ot)f k EJ axf g f 4f|Xg-Xf
where the first term is the Coulomb force from the continuum, the second term is the Coulomb
force from other electrons, and the third term is the force of the applied electric field (xf is the
distance between the electron's location and the center of S). Summarizing over all electrons in S,
Darwin cancelled the electron-electron forces and obtained the overall equation of motion
2m~f = Ne
mlf =- 3- -xf + neeEsin(wt) (3)f f
where ne=N' (volume of S) is the number of electrons in S. By solving equation (3), he obtained
the sphere's scattering moment P=eYfxf, and substituted the expression of P into the scattering
coefficient and the refractive index. The result confirmed Tonks's previous conclusion: the
relationship between the two quantities of electron-continuum gas followed the Sellmeyer formula
a,=n2-1 and the Lorentz correction should not be included in this kind of media.
The real question, however, was the relationship between the scattering coefficient and the
refractive index of an ionized gas with free electrons and discrete positive ions (protons), not an
electron-continuum gas (Figure 8). The total equation of motion for such a medium was
a e 2
m f e + neeE sin() (3')
f f Paxf -XPI
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where Xp is the location of proton p. Darwin found that equation (3') was much more difficult to
solve than equation (3). It was almost impossible to obtain its exact analytic solution. The only
hope, he contended, was to obtain the averaged solution of P=efxf. He took two averages of P.
The first was taken over time. The second was taken over all possible initial conditions for the
positions and momenta of electrons. A leading authority on statistical mechanics, Darwin
recognized that this step was identical to the average over the entire Gibbsian canonical ensemble
with a fixed temperature. This ensemble average over initial conditions was then transformed into
an integral over electrons' positions Xf and momenta pf at the current time t.
In so doing, Darwin found that the difference between the scattering moment P obtained from
equation (3) and the (time and ensemble) averaged scattering moment <P> obtained from
equation (3') lay in the integral of <P> over specific regions. The regions in the phase space {xf,
pf} that contributed to the difference were only the small neighborhoods of protons' locations;
i.e., the regions in which xf EXp. These small neighborhoods, which he called "regions of
collisions," were the regions in which positive ions drastically changed the momenta of free
electrons. He discovered that the contributions from all the regions of collisions to the phase
integral was negligible when (i) the regions did not overlap with one another and occupied only a
small fraction of the gas's entire volume, (ii) the time an electron traversed a region of collision
(the duration of a collision) was much shorter than the external field's period of oscillation (i.e.,
many collisions occurred within a period of oscillation), and (iii) an electron entering a region had
almost the same speed as it had infinitely far away from the region (i.e., the region was not too
small). Without the contributions from the regions of collisions, the phase integral of the averaged
scattering moment <P> from equation (3') was identical to the scattering moment P from
equation (3). Therefore, the results from the electron-continuum model also applied to ionized
gases-scattering coefficient and refractive index followed the Sellmeyer formula a,=n 2 -l, and the
Lorentz correction should not be included.
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Figure 8 Ionized gas vs. electron-continuum.
Darwin's argument against the Lorentz correction in an ionic medium depended on the three
conditions about electron-ion collisions leading to the requirement that an electron experienced
many collisions during the external field's period of oscillation. This requirement, implying that
electrons in such a medium were always pretty close to dense positive ions, was true for metals,
but perhaps untrue for the ionosphere. After receiving Darwin's earlier unpublished version of the
argument against the Lorentz correction, Hartree remarked: "I think he [Darwin] is right, as far as
I can follow him, but am not satisfied that his argument applied to the Heaviside layer
conditions."66 He believed that the low ion density in the ionosphere might invalidate Darwin's
theory. Developing a Lorentz-correction theory proper for thin ionized gases, however, needed
"extremely careful thinking." Hartree lamented that if he "could go and think about nothing else
[but the Lorentz-correction problem], then [he] might get something toward it." Unfortunately, he
could not. The teaching load at the University of Manchester and other research problems
consumed himself. He did not publish further on the Lorentz correction in an ionic medium.
Darwin's 1934 work quelled the debate.
66 Douglas Hartree to Edward V. Appleton (letter), 4 April 1933, MS 2370, C 218, Edward Appleton Papers (H37),
Special Collections, University of Edinburgh Libraries.
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Where was the Empirical Evidence?
The debate over the Lorentz correction was highly theoretical in nature-Hartree, Darwin,
Tonks, and others were concerned with the consistency of their arguments and models with
fundamental physical laws. Their focus was whether the Lorentz correction should be included in
an ionic medium from the viewpoint of microphysics. They did not explore whether including the
correction or not led to empirical, observable, and measurable differences in the studies of radio-
wave propagation in the ionosphere (from which the debate began), let alone did they design
"crucial experiments" to select between the two theories. Their narrow-mindedness was perhaps
not the main cause. A more important reason was that the nature of the difference between the
two theories made it difficult to design a meaningful distinguishing experiment in the 1930s. The
only difference between the two theories was that the parameter a in the Appleton-Hartree
formulae for refractive index and polarization (equations (2) and (2')) was -o2/ 0o2 without the
Lorentz correction and - 2 / 02 -1/3 with the correction. In both cases, lal increased with frequency
o and hence exhibited similar qualitative behaviors. The value of a differed in the two cases. But
discerning the quantitative differences in the refractive index and polarization required the value of
oo that depended on ion density N. Unfortunately, physicists in the 1930s were unable to directly
measure the ion density of the ionosphere. So the differences between the two theories were very
difficult to translate into empirical tests. Without the values of the ion density, introducing the
Lorentz correction was difficult to make a difference for the radio-channel characteristics of the
ionosphere.
Difficulty, however, was not impossibility. A clue for plausible empirical evidence against the
Lorentz correction emerged in the mid-1930s. Radio engineers had observed atmospheric noise at
very low frequencies since the 1910s. The audible noise with frequencies as low as 400 Hz
appeared as music-like "whistlers" at receiver output. It was believed that whistlers were the
extremely low-frequency components of wide-band electromagnetic radiation from lightning
flashes or ion-carrying solar winds in the upper atmosphere. Yet a prerequisite for this hypothesis
was that the very long waves were able to propagate in the ionosphere. Were they? In 1934,
Thomas Eckersley suggested a relation between whistlers and the debate over the Lorentz
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correction in the ionosphere.6 7 He argued that, while the theory with the Lorentz correction did
not support propagation of radio waves with extremely low frequencies, the theory without the
Lorentz correction did. The reason was simple for the frictionless cases: When o was close to
zero, that Ga=-o2/0 0 2- 1/3 in the theory with the Lorentz correction led to n2=-2 from equation (2),
meaning that the refractive index was an imaginary number and waves did not propagate. In
contrast, that a=-o2/o02 in the theory without the correction led to n2=1+co2/( oLo), implying that
one of the two (ordinary and extraordinary) waves had a real refractive index and hence
propagated along. Whistlers, a propagation phenomenon, therefore became empirical evidence
against the Lorentz correction.
Although Eckersley opened a new direction to macroscopically empirical studies of the Lorentz
correction, the experiments and theories on whistlers remained underdeveloped before World War
II. Only in the 1950s did systematic measurements of whistlers, comprehensive predictions of
their quantitative behaviors, and formal denials of the Lorentz-correction theory in ionic refraction
became available.68
The debate over the Lorentz correction, a tour-de-force on the theoretical structure of the ionic
refraction theory, epitomized a fundamental problem concerning the post-Maxwellian
microphysicists-the definition of the electric field interacting with matter. While the post-
Maxwellians of the nineteenth century considered dielectric materials, the radio scientists of the
1920-30s focused on ionic media. Beneath the surface of the two competing theories-whether to
include the Lorentz correction or not-were therefore the intellectual struggles to figure out the
right form representing the interaction between electromagnetic waves and a body of free ions. At
first, the correction expressed by the unknown ion density did not yield a testable difference from
observing radio-wave propagation in the ionosphere. But the discovery of atmospheric "whistlers"
eventually offered empirical evidence against the correction.
67 Thomas L. Eckersley, "Musical atmospherics," Nature, 134 (19 January 1935), 104-105.
68 For a discussion of the theories and experiments of whistlers, see Kenneth George Budden, The Propagation of
Radio Waves: The Theory of Radio Waves of Low Power in the Ionosphere and Magnetosphere (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1985), 40-42, 376-380. Trained by Ratcliffe at Cavendish, Budden was a postwar
authority of ionosphere studies in Britain.
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4. MEASURING DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND THE QUASI-ELASTIC FORCE
Whereas the interpretation for the frictional loss and the controversy over the Lorentz
correction involved mainly the theoretical structure of the ionic-refraction models, another debate
at the same time wove together theories and experiments. In the 1910s and 1920s, experimenters
measured the dielectric constants of laboratory-produced ionized gases to verify a prediction from
the (Eccles-Larmor) radio-wave propagation theory: an ionic medium's dielectric constant
decreased with frequency (ff=(l-Ne/mE 2) for the frictionless case; chapter 3, section 3). Yet
the experimental results were puzzling: Instead of decreasing to zero, the measured dielectric
constant reached a minimum at a certain frequency and began to increase afterwards. In the late
1920s, Camille Gutton et al. in France suggested that a "quasi-elastic force" imposed by positive
ions on electrons resulted in the anomaly of the dielectric-constant measurements. This idea
excited a serious debate concerning whether the experimental anomaly called for modification of
the fundamental equation of motion for an electron in an ionic medium or was an artifact
produced by laboratory setups. Microphysics built a relation with the issues of laboratory
experiments' applicability to the studies of radio-wave propagation in a macroscopic
environment-that is, nature.
Measuring Ionized Gases' Dielectric Constants
The first attempt to verify the ionic refraction theory with tabletop experiments dates back to
the early 1910s. After Eccles spoke about his ionic refraction theory at the 1912 BAAS meeting,
Fleming immediately recognized that Eccles's theory made predictions on the dielectric constants
of not only the ionized layer in the upper atmosphere but also the artificially produced ionized
gases. If these predictions could be confirmed in laboratory, then the ionic refraction theory would
gain evidential support independent of radio measurements in open space. Fleming asked Edwin
Barton to conduct the experiment.69
69 Edwin H. Barton and Walter B. Kilby, "The effect of ionization of air on electrical oscillations and its bearing on
long-distance wireless telegraphy," Philosophical Magazine, 26 (1913), 567-568.
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A native of Nottingham (England), Edwin Henry Barton was a graduate and a professor of the
city's University College. Barton was an expert on experimental physics; he learned experimental
skills on wireless from Heinrich Hertz when he visited Hertz's laboratory in Bonn (Germany) in
1891.70 In preparing for the experiment Fleming had requested, Barton and his assistant Walter
Kilby designed a laboratory setup in which an ionized gas was generated inside a glass tube.
Contrasting the experimenters afterwards, they did not choose to measure the gas's effective
dielectric constant. Rather, they measured the gas's effective conductivity to check Eccles's ionic
refraction theory. Their rationale was that in Eccles's theory, the complex refractive index of an
ionized gas, proportional to the gas's effective conductivity, had an imaginary part proportional to
the electron density (chapter 3, equation (1)). Therefore, if the measured gas conductivity
increased with the gas's degree of ionization, then Eccles's theory gained experimental support.
Specifically, Barton and Kilby measured the gas's conductivity only indirectly via a theory of
leaky condensers. They modeled the ionized gas confined in the glass tube a leaky condenser with
capacitance C and conductance G. Then they connected the leaky condenser to a resistive
inductor. It could be shown that this simple RLC circuit had a resonance frequency whose square
was a quadratic function of GI/C. In a Cartesian coordinate system in which the gas's conductance
G was on the abscissa and the square of the resonance frequency was on the ordinate, the
quadratic relation yielded downward parabolas. Consequently, if the gas condenser's conductance
increased with the degree of ionization (following Eccles's theory), then the curves of the square
of the measured resonance frequency versus the gas's degree of ionization should also be
downward parabolas.
Barton and Kilby's ionized-gas condenser was a body of air confined in a glass tube resembling
a Leyden jar. The gas was ionized by X rays or radioactive minerals. To change the degree of
ionization, they altered the radiation intensity by changing the number of the aluminum plates used
to shelter the tube from the source of radiation. The resonance frequency was measured by
70 Administrative/biographical history, Papers of Edwin H. Barton (1858-1925), Professor of Physics, University
College, Nottingham, from the University of Nottingham, Information Service Directorate,
http://mss. library.nottin.ham.ac.uk/isad/btn.html
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applying a time-harmonic voltage in a tunable circuit containing the leaky condenser and the
resistive inductor and by tuning the circuit until the measured current was maximal. Then the
resonance frequency was determined by the frequency of the applied voltage and the tunable
circuit parameters.
Barton and Kilby's experimental data were satisfying: All the curves of the measured resonance
frequency vs. the degree of ionization looked like downward parabolas. They believed that these
results implied the correctness of the assumed relationship between the ionized gas's conductivity
and its degree of ionization, and hence the truth of Eccles's ionic refraction theory. Nevertheless,
their data could have another interpretation. As a matter of fact, the parabolic relation in their
leaky-condenser model held between the square of the resonance frequency and GI/C, not G alone.
So the apparently parabolic curves could be the result of either an increasing G with the degree of
ionization, or a decreasing C with the degree of ionization. If the latter were the case, then Barton
and Kilby's experiment would be the first laboratory confirmation of the prediction that an ionic
medium's effective dielectric constant decreased with ionization.7' Yet they did not interpret their
data in that way.
Balthasar van der Pol made another attempt in the 1910s to test the ionic refraction theory in a
laboratory. His interest in the questions of long-distance radio-wave propagation led him to the
ionic refraction theory (chapter 2, section 7). He believed that atmospheric reflection/refraction
accounted for the possibility of wave propagation along the earth's curvature. Yet a fully
developed explanation of this kind should be pursued along two lines-a consistent mathematical
theory of wave diffraction between the earth and the Kennelly-Heaviside layer, and the
verification of the ionic refraction theory from tabletop experiments. He entrusted the former task
to his friend George Neville Watson, and took the latter task himself. Between 1917 and 1920, he
performed experiments at Cavendish Laboratory to measure the change of an ionized gas's
71 Appleton and his student E. C. Childs held it was possible that Barton and Kilby's experiment was more
successful than they thought [Edward V. Appleton and E. C. Childs, "On some radio-frequency properties of
ionized air," Philosophical Magazine, 10 (1930), 970].
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dielectric constant with ionization. These experiments later became the major part of his doctoral
dissertation submitted to the University of Utrecht, Holland.72
Different from Barton and Kilby, van der Pol managed to measure an ionized gas's effective
dielectric constant rather than its conductivity. His experimental setup consisted of a glass gas
tube and a responding circuit coupling electric energy to and from the tube. The gas was ordinary
air ionized by high-voltage pulses applied at the tube's ends that induced electric discharge. Thus
the degree of ionization was determined by the applied discharge voltage. The tube was connected
to an air pump for varying the gas pressure. Inside the tube, a pair of metallic plates formed a
condenser. His goal was to measure the capacitance of this ionized-gas condenser at radio
frequencies with varying ionization.
Measuring the capacitance at radio frequencies was tricky, since its direct measurement,
according to the definition, involved an electrostatic method that was impossible to apply at high
frequencies. A plausible alternative was to determine indirectly the capacitance from a resonance
measurement, a method similar to Barton and Kilby's. To do so, van der Pol designed a resonance
circuit in which the condenser was connected to a rectangular loop with a sliding bridge. This
loop, known as a "Lecher wire," was a variable inductor. One could adjust the inductance of the
resonance circuit by sliding the wire's movable bridge-the wire's inductance was proportional to
the length between the bridge and the condenser. A radio-frequency signal generator next to the
Lecher wire generated a time-harmonic voltage with wavelength 150 meters (frequency 2 MHz),
and the voltage was coupled to the resonance circuit. A galvanometer measured the current of the
resonance circuit (Figure 9).
72 Van der Pol, Geioniseerd Gas (1920).
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Figure 9 Van der Pol's experimental setup.
Van der Pol performed measurements as follows. Starting from zero discharge voltage, he
measured the current of the resonance circuit by the galvanometer. He adjusted the location of the
Lecher wire's bridge until the galvanometer current reached a maximum (i.e., resonance) and
recorded the current and the length between the bridge and the condenser. Then he increased the
discharge voltage and repeated the same procedure. Hence he obtained data for inductor length vs.
galvanometer current at resonance under various degrees of ionization.
The data were interpreted as follows. At resonance, the frequency of the time-harmonic voltage
generator equaled the resonance frequency of the circuit. The former was fixed. Yet the latter,
approximately oo=(LC)1 12 (L and C were the circuit's inductance and capacitance, respectively),
was adjustable by changing L via sliding the Lecher wire's bridge. So the experimenter was
matching the resonance frequency with the external frequency as he was adjusting the location of
the bridge to maximize the galvanometer current. A longer inductor length corresponded to a
larger L. Thus an increase of the inductor length led to a decrease of the condenser's capacitance.
This and another fact that the condenser's capacitance was proportional to the gas's dielectric
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constant implied that an increase of the inductor length was equivalent to a decrease of the gas's
dielectric constant.
Van der Pol plotted his experimental data in a Cartesian coordinate system in which the abscissa
was inductor length and the ordinate was galvanometer current. Figure 10 illustrates his data for
gas pressure 0.345 mmHg (c.f. the atmospheric pressure is 76 mmHg).73 The curve started from
zero discharge voltage and progressed with data points' index number as the discharge voltage
(degree of ionization) increased. At points 1-9, inductor length increased with ionization. Thus the
gas's dielectric constant decreased with ionization, consistent with the prediction from the ionic
refraction theory. But inductor length decreased as ionization increased further from point 10 to
point 28, meaning that the gas's dielectric constant increased with ionization. The gas's dielectric
constant decreased with ionization again only at very high discharge voltage. Van der Pol's
experimental data showed that the gas's dielectric constant first decreased, then increased, and
finally decreased with ionization. This behavior fit Eccles's prediction only at small or very high
degrees of ionization. In the intermediate region, the experimental data contradicted the ionic
refraction theory. Such an anomalous phenomenon occurred not only in the data set in Figure 10
but also in many different conditions.74
73 Ibid, 58-59.
74 For the discussions of van der Pol's experimental setup and results, see ibid, 32-64; Appleton and Childs,
"Properties of ionized air" (1920), 970; Ludwig Bergmann and Walter During, "Experimentelle Untersuchungen
der Veranderung der Dielektrizitatskonstanten eines sehr verdunnten Gases durch Elektronen," Annalen der







Figure 10 Van der Pol's experimental results for gas pressure 0.345 mmHg; the abscissa is
galvanometer current and the ordinate is inductor length; discharge voltage increases with data
points' index number [van der Pol, Geioniseerd Gas (1920), Figure 10].
Van der Pol did not think this apparent anomaly was evidence against the ionic refraction
theory. Rather, he explained (away?) the phenomenon by invoking the non-uniformity of the gas
between the condenser plates. His experiment was built on the assumption that the gas had
uniform dielectric constant eg and conductivity gas, and its impedance was l/(ga+icOga). But
the reality, he now supposed, was that the gas between the plates was divided into two layers with
different values of thinness (d1 and d2), dielectric constant (el and 82) and conductivity (al and a2).
So the gas's actual impedance was dl/(al+ioE 1)+d2 /(a 2+ioe 2). Estimating gas and as from the
measured data (the results of the more complex formula) inevitably erred. This perhaps explained
why the measured dielectric constant did not decrease monotonically with ion density.7 5
Though unsuccessful, van der Pol's experiment caught other Cavendish researchers' attention.
In 1922, van der Pol's friend Appleton and A. G. D. West (Rutherford's assistant and BBC's first
research engineer) performed a new experiment to measure the dielectric constant of an ionized
gas. Similar to Barton and Kilby's, Appleton and West's setup consisted of a gas tube, a
condenser inside the tube, a variable capacitor and a resistive loop inductor connected to the
75 Van der Pol, Geioniseerd Gas (1920), 54-57.
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condenser, and a 100kHz-lMHz sine-wave generator coupled to the LC circuit. Like van der Pol,
they used discharge voltage to ionize the gas and a pump to reduce gas pressure to 0.01-0.06
mmHg. They amplified the potential across the ionized-gas condenser and measured it with an
electrometer. For a discharge voltage, they tuned the variable capacitor until the measured voltage
reached a maximum (i.e., resonance). They recorded the electrometer reading and the capacitor's
capacitance, and repeated for different discharge voltages. Similar to van der Pol's inductor
length, the tunable capacitor's capacitance at resonance provided a measure of the gas
condenser's capacitance-high tunable capacitance corresponded to low gas capacitance.
Appleton and West's experimental results reproduced van der Pol's anomaly: The measured
capacitance (hence the dielectric constant) of the ionized gas decreased with the degree of
ionization as the latter was low. As ionization increased further, the measured capacitance became
increasing. Only at high discharge voltage was the gas's capacitance decreasing again. This
suggested that the strange phenomenon van der Pol had observed was not due to experimenters'
mistaken practices. It was reproducible. Yet Appleton and West did not consider their finding to
be evidence against Eccles's ionic refraction theory, either. Like van der Pol, they believed that
the anomaly was created by instruments.7 6
The Quasi-Elastic Force
To some scientists, however, the anomalous behavior of the measured ionized-gas dielectric
constant implied more than an instrumental artifact. In the 1920s, a group of French researchers
proposed a theory of the quasi-elastic force to explain the anomaly, calling for a fundamental
change of the electron's equation of motion in an ionized gas. The group's leader was Camille
Gutton.
Born in Nancy, France, Camille Antoine Marie Gutton obtained his Bachelor's degree in
physics at the Ecole Normale Sup6rieure and entered the laboratory of physicist Ren6 Blondlot
(the "discoverer" of the infamous N rays) at the University of Nancy. At Blondlot's laboratory,
Gutton studied the newly found Hertzian waves-he made accurate measurement of the velocity
76 Appleton and Childs, "Properties of ionized air" (1920), 970-979.
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of Hertzian waves between two conductors and found a slight difference between phase velocity
and group velocity. This work became his doctoral dissertation in 1899.77
Gutton stayed in Nancy after graduation. As wireless technology progressed, he gradually
turned to radio research. World War I further directed his career to wireless. In 1915, he was
drafted by the French Army, worked at its Establishment of Military Telegraphy, and joined
Gustav Ferri6's team on tactical radio. Ferri6's team attracted young radio technologists in
France. They developed trans-Atlantic wireless telephony between Paris and Arlington, direction
finders, radio espionage, and antennas.7 8 Gutton was Ferris's primary assistant. He did the first
successful test of ground-to-air radio communication in France.79
The members of Ferri6's team played a crucial part in spreading radio in postwar France.
Many left the military after the war and applied their wartime experience with wireless to civilian
sectors; they stepped into electronic-tube manufacturing, formed amateur societies, and advocated
for broadcasting. Ferri6 became the most important figure in French radio technology. He was
promoted to General Inspector of the French Military Telegraph Services and founded a
Laboratoire National de Radioelectricit6 (LNR) in 1919.80 Gutton returned to Nancy to assume a
professorship of physics, became a lifelong friend of Ferri6, and served as the Secretary of the
Soci6t6 des Amis de la T. S. F.
Like other radio scientists and wireless amateurs in the 1920s, Gutton was preoccupied with
short waves. The atmosphere's effects on short-wave propagation hence interested him. He began
to pay attention to the electrical properties of ionized media in the early 1920s as he studied
77 Maurice Ponte, "Notice ncrologique sur M. Camille Gutton, Acad6micien libre," Comptes Rendus de
l'Acadgmie des Sciences, 257 (1963), 2584-2585.
78 Telegraphie Militaire, "L'essais de t6l6phonie sans fil entre la Tour Eiffel et Arlington (ltats-Unis)," 4 June
1915, WWI Materials (6N 21), Service Historique de l'Arm6e de Terre, Paris, France.
79 G. Duchet-Suchaux, "Gutton (Camille-Antoine-Marie)," Dictionnaire de Biographie Franfaise, M. Prevost,
Roman D'Amat, and H. Tribout de Morembert, Paris -VI, Librairie (Paris), 17 (1989), 371.
80 At beginning, LNR was accommodated in an old barrack of the Invalides buildings in Paris with four young
engineers and several technicians. And it was not formally functional until 1926 when it became affiliated to the
Post, Telegraphy, and Telephony Services (PTT). Yet in the late 1920s and early 1930s, LNR became an
organization comparable with the radio section of the U.S. Bureau of Standards and the British National Physical
Laboratory. Amoudry, Ferrig (1993), 207-212.
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gases' electric discharge at high frequencies. Electric discharge by high-frequency voltage made
gas glow with visible light. Gutton and his students measured the gas-glowing voltage at various
pressures. 81 They found that the gas-glowing voltage did not vary monotonically with gas
pressure; it had a minimum. The minimum could imply a resonance in the gas. Such resonance, he
thought, may offer an explanation for the puzzling increase of a gas's dielectric constant with
ionization.
Motivated by his gas-discharge experiments, Gutton asked his doctoral students Henri Gutton
(also his son) and Jean Cl6ment at the University of Nancy to examine ionized gases' dielectric
properties. In 1927, Henri Gutton and Jean C1ement designed a setup to measure an ionized gas's
dielectric constant (Figure 11). They contained air in a glass tube, reduced its pressure much
below the atmospheric level with an air pump, and applied a discharge voltage across the ends of
the tube to ionize it. The discharge voltage was at frequency 2.6 MHz (wavelength 115 meters)
and up to several thousand volts. Outside the glass tube were two metallic plates parallel to the
tube wall. The plates confined a section of the tube including a part of the ionized gas, and were
connected to a wire loop. The wire loop functioned as an inductor, and the metallic plates
clasping the ionized gas as a condenser. The goal of the experiment was to measure the
condenser's capacitance. An oscillator with adjustable frequencies generated a time-harmonic
electric current coupled to the loop inductor. A galvanometer was connected to the inductor and
the condenser to measure their current, and a Lecher wire was connected to the oscillator circuit
to measure the time-harmonic current's wavelength.
To perform the experiment, Gutton and Clement tuned the oscillator's wavelength to
maximum current reading (resonance) at a given gas pressure and discharge voltage and measured
the wavelength using the Lecher wire. Then they repeated this for different discharge voltage
levels. After traversing from zero to maximum discharge voltage, they switched to another
81 Camille Gutton, "Sur la dcharge 6lectrique fr6quence tres leve," Comptes Rendus de 'Acadgmie des
Sciences, 178 (1924), 467-470; Camille Gutton and Henri Gutton, "Sur la d6charge 6lectrique en haute fr6quence,"
Comptes Rendus de 'Academie des Sciences, 186 (1928), 303-305; Camille Gutton to Le Duc (letter), 7 March
1922, Special Collection, Libraries of Radio France, Paris, France.
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pressure and repeated the procedure. The data obtained were plotted in a Cartesian coordinate
system in which the abscissa was the resonance wavelength and the ordinate the square of the
maximum galvanometer reading. Data sets at different gas pressures formed different curves on




Figure 11 Gutton and C16ment's experimental setup.
Gutton and C16ment conducted the measurements in February. They selected the dimensions
of the loop inductor and the air condenser so that their resonance wavelength was 408.5 cm for
non-ionized air. Around the wavelength, they obtained three curves corresponding to gas pressure
0.015, 0.035, and 0.100 mmHg (Figure 12).83 The results at low pressure replicated the pattern
van der Pol had identified. At pressure 0.015 mmHg, the resonance wavelength first decreased,
then increased, and finally decreased with ionization, whereas the resonance current first
decreased, then remained constant, and finally increased with ionization (following the curve from
A to B along the arrow direction). The resonance wavelength was a measure of the condenser's
dielectric constant since the former was proportional to the square root of the condenser's
capacitance. At a low gas pressure, therefore, the ionized gas's dielectric constant first decreased,
then increased, and finally decreased again with ionization, a pattern identical to van der Pol's.
The gas's behavior was different at higher pressure: it was more anomalous. At 0.100 mmHg, the
82 Henri Gutton and Jean Cl6ment, "Sur les propri6t6s di61ectriques des gas ionis6s et la propagation des ondes
6lectromagn6tiques dans la haute atmosphere," L'Onde Electrique, 6 (1927), 137-143.
83 Henri Gutton and Jean Cl6ment, "Sur les propri6t6s di6lectriques des gaz ionis6s," Comptes Rendus de
l'Acadgmie des Sciences, 184 (1927), 441-443.
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resonance wavelength increased with ionization throughout all discharge voltage levels, and thus




Figure 12 Gutton and C16ment's experimental results in February
"Propri6t6s di6lectriques" (1927), 442.
1927 [Gutton and C1ement,
Gutton and C16ment immediately carried out another experiment and reported the results in
March.8 4 In the new experiment, the resonance wavelength at null ionization was changed to
217.3 cm. Yet the outcome was the same. The curves of current versus resonance wavelength
were similar to those obtained in February: The resonance wavelength first decreased, then
increased, and finally decreased with ionization at low gas pressure. The higher the pressure, the
less obvious the decrease of resonance wavelength. The resonance current first decreased, then
remained constant, and finally increased with ionization at all pressure levels. The patterns Gutton
and C16ment noted appeared around two frequencies; the phenomenon was robust.
Gutton and Clement's discovery was not new. Van der Pol, Appleton, and West had observed
an increase of dielectric constant with ionization. Different from their predecessors, however, the
French researchers held that the phenomenological contradiction to the ionic refraction theory
was not caused by instrumental conditions. Instead, the anomalous phenomenon reflected a more
84 Henri Gutton and Jean Cl6ment, "Sur la propagation des ondes l1ectromagn6tiques autour de la terre," Comptes
Rendus de l'Acadgmie des Sciences, 184 (1927), 676-678.
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fundamental physical mechanism. As Camille Gutton had conjectured in the gas discharge
experiments, they believed that the minimum of the measured gas capacitance at a certain degree
of ionization implied the existence of a natural resonance in the ionized gas.
Based on the concept of natural resonance, Gutton and C16ment proposed to modify the
Eccles-Larmor ionic refraction theory by including a "quasi-elastic" force. In the ionic refraction
theory, the equation of motion for an electron in an ionized gas is m(d2xldt)+g(dxldt)=eE
(chapter 3, section 3, and chapter 4, sections 1, 2). Such an electron is free except for the
influence of the external field E and the frictional force g(dxldt). Wrong, Gutton and C16ment
argued. It should not be free. In an ionized gas, an electron's equation of motion should be
d2x dx
m 2 d+g-+ Tx=eE (4)dt2 dt
The additional force -px in this equation is proportional to the opposite of the electron's
displacement x, and hence an elastic force. Equation (4) is similar to Lorentz's equation of motion
for a bounded electron in a dielectric material, and the "quasi-elastic force" -px resembles the
binding force on an electron inside an atom.
Gutton and C16ment argued that the physical foundation of the quasi-elastic force is the action
of an electron's neighboring positive ions. An electron in an ionized gas is embedded in a sea of
relatively immobile positive ions. Each positive ion exerts a Coulomb force on the electron. At
equilibrium, the positive ions' overall Coulomb force on the electron is zero. As an electric field is
applied, the electron is displaced from its equilibrium position, and the net Coulomb force on it-
especially that from its neighboring positive ions (the force from distant ions is too weak)-is no
longer zero. This net Coulomb force of the neighboring positive ions has a tendency to drive the
electron back to its equilibrium position. So it is a restoring force with its direction opposite to
and its strength proportional to the electron's displacement: the electron farther off from its
equilibrium position experiences a stronger restoration to drive it back. Hence the force is -px.
Gutton and Cl6ment solved the new equation of motion (4) with the quasi-elastic force,
substituted the solution for x into the expression for current density J=Nex, and plugged the result
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into Maxwell's equations. In so doing, they obtained the revised formulae for an ionized gas's
effective dielectric constant and conductivity:
eff[1(EI - m 22+gNe2 _ ()
Ne 22f (5)
(qp - mW2 )2 + f 2 0)2
Gutton and C16ment contended that their experimental results could be explained by exploring
the dielectric-constant formula in equation (5). In the Eccles-Larmor ionic refraction theory with
qp=O, the effective dielectric constant decreases linearly with the ion density N. It would be the
same case if the elastic coefficient p were a constant. Yet p should increase with N, since a higher
ion density leads to a larger net Coulomb force and thus a stronger restoration. Consequently, the
variation of ceff with N in equation (5) is not monotonic. For small N, p is small, mo 2-qp>0 and
hence eff<E, consistent with Eccles's prediction. Yet when N exceeds a critical value Nc that
satisfies mo)2=pq(Nc) (p(Nc) is the value of Tp at N=N), mo 2-qp<0 and hence reff>E, contrary to
Eccles's prediction. Thus the effective dielectric constant is minimum at the degree of ionization
N=Nc. This explains why the measured dielectric constant did not decrease indefinitely with
ionization but "kicked back" at a minimum. 85
On the other hand, the theory of the quasi-elastic force entails the existence of a resonance in
an ionized gas. The equation of motion (4) implies a resonance at mo2=pq for the frictionless case;
the value of (p that satisfies mo2=(p for a given frequency co is exactly the value of p at N=N,, i.e.,
qp=qp(Nc). At the resonance, the effective dielectric constant is infinite, meaning that the refractive
index is also infinite and electromagnetic-wave propagation stops. Gutton and C16ment thought
that this could have a great implication to the studies of short radio-wave propagation over long
distances: The quasi-elastic resonance stops radio-wave propagation in the ionosphere and creates
a minimum range at certain frequency (or frequencies). Perhaps, they suggested, the true reason
85 Gutton and C16ment, "Les propridtds di6lectriques et la propagation" (1927), 146-148.
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for the observed range minimum around wavelength 200 meters was quasi-elastic resonance
rather than the geomagnetic effect. 86
Moreover, Gutton and Clement performed a similar experiment in which the ionized gas was
replaced by an electrolytic solution. The results were similar to the ionized-gas experiments'.7
The test on the liquid material further demonstrated the robustness of the observed anomaly: It
could be consistently reproduced at different frequencies and in both gaseous and liquid phases.
Such robustness strongly suggested that the phenomenon was inherent in all ionic media. To
explain it, a theory addressing the fundamental principles of ionic electricity was preferable to a
hypothesis involving apparatus errors.8 8
Refutation and Affirmation
Adding the quasi-elastic force to the equation of motion for an electron subverted a long-
standing belief that electrons in an ionic medium were free. Also, revising the ionic refraction
theory along Gutton and Clement's reasoning led to some resonance effects in the ionosphere that
still lacked evidence from propagation studies. Many radio scientists and engineers attacked the
theory of the quasi-elastic force.
The first to denounce the theory was Danish electrical engineer Peder Oluf Pedersen, discipline
of Valdemar Poulsen (the inventor of the electric-arc oscillator), and professor in telegraphy,
telephony, and radio at the Royal Technical College of Copenhagen. 8 9 Following Poulsen,
Pedersen was an authority on radio technology in Denmark. He was intrigued by the
characteristics of the ionosphere, long-range short-wave propagation, and their implications for
radio communication. Collaborated with his colleagues at the Royal Technical College, he wrote a
86 Ibid, 150-151; Gutton and C16ment, "La propagation" (1927), 677-678.
87 Gutton and C16ment, "Les propri6tes di6lectriques et la propagation" (1927), 148.
88 In fact, the theory of quasi-elastic force has a rich mathematical implication which Gutton and Clement only
explored partially. Using equation (5) and a simple circuit model, one could not only demonstrate the non-
monotonic variation of the gas's dielectric constant with ionization, but also produce curves very similar those in
Figure 12, Gutton and C6ment's experimental results. I confirmed this point with my own calculations.
89 "Peder Oluf Pedersen, Medal of Honor Recipient, 1930," Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 18:11
(1930), 1984.
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textbook in 1927 summarizing the state-of-the-art research on radio-wave propagation. 9 0 In a
chapter on "the influence of electrons and ions on the conductivity and dielectric constant of the
atmosphere," he offered a critique to Gutton and Cl6ment's work.
Pedersen maintained that the theory of the quasi-elastic force was not necessary to explain
Gutton and Clement's experimental results. Rather, the apparent anomaly was the outcome of the
additional capacitance between the condenser plates and the wall of the gas tube. The French
experimenters' setup included a gas tube, two metallic plates clasping the tube, and a wire loop
coupling electromotive force from the oscillator. The wire loop could be modeled as a resistive
inductor connecting in parallel to a capacitor. The ionized gas confined within the area of the
metallic plates could be modeled as a leaky capacitor (as Gutton and Clement had shown). The
element that made most difference was the space between the tube wall and the metallic plates.
Strictly, Gutton and Cl6ment's gas condenser was constituted of a body of the ionized gas, a part
of the glass tube wall, ordinary air between the tube wall and the metallic plates outside the wall,
and the plates proper (Figure 13). So the model of the gas condenser should include not only a
leaky capacitor representing the ionized gas, but also two additional capacitors representing the
capacitive effect of the space between the metallic plates and the tube wall confining the ionized
gas. And the two additional capacitors should be connected in series to the leaky capacitor at its
ends to emulate the plate-wall geometry. Accordingly, Pedersen's model for Gutton and
Cl6ment's setup was an RLC circuit in Figure 13 (Lo, R, and Co were the wire loop's inductance,
resistance, and capacitance, 2C2 was the capacitance of the space between a metallic plate and the
tube wall, and C1 and R1 were the ionized gas's capacitance and resistance; C1 was proportional to
the gas's dielectric constant and R1 inversely proportional to its conductivity).
90 Peder Oluf Pedersen, The Propagation of Radio Waves along the Surface of the Earth and in the Atmosphere,
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Gutton and Clement's setup (the upper panel) and its equivalent
Pedersen argued that the model in Figure 13 and Eccles's ionic refraction theory predict curves
similar to Gutton and Clement's. If the effect of C2 was included, then the quasi-elastic force was
not needed. Pedersen interpreted Figure 11 (Gutton and C16ment's results) as plots of maximum
l/Reff2 versus res for the circuit in Figure 13, where Reff was the real part of the circuit's
impedance representing the galvanometer reading and X,,s was the resonance wavelength at which
l/Reff was maximum. The /Reff2-)es relation, from Pedersen, was parameterized by R1 and Cl
(the ionic gas's resistance and capacitance), which in turn were determined by the electron density









Pedersen examined several cases to observe the qualitative behaviors of the s-lI/Reff curves
with increasing N. (I) When N=O, K=O, implying that Cl= C(0), R 1= R 1(0), and /Reff2 is infinitely
large. (II) When N reached the level so that K=l, C,=0. In this case, 1/Reff2 was much smaller than
that in case I, and res was shorter than that in case I when o2C()C 2R'O)>1. If so, then the point
corresponding to case II on the ,res-/Reffn plane was on the lower left of the point corresponding
to case I, like Gutton and C16ment's curves at low gas pressure. (III) When N increased further so
that K>1, 1/Reff2 was smaller than in case II, and res was longer than that in case II. So the point
corresponding to case III was on the lower right of the point corresponding to case II, consistent
with Gutton and C1ement's curves. Pedersen reproduced Gutton and C16ment's curves without
the theory of the quasi-elastic force.
The essence of Pedersen's argument was that the theory of the quasi-elastic force was not
needed to explain the apparent anomaly in dielectric-constant measurements. Rather, the anomaly
was a consequence of the capacitance between the condenser plates and the gas inside the tube
wall. The apparent contradiction to the ionic refraction theory was nothing fundamental-it was
an artifact caused by the experimental apparatus confining the ionized gas between the metallic
plates. The quasi-elastic force does not exist. 9l
Henri Gutton fought back. At the beginning of 1928, he published a critique of Pedersen's
argument.92 The critique was twofold. First, Pedersen required that o2C'O(°C2R 0l(°>1 to make the
resonance wavelength decrease from zero to the degree of ionization corresponding to K=I. That
is, the ionized gas's effective resistance RM(° ) should be large enough to yield a curve consistent
with Eccles's theory at low ionization. Yet this condition was not empirically sound. Even at low
gas pressure (e.g. 0.015 mmHg) at which the experimental data had no problem fitting Eccles's
theory at low ionization, the ionized gas's energy loss still made the effective resistance RM(°)
considerably smaller than required by the condition o2CI(0 )C2Rl(0)>1. Hence the necessary
condition for Pedersen's theory did not hold in the experiments. Second, Gutton performed
91' Ibid, 90-94.
92 Henri Gutton, "Sur l'interpr6tation de rsultats exp6rimentaux relatifs aux propridt6s di6lectriques des gas
ionisds," L'Onde tlectrique, 7 (1928), 1-4.
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another experiment in which the metallic plates of the gas condenser were moved inside the wall
of the glass tube. In the new arrangement, the capacitance between the ionized gas and the
metallic plates should be reduced considerably, since the latter were now in direct contact with the
former without the mediation of air and glass. Yet the experimental results showed little
difference. Pedersen's hypothesis that the tube-plate capacitance was the major factor was
incorrect.
Gutton's critique raised a further response. In July, Joergen Rybner-Pedersen's colleague at
the Royal Technical College and his maj or assistant in preparing his 1927 book-wrote to L'Onde
tlectrique regarding Gutton's points.9 3 Rybner remarked that Gutton's first critique was invalid,
since Pedersen's model actually did not require o2C1(°)C2R1 (°)>l to produce curves consistent with
Gutton and C16ment's. Pedersen was wrong that the resonance wavelength at a low ionization
decreased with ionization only when o 2CI°')C2R 1(°)>1. In fact, his theory applied to an ionized gas
with any value of conductivity, for what really matters was the ordering of the capacitors. In the
case when the gas's conductivity was zero, the overall capacitance of the circuit in Figure 13 was
C=Co+C1 C2/(C1+C2). This relationship between C and C1 implied that decreasing C1 as a result of
increasing ionization first reduced C monotonically to -oo at Cl=-C2, then lifted C instantaneously
to oo, and reduced C monotonically to Co+C2 at Cl=-oo (Figure 14). As non-zero gas conductivity
was introduced, the infinities in the C-C1 relationship were smoothed: With decreasing C1, C first
decreased, then increased, and finally decreased (Figure 14). This behavior was independent of
the gas's conductivity, which only affected the width of the region in which Cincreased with C1.
So Pedersen's condition o2C1 (°)C2R1 (°)>1 was not needed. Violating it simply means that the curve
went to its leftmost extreme and began to turn rightward before K=l.
Even so, the Frenchmen were not persuaded. They did not believe that the observed anomaly
was an artifact instead of the reflection of a fundamental fact. Camille Gutton, Henri Gutton and
Jean C16ment's adviser in Nancy, joined the debate. He performed several different experiments
93 Joergen Rybner, "Note sur les exp6riences relatifs aux propri6t6s di6lectriques des gas ionis6s de MM. Gutton et
Cl6ment," L'Onde tlectrique, 7 (1928), 428-436.
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based on the logic that the existence of the quasi-elastic force was identical with the existence of
resonance. The Frenchmen had demonstrated resonance in ionized gases from the experiments
that the Danish criticized as producing an artifact. The best way to respond to the critique was
therefore to demonstrate the existence of resonance from experiments using other instrumental




Figure 14 Rybner's C-Cl curves with zero and non-zero gas conductivity.
Camille Gutton performed two experiments in April 1930. First, he put the gas condenser's
metallic plates outside the tube wall but varied the separations between the plates and the wall.
Pedersen and Rybner contended that the dominant factor to create the anomaly was the
capacitance between the plates and the tube wall. If they were right, then a slight change of the
wall-plate separation would alter significantly the tube-plate capacitance, which would yield a
considerable change of the measured data. Nevertheless, Gutton did not find any recognizable
change by varying the wall-plate separations. Pedersen and Rybner could not be right.94
Second, Gutton designed a new experiment to measure the conductivity of an ionized gas.
From the theory of the quasi-elastic force, the gas's conductivity reached a maximum at the
94 Camille Gutton, "Sur les proprit6s des gas ionis6s dans les champs lectromagn6tiques de haute frdquence,"
Comptes Rendus de l'Acade'mie des Sciences, 190 (1930), 844-847, "Sur les propri6t6s des gas ionis6s dans les
champs 61lectromagn6tiques de haute frdquence," Annales de Physique, 14 (1930), 7-8.
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resonance o=((plm)'2 (equation (5)). So a resonance-like phenomenon in conductivity
measurements would be another empirical confirmation of the theory of the quasi-elastic force. In
the new experiment, he inserted an ammeter in the discharge circuit to measure the current from
the discharge-voltage generator to the gas tube, and took this reading as a measure of the gas's
conductivity. He performed two measurements for a given discharge voltage (a given degree of
ionization): to measure the current (Co) to the tube without additional devices, and to measure
this current (C) with a nearby high-frequency (108 MHz, or wavelength 2.76 meters) oscillator
coupled to the main circuit. The measured data at different degrees of ionization formed a curve
on the C0-C plane.
The measured data showed a salient resonance-like behavior (Figure 15): For every curve, C
jumped abruptly with almost an infinite slope at certain Co (or equivalently, a certain degree of
ionization). Gutton argued that a jump occurred when the gas's resonance frequency (pm) 1'/2c,
determined by the quasi-elastic coefficient (and hence the degree of ionization), equaled the











Gutton also noted that other researchers' findings confirmed the existence of resonance in an
ionic medium. Lewi Tonks and Irving Lagmuir at General Electric's Schenectady Laboratory
found an electronic oscillation in an ionized gas in 1929:95 They biased the air inside a glass tube
with low-frequency discharge voltage and detected large current at certain high frequencies.
Recognizing that Tonks and Lagmuir's discovery was similar to the conclusion from his second
experiment, Gutton believed that their study also provided an empirical confirmation for the
existence of an ionized gas's innate resonance. Therefore, Gutton offered three additional pieces
of evidence for the quasi-elastic force (and resonance): measurements by varying plate-wall
separation, measurements of the gas conductivity, and Tonks and Lagmuir's finding.
The other Gutton provided additional evidence, too. As Camille left the University of Nancy to
take the directorship of the Laboratoire National de Radiodlectricit6 in 1930,96 Henri finished his
Ph.D. dissertation on the quasi-elastic force.97 Henri Gutton's dissertation presented the results of
his new experiments on ionized gases. At first, he fixed the oscillator's frequency o (=2c/X),
measured the discharge current i, and tuned the length L of the Lecher wire in the condenser-
inductor circuit until the air condenser's current reached maximum D (Figure 16). His measured
data showed that the resonating air-condenser current D depended on the discharge current i and
had a minimum at i=inin. Observing i at different oscillating frequency o (hence X), he found that
3.2in3/ 4=constant. Assuming the electron density N was proportional to the discharge current i, the
empirical regularity entailed X2N fn34=constant.
Gutton interpreted Nijn as follows. The condenser-loop circuit consists of a voltage source (the
oscillator), a variable inductor (the Lecher wire), and a leaky capacitor (the ionized-gas
condenser). Tuning the Lecher wire to get maximum current is matching the Lecher's wire's
impedance with the air condenser's impedance so that the imaginary parts of the two cancel each
other. At the matched condition, the overall circuit's impedance is real. And it can be shown from
equation (5) that this matched impedance is minimum when =mco2. The electron density Nnin that
95 Lewi Tonks and Irving Lagmuir, "Oscillations in ionized gases," Physical Review, 33 (1929), 195-210.
96 Duchet-Suchaux, "Gutton" (1989), 371.
97 Henri Gutton, "Recherches sur les propridt6s di6lectriques des gaz ionis6s et la d6charge en haute fr6quence,"
Annales de Physique, 13 (1930), 62-129.
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minimizes D is therefore the one at which the "resonance" ( = m(e2 occurs, viz., pq(Nmin)=mo)2; Nmi,
is the electron density Nres at the quasi-elastic resonance. So the empirical relation
2Nn3/ 4 =constant can be written as 2Nres3/ 4 =constant. From a different angle, it can also be
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Figure 16 Henri Gutton's experimental results [Gutton, "Recherches sur les propri6t6s" (1930),
Figure 9]. The horizontal axis denotes the tube discharge current, and the vertical axis denotes the
maximum condenser current.
Furthermore, Henri Gutton observed the change of the measured curves in a magnetic field. He
applied a constant magnetic field Bo along the tube to the ionized gas. With the magnetic field,
every i-D curve had two rather than one minimum. This strongly suggested that the resonance
"split" from one to two by the magnetic field, similar to the inverse Zeeman effect that Lorentz
had discussed. Gutton rewrote the equation of motion for an electron in an ionic medium with the
external magnetic field, and found that the new equation entailed two resonance conditions
mo)2=peBoo), contrasting mo2=qp without the magnetic field. So two resonance electron densities
N, and N2 could be observed in a magnetized ionized gas, hence two minima for D. Moreover,
from the empirical regularity 2imin3 4 =constant, the "Zeeman relation" mo2=#p+eBoo, and the
measured data, he deduced the electron's charge-to-mass ratio e/m=1.68xl07, which is close to
the ratio 1.77x10 from Walter Kaufman's revision of J. J. Thompson's experiment. Hereby the
theory of the quasi-elastic force gained additional empirical support.
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Death of a Theory
The theory of the quasi-elastic force, if true, would have a significant impact on the studies of
radio-wave propagation in the ionosphere: It would imply natural resonance without the
geomagnetic field, resonance doubling with the geomagnetic field, and hence more complex
frequency-dependent variations of propagation characteristics. Guttons' advocate for the quasi-
elastic force therefore encouraged more research into ionized gases' dielectric properties.
Unfortunately, the radio scientists intrigued by the French experimenters' effort did not embrace
the concept of the quasi-elastic force. Although Henri and Camille Gutton provided evidence for
their theory from at least five distinct angles, none seemed absolutely convincing.
A reason was that experimenters eventually obtained a set of data wholly consistent with
Eccles's ionic refraction theory. In 1927 and 1928, Ludwig Bergmann and Walter During at the
University of Breslau in Germany set up a new experiment to measure the dielectric constant of
an ionized gas. Bergmann and Diiring's instrumental arrangement was similar to van der Pol's: A
glass tube filled with thin air ionized by high discharge voltage. Metallic plates were inserted
inside the tube wall to form a condenser and connected with a tunable Lecher wire. An oscillator
generated high-frequency signals coupled to the Lecher wire. At a given frequency and discharge
voltage, the Lecher wire's length was tuned to maximize the air condenser's current; this length
was inversely proportional to the ionized air's capacitance. Yet Bergmann and Dring's
arrangement differed from van der Pol's in two respects: The Germans used a better pump to
reduce much more considerably the air pressure-their air pressure was 10-5 mmHg, ten thousand
times thinner than van der Pol's. Also, Bergmann and DUring's oscillating frequencies were much
higher than van der Pol's: the wavelengths of the former were 1.10-2.40 meters, while the latter
were hundreds of meters.
The extremely low air density and high frequency made a difference. In Bergmann and
Duiring's measurements, the Lecher wire's length at resonance steadily increased with discharge
voltage, meaning that the ionized air's effective dielectric constant decreased with ionization in all
testing conditions. The "bouncing back" of the dielectric constant after a certain degree of
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ionization, as observed by van der Pol, Guttons and C16ment, was absent in the Germans'
experiment. The new measurements under low gas densities and high frequencies completely
agreed with Eccles's ionic refraction theory.98
Bergmann and Duiring's conclusion was not necessarily in direct contradiction with the theory
of Guttons and Clement of the quasi-elastic force, since the Germans performed their experiment
in a different condition from the Frenchmen. That the ionized gas's dielectric constant did not
have minima at extremely low air pressures and high frequencies did not disprove the existence of
such minima at higher air pressures and lower frequencies. The theory of the quasi-elastic force
could still be valid in specific, if not all, operating conditions. Nevertheless, Bergmann and During
did show that the "bouncing back" of the dielectric constant was not universal. Behaviors
consistent with the simple ionic refraction theory were observed under some conditions. Although
the theory of the quasi-elastic force still had a chance to be correct, its correctness would not be
as general as it first appeared to be. New evidence was against it under the low-pressure high-
frequency conditions.
Contrasting the Germans' indirect challenge, Edward Victor Appleton launched a direct
attack against the theory of the quasi-elastic force. Interested in laboratory studies of radio-wave
propagation, Appleton was among the first to measure an ionized gas's dielectric constant. His
experiment with A. G. D. West in 1922 confirmed van der Pol's discovery of the "bouncing
back." But he was never convinced by the theory of the quasi-elastic force. He believed from early
on that the apparent anomaly was caused by an unexpected physical phenomenon related to the
instrumental setup, rather than a fundamental correction of the ionic refraction theory.
Specifically, he held, the cause was the formation of thin layers ("sheaths") on the surfaces of the
condenser plates, a concept borrowed from Irving Langmuir and Harold Mott-Smith at General
Electric.
Langmuir found an ionic sheath when conducting experiments on low-pressure gaseous
electric discharge in 1923. He contained low-density air in a glass tube and ionized the air with a
98 Bergmann and Diiring, "Dielektrizitatskonstanten"(1929), 1041-1068.
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mercury electric arc. Putting a negatively charged electrode on the path of the mercury arc, he
found that the current flowing out of the electrode almost remained constant no matter how high
the applied negative voltage. Why was the current independent of the applied voltage? Because,
he argued, a sheath was formed on the surface of the electrode. When an electrode with a
negative potential was in an ionized gas, positive ions were attracted to while electrons were
expelled from its neighborhood. Around the electrode formed a layer containing only positive
ions. This positive-ion sheath neutralized and shielded the negatively charged electrode from
electric forces. So the sheath consumed the potential drop between the electrode and the ionized
gas. Also, from conservation of electric charges, the current from the sheath to the electrode
equaled that from the ionized gas to the sheath, which was independent of the voltage applied to
the electrode since the voltage did not affect the potential difference between the sheath and the
gas. So the current out of the electrode was independent of the applied voltage.9 9 The constant
current of a biased electrode in an ionized gas could be calculated from the space-charge equation
derived in 1911 by American physicist Clement D. Child of Cornell University. From Child's
space-charge equation, Langmuir obtained the relationship IocV3 2/x2 for the current I out of the
positive-ion sheath, the voltage V across the sheath, and the sheath's thickness x.100
After 1923, Langmuir studied further with his colleague Harold Mott-Smith the sheaths
formed on the electrodes in ionic media. 101 They found that sheaths existed not only on negatively
biased electrodes, but also on unbiased electrodes insulated from the discharge circuit because of
the mobility difference between positive ions and electrons. In an ionized gas, an unbiased
electrode captured both electrons and positive ions as the charged particles hit randomly its
surface. Because an electron had a much higher mobility than a positive ion, more electrons were
captured by the electrode than ions, and hence charged the electrode negatively. This negatively
charged electrode had a sheath of positive ions on its surface. Thus thin layers of positive ions
also existed on the condenser plates in the experiments of van der Pol et al.
99 Irving Langmuir, "Positive ion currents from the positive column of mercury arcs," Science, 52 (1923), 290-291.
100 Clement D. Child, "Discharge from hot CaO," American Physics Society Review, 32 (1911), 492-511.
101 Irving Langmuir and Harold Mott-Smith, "Studies of electric discharges in gases at low pressures, part I,"
General Electric Review, 27 (1924), 449-455; -part II, 538-548; -part III, 616-623.
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Based on Langmuir and Mott-Smith's study of ionic sheaths, Appleton and his student E. C.
Childs at King's College developed an alternative explanation for the anomaly in the dielectric-
constant measurements. They argued that the medium between the two plates of an ionized-gas
condenser included three parts: the two positive-ion sheaths attached to the plates' surfaces and
the ordinary ionized gas between the sheaths (Figure 17). The two sheaths consumed all the
voltage across the plates. So the middle part containing the ionized gas was equipotential
everywhere and functioned as a short circuit connecting the two sheaths. The ionized-gas
condenser could be modeled as two leaky capacitors connected in series representing the sheaths'
effect (Figure 17). A sheath's capacitance was Cs=eA/xs, where A was the plate's area, cs was the
sheath's dielectric constant, and xs was the sheath's thickness. The overall capacitance of the
condenser consisting of two sheaths in series was C=CJ2=e4A/2x,. From the space-charge
equation, xf2 was proportional to V 3 2 (Vs was the voltage across the sheath and also half of the
overall voltage V across the condenser). Therefore, Co llxoc V3 / 4. Appleton and Childs measured
the gas condenser's capacitance and voltage bias, and empirically confirmed the relation.10 2




Figure 17 Appleton and Childs' model of positive-ion sheaths (the upper panel) and the sheath
conditions when N>N, and N<Nc.









The ionic sheaths explain the apparent anomaly in the dielectric-constant measurements: The
current I through the sheaths depends only on the rate of charge recombination at the sheath-gas
interface, which is proportional to the electron density N. When the bias voltage across the
condenser is a constant, Noclo 1/xs2 from the space-charge equation. Suppose that a sheath's
dielectric constant is not different from an ordinary ionized gas'-c,=E[ 1-(Ne2 m/)/(mo 2+g2)]. The
condenser's capacitance is thus CoeJxs,c[l--(Ne2mE)l(mo) 2+g 2)]NI' 2. This implies C=O when N=O,
which is incorrect since a non-ionized gas still has the capacitive effect. The problem is that
Nocl/xf entails an infinite x at N=O. When the gas is spatially confined, however, the sheath's
thickness x, should not exceed the separation between the condenser plates. Suppose N' is the
electron density at which the sheath's thickness determined by No 1/xs 2 is half of the separation
between the condenser plates. Between N=O and N=N', the two sheaths fill the space between the
condenser plates, and the condenser's capacitance is proportional to [1-(Ne2ml/)/(mo2+g 2)] only,
equivalent to Eccles's ionic refraction theory. So the condenser's capacitance decreases with N.
But when N>N', the sheaths shrink and the condenser's capacity becomes proportional to [1-
(Ne2m/l)(mo2+g 2)]N"2 , implying that C increases with N at first and then decreases with N after
reaching a maximum. In brief, the Appleton-Childs sheath theory predicts that the ionized-gas
condenser's capacitance first decreases, then increases, and finally decreases with ionization. The
apparent anomaly is explained by a hypothesis of an artifact produced in the measuring device-
the sheaths.' 103
Nevertheless, the hypothesis had problems. Appleton and Childs assumed that the dielectric
constant of a positive-ion sheath was not different from the dielectric constant of an ionized gas
with equal numbers of electrons and positive ions. This assumption was baseless. The ionic
refraction theory was derived under the condition that immobile positive ions and agitated
electrons coexist in a medium. Eccles's dielectric-constant formula did not apply to a sheath in
which only positive ions existed. Another problem was the assumption that the entire medium
between the two condenser plates was a positive-ion sheath when the degree of ionization was
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low. This suggested that the entire space between the plates contained only positive ions, and all
of the electrons were captured by the plates. That did not seem possible.
Appleton must have quickly found the confusing and contradictory nature of the hypothesis of
positive-ion sheaths. After 1930, he did not stick further to it. Rather, in the private
communications with his British colleagues Childs, F. W. Chapman, and J. Goodier, he talked
more about a revised theory of sheaths.'0 4 This theory returned to Pedersen and Rybner's model:
The thin layers formed on the surfaces of the condenser plates were still responsible for the
apparent anomaly of the dielectric-constant measurements. Yet the layers were no longer sheaths
of positive ions. They were "depletion regions" where both positive ions and electrons
disappeared via recombination. So the material between the condenser plates consisted of three
parts-the two thin layers of the non-ionized gas and the ionized gas in between (Figure 18). The
two thin layers on the plates' surfaces resembled Pedersen's and Rybner's residual capacitors. The
only difference was that Appleton's layers were not the air gaps between the plates and the tube
wall but depletion regions formed by ion-electron recombination. Therefore, Pedersen's and
Rybner's formal analysis to explain the anomaly of the dielectric-constant measurements still
applied to Appleton's new sheath theory. Yet Camille Gutton's critique of Pedersen and Rybner
was no longer valid: since the sheaths were formed inside the glass tube, moving the condenser
plates from outside to inside or changing the air-gap widths did not make a difference.
104 Edward V. Appleton to E. C. Childs (letter), 15 December 1931, C 169; Childs to Appleton (letters), 21
February 1932, C 173; J. Goodier to Appleton (letters), 12 December 1931, 1 January 1932, C 174; F. W.
Chapman to Appleton (letter), 13 December 1931, C 176, MS 2370, Edward Appleton Papers (H37), Special




Figure 18 Appleton's model of neutral sheaths.
Appleton developed the neutral-sheath theory with J. Goodier of King's College and
formulated it in a report to the British Radio Research Board in 1931.105 Appleton and Goodier
not only used Pedersen's and Rybner's analysis to account for the dielectric-constant anomaly, but
also proposed a quantitative empirical test between their theory and th e theory of the quasi-elastic
force. Henri Gutton had maintained that at "true resonance" in which the electron density
minimized the maximum condenser current, the electron density N and the oscillator's wavelength
X had a relationship N3 4 X2=constant. But Appleton and Goodier deduced a different rule
governing N and X at "true resonance:" Each depletion sheath's capacitance was a constant C2
and the middle ionized gas's capacitance was [1-(Ne2/Ie2)]CI from the ionic refraction theory.
The condenser's capacitance, the three capacitances in series, was therefore C=[1-
(Ne2/Eo2)]CC 2/{ C2+2[1-(Ne2/eo 2)]C1}. The condenser circuit was at "true resonance" as its
capacitance C went to infinity, or equivalently, the denominator of C became zero. The condition
for "true resonance" was therefore 1-(Ne2/e 2)=-C2/2C1. Since both C1 and C2 were constant, this
relation entailed that NX2=constant at "true resonance."' 0 6
105 Edward V. Appleton and J. Goodier, 'The dielectric constant of ionized air," Report to Radio Research Board




The different predictions N3 4 2=constant and NX2=constant from the elastic-force theory and
the neutral-sheath theory offered a basis for a crucial experiment to select between the two.
Appleton and Goodier performed such an experiment by measuring the degrees of ionization at
"true resonance" for various wavelengths shorter than 100 meters: For each frequency, they fixed
the discharge current (a measure of N) and tuned the Lecher wire until the condenser current
reached a maximum, repeated the procedure with different discharge current levels until the
maximum galvanometer reading was minimum. All of their data agreed better with NX2=constant
than with N3 4 2=constant. Therefore, the neutral-sheath theory was preferable.
Strictly, the basis for Appleton and Goodier's crucial experiment was problematic. The
empirical rule N3/42=constant Henri Gutton had found was not an integral part of the theory of
the quasi-elastic force. Most results deduced from the theory did not need the empirical rule. The
only prediction being affected was Gutton's estimate of electron's charge-to-mass ratio from the
measurements in magnetized cases. Otherwise, the empirical rule was independent of the
Frenchmen's theoretical structure. What Appleton and Goodier compared was a formula deduced
from their theory and an empirical rule independent of their enemy's theory. Also, Appleton and
Goodier's experimental conditions differed from Gutton and C16ment's: the former operated at
much higher frequencies. Whether Gutton and C16ment's theory was totally invalid or valid under
specific conditions was still a question.
But the French experimenters did not fight back. Unlike Appleton, Henri Gutton, Jean
Cl6ment, and Camille Gutton did not perform more experiments on an ionized gas's dielectric
constant. Neither did they defend their theory in public. Worse, Lewi Tonks, whose finding
inspired Camille Gutton to argue for the existence of real resonance in an ionized gas, was not
sympathetic with the theory of the quasi-elastic force. In a letter to Appleton in 1931, Tonks
explicitly expressed his doubt:107
It seems rather doubtful to me that any of the experimentally observed so-called ionic
oscillations, except possibly those discussed by Dr. Langmuir and myself, are of the type for
which we have developed the theory.
107 Lewi Tonks to Edward V. Appleton (letter), 16 December 1931, MS 2370, C 177, Edward Appleton Papers
(H37), Special Collections, University of Edinburgh Libraries.
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Moreover, the GE researcher agreed with Appleton that such "resonance" required a confinement
of the ionized gas in a finite space:
In answer to your question as to whether ionic oscillations require a boundary for their
generation and are caused by the sheaths, I should say, if I understand you correctly, that a
boundary is necessary.... in order to establish a definite frequency....
If Tonks and Appleton were right, then the "resonance" causing the apparent anomalous variation
of an ionized gas's dielectric constant with ionization should not exist in the unbounded
atmosphere. The anomaly was an artifact, a product of the glass-tube boundary confining the
ionized gas in the tabletop experimental setup. In the same year, Tonks remarked in a published
article that "H. Gutton introduces an elastic restoring force of unknown origin which seems to be
not only unnecessary but somewhat in contradiction with the actual experimental results, as has
been pointed out by J. Rybner."' 08 Although Gutton evoked Tonks's resonance in an ionized gas
to support his theory of the quasi-elastic force, Tonks's resonance differed from Gutton's.
Whereas the former appeared in an electrostatic equation, the latter appeared in an
electromagnetic wave equation. Gutton did not understand that the wave equation needed to
include an additional term to obtain resonance like Tonks's. Yet there was no such term-
Tonks's resonance could be deduced from equations consistent with the wave equation in the
ionic refraction theory.
The theory of the quasi-elastic force faded away. In 1933, Camille Gutton began to drop the
term "quasi-elastic force" in considering the equation of motion for a free electron in an ionic
medium. 0 9 In 1934, he explicitly admitted that his previous experiments showed resonance under
the condition that the ionized gas was contained by a finite-volume vessel. 1 ° At this point, his
view was not different from Appleton's: The apparent anomaly in the dielectric-constant
measurements was an artifact produced by the boundary between the material to be tested and the
instrument, not a natural fact implying the existence of a quasi-elastic force in the ionosphere.
108 Lewi Tonks, "The high frequency behavior of a plasma," Physical Review, 37 (1931), 1459.
109 Camille Gutton, "Propri6t6s des gaz ionis6s dans les champs de haute fr6equence," L'Onde Electrique, 12
(1933), 63.
110 Camille Gutton, Jean Galle, and Henri Joigny, "Sur la rflexion des ondes radiotdldgraphiques dans la haute
atmosphere," Comptes Rendus de l'Academe des Sciences, 199 (1934), 471.
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The controversy over the quasi-elastic force was originated from an experimental anomaly
when attempting to reproduce an open-space physical environment-the ionosphere-in
laboratories. Some explained the anomaly by adding a force term that changed the microscopic
model of electromagnetic-wave interactions with ionic media. Others against this fundamental
revision and insisted that the anomaly was an artifact created by the experimental instruments.
Unlike the story of the Lorentz correction, the debate over the quasi-elastic force was not simply
theoretical. Active laboratory experiments were performed to support the existence of the force.
Yet the "operational realism" did not prevail here: Most radio s cientists did not accept the force's
reality even though some experimenters could show how to actively manipulate it. The hesitation
reflected a problem perhaps common to all "mimicking experiments" that attempted to recreate
nature with laboratory setups. In a mimicking experiment, whether an observed phenomenon was
a real fact in nature or an artificial effect produced by the instruments was always a question
scientists had to face. In the case of the quasi-elastic force, the instrumental factor lay not in any
special design or arrangement, but in the simple fact that a bounded laboratory setup did not
simulate well borderless nature-the boundaries yielded artifacts.
The ionic refraction theory evolved from a hypothesis explaining the bending of radio waves
along the earth's surface to a formal structure and a physical model covering many wave-
propagation phenomena. The development of the generalized magneto-ionic theory and the
exploration of the theory's microphysical foundation in the 1920s and 1930s marked such
changes. Physicists' and engineers' ultimate goal in elaborating the magneto-ionic theory was to
characterize radio-wave propagation between the earth and the ionosphere. Ironically, the theory
never became a complete theory of radio-wave propagation during the period. In contrast to the
surface diffraction theory and the atmospheric reflection theory in the 1900-1910s, the magneto-
ionic theory in the 1920-1930s could not predict wave intensity for given wavelength, transmitter-
receiver distance, and antenna parameters. The reason was that the magneto-ionic theory needed
exact information of the ionosphere's electron-density profile, and this was still not measurable.
While the surface diffraction theory and the atmospheric reflection theory could deduce wave-
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intensity formulae by leaving the conductivities of the earth and the upper layer as unspecified
parameters, the magneto-ionic theory could not even structure such a formula without a given
functional form of the electron-density profile. This made it more difficult for the magneto-ionic
theory to predict wave intensity.
Yet the magneto-ionic theory could produce other kinds of knowledge on radio-wave
propagation. On the one hand, the exploration of the magneto-ionic theory's formal structure
linked to new experimental evidence for the theory or helped turn the theory into analytic tools
for probing the ionosphere. Appleton and Altar's, Lassen's, and Goldstein's pure mathematical
exercises to generalize the magneto-ionic theory led to a new empirical prediction. Appleton,
Ratcliffe, Green, and Baker showed that the general magneto-ionic theory resulted in different
senses of polarizations in different hemispheres and verified this prediction with field experiments
in England and Australia. Mary Taylor's functional analysis of the Appleton-Hartree formula
informed qualitative or semi-quantitative behaviors of wave velocity, polarization, and attenuation
under various conditions that were especially useful in vertical radio sounding.
On the other hand, studying the microphysical significance of wave propagation in an ionic
medium aimed to offer an ontological foundation for the ionic refraction theory. The researches
into the colliding absorption, the Lorentz correction term, and the quasi-elastic force were all
concerned with questions about existence and reality. Physicists wanted to know how to represent
frictional absorption as a collective effect of collisions between ions and molecules. They debated
about whether to incorporate the Lorentz correction of induced dipole-moment polarization in
ionic media. They argued for or against the existence of a quasi-elastic force as the true cause of
an anomaly in the dielectric-constant measurements of an ionized gas produced with a tabletop
setup. Answering these questions helped them to believe more in the reality of the ionic refraction
theory.
How did physicists in the 1920s and 1930s perceive the reality of the three microscopic
scientific objects-the colliding absorption, the Lorentz correction, and the quasi-elastic force-in
the ionic refraction theory? They all agreed that the colliding absorption was real, and differed
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only slightly in its expression. They debated over the truth of the Lorentz correction, but both
parties focused only on the consistency of their theoretical reasoning. Except for Eckersley's
discussion on "whistlers," no scheme of empirical verification was developed to resolve the
debate. And even Eckersley's proposal was not implemented until the 1950s.
Physicists split about the reality of the quasi-elastic force, too. Yet the split arose from an
anomaly when experimenting on laboratory-produced ionized gases mimicking the ionosphere.
The debate was not purely theoretical: Both parties performed tabletop experiments and obtained
data more favorable to their theory. Nor did the experimental arguments concentrate on the
manipulability of the scientific object, like the case in the discovery of the ionosphere. The quasi-
elastic force's supporters failed not because they could not tinker with the force with experimental
means, but because most physicists believed that they were tinkering with an artifact produced in
a bounded laboratory setup, not a real force in the unbounded ionosphere. The history of the
quasi-elastic force therefore raised questions about the reality and applicability of model
experiments in a laboratory to studies of macroscopic nature, questions that contemporary
geophysics often encountered.
Whether the motivation was to expand the empiri cal understanding of radio-wave propagation
or to clarify the ontological foundation of the internal concepts, the magneto-ionic theory was
consolidated in the 1930s. But the theory's maturity also accompanied its limitation. It became
clear that some aspects of radio-wave propagation could not be properly characterized by the
magneto-ionic theory. Like other propagation theories, it was helpless when unknown,
unpredictable, irregular, and random factors came to interfere with "normal" propagation of radio
waves. In fact, these factors could rarely be understood or handled by any scientific theory. They





Radio-Channel Uncertainties, Interferences, and Noises: 1910-1935
The development of the atmospheric reflection and ionic refraction theories, the discovery of
the ionosphere, and the elaboration of the magneto-ionic theory played important parts in
characterizing radio channels. By the 1930s, these theoretical and experimental efforts had led to
a widely accepted science of radio-wave propagation aiming to illustrate the true physical
mechanisms of propagation above the earth, to explain qualitative variations of wave amplitude,
polarization, and phase at different frequencies and distances, and to give quantitative predictions
for these variations under ideal environmental conditions.
All of the aspects were useful to the designs and operations of wireless technology: The
Austin-Cohen formula was a primary guideline for designing the specification of long-distance
wireless telegraphy. The knowledge of short-wave long-range propagation turned radio
engineers' attention to high frequencies. The discovery of the ionosphere helped improve
direction finders. And even the esoteric studies of the magneto-ionic phenomena were useful to
radio sounding and probing of the atmosphere.
Nevertheless, the science of propagation by no means provided an adequate characterization
of radio channels for engineering purposes. The difficulty in generating accurate quantitative
predictions under realistic environmental conditions restricted its engineering applications. The
main reason for the difficulty was related to the highly complex nature of radio channels-the
physical process between transmission and reception. Electromagnetic waves propagating in open
space were affected by a large number of environmental factors-ground conductivity, terrain
geometry, weather, the atmosphere, and the geomagnetic field. These factors formed parameters
needed for the wave-propagation theories to obtain quantitative predictions. In reality, however,
not all the necessary parameters were available for complete quantitative predictions, and the
ways to measure the parameters either did not exist at all or were highly imprecise. Although the
physical foundation and the mathematical structure of the radio-wave propagation theories had
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been established by the 1930s, the values of the environmental parameters required by the theories
were still unknown or even immeasurable. This posed a problem for comprehensive quantitative
predictions.
The problem was not only the inability to know or to measure the environmental parameters
associated with radio channels. That these channel parameters were random, uncertain, and
contingent made it worse. The fluctuations of propagating conditions haphazardly and irregularly
altered the intensity of wireless signals and thereby caused large deviations between the
predictions from the wave-propagation theories and reality. Such large deviations prevented
engineers from determining the transmitting power required for signals to reach their destinations.
But the more important uncertain channel parameters were not always related to propagating
conditions; they were disturbances external to wireless-signal propagation that mingled and
interfered with signals and polluted the content of signals. The sources of these disturbances-
also known as noises and interferences-included atmospheric electricity, man-made apparatus,
and fundamental performance limits of electronic devices. Controlling uncertain noises and
interferences altering signal content was one of the most critical tasks for radio practitioners.
How radio practitioners in the early twentieth century understood and controlled the channel
uncertainties that threatened wireless communication, the topic of this chapter, was a collection of
diverse endeavors tackling different problems. Those of the time encountered three kinds of
uncertainties-electromagnetic disturbances from nature, man-made radiation from modem
electrical or mechanical appliances, and receiver electronic noise. Radio operators and engineers
confronted natural born disturbances at first. Since Marconi had initiated long-range wireless
telegraphy in 1900, they had to deal with the problems of diurnal, seasonal, and regional
variations of signal intensity and atmospheric noise ("stray rays," "atmospherics," or "static"). As
short waves replaced long waves and telephony dominated over telegraphy in the 1920s, fading
became more serious than atmospheric noise. In the meantime, the popularity of the modern way
of life, the prevalence of electric power utilities, and the growth of wireless stations created man-
made interferences. The worse problem among them was caused by the rapid expansion of
commercial broadcasting after 1920, for the large number of broadcasting stations congested the
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limited spectrum. As the problems of natural disturbances and man-made interferences were
gradually solved, radio engineers turned their attention to the residual noises from receivers'
electronic devices-"shot noise" at the output of a vacuum-tube amplifier due to electron's
discrete nature, and "thermal noise" at a resistor due to electrons' thermal motion. These noises
posed fundamental limits to the performance of electronic circuits; they were increasingly relevant
as other uncertainty-suppressing techniques considerably advanced after the mid-1920s.
Uncertainty is essential to all modern large-scale technological systems. The history of dealing
with radio-channel uncertainties therefore opens a window to understanding how those running
technological systems have based their designs and operations on the elimination, reduction,
control, and utilization of uncertainties, and, how the actions of coping with uncertainties in the
technological system have been affected by or affect other realms of practices in society at large.
The treatment of natural disturbances, man-made interferences, and electronic noises offers three
perspectives to the historiographical issues as the engineering of metrology, the technopolitics of
standardization, and the science of noises. Measurements were AT&T's and the British Radio
Research Board's engineering solution to the problems of natural disturbances in trans-Atlantic
radiotelephony, broadcasting, and direction finding. Because no propagation theory could predict
signal-intensity variations, atmospheric noise, and fading, engineers of these organizations
characterized the fluctuations with a lot of empirical data from long-term, large-scale
measurement programs and adapted to the system's operating procedures to the random
propagating or noise conditions. Making channel-allocation policies, governmental regulation, and
standardization were the U.S. Federal Radio Commission and the U.S. Bureau of Standards'
techno-political solution to the problems of man-made interferences resulting from broadcasting.
To prevent mutual interference, they assigned each licensed station a channel with a fixed
frequency, power, and operating hours, and made sure each station abided by the assigned
specification by enforcing a strict frequency standard that only cutting-edge crystal oscillators
could achieve. Exploring the physical foundation of electronic noises and the ultimate limits of
electronic devices were German and American physicists' scientific solution to the problems of
receiver tube noises. They applied statistical mechanics to construct theories of shot noise and
thermal noise, verified the theories with experiments, and employed theory-laden techniques to
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suppress the noises or to characterize the noises' upper bound. Although shot current and thermal
current turned out not to be the exclusive sources of tube noise, the science of noise laid a
foundation for statistical representations of fluctuations that eventually led to information theory,
cybernetics, and other "system" sciences and engineering after the 1940s.
1. CHARACTERIZING RADIO DISTURBANCES FROM THE NATURE
Nature is a troubling medium for wireless communications; radio practitioners had been aware
of this fact for a long time. Range of signal reach varies with time of day, season, and
geographical location. Random atmospherics with temporal and regional variations disturb signal
transmission. Fading-rapid fluctuations of signal intensity-distorts transmitted messages. In the
1910s, wireless operators and engineers already knew a number of phenomena concerning the
variations of nature's propagating conditions. They were:'
· A wireless wave's maximum transmission distance (signal-reach range) increases with ground
conductivity; a wave over sea propagates farther than that over land.
* Signal-reach range is longer at night than at day.
* Atmospherics are more serious at night than at day, in summer than in winter, and at low
latitude than at high latitude.
* Fading exists.
As wireless practitioners explored waves shorter than 200 meter s, they found:2
· Skip zones exist. Consequently, signal-reach range is determined not only by a wave's
attenuation but also by its skip distance.
* Skip distance and signal-reach range change with frequency, season, and time of day.
* Fading is more serious at shorter wavelengths.
These findings had practical implications. Knowing the accurate patterns of natural
disturbances was crucial to fighting radio-channel uncertainties. Yet these observations alone
were inadequate. To improve the reliability of wireless systems, engineers needed to have more
accurate quantitative information about the variations of signal reach, fading, and atmospherics
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under many different operating conditions. To obtain the information, they collected a large
amount of empirical data from long-term large-scale measurement programs.
The 1920s and 1930s were the golden period of propagation measurements. Governments,
firms, and amateurs in America and Europe all conducted yearlong long-range radio experiments.
Paralleling the U.S. Navy's range measurements, American amateurs' fading and long-range tests,
and British physicists' sky-wave experiments, AT&T's measurements of signal variations and
noise in its trans-Atlantic radiotelephony, and the British Radio Research Board's studies of
atmospherics marked the efforts to characterize radio disturbances from nature.
Early Studies of Atmospherics
Atmospherics had been identified since the early days of radio. Static was a common problem
among wireless-telegraphic operators.3 Radio amateurs knew well that summer nighttime was
worse for their activities because of its considerable atmospheric noise (Figure 1). In World War
I, military demand in Britain and America motivated systematic investigations of atmospheric
noise, seeking its physical causes, patterns of intensity change, and frequency dependence.
Although atmospheric noise deteriorated the quality of wireless communication on the one
hand, it revealed useful information about meteorological conditions on the other. The unwanted
noise to radio engineers could be useful signals to meteorologists, for the latter had found possible
correlations between static-a product of atmospheric electricity-and weather phenomena such
as thunderstorms and showers. Therefore, one of the most important early researches on
atmospherics led by Briton Robert Watson-Watt approached the problems from the angle of
weather forecasting, not suppressing radio interference. A native of Brechin, Scotland, Robert
Alexander Watson-Watt 4 received B.S. in electrical engineering from University College at the
University of St. Andrews in Dundee. He served the military during World War I by joining in
3 U.S. Naval officer Stanford Hooper noted that one of the most common excuses the navy's wireless-telegraphic
operators used for error messages was static (Douglas, "Navy's adoption of radio" (1985)).
4 Watosn-Watt's original surname was Watt. He carried the middle name Watson in memory of his grandmother.
He changed his surname to Watson-Watt when knighted in 1942 [John A. Ratcliffe, "Robert Alexander Watson-
Watt," Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the Royal Society, 21 (1975), 563]. I use the better known name
Watson-Watt to refer to the person before 1942.
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Our Old Friend Winter Is Coming Once More
Figure 1 Radio amateurs' caricature of the antagonism between static and winter [QST, 1:10
(September 1916)].
The Meteorological Office was a unit of the British Air Ministry, the predecessor of the Royal
Air Force. A military engineering organization, its mission was to provide weather forecasts for
the ministry to determine flight schedules. The weather phenomenon that brought the most
serious risk to air fighters' safety was thunderstorm. Watson-Watt's first task was hence to
predict the locations and times of thunderstorms. Trained in electrical engineering, he had been
aware of radio's potential for detecting atmospheric disturbances. In 1915, he proposed to
experiment on thunderstorm forecasting with radio direction finders. At the time, C. J. P. Cave of
the Meteorological Office and Richard Whiddington of the Royal Aircraft Factory had borrowed
the War Office's wireless station in Aldershot (England) to experiment on aviation
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communications. As Watson-Watt joined them with the new proposal, the Aldershot station was
converted to a development site for thunderstorm detection with radio direction finders.6
Thunderstorm is the most notable weather phenomenon related to atmospheric electricity.
Lightning and thunder accompanying storms are the results of strong electric discharge between
the ground and rain clouds, resembling a spark-gap discharger for electromagnetic radiation. So
thunderstorms should yield strong atmospheric noise. In the 1890s, Russian wireless pioneer
Aleksander Popov had attempted to detect lightning with a vertical antenna connecting with a
coherer detector. Yet the nineteenth-century experiments on lightning detection were unable to
identify the locations of atmospherics' sources, since the technology of wireless direction finding
was unavailable. As the Bellini-Tosi and other radio direction finders became popular in the
1910s, Watson-Watt and his colleagues at the Meteorological Office utilized the new technology
in weather forecasting. They used the data taken simultaneously from the direction finders at two
or more positions to triangulate the locations of atmospherics' sources, and compared these
locations with the locations of thunderstorms at the same time. In so doing, the unwanted
atmospheric noise to radio engineers became wanted signals to meteorologists.7
From 1915 to 1921, Watson-Watt and his colleagues at the Meteorological Office were
preoccupied with directional observations of atmospherics. They established 12 receiving stations
all over the British Isles to perform measurements. Thousands of records were obtained and a
statistical data analysis was conducted to illustrate the diurnal and seasonal variations of
atmospherics' arriving directions at different receiving stations. 8 When two or more stations
simultaneously detected atmospherics, the measured directional data were triangulated to
determine the location of the atmospherics' source. This location was later mapped over the
weather report in the same region to see if any notable weather event occurred at the estimated
source location of the atmospherics.
6 Robert A. Watson-Watt, Three Steps to Victory: A Personal Account by Radar's Greatest Pioneer (London:
Odhams Press, 1957), 39-40.
7 Ibid, 47-49.
8 Robert A. Watson-Watt, "Directional observations of atmospherics-1916-1920," Philosophical Magazine, 45
(1923), 1010-1026; Robert A. Watson-Watt, "Directional observations of atmospheric disturbances, 1920-21,"
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, A 102 (1923), 460-478.
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At first, the Meteorological Office was interested only in thunderstorms. But Watson-Watt
found that the thunderstorm was not the only possible meteorological cause of atmospherics.
Atmospherics often correlated with other types of weather phenomena, too. After 1916, the
meteorological events under consideration belonged to six kinds: thunderstorms within 250
kilometers (with respect to receivers), thunderstorms within 1000 kilometers, hail showers within
200 kilometers, passing showers within a similar distance, squalls, and rainfall. 9 The
Meteorological Office compared the atmospherics' directional data measured from the 12
receiving stations with the weather reports in the British Isles, Southern and Western Europe, and
North Africa. The statistical correlation analysis of the data measured from April 1916 to April
1918 showed that the percentage of atmospherics sources geographically overlapping with
thunderstorms was 36%, suggesting that thunderstorms were indeed a major source of
atmospherics. Yet the analysis also showed that rain without thunder and lightning also had a
strong correlation with atmospherics. The percentage of a source of atmospherics that was
located in a rainy region-with or without thunder-was more than 70%. Rainfall rather than
lightning seemed to be the dominant factor in inducing atmospheric electric disturbances at radio
frequencies.l°
Aiming to forecast weather phenomena from atmospherics, the British Meteorological
Office's experiments triangulated the geographical locations of atmospherics' sources from
direction-finding data. This experimental scheme did not yield quantitative information about the
atmospheric noise intensity. Experimenters only needed to recognize whether received signals
contained atmospherics (from listening to receiving earphones), and if so, where the atmospherics
came from. They were not concerned with the forms of atmospherics, their strength, and how
they affected signals.
By contrast, the atmospherics experiments in America at the same time were more
preoccupied with quantitative intensity measurements, since their focus was wireless
9 Robert A. Watson-Watt, "Atmospherics," Proceedings of the Physical Society of London, 37 (1924-1925), 26D.
10 Robert A. Watson-Watt, "The origin of atmospherics," Nature, 110 (1922), 680-681.
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communication, not weather forecasting. When the United States entered World War I in 1917,
the trans-Atlantic wireless between the Arlington naval radio station and Paris's Eiffel Tower
became a critical communication method for the American and the French military. Atmospherics
were a persistent problem of the trans-Atlantic link. To find solutions to the problem, the U.S.
Naval Radio Laboratory led by Louis Austin conducted long-term atmospherics measurements
from August 1917 to May 1918 at the U.S. National Bureau of Standards in Washington.
Similar to Watson-Watt, Austin was also interested in the locations of atmospherics' sources:
He pointed out that "on the North Atlantic Coast [of the American side], the heavy afternoon and
night summer static appears to come generally from the southwest, while the lighter static of the
forenoon and that observed during the cooler portions of the year seems to be more evenly
distributed..."" Nevertheless, Austin was more concerned than Watson-Watt with atmospherics'
effects on radio-signal reception. He recognized that atmospheric noise incurred four kinds of
acoustic effects at a receiving earphone-(i) most commonly rattling or grinding noises, (ii)
hissing tones, (iii) sharp snaps, (iv) noises somewhat like (i) but more crashing. These types, he
pointed out, were associated with different meteorological mechanisms: (ii) snow or rain, (iii)
lightning flashes, (iv) thunderstorm. 12
Instead of focusing on qualitative and auditory descriptions of atmospherics' effects, however,
the U.S. Navy intended to measure quantitatively the intensity of atmospheric noise. Its goal was
to obtain quantitative information about a fact that radio operators had known for years-that
atmospherics increased with wavelength. A prerequisite was hence a quantitative and operational
definition of atmospherics' intensity. Unlike man-made signals, atmospheric noise was usually too
fluctuating to measure directly. So Austin's group developed a procedure to measure the noise
intensity indirectly in terms of audibility. 13 The procedure defined the "audibility of the
disturbances [atmospherics] as the setting of the audibility meter at which an average of three
" Louis W. Austin, "The relation between atmospheric disturbances and wave length in radio reception,"
Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 9:1 (1921), 29.
12 Louis W. Austin, "The reduction of atmospheric disturbances in radio reception," Proceedings of the Institute of
Radio Engineers, 9:1 (1921), 41.
13 For audibility measurements, see chapter 2, section 5.
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pulses of disturbances could be heard in telephone in ten seconds." 4 The wavelength, determined
by the antenna tuning circuit, was between 3000 and 18000 meters (16.6-100 kHz). The
experimental period from August 1917 to May 1918 covered every season. Measurements were
conducted at 10 AM and 3 PM every day, and were extended to 24 hours a day after 1918.
The experimental data indicated that the atmospheric noise spread between 16.6 and 100 kHz.
It also confirmed the empirical knowledge that atmospherics increased with wavelength (e.g.,
Figure 2). Moreover, it provided a quantitative depiction of the atmospherics' variations with
frequency at different seasons and different times of a day.
Ad/b//Ol o Aftmnaspoeric Distwrbaonces
From A / /f Seo /4.97Z
P.M.
Figure 2 Austin's measured atmospheric noise intensity at different wavelengths [Austin,
"Atmospheric disturbances and wave length" (1921), Figure 3].
14 Austin, "Atmospheric disturbances and wave length" (1921), 29.
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Atmospherics Research at the British Radio Research Board
Whereas the meteorological studies sought atmospherics' physical causes, source locations,
and correlation with weather phenomena, the engineering investigations measured atmospherics'
effects on wireless reception, its intensity and frequency dependence. In the early 1920s, Watson-
Watt's research group at the British Radio Research Board combined both approaches.
After World War I, Watson-Watt continued the atmospherics research at the Meteorological
Office, where he turned his wartime measurement program into a regular experimental project.
The project not only continued the studies of thunderstorms, hail, showers, squalls, and rain, but
also examined the correlation between atmospherics and other meteorological phenomena such as
cold fronts and isobaric minima. Also, he organized measurements at different parts of the British
Empire, including North Africa and India, to obtain data in tropical regions. 1 5
The transfer of Watson-Watt's group to the British Radio Research Board reoriented its
atmospherics research. Established in 1920, the Radio Research Board focused on field-strength
measurements, wireless direction finding, and atmospherics; it enacted a Subcommittee on
Atmospherics in the same year. 16 In 1921, the Board's Subcommittee on Atmospherics
approached the Meteorological Office's Aldershot Station for collaboration, and proposed to
supplement Watson-Watt's geophysical and meteorological inquiries with studies pertinent to
radio engineering. Whereas the Meteorological Office was concerned with atmospherics'
geophysical mechanisms and correlation with weather phenomena, the Radio Research Board was
interested in atmospherics' effects on wireless operations and ways to suppress them. So the
Board suggested that the Aldershot Station do research on the determination of atmospherics'
arriving directions (including their azimuth angles and lateral inclination), and atmospherics'
waveforms. The Board would supply necessary equipment and staff for the experimental work. 17
Later, the Aldershot Station's research was extended to continuous recording techniques,
15 Watson-Watt, "Atmospherics" (1924-25), 27-30D.
16 Robert Naismith, "Early days at Ditton Park II, 1922-1927," R.R.S. Newsletters, 10 (15 February 1962), Box
"Radio Research Board Committees, 1920-40s," Historical Records, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. For the
Radio Research Board, also see chapter 3, section 4.
17 Subcommittee B on Atmospherics (Radio Research Board), "Program and estimates for a general investigation
of atmospherics," Sub-Committee B Paper No. 9, R. R. Board Paper No. 18, DSIR 36/4478, Public Record Office.
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development of slow cathode-ray oscillographs, wireless telescopes, experimental non-self-
regenerative amplifiers, and studies of atmospherics' waveforms, arriving azimuth direction, and
wavelength dependence.8
Watson-Watt's group connected more tightly to the Radio Research Board in 1921 as the
War Office took back the Aldershot Station from the Meteorological Office. Meanwhile, the
Meteorological Office's director George Clark Simpson viewed radio research outside the
responsibility of the national weather service.19 So Watson-Watt's group changed affiliation to the
Board's Subcommittee on Atmospherics. In 1922, the facilities and staff members in Aldershot
were moved to a Radio Research Station in Ditton Park close to Oxford, and Watson-Watt
became the subcommittee's director. 20
Interacting with Britain's leading radio scientists and engineers at the Radio Research Board,
Watson-Watt redirected his atmospherics research to applications in wireless engineering. At the
time, engineers could only measure atmospherics' acoustic effects on receiving circuits (e.g.,
Austin's audibility measures), not their transient field-intensity. Yet the latter was important to
understanding the patterns of atmospheric radiation. Thus a problem that interested him was the
direct measurement of atmospherics' waveforms using cathode-ray oscillographs.
Watson-Watt first encountered the cathode-ray tube when he proposed to replace the
goniometer with the device in atmospherics direction finding in 1919. The Meteorological Office
did not succeed with the replacement, for it lacked a cathode-ray tube fast enough to capture
instantaneous atmospherics. As he shifted his focus to atmospherics' waveforms, a fast cathode-
ray tube was needed even more. In November 1922, he knew from O. Webb of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers that F. Gill of Western Electric (AT&T's manufacturer) had brought two
newly developed fast cathode-ray tubes to the Institution. He rushed to the Institution's building
18 Subcommittee B on Atmospherics (Radio Research Board), "Programme of experiments M. O. Radio Station
Aldershot," Sub-Committee B Paper No. 10, DSIR 36/4478, Public Record Office (London).
19 Watson-Watt, Three Steps (1957), 54.
20 Robert Naismith, "Early days at Ditton Park," R.R.S. Newsletters, 5 (15 September 1961), Box "Radio Research
Board Committees, 1920-40s," Historical Records, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory.
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at Savoy Place, London, and found that Edward Appleton at Cavendish had borrowed one. He
borrowed the other, and started to collaborate with Appleton on the study of atmospherics'
waveforms. 2'
Watson-Watt and Appleton developed a method to measure atmospherics' waveforms using
the American cathode-ray tubes. The atmospherics signal received from the antenna was coupled
to a vacuum-tube amplifier and then to the cathode-ray oscillograph's vertical electrodes. The
oscillograph's horizontal electrodes were connected to a triode oscillator with a frequency
between 100 and 15000 Hz. The cathode-ray oscillograph displayed curves tracing the variation
of the atmospherics' field intensity with time. The oscillograph's refreshing period, determined by
the oscillating frequency 100-15000 Hz, was 66.6 to 10000 microseconds, enough to
accommodate an atmospheric pulse (-1000 microseconds). 22
Preliminary tests were made on 22 November 1922, and the actual experiments were
conducted from 22 December to 12 February 1923. Hundreds of atmospherics waveform records
were collected and classified into two types: the "aperiodic" (A) type in which the field change in
the cathode-ray tube's vertical plates was in one direction only, and the "quasi-periodic" (Q) type
in which the field change was first in one direction and then in the other direction. A type was
further classified into A+/A- groups in which the upper/lower plate became more positive at first,
and the Q type was similarly classified into Q+/Q- groups. They also classified the atmospherics
waveforms in terms of the rate of field change: those with convex waveform were distinct from
those with wedged concave waveform (Figure 3).23 They measured the principal constants of
every atmospheric waveform (the peak value(s), the mean value, the mean duration, and the ratio
of the positive duration to the negative duration), made statistics for each waveform type, and
gave average values for the principal constants.24
21 Watson-Watt, Three Steps (1957), 60-61.
22 Robert A. Watson-Watt and Edward V. Appleton, "On the nature of atmospherics-I," Proceedings of the Royal
Society of London, 103 (1923), 88-89.
23 Watson-Watt, "Atmospherics" (1924-25), 24D; Watson-Watt and Appleton "Atmospherics-I," (1923), 91-96.
24 Ibid, 99-100.
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Figure 3 Watson-Watt and Appleton's types of waveforms [Watson-Watt and Appleton,
"Atmospherics I" (1923), Figure 4].
Watson-Watt and Appleton's cathode-ray oscillograph provided a new way to measure
atmospherics. In contrast to the previous methods relying on operators' aural perception,
waveforms displayed on the screen were visual representations of atmospheric radiation's field
intensity. Their classes of atmospherics were associated with visual attributes of waveforms
(periodic, aperiodic, positive, negative, round, and peaked) rather than aural attributes of noise
(grinding, hissing, snap, and crashing). The visual approach had an implication for the physical
studies of atmospherics. The waveforms of atmospherics pulses resembled those of electric
discharge. Some scientists attempted to understand the discharge processes in thunderclouds or
the upper atmosphere by studying atmospherics' waveforms.2 s Moreover, the visual method
offered direct quantitative measurements of atmospherics' field intensity. In contrast to the
audibility measurements reflecting atmospheric radiation's aural effect on radio communication,
Watson-Watt and Appleton's quantities-pulse duration, mean strength, and peak intensity-
were atmospheric radiation's physical characteristics. With the participation of John F. Herd, an
old colleague of Watson-Watt since the days of the Meteorological Office, the research on the
waveforms of atmospherics continued to 1926. Watson-Watt, Appleton, and Herd obtained more
measured data and explained some results with C. T. R. Wilson's theory of atmospheric
discharge.26
25 Louis W. Austin, "The present status of radio atmospheric disturbances," Proceedings of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, 14:1 (1926), 134-135.
26 Edward V. Appleton, Robert A. Watson-Watt, and John F. Herd, "On the nature of atmospherics-II,"
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 111 (1926), 613-653; -"On the nature of atmospherics-III,"
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 111 (1926), 654-677. Waston-Watt's work on radio direction finding
and waveform measurements using cathode ray tubes were relevant not only to atmospherics research. They
inspired him to conceive radar-radio detection of moving aircrafts. The suggestion he made to the British




Audibility meters, direction finders, polarization measurers, and cathode-ray oscillographs
provided useful tools for the detection, measurement, quantification, and classification of
atmospherics. The data obtained from these devices allowed engineers to estimate atmospherics'
effects on the operations of wireless systems and allowed scientists to infer their physical causes
and characteristics. In the early 1920s, long-term measurement programs on atmospherics were
undertaken in America and Europe. Their major findings were:27
· Atmospherics are stronger at longer wavelengths.
* Except for local thunderstorms, they are stronger in the afternoon and night. Yet at higher
frequencies, they are stronger only at night.
* They are stronger in summer than in winter.
* In the northern hemisphere, they are stronger in the south than in the north.
* They are stronger on land than in the ocean.
* Most of them are from specific directions.
* Long-wave atmospherics have vertical wave fronts.
* A lot of them are oscillatory.
* Atmospherics sometimes occur simultaneously at stations thousands of miles apart.
Nevertheless, these studies of atmospherics, though rich with engineering significance, did not
fully integrate into the designs and operations of wireless technology. A major organization that
turned the investigations of natural electromagnetic disturbances into systematic engineering
research was AT&T.
Propagation and Atmospherics Measurements at AT&T
In the 1920s and 1930s, AT&T's Department of Development and Research, Western
Electric's Engineering Department, and the Bell Telephone Laboratories conducted long-term
programs to measure the variations of propagation and atmospherics characteristics with time,
season, location, and geomagnetic fluctuation. The measuring programs aimed to solve the
engineering problems of the company's overseas radio-telephonic and broadcasting systems. Both
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27 Austin, "Present status" (1926), 133.
systems depended on the conditions of propagation and interferences unpredictable from radio-
wave propagation theories. AT&T engineers had to accumulate a massive amount of experimental
data to test the systems' performances, to determine the systems' optimum operating procedures,
and to provide empirical grounds for the improvement of the systems' designs. The motivation of
establishing technological systems, in contrast to scientific curiosity about the ionosphere or the
demand for meteorological forecast, paved the way for AT&T's propagation and interference
studies.
AT&T began its radio business in the early 1910s following its work on vacuum-tube circuits.
The company experimented on its first radiotelephony (50-100 KHz) in 1914 between Montauk
(Long Island) and Wilmington (Delaware). In 1915, it moved the tube transmitter in Montauk to
the navy's Arlington station to perform overseas tests. AT&T's and Western Electric's engineers
were dispatched to the naval bases in Mare Island (California), Panama, and Hawaii, and the Eiffel
Tower station in Paris to test the reception of signals from Arlington. The brief yet successful
tests motivated AT&T to try a regular wireless telephonic transmission between Montauk and
New York City. AT&T's radio development shifted to military applications in World War I-it
developed ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore telephonic systems for the navy and ground-to-aircraft
communication system for the army-but returned to civilian applications after the war. It
continued the ship-to-ship experiments, and opened the first commercial wireless phone service in
1920 between Catalina Island and Los Angeles proper. Yet its most conspicuous radio work was
trans-oceanic telephony and broadcasting.2 8
Long-Wave Transoceanic Radio Telephony
AT&T had already had experience with trans-oceanic radiotelephony in 1915 in the
experiments between Arlington and Paris and overseas naval bases. Yet a brief demonstration of
feasibility was far from the realization of a year-round, 24-hour commercial service. While the
former was achieved through smart technical inventions and a bit of luck, the latter required
system engineering. To design and maintain a stable and economic communication system needed
28 For AT&T's radio development and research before, during, and immediately after World War I, see Fagen, Bell
System 1 (1975), 364-391.
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empirical data for the system's performances and the characteristics of communication channels.
AT&T engineers had known the importance of signal-transmission data as they worked on long-
haul cable telephony. In wireless telephony, in which transmission of signals was much more
irregular than that in wires, empirical data on propagation and interferences were even more
crucial. The required empirical information on a wireless system's operations, as pointed out by
Ralph Bown of AT&T and Carl Englund and H. T. Friis of Western Electric, included:29
· A statement of the grade of service desired.
* Relation between cost of various transmitting apparatus and their power output to antenna.
* Relation between cost and radiation efficiency for various sizes and types of antenna.
* Statistical data on transmission efficiency from transmitting station to receiving station.
* Statistical data on the absolute volume of radio noise at the receiving site.
* Relation between cost and noise reducing capabilities of different receiving apparatus.
The information helped answer a general question: How should trans-oceanic radiotelephony
be designed and operated to optimize the quality, volume, and economic reward with minimum
cost? In particular, the statistical data on propagation and interferences were used to determine
the amount of radiating power required for reliable telephony. Since both signal propagation and
atmospherics' intensity varied diurnally, seasonally, and regionally, the determination of a wireless
system's radiating power was not trivial. It could only be done after accumulating massive
propagation and atmospherics data over diverse conditions. To do so, AT&T initiated long-term
transmission measurement programs in the early 1920s.
AT&T's first long-term measurement program was associated with its first trans-oceanic
radiotelephony. Based on its long-range wireless technology in 1914-1915 and the recently
developed high-power tube oscillators and (directional) wave antennas, the company decided to
build a full-time commercial telephonic service between America and Britain in late 1921. The
station of the Radio Corporation of America (RCA) in Rocky Point (Long Island) was chosen to
be the transmitting site owing to its giant antenna. The receiving station across the Atlantic was in
29 Ralph Bown, Carl R. Englund, and H. T. Friis, "Radio transmission measurements," Proceedings of the Institute
of Radio Engineers, 11:2 (1923), 118.
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Western Electric's branch in Southgate near London. Set and station construction continued
throughout 1922 and finished at the beginning of 1923. On 15 January, about 60 people from
AT&T, RCA, Western Electric, and the British Post Office gathered in a testing room in London
(connecting to Southgate by telephone cables) to listen to the voice signals sent from AT&T's
headquarter in New York City via the Rocky Point station. The success of this test started a four-
month measurement program.30
The trans-Atlantic radio telephonic system under test had a transmitting power of 100 kW and
low operating frequencies around 57 kHz. The measurement program had two major goals: One
was to test the newly developed single side-band carrier-suppressing modulation-single side-
band reduced the required bandwidth and carrier suppression avoided the waste of transmitting
energy on the carrier frequency. The other was to determine trans-Atlantic propagation
characteristics, their diurnal and seasonal variations, and atmospherics' quantitative properties.
Western Electric engineer H. D. Arnold (trained in physics by Robert Millikan at the University of
Chicago and the future Director of Research of the Bell Telephone Laboratories) and AT&T
engineer Lloyd Espenschied were responsible for the measurement program. 3 '
Key to the program was the development of effective tools and methods to measure radio
signals and noise. What exactly would be the quantities to measure? Electric-field intensity of
signal waves and atmospheric waves gave better physical characterization of signal and noise. But
it was difficult to measure, since (i) the relationship between antenna current and field intensity
was hard to determine, and (ii) signals and atmospherics were irregular and short-period surges.
To overcome these difficulties, Ralph Bown of AT&T (a Cornell Ph.D. joining AT&T from the
U.S. Signal Corps), C. R. Englund (graduated from the University of Chicago), and H. T. Friis (a
graduate of the Royal Technical College of Denmark and Columbia University)32 of Western
Electric developed measuring techniques in 1922. Working at Western Electric's receiving
laboratory in Cliffwood (New Jersey), Bown, Englund, and Friis developed in 1923 a comparative
30 Fagen, Bell System 1 (1975), 394, 400-401; H. D. Arnold and Lloyd Espenschied, "Transatlantic radio
telephony," Journal of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 42 (1923), 815.
31 Ibid, 815-816.
32 Fagen, Bell System 1 (1975), 915-917.
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method consistent with many contemporary approaches to measurement of weak signals: A
receiver with an earphone is connected to both an ordinary antenna and a local signal generator
via a switch. As the switch connects the receiver to the antenna, the operator hears the radio
signal. As the switch connects the receiver to the local signal generator, the operator hears the
local signal. The local signal's field intensity is easily determined since it does not go through the
antenna. Thus the operator in a measurement switches between the antenna and the local signal
generator and adjusts the local-signal intensity until the local signal's sound volume at the output
earphone appears identical to the real radio signal's sound volume. The radio signal's field
intensity is hence determined by reading the local signal's field intensity (Figure 4).
Figure 4 The block diagram of Bown et al.'s comparative method of radio measurements [Bown
et al., "Radio transmission" (1923), Figure 2].
Measuring atmospherics was slightly trickier, for they could not be properly emulated by the
single-tone local signals. Bown et al.'s approach was to express the noise volume with noise's
effect in interfering with the local signal's audibility by measuring the local signal that could barely
be discerned. To simulate the noise effect on the human voice in a telephone, the local signal for
noise measurement was an "artificial speech" of an audio-frequency tone varying uniformly
between 600 and 1400 Hz at a rate of ten times per second. The quantity measured in this manner
was the noise's effective field intensity.3 3
33 Arnold and Espenschied, "Transatlantic radio telephony" (1923), 822; Bown et al., "Radio transmission"
(1923), 119-122, 144-148.
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Bown, Englund, and Friis's field-strength measuring set facilitated Arnold and Espenschied's
experimental program. From January to April 1923, measurements were conducted almost 24
hours a day and 7 days a week by operators and technicians at the Rocky Point transmitting
station and the Southgate receiving station. Arnold and Espenschied chose to measure the signals'
field intensity, the atmospherics' effective field intensity, the signal to noise ratio, and the
percentage of correctly transmitted words per minute. This reflected a balance between seeking
wave propagation's physical characterization and measuring the wireless' system's engineering
performance: Whereas the field intensity measured electromagnetic waves with standard physical
unit (voltage per meter), the signal to noise ratio and the percentage of correct words reflected
telephone users' perception of the technology's effectiveness. Four-month data of the four
quantities was divided into two seasonal groups-one from 1 January to 23 February and the
other from 25 February to 9 April. In each group, data were averaged every hour and represented
by diagrams. The diagrams plotted not only the average values but also maxima and minima
(Figure 5).34
Arnold and Espenschied's data on the signal and noise intensity showed that, for signals:
* Daytime intensity was much weaker than nighttime intensity. It had a minimum when sunset
was between New York and London. When the entire propagating path was under sunlight,
the measured values supported the Austin-Cohen formula.
* Nighttime intensity in the colder season (January-February) was stronger than that in the
warmer season (March-April).
For atmospherics:
· Daytime intensity was much weaker than nighttime intensity. It had a minimum when London
approached sunrise while the Atlantic was still in darkness.
· Intensity in the colder season (January-February) was weaker than in the warmer season
(March-April).
The data on signal to noise ratio showed synthetic features of both signal and noise:
34 Arnold and Espenschied, "Transatlantic radio telephony" (1923), 822-823.
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* The signal to noise ratio reached minimum when London was in darkness but New York was
not.
* The ratio climbed at night in London and reached a maximum around London's sunrise (when
New York was still in darkness).
* The ratio decreased at day in London.
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Figure 5 Arnold and Espenschied's data of signal's and atmospherics' diurnal variations; left panel:
1 January to 23 February, right panel: 25 February to 9 April [Arnold and Espenshied,
'"Transaltantic radio telephony" (1923), Figures 9-10]. The abscissa is the time of a day in London
(the upper scale at the bottom) and New York (the lower scale at the bottom), and the ordinate is
the intensity of signal or noise. The shaded areas denote error ranges owing to the inaccuracy of
measurements. The two dark lines refer to the night hours in London and New York, respectively.
Arnold and Espenschied explained these observations with the existing knowledge on
propagation and atmospherics-radio waves were less absorbed in darkness, atmospherics were
stronger in warmer seasons. They argued that atmospherics received in London came from the
east of the British Isles (the warmer regions in Africa, continental Europe, and Asia with more
atmospheric disturbances). The signal to noise ratio dropped considerably in London's early
evening, for signals fell while noise rose at that time. The signals fell because a large portion of
the trans-Atlantic signal propagation path was still under sunlight (and more absorbing) and a
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shadow wall intervening between England and America impeded propagation. Noise rose because
the westward noise propagation path ending in England was in entire darkness (and less
absorbing). Conversely, a high signal to noise ratio in London's sunrise was due to the fact that
the noise propagation path was exposed entirely under sunlight while the signal propagation path
was still almost in darkness.3 5
Arnold and Espenschied's measurements in early 1923 resulted in a business decision and an
engineering project. On the one hand, they demonstrated the feasibility of trans-Atlantic
radiotelephony around 60 kHz. In March, AT&T planned to build a complete two-way system
between America and Britain. Construction began of the transmitting stations in Rocky Point
(Long Island) and Rugby (England) and the receiving stations in Houlton (Maine) and Cupar
(Scotland). The entire system was completed at the end of 1926. On 7 January 1927, the
commercial telephone service between the U.S. and the U.K was open. 36
On the other hand, Arnold and Espenschied's experiments pointed to the necessity of long-
term propagation measurements. The program in early 1923 had yielded a number of important
observations regarding radio signals' and atmospherics' diurnal variations. But it was conducted
at one frequency (57 kHz), within four months (January to April), and with only one transmitting
location (Rocky Point) and one receiving site (Southgate). To generate more comprehensive
empirical knowledge of propagation and interferences, the program had to extend to two-way,
multiple frequencies, and last at least a year.
As the project of the commercial trans-Atlantic radiotelephony went on, Espenschied and his
colleagues C. N. Anderson and Austin Bailey at the AT&T Department of Development and
Research worked on the extended measurement program in 1923. Before the commercial
system's transmitting and receiving stations were ready, they utilized AT&T's and the British Post
Office's existing stations in Rocky Point (Long Island), Marion (Massachusetts), Leafield and
Northolt (England) for transmission, and their station in Green Harbor (Massachusetts), Belfast
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35 Ibid, 822-826.
36 Fagen, Bell System 1 (1975), 401.
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(Maine), Riverhead (Long Island), and Southgate (England) for reception. Both the America-to-
Britain and Britain-to-America propagation paths were measured. They worked on a range of
radio frequencies from 15 to 60 kHz, not a single frequency. Also, the extended measurement
program continued for two years (April 1923 to March 1925), covering every season twice.3 7
Espenschied, Anderson, and Bailey measured the signal and atmospheric field intensity with
the comparative method developed by Bown et al. In some respects, the new measurement
program consolidated, extended, and refined Arnold and Espenschied's discoveries in 1923.
Following the 1923 program's findings on signals' diurnal variations, Espenschied et al. paid close
attention to the relationship between the signal strength and the location of the sun. With full-year
data, they traced sunset and sunrise times in 12 months at the transmitting and receiving locations
and mapped them onto the averaged data to see whether the diurnal variations Arnold and
Espenschied observed in the winter of 1923 were sustained throughout the year. Similarly, the
previous observations on atmospherics at the British receiving stations were further tested in the
program. With the data from the American receivers, they attempted to identify the geographical
sources of atmospherics in America by observing noise's diurnal variations. They also explored
new aspects of propagation and noise not studied in the 1923 measurement program: They
compared the measured signal strength with the data of geomagnetic fluctuation, and observed
the variations of atmospheric noise intensity with frequency.38
AT&T's measurement program for long-wave (15-60kHz) radiotelephony from 1923 to 1925
yielded 40000 measuring records. Its principal conclusions were: 39
· Solar radiation determined the diurnal and seasonal variations of the signal strength.
· Propagation across the division between the illuminated hemisphere and the dark hemisphere
attenuated more.
· Disturbances of the geomagnetic field correlated with abnormal radio-wave propagation.
37 Lloyd Espenschied, C. N. Anderson, and Austin Bailey, "'Transatlantic radio telephone transmission,"
Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 14:1 (1926), 7-11.
38 Ibid, 13-42.
39 Ibid, 11, 42-43.
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· Signal intensity's nighttime upper bound was roughly inversely proportional to distance
without exponential decay. Its daytime upper bound was consistent with the Austin-Cohen
formula.
* Atmospherics' major sources were in the tropics. In Britain, they came from Africa and Asia.
In the east coast of the U.S., they came from lowlatitude areas of the American Continent.
* Atmospherics decreased with frequency. The rate of decrease was much higher at night than
during day. Atmospherics' decrease with frequency up to 100 kHz had been known since
Austin's measurements in 1917. Yet Espenschied et al. reached the conclusion by a measuring
tool-the comparative measuring set-that proved to be much more accurate than Austin's
audibility meter.
Espenschied, Anderson, and Bailey's radio-telephonic measurement program yielded a large
amount of empirical information characterizing the variations of radio-wave propagation and
atmospherics from 15 to 60 kHz. Its results had engineering implications for the design and
operation of transoceanic wireless telephony. Perhaps the most salient one was that atmospherics
affecting the transmission between Britain and America came from directions off the trans-
Atlantic signal link. This implied that highly directional receiving antennas aligned with the trans-
Atlantic link would eliminate the major atmospherics from the tropics. This knowledge on
atmospherics' directions motivated AT&T to develop and deploy directional antennas in their
later radio telephonic systems. In the 1920s and 1930s, antennas became a major focus of the
company's engineering research.
Yet a broader implication of the measurement programs in long-wave radiotelephony was to
demonstrate the use of propagation measurements in wireless systems in general. From the early
1920s to the early 1930s, AT&T engineers applied the concept of measurement programs to




After Frank Conrad in Pittsburgh turned his amateur radio set into a broadcasting station of
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company in 1920, the United States witnessed a
boom of radio broadcasting. A telecommunications monopoly with a major manufacturer of radio
electronics, AT&T had a strong commercial interest in broadcasting. Since no one in the early
1920s knew how to exploit economically this new "hype," AT&T proposed a business model of
"toll broadcasting," in which the company would be the infrastructure provider for commercial
broadcasters as it did for telephone users. AT&T would offer transmitting stations, with a fee, to
any party interested in broadcasting its own programs. Following the business model of toll
broadcasting, AT&T began to build transmitting stations for broadcasters. On 11 February 1922,
the company announced that a new station would be constructed on top of its building at 24
Walker Street, New York City. This new station, with call name WBAY, began operation on 25
July at frequency 830 kHz (wavelength 360 meters). The company's hope was to sell out all of
WBAY's transmission services to those wishing to broadcast their own programs in New York.
Yet, toll broadcasting did not work. A lot of WBAY's time slots remained unsold, and listeners'
attention was lost owing to the blank slots. AT&T had to prepare for broadcasting programs
themselves to fill the unused time gaps. This expanded the company's role from a service provider
to a content provider. Although toll broadcasting failed, AT&T still needed broadcasting stations
to send its own programs.40
What failed was not only the business model; WBAY had a technical problem, too. It became
a disaster soon after the grand opening. Waves from its kilowatt transmitter, designed to cover
the entire New York City and beyond, did not reach even a few blocks. Why? AT&T engineers
found that a peculiarly disadvantageous propagating condition created by high-rise buildings
around 24 Walker Street was perhaps the main factor that impeded waves from reaching longer
distances. Assuming that, they moved the broadcasting operations on 16 August to an
experimental station with the call name WEAF at Western Electric's Engineering Laboratory at
40 Fagen, Bell System 1 (1975), 426-428.
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463 West Street. The new station succeeded. The performance of WEAF's services significantly
improved over WBAY's. 1
The experience with the New York stations taught AT&T engineers the complexity of radio-
wave propagation in a particular kind of physical environment-the city. In transoceanic wireless
telephony, waves transmitted above a mostly flat and featureless terrain. For city broadcasting,
however, waves traversed in an irregular space shaped by urban areas' populous buildings. The
dense building clusters create complicated boundary conditions for electromagnetic waves at the
broadcasting band and yielded abnormal physical effects, such as interferences of multi-path wave
propagation due to reflections and diffractions from buildings and the resonance of waves with
individual building structures. New York City's overcrowded skyscrapers, mansions, and high-
rise constructions following the post-Civil-War industrial capitalism were a nightmare for
broadcasting. Its modem urban landscape created special propagating conditions in which the
reception of signals was highly sensitive to location-a few blocks away could drastically change
the receiving performance. Worse, the location dependence was difficult to predict; e.g., WEAF
was much better than WBAY, although the building at 463 West Street was much lower than that
at 24 Walker Street. The only way to get the information of signal reception crucial to the proper
functioning of the broadcasting system was through extensive field measurements.
AT&T's long-term measurement programs for broadcasting transmission began around the
same time as the programs for long-wave trans-Atlantic radiotelephony. Based in New York City,
both groups working on the two projects at AT&T's Department of Development and Research
and Western Electric's Engineering Department overlapped and shared similar measuring
techniques. But two essential differences between broadcasting and long-wave radiotelephony led
the two groups to focus differently. First, trans-Atlantic radiotelephony had fixed and far
separated transmitters and receivers. So the variations of receiving performance with places,
terrains, or landscapes were irrelevant, but the diurnal and seasonal variations were amplified with
the trans-Atlantic distances. By contrast, the broadcasting system had several fixed-point
transmitting stations and numerous mobile receivers within less than 200 miles from the
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41 Ibid, 429-430.
transmitters. The diurnal and seasonal fluctuations were not salient in the short distances, but the
variations with receiving locations were crucial. Second, the broadcasting frequencies (500-1500
kHz) were much higher than the frequencies of long-wave trans-Atlantic radiotelephony (15-60
kHz). Atmospherics serious in the low-frequency band of radiotelephony were much less so in
broadcasting, while the fading almost absent in radiotelephony was prominent in broadcasting.
These differences forced engineers of the Bell Systems to develop new instruments for
broadcasting measurements. On the one hand, the comparative measuring technique for long-
wave radiotelephony could not be used in broadcasting experiments, since at high frequencies
local signals were easy to leak through the switching circuit to the receiver. To solve this problem,
Bown, Englund, and Friis developed a measuring apparatus down-converting radio-frequency
signals from the antenna to intermediate-frequency signals before feeding to the switching circuit,
and thereby solved the leaking problem. On the other hand, the field-strength measurements for
broadcasting signals had to be performed in a mobile platform to cover an extensive geographical
area. Bown et al. developed mobile short-wave measuring sets installed on trucks.42
A leading figure in AT&T's broadcasting measuring programs was Ralph Bown. Since late
1922, he had directed a group at Western Electric's Engineering Department to conduct field-
intensity measurements of broadcasting signals. The group's first base was 463 West Street, New
York City (sat its broadcasting station WEAF), plus Western Electric's experimental station 2XB
on top of the building. Learning from the lesson of WBAY's failure, their goal was to obtain the
empirical engineering data on the broadcasting system's receiving performance at different
locations in New York. That is, they aimed to measure the spatial distribution of broadcasting
signals' field intensity in New York City and its vicinity. To do so, Bown and his assistant G. D.
Gillett rode on an apparatus-carrying automobile and drove around metropolitan New York for
months. Everyday they traveled along designated routes in the city, stopped at selected locations,
and conducted field-intensity measurements with the set on the truck. They synthesized their data
into "contour maps" showing equal-intensity lines on the map of New York. After AT&T's
42 Bown et al., "Radio transmission" (1923), 125-144.
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second broadcasting station WCAP was opened in Washington, on 4 July 1923, they extended the
measurement project to the D.C. area.43
Although both were big American cities, New York and Washington had quite different urban
landscapes. Whereas Manhattan was clustered with high towers, D.C. had mostly low-rise
buildings widely spread on the left bank of the Potomac River. This difference, Bown and Gillett
found, led to differing spatial patterns of broadcasting-wave propagation. In New York City, the
contour maps showed densely distributed equal-intensity lines in the southern tip of Manhattan
Island and around Central Park. And this non-uniform distribution made the equal-intensity lines
in the entire metropolitan area wedge along the northeast-southwest direction connecting Central
Park and downtown Manhattan (Figure 6). That is, the intensity of signals broadcasted from 463
West Street diminished quickly with distance from downtown Manhattan and Central Park.
Worse, the quick diminution of signal intensity in these areas was usually accompanied by signal
distortion. Bown and Gillett believed that such an anomaly resulted from the financial-district
skyscrapers to the south of the AT&T stations and the giant midtown towers encompassing
Central Park. The high buildings blocked direct wave propagating paths, which not only
diminished signal intensity but also formed complex multiple propagating paths yielding
interference. To Bown, the complex equal-intensity contours in New York were gigantic wave
interference patterns generated by multi-path propagation. The Big Apple was a horror for radio
broadcasting. By contrast, the contour maps of Washington exhibited much smoother patterns
(Figure 6). The equal-intensity lines were round in shape, indicating that receiving performance
was reasonably uniform in all directions from the transmitter. Although the area's uneven terrain
made signal intensity decay faster along one direction than another, the difference was never as
large as created by skyscrapers. Also, signals reached considerably longer distances than in New
York.44
43 Fagen, Bell System 1 (1975), 430; Ralph Bown and G. D. Gillet, "Distribution of radio waves from broadcasting
stations over city districts," Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 12:4 (1924), 395-399.
44 Ibid, 400-408.
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Broadcasting signals not only varied with landscapes but also had more fading than long-wave
radiotelephony. So Bown redirected AT&T's propagation measurement program to the studies of
fading. In 1925, the Bell Telephone Laboratories, combining Western Electric's Engineering
Department and a part of AT&T's Department of Development and Research, were charted.
Bown's work on broadcasting measurements, along with other ongoing radio research at AT&T
and Western Electric, was transferred to Bell Lab. At first, the team working on broadcasting
radio at Bell Lab was based on WEAF in New York. But Bown and his assistants DeLoss Martin
and Ralph Potter gradually extended their field-measurement programs to various places in
Connecticut and Long Island.45
Figure 6 Broadcasting field-strength maps; left panel: New York, right panel: Washington, D.C.
[Bown and Gillett, "Distribution of radio waves" (1924), Figures 8-9].
From 1924 to 1926, Bown, Martin, and Potter conducted field-intensity measurements for
signals broadcast from the experimental station 2XB (sharing the same location with WEAF).
Unlike the previous broadcasting measurements that concentrated on variations with location, the
new program aimed to observe fading patterns. The measuring sets were at fixed receiving
45 The team of broadcasting radio eventually moved to a field laboratory in Whippany, New Jersey; see E. F.
O'Neil (ed.), A History of Engineering and Science in the Bell System: Transmission Technology (1925-1975), 7




stations in Stamford (Connecticut) and Riverhead (Long Island). Since fading observations
required waveform recording, Bown et al. connected receivers to oscillograph recorders 46
Fading was radio researchers' favorite topic in the early 1920s. American radio amateurs and
the Bureau of Standards performed collaborative measurements on its meteorological correlation.
Appleton and Barnett claimed discovery of the ionosphere from artificial fading experiments.
Likewise, Bown et al. inferred from their data that fading was formed by interferences of waves
propagating along different paths. Causal explanation, however, was not Bell Lab engineers' main
goal. They were more interested in a fading phenomenon with engineering implications. Previous
fading experiments were done in telegraphy with a single frequency (amateurs') or with linear
frequency modulation (Appleton and Barnett's). Yet in broadcasting and telephony, voice signals
were transmitted with a frequency band. So it was important to observe fading's frequency
response and simultaneous fading patterns at different frequencies. Bown et al. designed a device
to rapidly change the radio frequency and to record the corresponding waveforms. From the
recorded data, they found that fading was selective: Waveforms at different frequencies did not
fade together; they did not reach peaks or troughs at the same time, and they looked
uncorrelated. 4 7
Selective fading was a consequence of multi-path interference-a path-length difference
corresponded to distinct phase differences for waves at distinct frequencies. This could be inferred
from Appleton and Barnett's finding. But it was empirical knowledge useful to broadcasting and
telephone engineering: Selective fading distorted voice signals' spectrum since its frequency
components varied asynchronously. In telegraphy, fading only perturbed signal amplitude and
annoyed operators. Yet in broadcasting and telephony, it created distortion of transmitted voice
spectra that could destroy signal content. Bown, Martin, and Potter's experiments confirmed
this.4 8
46 Ralph Bown, DeLoss K. Martin, and Ralph K. Potter, "Some studies in radio broadcast transmission," Bell





AT&T's broadcasting experiments were to facilitate the technological development of its
broadcasting network. Yet the company decided to close its broadcasting business in the mid-
1920s after negotiating with other big radio corporations on the complicated patent position. In
1926, AT&T sold WEAF to the Radio Corporation of America, which soon transferred the
station to the newly formed National Broadcasting Company.4 9 The Bell Company returned to
telephony. But its studies of short-wave broadcasting were not in vain. The recent progress in
short-wave long-distance communication encouraged AT&T to upgrade its trans-Atlantic
radiotelephony to megahertz. This opened new programs for propagation measurements.
Short-Wave Transoceanic Radio Telephony
Introduction of short waves in the early 1920s brought a fundamental change to long-distance
wireless communication. Radio amateurs' trans-Atlantic experiments showed that waves shorter
than 200 meters could reach several thousand miles with much less power than required by the
Austin-Cohen formula. Compared with kilohertz waves, megahertz waves propagated longer with
much lower power, accommodated wider bandwidths, operated on considerably smaller antennas,
and had weaker atmospheric noise. AT&T was henceforth motivated to pursue short-wave long-
range telephony in spite of its project on the 60-kHz trans-Atlantic system.
Although the megahertz-wave systems had many technical advantages, their performance was
unstable because of the irregular channel characteristics. Short waves' propagation, unlike long
waves', did not follow simple laws under any circumstance. The skip-zone effect resulting from
refraction in the ionosphere made receiving signals first disappear rapidly with distance but then
reappear at longer distances and continue with little attenuation. This effect varied with frequency
and time of a day. For a given frequency, a fixed station receiving strong signals at a time of a day
often fell into the transmitting station's skip distance at another time and received no signal.
Worse, the signal-intensity variations due to the skip-zone effect changed seasonally. A frequency
effective for communication at summer nights was not necessarily effective at winter nights. Only
after grasping the channel characteristics concerning diurnal and seasonal variations of the
effective frequencies for given transmitting and receiving locations could engineers design proper
49 Fagen, Bell System 1 (1975), 432-437.
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operational procedures for short-wave long-distance systems. These channel characteristics were
not predictable from wave propagation theories. The most direct way to obtain them was through
long-term measurement programs.
AT&T began to pay attention to short-wave radiotelephony as they engaged in long-wave
trans-Atlantic radiotelephony. In 1924, Harold Nichols and John Schelleng at Western Electric's
Engineering Department conducted theoretical research on short-wave propagation leading to the
magneto-ionic theory. In 1925, the newly established Bell Lab set up a transmitting laboratory in
Deal Beach (New Jersey) and installed an experimental high-power megahertz transmitter there.50
Radio engineers led by Schelleng, R. A. Heising, and G. C. Southworth (Nichols was dead by the
time) performed systematic measurements of field intensity transmitted from Deal Beach. Data
were taken 24 hours a day from September to December. The Deal Beach transmitter had output
power at 5 kW and frequency at 2.7-18 MHz (wavelength 111 to 16.5 meters), but the actual
measurements were conducted only at 2.7, 4.5, 6.7, 9.1, and 18 MHz. Receiving locations
included Nantucket, Massachusetts (to the north of Deal Beach), Detroit, Michigan (to the west),
Fairfax, Virginia, and Columbus, Georgia (to the south), and Somerset, England (to the east). In
addition to the fixed-point reception, measurements were taken on a ship en route from New
York to Bermuda to obtain variations of signal intensity with respect to distance.
Heising, Schelleng, and Southworth's experiments aimed to obtain diurnal variations of short-
wave reception. At 2.7-18 MHz, they observed significant deviations of signal intensity above the
Austin-Cohen formula, conspicuous fading, weak atmospherics, less absorption in overseas
propagation than in overland propagation, and the skip-zone phenomenon. Yet their most
important finding was the variation of the four-month average field intensity with distance and
time of a day at different frequencies. To represent field strength's dependence on distance and
time of a day, the average data were cast into three-dimensional "transmission surfaces" where the
distance and time scales formed two orthogonal axes of the base plane and the field strength is the
50 Ibid, 407.
51 R. A. Heising, J. C. Schelleng, and G. C. Southworth, "Some measurements of short-wave transmission,"
Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 14:5 (1926), 613-617.
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height above the plane (Figure 7). The average, or idealized, transmission surfaces illustrated the
diurnal complexity of short-wave propagation with distance.
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Figure 7 Heising et al.'s short-wave transmission
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Heising et al.'s data showed that at lower frequencies (2.7 and 4.5 MHz) the field strength
decreased monotonically with distance at any time of day and was stronger at night than at day,
both consistent with the empirical knowledge on wireless telegraphy since the 1910s. But as
frequency increased (6.7 and 9.1 MHz), the field strength within shorter distances (except very
close to zero) began to vanish, and no signal could be measured at any distance around mid-night.
As frequency increased further, the skip zones and the silent periods extended more and more
until they engulfed most space-time. At the high end of the experimental frequencies (18 MHz),
signals were detected only at very long distances at day. Most of these observed features were
explainable by the ionic-refraction theory, the magneto-ionic theory, and Sommerfeld's surface
diffraction theory.5 2 Nevertheless, the results' importance was not the empirical verification of
propagation theories. They quantified those short-wave propagation phenomena (such as the skip-
zone effect) that had been known qualitatively. Moreover, the observations reflected the diurnal
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variations of the ionospheric conditions crucial to the engineering applications of selecting
frequencies at different times of a day, which had remained unaccounted for by the wave
propagation theories.
After Heising, Schelleng, and Southworth's experiments in 1925, AT&T considered a short-
wave system as a supplement of the ongoing long-wave trans-Atlantic radiotelephony. In early
1927, it set up an experimental short-wave telephonic link transmitting in Deal Beach and
receiving in Southgate, England. In the summer of the year when atmospherics severely degraded
the existing long-wave trans-Atlantic system, the short-wave one-way link was used as an
emergency commercial channel from America to Britain. In June 1929, AT&T's two-way short-
wave trans-Atlantic radiotelephony was put into commercial operation. Its transmitters were in
London and Lawrenceville (New Jersey) and its receivers in Southgate and Netcong (New
Jersey). By 1930, the short-wave radiotelephony extended from a single to four channels. Both
the Lawrence and the Netcong stations were equipped with four transmitting-receiving circuits
with variable frequencies from 9 to 21 MHz, three for New York-London service and one for
New York-Buenos Aires service. In the 1930s, short -wave systems dominated long-wave systems
in trans-oceanic radiotelephony and remained a canonical technology for long-distance voice
communications until replaced by microwave satellites in the 1960s.53
The growth of short-wave systems' commercial significance was accompanied with more
extensive measurement programs. Before AT&T finished the experimental transmitter and
receiver setup in Deal Beach and Southgate in 1927, Bell Lab managed to continue the field-
intensity measurements at these sites. Since Heising, Schelleng, and Southworth now turned their
focus to array, directional, and broadband antennas, the short-wave measurements were assigned
to a group led by C. R. Burrows. Burrows's goal was to obtain the empirical data for the to-be-
established trans-Atlantic short-wave system in which the transmitter and the receiver were fixed
in location. Thus the variations of field strength with distance were irrelevant. Meanwhile, since
53 O'Neil, Bell System 7 (1985), 17-25; Fagen, Bell System 1 (1975), 409-424.
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the future system would operate on a full-year basis, the measurements should last at least 12
months. So he conducted the measurement program from June 1926 to August 1929.54
The long-term measurement program aimed to obtain signal-intensity variations with
frequency (6.0-28 MHz) and time of a day at different periods of a year. To represent the
relations, Burrow cast the average data in field-strength surfaces similar to Heising et al.'s
transmission surfaces: Scales of frequency and time formed two orthogonal axes of a plane. Field
strength was plotted on the plane with gray scale and thereby equal-intensity curves could be
traced. Different seasons had different plots (e. g., Figure 8). The advantage of the data
representation was to help the interpreters see the frequency corresponding to the maximum
signal intensity at any time of a day.
Burrows found several features of trans-Atlantic short-wave propagation from the three-year
data: (i) the nighttime peak or plateau at low frequencies, (ii) the "more or less" level region at
day at higher frequencies, (iii) the early morning valley at higher frequencies due to the skip-zone
effect, (iv) the daytime valley at low frequencies due to absorption of excessive ionization, and (v)
the "saddle" connecting (i) and (ii) while separating (iii) and (iv). In colder seasons, daytime
signals were less attenuated, but nighttime signals at high frequencies diminished more because of
the skip-zone effect. In warmer seasons, daytime signals attenuated more, but nighttime
diminution related to the skip-zone effect was either insignificant or was pushed to very high
frequencies. In general, Burros argued, the observed variations of short-wave propagation were
the combination of two effects-ionospheric absorption and skip zone.55
54 C. R. Burrows, "The propagation of short waves over the north Atlantic," Proceedings of the Institute of Radio
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Figure 8 Burrows's field-strength surfaces; panel 1: summer 1926, panel 2: autumn 1926, panel 3:
winter 1926-27, panel 4: spring 1927 [Burrows, "Short waves" (1931), Figures 2-5].
Observing the diurnal and seasonal variations of the field-strength surfaces led to an
application in the operations of short-wave trans-Atlantic radio telephony-it helped determine
the operating frequencies that optimized signal intensity at different times of a day and different
days of a year. Burrows remarked, "frequencies near 18 mc [i.e., 18 MHz] are best for daytime
transmission. In summer the best frequencies for nighttime transmission are those near 9 mc. In
winter an additional frequency near 6 mc is required during the middle of the night. A frequency
























period between total daylight and total darkness over the path."5 6 Radio engineers fought short-
wave systems' propagation uncertainties by dynamically adjusting the operating frequencies at
different times of a day and different seasons of a year. The data from the long-term field-intensity
measurements provided an empirical basis for the effective schemes of frequency adjustments57
In addition to the diurnal and seasonal variations of wave propagation, AT&T's short-wave
system provided an opportunity to examine atmospherics above one megahertz. The measurement
programs for its long-wave trans-Atlantic radiotelephony in the mid-1920s had yielded
observations on atmospherics below 60 kHz. Ralph Potter of Bell Lab, a graduate of Columbia
University and an assistant of Ralph Bown in the broadcasting experiments, investigated
atmospherics above 60 kHz using AT&T's short-wave telephony. From April 1930 to March
1931, he performed atmospherics measurements at the company's receiving stations in Netcong
(New Jersey), Dania (Florida), Point Reyes and Sacramento (California). The operating
frequencies were 5-18.4 MHz, but most measurements were performed at 5, 10, and 15 MHz.5 8
Potter measured the diurnal changes of noise intensity at different frequencies. He cast the
average data on a three-dimensional plot where frequency and time of day formed two orthogonal
axes of the base plane, and noise intensity was height (Figure 9). The results showed that (i)
similar to Espenschied et al.'s finding at 15-60 kHz, atmospherics from 5 to 15 MHz decreased
with frequency; (ii) the noise below 10 MHz was stronger in darkness, while that above 10 MHz
was stronger before sunset.5 9
56 Ibid., 1634.
57 AT&T was not alone to adopt the approach of frequency adjustment for shor waves. The U.S. Navy, for example,
also knew that they could not use high-frequency radio in the same way as low-frequency radio, and had to change
frequencies at different times of a day, see Taylor, Reminiscence (1960), 111-112.




Figure 9 Potter's atmospherics-strength surface [Potter, "Atmospheric noise" (1931), Figure 18].
In 1932, Potter extended the atmospherics measurements to 20 MHz. Building on the
empirical data at 15-60 KHz and 2-20 MHz, he constructed-by interpolation-the curves
representing the average variations of atmospheric noise intensity with frequency at midday and at
midnight in northeastern United States (Figure 10).60 These curves were the synthesis of the
contemporary empirical knowledge of atmospherics. They showed that noise intensity decreased
steadily with frequency at midnight. At midday, atmospherics first decreased and then began to
increase with frequency at around 2 MHz, and finally decreased again after 10 MHz. This uneven
daytime variation made midday noise intensity higher than midnight intensity for frequencies
higher than 10 MHz, the opposite to noise at lower frequencies.
60 Ralph K. Potter, "An estimate of the frequency distribution of atmospheric noise," Proceedings of the Institute of
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Figure 10 Potter's atmospherics vs. frequency [Potter, "Frequency distribution" (1932), Figure 2].
Potter's synthesis was taken by radio engineers to be a reliable description of atmospherics'
frequency distribution.61 It showed that atmospherics were much weaker above 1 MHz. For short-
wave trans-Atlantic radiotelephony, it was minor. For still higher frequencies, it was considerably
dominated by electronic-tube noise and cosmic noise. Radio engineers did not have a practical
need to investigate atmospherics at frequencies higher than 10 MHz.
The British Radio Research Board's atmospherics experiments and AT&T's measurement
programs on propagation and atmospherics in the 1920s-30s marked engineers' efforts to treat
radio channels' uncertain properties. These activities characterized how radio engineers solved the
problems of uncertainties: From systematic, long-term, and large-scale measurements, they
obtained empirical information on diurnal, seasonal, regional, and frequency-dependent variations
of signals, atmospherics, and fading. The empirical information was turned into engineering
knowledge useful to fight channel uncertainties at both design and operational levels: The
knowledge on atmospherics' arriving directions in Britain and America implied that a directional
antenna was effective to suppress noise in trans-Atlantic wireless telegraphy and long-wave
61 Louis W. Austin, "The variation of radio noise with frequency," 28 February 1949, John Howard Dellinger Misc.
Papers, National Institute of Standards and Technology Records (RG 167), NC 76, E 75, Box 13, Folder "Level of
knowledge of radio noise as function of frequency," U.S. National Archives II (College Park, Maryland).
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telephony. The skip-distance data helped determine the optimum frequencies for trans-Atlantic
short-wave telephony at various hours of a day in various seasons. The broadcasting field-
intensity maps showed weak-signal spots in New York City and informed where to build boost
stations. This engineering knowledge was highly parochial-depending on terrain, landscape, and
climatic condition of specific location-and could not be deduced from wave-propagation
theories. Trading the reduction of uncertainties with laborious measurements therefore seemed to
be engineers' only way to deal with uncooperative nature.
The epistemic status of the inquiries into the atmospheric-related propagation uncertainties
marked an important feature of engineering knowledge. In these inquiries, the engineers
performed large-scale long-term experiments not to verify a theoretical hypothesis, to seek novel
effects, to determine the value of a physical quantity, to prove the existence of an entity, or to
construct an empirical law. The purpose of those atmospherics and propagation experiments was
not even to test whether a technological system worked or not. Rather, the engineers' goal was to
obtain through measurement the necessary information for the effective operations of a
technological system. In other words, the inquiries were "how-much" questions demanding
quantitative information of radio-channel uncertainties, not "why-questions," "what questions," or
"how questions." Measurement turned out to be the only reliable means to get such information:
It could not be deduced from the science of propagation. Nor was it obtained from the usual
engineering methods that historians of technology have stressed to build "rules of thumb,"
"engineering laws," or "tacit knowledge" at the design stage. The reason was that this information
of channel uncertainties-the signal-strength surfaces of the trans-Atlantic wireless link, the field
contours in the vicinity of New York City, etc.-was not knowledge about rules, regularities, and
laws. It was the numerical data used to characterize propagation and interference in the spatial
(geographical), temporal (seasonal and diurnal), and frequency dimensions, like how maps were
used to characterize the world. As the way to draw a map of the world was from the measured
geodesic data, therefore, the means to obtain the knowledge of uncertain radio channels was from
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measurements. In fact, engineers of the twentieth century often used measured data, the "maps"
of the operating conditions, to solve problems in technological systems.62
2. FIGHTING MAN-MADE INTERFERENCES WITH STANDARDIZATION
Nature was not the sole origin of interferences. As radio engineers were finding ways to deal
with electromagnetic disturbances from the natural environment, man-made interferences-
unwanted electromagnetic radiation from man-made apparatus and devices-became increasingly
severe. Electrification of modem lives made human dwellings huge sources of radio noises.
Elements of electric power systems-generators, transmission lines, transformers, switches, light
circuits, street trolleys, and factory motors-yielded interferences. Automobile and airplane
igniters radiated electromagnetic waves. So did telegraph cables and telephone circuits. Yet none
of them were comparable to the troubles caused by wireless technology itself. In the 1900-10s,
amateur, military, and commercial stations' spark transmitters generated wideband "damped"
waveforms threatening normal message reception. As broadcasts expanded and electronic
technology advanced in the 1920s, broadcasting stations clustered the ether with more unwanted
waves, and receivers with feedback circuits produced self-radiation. People in the early twentieth
century lived in a hostile electromagnetic environment.
Although both natural disturbances and man-made interferences followed the same principles
of electromagnetic-wave propagation, their solutions differed. Whereas radio engineers could
characterize variations of propagation, atmospherics, and fading with long-term measurements,
they had difficulty doing so for radiation from wireless sets, power grids, and modem consumer
appliances. Like many structural problems in large technological systems, man-made interferences
could not be dealt by technical means alone. Rather, political measures to impose regulation on
noise-generating activities turned out to be the major solution. In addition to characterization,
control of radio channels was the key to tame uncertainties.
62 For example, the American engineers working balistic missile guidance stored the measured gravitational data
of the planned trajectories in the missile computers to compensate for the errors of the inertial guidance systems.
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At the center of controlling man-made disturbances was how to regulate interferences from
wireless transmitters. Radio waves diffused in open space and possessed non-negligible
bandwidths, so both wanted and unwanted signals entered receivers. Following the growth of
commercial broadcasting and the expansion of military radio in the 1920s, the spectrum became
increasingly crowded. In the 1920-30s, emission from unwanted radio transmitters was the major
man-made source to degrade the quality of wireless communication. How to solve the problem
was critical.
An attempt by American engineers and bureaucrats to solve the interference problem
developed into a technical-political scheme. The scheme gave birth to the Federal Radio
Commission (the predecessor of today's Federal Communications Commission), led to the
agency's channel allocation plan, and shaped American broadcasting from the 1930s on.
Underlying this approach to fight interferences was the spirit of standardization. Simply put, every
radio station was assigned a frequency band, radiating power, and hours of operation according to
a centralized plan. The plan guaranteed minimal mutual interferences if every transmitter was
standardized to follow strictly the frequency, power, and operating-hour assignment. The
regulation-standardization approach succeeded in controlling the interference from radio stations.
Nevertheless, it also unexpectedly shaped (restricted?) the public conception of the spectrum, set
barriers against small stations, and nurtured commercial broadcasting networks.
A Hostile Electromagnetic Environment
Radio communication was far from satisfactory at the beginning. Many factors affected the
communication quality of early wireless. Engineers and scientists found that nature was full of
electromagnetic disturbances. To common users, however, the more conspicuous radio
interferences were from the "man-made" environment. Electricity as a symbol of modernization
had prevailed in Western urban areas since the beginning of the twentieth century. City lives
depended on electrical equipment for both energy and communication. Electric power plants,
transmission lines, street cars, automatic factories, incandescent lamps, telegraph cables, radio
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stations, and telephone switch hubs were parts of the debut-de-siecle landscape.6 3 Unfortunately,
they were sources of interferences, too. Static discharge, magnetic field, and high-frequency
radiation generated by these apparatuses created a chaotic electromagnetic environment.
Robert H. Marriott, American engineer and founder of the Institute of Radio Engineers (IRE),
was among those who knew best the diverse sources of radio interferences in modem lives. A
radio aide of the U.S. Navy's base in Seattle, Marriott received wireless amateurs' complaints
about the interference from the navy's Seattle Station. In 1923, he and the local journal Post-
Intelligencer organized an investigation to seek the most severe sources of interferences in
Seattle. They issued questionnaires to radio users in the area, and identified the following major
sources from the replies: the Seattle Radio Station, the Navy Radio Station at Seattle, the Navy
Spark Station at Keyport, the Navy Arc Station at Keyport, amateur spark stations, amateur C.W.
stations, broadcasting stations, leaky insulators on power lines, hum from light circuits, electric
elevators, street cars, Milwaukee electric trains, telephone ringing circuits, wire telegraph lines,
factory motors, regenerative receivers, neighbors tuning, switching lights on and off, and static.64
According to another engineer James Allen in Pennsylvania, the interference problems brought to
a power company in 1929 included industrial apparatus (30%), household appliances (25%), light
company equipment (17%), defective receivers (15%), and others (13%).65
Manufacturers of industrial apparatus, consumer appliances, and power equipment were the
main objects of complaints for their unwanted radiation. In 1924, American radio amateurs
suggested an amendment to a bill requiring the Secretary of Commerce to take steps to minimize
radio interference from electrical apparatus. 66 Under pressure, the National Electric Light
Association established a subcommittee on radio interference-the Inductive Coordination
Committee-in 1923. Composed of representatives from electrical utilities, manufacturers of
63 For electrification and its effects on modern lives, see, for example, David E. Nye, Electrifying America: Social
Meaning of a New Technology (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1990).
64 Robert H. Marriott, "Interference," Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 11:3 (1923), 379.
65 James G. Allen, "Radio interference," Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 17:5 (1929), 890.
66 John H. Dellinger, "Radio interference" (presented before the 1924 Convention of the Ohio Electric Light
Association), 1, J. Howard Dellinger General Records, NIST Records (RG 167), UD E 3, Box 101, Folder "Radio
Interference, 1924-1926," U.S. National Archives II.
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electrical apparatus and radio receiving equipment, the committee aimed to "investigate various
causes of radio interference and to study methods and equipment used in locating cases of radio
interference, with a view to cooperate in the elimination of causes hampering radio reception." 67
Radio engineers, manufacturers of electrical apparatus, and power utility companies reached a
consensus that became the canonical treatment of interferences from electrical equipment: The
interference problems had to be solved through coordination and education. When a complaint
about interference was raised, power companies, radio users, and wireless engineers should work
together to identify its source. To do so, radio users provided the power companies with answers
to a standard set of questions, such as "does the interfering noise have a definite pitch and
quality," "is the noise heard with the same intensity over a wide area," "does the noise tune in any
particular wavelength."68 Based on the reported information, the power companies collaborated
with wireless engineers to identify the source's location by direction finding, oscillograph
recording, and other measuring techniques.69
Moreover, wireless engineers should educate radio users how to identify possible sources of
interferences by themselves and how to make simple adjustments of receiving devices including
grounding, screening, or tuning to reduce some common noise.70 This kind of education could be
done at existing radio clubs like the American Radio Relay League.7 1 In addition, wireless
engineers should educate the workers in power companies, telecommunication firms, and radio
stations about the correct working procedures to incur less radio noise. For instance, electricity
suppliers should avoid replacement work that required switching high current in evenings when
67 John H. Dellinger, "Memorandum on interference problems," October 1924, Dellinger General Records, RG
167, UD E 3, Box 101, Folder "Radio Interference, 1924-1926," U.S. National Archives II.
68 Dellinger, "Radio interference" (1924), 7.
69 M. D. Hoover, Jr., "Radio coordination," Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 17:8 (1929), 1390-
1394; J. J. McNeely and P. J. Konkle, "Locating radio interference with the oscillograph," Proceedings of the
Institute of Radio Engineers, 18:7 (1930), 1216-1225.
70 Edgar H. Felix, "The radio engineer's responsibility in coping with man-made interference," Proceedings of the
Institute of Radio Engineers, 17:8 (1929), 1384-1389.
71 Robert H. Marriotts, "Endorsement for a national campaign to eliminate radio interferences," December 1925, 1-
5, Dellinger General Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 101, Folder "Radio Interference, 1924-1926," U.S. National
Archives II.
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radio communication traffic was heaviest, and unnecessary transmissions of wireless telegraphic
or telephonic messages should be reduced.72
Continuous Waves and Spectrum Allocation
Although the coordination-education approach succeeded reasonably in suppressing radiation
from electrical appliances, it failed to deal with the much more serious interference from wireless
transmitting stations, which radiated by definition. Preventing their interference therefore required
more than vigilant operations. The continuous-wave technology provided a solution.
Interference from radio transmitters was considerably reduced by the continuous-wave
technology in the 1910s. Valdemar Poulsen's electric arc transmitter, General Electric's high-
frequency alternator, John Ambrose Fleming's and Lee de Forrest's vacuum-tube oscillators
replaced old spark-gap technology. The continuous-wave transmitters generated sinusoidal
waveforms with narrow bandwidths. Meanwhile, vacuum-tube feedback receivers with higher
frequency selectivity were developed. Radio stations using the continuous-wave technology did
not interfere with one another as long as they were operating at different frequency bands. With
the continuous-wave technology, the entire radio spectrum could be divided into different bands
assigned to different radio stations. This would eliminate interferences from radio transmitters.73
This interference-eliminating approach needed a spectrum allocation scheme. Continuous
waves possessed narrow bandwidths and hence enabled the accommodation of more transmitting
stations without mutual interference. Yet the frequency-partition scheme also implied that the
radio spectrum was a finite resource. If each station were assigned a bandwidth that did not
overlap with others, then the entire radio spectrum would only accommodate a limited number of
stations.
The problem was exacerbated by the rapid expansion of radio broadcasting. In the 1920s,
broadcasting became the most promising medium in America. Capitalists, educationists,
72 Marriott, "Interference" (1923), 384-388.
73 Aitken, Continuous Wave (1985).
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preachers, farmers, and activists rushed to build their own stations and to send their messages to
the public. Young radio engineers, experimenters, and amateurs just out of their military service
applied the techniques they had learned from World War I to build the stations. The number of
licensed broadcasting stations in the U.S. increased from 28 in 1922 to 550 in 1923.74 The power
levels of broadcasting stations escalated, too. Before March 1922, almost all stations were below
250 W. In August 1922, many were between 500 W and 1 kW. In 1924, some had exceeded 5
kW. By December 1925, the most powerful broadcasting stations in the U.S. reached 50 kW.75
By the mid-1920s, the growing number and power of broadcasting stations had created serious
interference problems. Broadcasting programs congested the finite radio spectrum. Frequency
allocation in a national or even international level became urgent.
At the time, the only U.S. legislation regarding wireless transmission was the Radio Act
enacted by the Congress in 1912. The 1912 Radio Act acknowledged the early international
imperative of the 1906 Berlin Conference and the 1912 London Conference to regulate radio
transmission for the safety of ships at sea. Partly a response to the communication failure in the
Titanic disaster, the 1912 Radio Act specified the collective frequency ranges for commercial and
military ship-to-shore uses to assure endangered seagoing ships and coast stations could tune at
the same frequencies for effective communication. The only kind of stations that was restricted in
access to the frequency spectrum in order to prevent interferences was amateur radio (which
could operate only at waves shorter than 200 meters ).76 Since the main concern of the 1912 Radio
Act was maritime safety, the statue (following the Wireless Ship Act of 1910 empowering the
Commerce Department's Navigation Bureau to inspect shipboard wireless apparatus) delegated
the supervision of all American private stations to the Department of Commerce: Each civilian
radio station had to obtain a license issued by the department in order to operate legally.77
74 Slotten, "'radio paradise"' (1995), 954.
75 Aitken, "Allocating the spectrum" (1994), 695-696.
76 Aitken, "Allocating the spectrum" (1994), 690-691.
77 Philip T. Rosen, The Modem Stentors: Radio Broadcasters and the Federal Government, 1920-1934 (Westport:
Greenwood Press, 1980), 27.
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The Radio Act of 1912 did not immediately give the Department of Commerce a full-fledged
right to regulate radio. The U.S. Navy took over control of wireless in World War I. When the
navy released its control after the war, the Commerce Department still had to compete with the
navy and the General Post Office for the administrative power of radio (both the navy and the
Post Office advocated its nationalization). A key figure who helped the department to win the
competition and to keep radio in the private sector was Commerce Secretary Herbert C.
Hoover. 78
Joining Warren Harding's Cabinet in 1921, Herbert Hoover turned the department's radio
business from passive license granting to more active measures. Mining engineer, progressivist,
and rising Republican star, he was aware of the technical, commercial, and political implications
of radio broadcasting, and thought that a healthy state regulation of the radio spectrum could
facilitate the realization of these implications. He knew that broadcasting's fast growth yielded
problems blocking the full realization of the medium's potential. The problems consisted of an
over demand for the limited radio spectrum and an increasing risk of radio interference from
transmitting stations. To him, the best solution was state-mediated channel allocation.
In 1920, the Commerce Department assigned a frequency 833.3 kHz to all broadcasting
stations. A second frequency 618.6 kHz was assigned later. In 1923, the department released a
band between 500 and 1500 kHz for broadcasting uses.79 Afterwards, the department no longer
passively granted licenses on applicants' demand. Rather, it actively supervised stations'
transmitting conditions to make sure they did not abuse the broadcasting band. Hoover asked his
staff to partition the band into frequency slots (channels) and to assign power, channel, and hours
of operation to each licensed station. A station's license would be suspended if its transmission
did not strictly follow the assignment. Fighting interference was the most important de-facto
rationale underlying allocation: frequencies of stations in the same area should have enough
78 Ibid, 28-46.
79 Ibid, 36; Aitken, "Allocating the spectrum" (1994), 694-695.
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separation; a station in a populous area should have lower transmitting power; different stations
could be assigned to the same channel but at different operating hours to share the spectrum. 8
Hoover's ambition to control the radio spectrum was challenged by commercial broadcasters
as the latter sought wider bandwidths, longer operating times, and higher power than granted by
the Commerce Department. Two legal cases problematized the department's legitimacy for
channel allocation. In 1921, the department revoked the license of an Intercity Radio Company's
radiotelegraphic station in downtown Manhattan, for the station's high power interfered with
normal radio transmission in the region. Intercity went to court. The Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit ruled that the department had no right to deny a radio license, though
they had the power to issue one.8 In 1927, Zenith Radio's president Eugene McDonald broadcast
from Chicago with an unauthorized frequency reserved for a Canadian station. The department
sued McDonald. But a district court of Illinois turned down the charge, arguing that the 1912
Radio Act did not give the Secretary of Commerce authority to assign frequencies, power levels,
and hours of operation to stations or to deny licenses to applicants.8 2 These judgments shattered
the legal foundation of the department's allocation scheme.
The problematization of the Commerce Department's authority on channel allocation
strengthened the government's belief in the inadequacy of the 1912 Radio Act and the necessity
for a state control of the radio spectrum. In 1927, the U.S. Congress passed a second Radio Act
stating that the right to build a transmitting station was privileged rather than universal. Only
those capable of creating potential public benefit and cooperating with the administration to
prevent interfering with others' right to the radio spectrum had the privilege. The government
now had a legal right to issue and to deny a radio license as well as to assign operating frequency,
time, and power to a licensed radio station. Based on the 1927 Radio Act, the U.S. government
created an independent executive agency, the Federal Radio Commission (FRC). Initially a
temporary task force with no budget, FRC became permanent after a year. Through license
80 Rosen, Modern Stentors (1980), 47-76.
81 Aitken, "Allocating the spectrum" (1994), 700-701.
82 Slotten, Radio and Television Regulation (2000), 37.
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granting, it managed traffic of radio communications and allocated frequencies, bandwidths,
power levels, hours of operations, and geographical locations to civilian transmitting stations.83
Heterodyne Interference
Spectrum allocation from Hoover to the FRC held out the promise of suppressing interference
from radio transmitters. Yet the promise did not automatically come true with an allocation
scheme. Many transmitters had frequency stability problems that made them incapable of
following the scheme.
The rapid growth of broadcasting, wireless telephony, and military radio in the 1920s made it
difficult to manage and to allocate the limited spectrum. In 1929, the entire radio spectrum was
divided by FRC into low-frequency range (15-550 kHz), broadcast band (550-1500 kHz), and
high-frequency range (1500-23000 kHz). To accommodate more channels, FRC assigned a
bandwidth of several tenths kHz to telegraphy, 10 kHz to voice communications including
telephony and broadcast, and 100 kHz to experimental television. Consequently, the low-
frequency range had about 1000 channels (for telegraphy), the broadcast band 96 channels, the
high-frequency range 1260 channels, and the total number of channels about 2350.84 These
numbers were not as large as they appeared to be. Particularly scarce were the available channels
for broadcasting. The 96 channels were shared by all broadcasting stations. And even such a low
number was obtained by squeezing each channel's bandwidth within 10 kHz. Worse, extending
the broadcasting frequencies upward could not help create more channels, since shorter waves
with skip distances and fading were not suitable for broadcasting.
Accommodating hundreds of broadcasting stations between 550 and 1500 kHz without
mutual interference was challenging. An obvious issue was whether receivers were selective
enough to retrieve signals within a 10-kHz bandwidth and to filter those outside the bandwidth.
"Cross-talk interference"-unwanted signals at adjacent frequency bands leaking to the output of
83 Rosen, Modern Stentors (1980), 121-130; Aitken, "Allocating the spectrum" (1994), 706-712.
84 John H. Dellinger, "Engineering aspects of the work of the Federal Radio Commision," Proceedings of the
Institute of Radio Engineers, 17:8 (1929), 1326-1327.
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poorly selective receivers-had existed before broadcasting. Yet it became insignificant as
electronic technology improved receivers' frequency selectivity to 10 kHz. A more severe
problem for broadcasting was that transmitting stations' carrier frequencies shifted too much from
the specified values. Most broadcasting transmitters-spark gap, arc, and even tube-did not
have frequency-control mechanisms. Their radiating frequencies usually deviated from the values
specified by manufacturers as environmental conditions such as temperature changed or the circuit
degraded after a period. The 10-kHz bandwidth was narrow for many transmitters. Spark gaps
were out of the question. The most up-to-date electronic-tube transmitters could maintain
bandwidth deviation within a portion of 10 kHz. But (as we will see) the accuracy required for a
transmitter to prevent perceivable interference had to be much higher than the 10-kHz error
range. While the electronic-tube technology in the 1920s could reduce cross-talk interference, it
could not tackle the interference generated by transmitters' frequency deviations.
How strong is the interference of a transmitter deviating from its assigned frequency? There
are two possible conditions. First, the deviation is large enough so that transmitting signals'
spectrum intrudes on an adjacent channel assigned to another station in the neighborhood. Such
interference may be strong since two stations assigned to adjacent channels can be geographically
close to each other according to the allocation plan. But this type of "adjacent-band" interference
does not cause a serious problem, for it requires a carrier-frequency deviation as large as several
kilocycles, which easily surpasses many tube transmitters' range of accuracy (Figure 11).85
The second condition is more serious: the transmitter's carrier-frequency deviation is from
dozens to hundreds of cycles per second. The small deviation does not affect other nearby stations
at adjacent channels, yet it may affect other distant stations at the same channel. If so, the carriers
of the waves from the two same-channel stations heterodyne together to form a "beat" at a
receiver close to one of the two stations. The beat oscillates at dozens to hundreds of cycles per
second, the two stations' frequency deviation from each other. Known as "heterodyne
85 John V. Hogan, "A study of heterodyne interference," Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 17:8
(1929), 1355.
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interference," the beat creates an annoying monotonic noise of dozens to hundreds Hz at the
receiver (Figure 11).
Heterodyne interference was usually much weaker than normal signals, since the interfering
station was distant from the normal station. Yet it was still pronounced enough to be recognized
by listeners. Engineers found that human aural perception was much more sensitive to beat note
than to speech-like voice patterns. A ratio of 100 for wanted to unwanted speech-like signals
satisfactorily eliminated interference, but a ratio of 500 for wanted speech-like signals to
unwanted medium-frequency beat was barely enough to make interference unperceivable.86
Therefore, heterodyne interference reached much greater distances than broadcasting programs.
Cases were reported where two transmitting stations 3000 miles apart could form heterodyne
interference, while their ranges of valid programs were only 100 miles. Thus the allocation scheme
assigning same-channel stations enough distance to prevent the mutual interference of their
programs could not suppress their mutual heterodyne interference. Unless same-channel stations
















The most interesting aspect of heterodyne interference was that, counter-intuitively, it
disappeared when two stations' radiating spectra overlapped exactly. It became zero when the
carrier-frequency deviation of the two same-channel stations was less than 50 Hz, since the beat
frequency was less than 100 Hz and was filtered by audio speakers and human ears notoriously
insensitive to low frequencies. As the transmitting frequency's deviation from its assigned value
was less than 50 Hz, human ears would not recognize the audio interference. 88
How to eliminate heterodyne interference? Improving receivers was not an option, since both
signals and heterodyne interference were at the same frequency band. The only hope lay in
transmitters. Engineers proposed two solutions. One was to assign each channel to only one
station or multiple stations extremely distant from one another, meaning only a very small number
of stations were given channels. The other was to enforce a strict requirement on maintaining
stable transmitting frequencies. 89 The first approach-by nature impractical because of its extreme
waste of the spectrum--was realized in a limited sense: FRC selected a few "clear" channels
covering the entire country for nationwide broadcasting; heterodyne interference was guaranteed
to disappear at clear channels. The second approach led to frequency standardization explored by
the Commerce Department's Bureau of Standards in the 1920s.
Frequency Standardization
Frequency standardization aimed at maintaining precise transmitting frequencies for all radio
stations. It was a synergetic process involving technical, social, and political aspects. It required
stable oscillators with constant frequencies. Techniques of precise frequency measurements were
also needed. But hardware technology was not enough. Feasible procedures and schemes had to
be developed to coordinate geographically dispersed radio stations so that their transmitting
frequencies were consistent with a standard. Finally, oscillator technology and coordinating
88 It is not exactly true that controlling frequency deviation within 50 Hz would totally eliminate interference. In
the 1930s, engineers of FRC found that for the frequency deviation less than 50 Hz a "fluttering interference" was
resulted from a sudden rise or fall of the background noise. Yet fluttering interference was much less serious than
heterodyne interference. See "Preliminary study of question 17" (prepared for the third meeting of CCIR, material
submitted by USA), March 1934, 2, and note to C. M. Saltzman, 17 January 17 1930, 3, both in Dellinger General
Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 37, Folder "Synchronization," U.S. National Archives II.
89 Laurens E. Whittemore, "Some principles of broadcast frequency allocation," Proceedings of the Institute of
Radio Engineers, 17:8 (1929), 1343-1353.
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procedures had to be enforced and imposed upon radio stations by some kind of authority so that
all members of the radio community followed the frequency standard.
In the United States, frequency standardization began before the FRC's establishment in 1927.
The Bureau of Standards actively participated in the development of constant-frequency
oscillators and precise measuring techniques, national and international coordination, and the
shaping of the government's policies for channel allocation on the basis of frequency standard.
John Howard Dellinger of the bureau played an important part in the se activities.
A native of Cleveland, Ohio, John Howard Dellinger obtained his B.S. in physics from George
Washington University in 1908 and Ph.D. from Princeton University in 1913. Dellinger had
worked at the Bureau of Standards since 1907.90 In the 1900s and early 1910s, three groups
residing in the bureau's Washington building worked on wireless-its Inductance and Capacitance
Section, Austin's Naval Radio Telegraphic Laboratory, and the Army Signal Corps's small
laboratory. At the Inductance and Capacitance Section, Dellinger took on the bureau's first task
of radio-frequency standardization in 1911 to calibrate a wave meter, an inductive-capacitive
circuit used to measure a radio wave's frequency. 9
Piezo-Electric Oscillators
Making standards for a physical quantity amounts to establishing a means to measure the
quantity that yields universally consistent results. Key to this measuring method is a standard
metric. A standard metric is an artifact corresponding to a fixed amount of the to-be-standardized
physical quantity; it is a universal reference for the quantity. The most famous example for a
standard metric is the one-meter rod at the Acad6mie des Sciences in Paris. As in the case of the
one-meter rod, a standard metric has multiple functions: (i) it defines the physical quantity's unit;
(ii) all measuring instruments applied to it should yield the same value or values close to one
90 IEEE History Center, "Legacies: John H. Dellinger, 1886-1962," in
http://www.ieee.org/organizations/histor center/legacies/dellinger.html.
92 John H. Dellinger, "Fifty years of radio in the National Bureau of Standards" (address at meeting of Boulder
Laboratories staff for the 60th anniversary of the National Bureau of Standards), 3 March 1961, 1-2, Dellinger
Misc. Papers, RG 167, NC76, E 75, Box 11, Folder "50 Years Radio in the NBS," U.S. National Archives II. For
the Bureau of Standards, also see chapter 2, section 5.
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another within a designated error range; and (iii) it helps construct the standard measuring
methods by which all measuring instruments are calibrated.
For frequency, the standard metric required for standard making is an oscillator that generates
single-frequency time-harmonic signals. Like the one-meter rod with a constant length, the
frequency-standard oscillator should be very stable in order to have a constant oscillating
frequency, or at least to have a maximum frequency deviation small enough to fit a designated
error range.
Since the nineteenth century, physicists had sought appropriate means to standardize
frequencies in the acoustic range (below 20 kHz). Its canonical standard metric was tuning forks,
a set of metal pieces with various shapes and dimensions yielding resonance sound at different
frequencies. However, using tuning forks in radio-frequency standardization was a problem:
While the acoustic frequencies ranged from 100 Hz to 20 kHz, radio frequencies for broadcasting
and short-wave telephony were beyond 500 kHz. How to standardize higher radio frequencies
with tuning forks' low frequencies? Radio engineers' solution was to multiply tuning forks'
frequencies with harmonic amplifiers or multivibrators. Harmonic amplifiers were nonlinear
devices producing second, third, and higher order harmonics of the input signals. Invented by
French physicists Henri Abraham and E. Bloch, the multivibrator was one of the earliest digital
circuits. It consisted of vacuum tubes connecting to one another in unstable fashions that
generated rectangular-wave oscillations with periods determined by the multiples of input
frequencies. In the 1910s and 1920s, researchers at the Bureau of Standards and the British
National Physical Laboratory developed various radio-frequency standards using the tuning forks
as the constant-frequency generator, the harmonic amplifier or the multivibrator as the frequency
multiplier, and the cathode-ray oscillograph or the heterodyne circuit as the frequency measuring
set. 9 2
92 Grace Hazen and Frieda Kenyon, "Primary radio-frequency standardization by use of the cathode-ray
oscillograph," Scientific Papers of the Bureau of Standards, 19 (1923-1924), 445-461; D. W. Dye, "A self-
contained standard harmonic wave-meter," Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 224 (1923-
1924), 259-301; C. B. Jolliffe and Grace Hazen, "Establishment of radio standards of frequency by the use of
harmonic amplifier," Scientific Papers of the Bureau of Standards, 21 (1926-1927), 179-187.
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Using tuning forks as constant radio-frequency sources had shortcomings, though. They
generated radio frequencies indirectly by multiplying acoustic frequencies. So not only tuning
forks' but also multipliers' stability affected the precision of their output frequencies. Like other
electronic circuits, multipliers such as harmonic amplifiers and multivibrators were sensitive to
temperature and other environmental factors. Also, multiplication implied that tuning forks'
frequency errors multiplied at the output. For broadcast-band radio frequencies (500-1500 kHz),
the large multiplication led to intolerable errors.
A new technology-piezo-electric crystal-controlled oscillators-saved the day. In the 1880s,
French physicists Pierre and Jacques Curie found certain crystalline minerals had piezo-electric
properties: employing mechanical pressure induced electric charges and applying electrical voltage
yielded mechanical distortion. Quartz was the only kind of piezo-electric crystal proper for
industrial applications, for it was easy to cut but hard to deform. From the 1890s to the 1910s,
physicists examined piezo-electric materials' crystalline structures and developed theories relating
the materials' mechanical pressure to electric polarization. In the late 1910s, electrical engineers
noted that applying a mechanical oscillation with an acoustic frequency on the piezo-electric
crystal induced an electromotive oscillation with the same frequency. This began the use of the
crystals as transducers in telephone circuits. The phenomenon interested W. G. Cady, professor of
Wesleyan University (Connecticut). Cady intended to extend piezo-electric crystals' acoustic-
frequency vibration to vibration at radio frequencies. In so doing, however, he found in 1923 that
the crystal had electrical resonance, too: An input A.C. voltage induced large current across the
crystal if the applied voltage's frequency equaled one of the crystal's resonance frequencies.9
A piezo-electric crystal's resonance frequencies depended only on the crystal's lengths along
its optical axes when cut along the crystalline pattern. For quartz, one millimeter of crystal length
along an optical axis corresponded to resonance wavelength of 100-120 meters. And the
wavelength increased with crystal length. A piezo-electric crystal of millimeter to centimeter
93 W. G. Cady, '"The piezoelectric resonator," Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 10:1 (1922), 83-
114.
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length had resonance at radio frequencies. The resonance frequencies were completely determined
by the crystal's physical dimension. Without mechanical deformation, its resonance frequencies
remain unchanged. Thus quartz was a promising candidate for a constant-frequency oscillator.
In the 1920s, Cady, George W. Pierce of Harvard University, J. M. Miller and A. Crossley of
the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory developed quartz-controlled radio-frequency oscillators that
laid the devices' fundamental architecture (e.g., Figure 12).94 Their designs resembled the self-
regenerative vacuum-tube oscillators invented earlier. The only difference was that the feedback
circuits of their vacuum-tube amplifiers consisted of quartz plates to control the oscillating
frequencies. Quartz oscillators were commercially available by the mid 1920s.95
Figure 12 Miller's quartz-controlled oscillator [Crossley, "Piezo-electric" (1927), Figure 11].
A piezo-electric oscillator's frequency is determined by the quartz plate's physical dimension.
Ideally, an accurately cut plate has accurate resonance frequencies. In reality, however, a quartz
plate may suffer time-variant mechanical deformation that changes its resonance frequencies. A
major cause of a quartz plate's time-variant deformation is temperature fluctuation leading to
irregular thermal expansion. To maintain a piezo-electric oscillator's constancy, therefore, its
quartz plate has to be under strict temperature control: The plate has to be in an ambience with
temperature stabilized by a feedback controller. Another cause of deformation is air-pressure
94 A. Crossley, "Piezo-electric crystal-controlled transmitters," Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers,
15:1 (1927), 9-36.
95 In 1925, Cambridge-based General Radio Company, collaborating with Pierce and Cady, advertised "Type 275"
piezo-electric oscillator. The oscillator had a frequency range of 100-1500 kHz. The frequency accuracy was 5%,
but could be pushed to 0.1%. See 'Type 275-Piezo electric oscillator, type 276-quartz plate," General Radio
Company Bulletin, November 1925, 757-759, Dellinger General Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 3, Folder
"Piezo-reprints and copies of articles, 1923-1931," U.S. National Archives II.
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fluctuation. To control that factor, the crystal should be in an enclosed constant-pressure
chamber.
Dellinger, who had become the chief of the Bureau of Standards' Radio Section in the 1910s,
viewed the piezo-electric oscillator as a promising technology for frequency standards. He
supervised the projects to construct primary and secondary standards of radio frequencies using
piezo-electric oscillators. A primary standard was a standard metric that generated a physical
quantity's publicly acknowledged units. A secondary standard referred to a measuring instrument
calibrated by the primary standard. 96 Both "standards" were touchable things, and their
construction relied on stable radio-frequency oscillators-a primary standard used an oscillator to
generate constant frequencies and a secondary standard used it to generate heterodyne waveforms
with which the measured signals were compared. After 1923, the Radio Section improved piezo-
electric oscillators' precision and developed thermostatically controlled chambers and constant-
pressure sets for quartz plates. The bureau also contracted with Westinghouse, General Electric,
AT&T, and the Naval Research Laboratory to build primary and secondary radio-frequency
standards. 97 By 1928, the precision of the bureau's state-of-the-art temperature-controlled piezo
oscillator was 0.001%, contrasting with 0.03% achieved by commercially available piezo
oscillators without the temperature control.98 This precision at radio frequencies corresponded to
a drift of less than 20 Hz, adequate for suppressing heterodyne interference.
Spread of Standards through Coordinating Procedures
A constant-frequency oscillator is a necessary but not sufficient condition for frequency
standard. Standardization is by definition a social process in which a precise and stable unit is not
only found or built by technology, but also agreed upon by those willing to accept the standard.
In frequency standardization, therefore, that all radio stations have stable oscillators is not
enough, for the frequencies of these oscillators, though constant, are not necessarily consistent
96 "Frequency control with quartz crystals," Engineering Bulletin of the Billey Electric Company (Erie,
Pennsylvania), 22-23, Dellinger General Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 3, Folder "Piezo-reprints and copies of
articles, 1923-1931," U.S. National Archives II.




with one another. If two temperature-controlled piezo-electric oscillators that are supposed to
operate at the same frequency are not calibrated with respect to each other, then their actual
output frequencies may have an arbitrary deviation from each other, no matter how stable the
devices are. That all the stations use stable frequency-generating devices is only the first step
toward standardization. To make sure their frequencies are mutually consistent, they have to be
calibrated with one another, or with a standard agency, by feasible coordinating procedures.
What are effective coordinating procedures to "spread" a standard to the public? For radio
frequencies, the answer can be a bit different: Since a standard radio frequency can be sent via
electromagnetic waves, the physical device-the standard metric-does not have to be brought to
different places for calibration. This was the first thought of the engineers at the Bureau of
Standards. In 1920, the bureau's Radio Section experimented on broadcasting music programs in
its Washington building, and soon came up with the idea of broadcasting standard frequencies.
Later in 1920, it broadcast monotonic signals at standard frequencies with a tuning-fork
transmitter. The signals were sent in an announced schedule of few hours once a week. Its
intention was to let individual radio stations, dealers, and manufacturers pick up and use the
signals to calibrate their transmitting sets. In this sense, the broadcast standard-frequency signals
were the bureau's tool to serve as the "traffic cop of the ether."99 To evaluate the precision of its
broadcast frequency standard, the bureau asked laboratories and individuals to measure their
received standard frequencies and to report the data. The results showed that the high-quality
measuring equipment around the country agreed with the bureau's standard within 0.5%.1°°
The bureau's experiments with broadcasting frequency signals showed the wireless method's
potential for standardization. The broadcasting procedure carried out domestically pointed to a
direction to achieving an international frequency standard, which was critical as channel allocation
became a transnational issue in Western Europe and North America. In 1923, the U.S. Bureau of
Standards planned to conduct the experiments on international frequency comparison with
99 "Tiny quartz disc, vibrating 100,000 times per second, tests nation's radio stations," Washington Post, 7 July
1934, Dellinger General Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 3, Folder "Beltsville and Meadow Stations, Description of,
1930-1939," U.S. National Archives II.
'00 Dellinger, "Fifty years" (1961), Dellinger Misc. Papers, U.S. National Archives II.
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national laboratories in Britain, Germany, France, and Italy: the National Physical Laboratory in
Teddington, the Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt in Charlottenburg, the Radiotelegraphie
Militaire in Paris, and the Instituto Electrotecnico E Radiotelegrafico (the Naval Electro-technical
Institute) in Livorno. The bureau's director George Burgese contacted the heads of these
laboratories-Joseph Petavel in Britain, Walter Nernst (and Friedrich Louis Paschen after 1924)
in Germany, Gustav Ferrie in France, and Giancarlo Vallauri in Italy-to set broadcasting
schedules. Several stations in America and Europe transmitted monotonic signals below 90 kHz;
the first series of simultaneous measurements was carried out every Monday and Tuesday from
April to May 1924. 10 After the spring experiment, the bureau arranged another series of
simultaneous measurements at 16 kHz in August with NPL and the Reichsanstalt. 10 2
The international frequency comparison showed that the measurements of the American,
British, German, French, and Italian agencies agreed with one another with an average precision
of 0.2%,' ° 3 and the America-Britain-Germany experiment had an average precision of 1%.104
These numbers were poor in terms of standard making. Both the measuring instruments and the
signal sources contributed to the errors. It was noted that different methods of frequency
measurements brought inconsistency. But a more important fact was that the broadcast standard
signals' frequencies fluctuated considerably. The bureau found that "only the strictly simultaneous
observations are of value." The oscillators could maintain the constancy of frequencies for at most
15-20 minutes. 105 The precision of the broadcasting approach for international frequency
standardization was limited by the transmitters' frequency instability.
Piezo-electric oscillator provided a solution to the problem of instability. As the bureau was
finding means to improve the constancy of the crystal oscillators, it entertained the idea of
101 George Burgese to Walter Nernst (letter), 1 March 1924, Dellinger General Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 22,
Folder "Freq. Comparison, Piezo Osc.," U.S. National Archives II.
102 Burgese to Holborn (letter), 12 September 1924, Dellinger General Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 22, Folder
"Freq. Comparison, Piezo Osc.," U.S. National Archives II.
103 Dellinger, "Frequency standardization" (1928), 583.
104 Friedrich Paschen to the Bureau of Standards (letter), 22 December 1924, Dellinger General Records, RG 167,
UD E 3, Box 22, Folder "Freq. Comparison, Piezo Osc.," U.S. National Archives II.
105 Burgese to Giancarlo Vallauri (letter), 12 September 1924, in Dellinger General Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box
22, Folder "Freq. Comparison, Piezo Osc.," U.S. National Archives II.
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applying the new technology to international frequency comparison. Yet the bureau was now
considering the application of the piezo oscillator in a frequency-standardization approach
different from broadcasting. From the 1924 experiments, it was found that broadcasting was
easily interfered with, that the physical conditions of the standard signals were difficult to control,
and that the lack of interactions between staff at different laboratories posed problems for
calibrating the measurements. That the piezo-electric oscillator was portable provided the bureau
with an opportunity to replace the broadcasting approach with a method of actually transporting
the frequency standard from one laboratory to another, a method common in the determination of
other standard physical quantities.
At the end of 1924, the U.S. Bureau of Standards considered the approach to standardization
that brought piezo-electric oscillators to foreign national laboratories and performed frequency
measurements there.10 6 In December 1925, it sent a quartz-controlled oscillator (developed by the
Radio Section) to Europe. The oscillator traveled from the U.S. via Britain, France, Italy, and
Germany (in order) and back to the U.S. in July 1927. At each stop, the staff of the national
laboratory used their instruments to measure the oscillator's frequencies. From July 1926 to
December 1927, a second quartz oscillator traveled in the reverse order. The same procedure was
used to compare the frequency standards in the U.S., Canada, and Japan. In January 1927, the
bureau sent another quartz oscillator to the Radio Service of Canada's Department of Marine.
After Canada sent the oscillator back in March, the bureau performed measurements again and
sent it to Japan's Ministry of Communications. In these experiments, the oscillating frequencies
were 75, 106, and 455 kHz, and the error range of the measurements was 0.01%. 107
Meanwhile, the bureau's Radio Section developed a 200-kHz temperature-controlled quartz
oscillator. In the summer of 1927, the oscillator was sent from the U.S. via Britain, France, Italy,
and Germany (in order). Not only the equipment, but also the personnel, were on the trip.
Dellinger boarded a ship to Europe and toured around the national laboratories in the same order
106 Burgese to Gustav Ferri6 (letter), 7 November 1924, Dellinger General Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 22,
Folder "Freq. Comparison, Piezo Osc.," U.S. National Archives II.
107 Dellinger, "Frequency standardization" (1928), 584-586.
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as the oscillators. Burgese asked Petavel, Ferri6, Vallauri, and Paschen to hold the equipment until
Dellinger's visit. As Dellinger arrived, he helped the laboratory staff to tune the oscillator and to
perform frequency measurements to make sure that the experimental procedures were correct.10 8
Doing so significantly improved the experimental results-the error ranges of the measured
frequencies was 0.001%. 09
Transporting constant-frequency sources to different sites was an accurate method for setting
a frequency standard among a few national laboratories, but it was not feasible to calibrate all
radio stations in operation. What would be a more plausible method to make the frequencies of
ordinary radio stations consistent with the same standard? More specifically, how did one make
the frequency deviation of any pair of same-channel radio stations small enough to prevent
heterodyne interference? A possible solution was "synchronization" on wire.
Synchronization by transmitting standard-frequency signals by wire works as follows: Multiple
same-channel radio stations are connected to a constant-frequency oscillator with telegraph or
telephone wires. The oscillator's frequency signal to the stations via wire (usually much lower
than the actual radio frequency since the wire's bandwidth is limited) is converted to radio-
frequency signals and used to control the stations' transmitting frequencies. In so doing, these
same-channel stations are "synchronized" and their frequencies are made extremely close to one
another (Figure 13).
108 Burgese to Paschen, Petavel, Ferri6, and Vallauri, 20 May and 22 June 1927, Dellinger General Records, RG
167, UD E 3, Box 22, Folder "Freq. Comparison, Piezo Osc.," U.S. National Archives II.




Figure 13 Synchronization of radio transmitting frequencies.
As the first company to step into commercial broadcasting, Westinghouse was the earliest in
the U.S. to entertain the idea of synchronization, motivated by its ambition in network
broadcasting. In 1921, Westinghouse established a station in Springfield (Massachusetts) to
broadcast programs produced by its studio in Boston. After opening, it was found that the
residents in Boston could not hear the Springfield station because of a "deaf spot" created by
peculiar propagation conditions. To cover the deaf spot, the company decided to set a smaller
station in Boston operating at the same channel and to broadcast the same program at the same
time as the Springfield station did. Yet the new station brought a new problem. Bostonians were
indeed able to receive the programs now, but they (and the residents in other areas covered by the
Springfield station) heard noisy beat notes as well. The Springfield station and the Boston station
were within the reach of the heterodyne interference to each other. To suppress the interference,
Frank Conrad proposed to synchronize the two stations' frequencies by standard signals by
wire. 10
To implement the idea, Westinghouse purchased from the Western Union Company a
telegraph wire circuit between Boston and Springfield to transmit the reference signals. The
110 Walter C. Evans (Westinghouse) to W. D. L. Starbuck (FRC) (letter), 21 May 1929, 1-2, Dellinger General
Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 37, Folder "Synchronization," U.S. National Archives II.
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frequency of the reference signals was originally 50 kHz, yet the damp weather condition in
Massachusetts reduced the wire's bandwidth. The eventual frequency was brought down to 25
kHz. At both stations, harmonic amplifiers converted this frequency to radio frequencies.
Westinghouse's system of frequency synchronization between Springfield and Boston was put in
operation in 1925. Experimental results were satisfactory: both stations' operating frequencies
were maintained within a small (and inaudible) range, and the heterodyne interference was
considerably reduced. When Westinghouse planned to establish a "booster" station in Chicago in
1927 to cover the deaf spot of the company's existing stations in Chicago and Pittsburgh, it
adopted the same technique of synchronization. 11l
Westinghouse was not the only explorer of frequency synchronization by wire. The approach
was shown to be an effective solution to the problems of frequency deviation as the same-channel
radio stations involved were close to one another. In the 1920s and 1930s, it was applied in the
experiments to expand the reach of programs by simultaneous broadcasting from multiple
stations. An example was the collaborative test of three radio stations in Buffalo, Syracuse, and
Philadelphia."12 Another more conspicuous example was the Columbia Broadcasting System and
the National Broadcasting Company's plan for synchronized radio-station networks in 1929. The
two big broadcasters boasted that frequency synchronization by wire would eventually help create
a nationwide broadcasting chain using a single frequency, and thereby would release a large
portion of the spectrum for other purposes."13 The synchronization approach seemed so promising
that FRC, out of Dellinger's proposal, initiated a related experiment with IRE's Broadcasting
Committee. 14
"' Ibid, 2-3.
112 C. H. Caldwell (FRC) to WMAK (Buffalo), WFBL (Syracuse), and WCAU (Philadelphia) (letter), 26 October
1928, Dellinger General Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 37, Folder "Synchronization," U.S. National Archives II.
113 "Chains may seek long wavelength-synchronized network of stations is believed planned by Columbia and
National," Washington Star, 31 October 1929, Dellinger General Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 37, Folder
"Synchronization," U.S. National Archives II.
114 Memorandum from FRC to IRE, 24 October 1928, and Report No. 3 from IRE Committee on Broadcasting to
IRE Board of Direction, 29 March 1929, Dellinger General Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 37, Folder
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Nevertheless, synchronization by wire had economic shortcomings. Experiences throughout
the 1920s showed that the building and maintenance of a synchronizing system were technically
difficult and expensive. A Westinghouse engineer remarked that synchronizing equipment cost as
much as a medium-size radio station's power equipment. In addition, the apparatus was too
complicated for ordinary radio operators to handle. It was necessary to have trained engineers in
attendance all the time. 115 An internal conference at FRC in 1930 concluded that frequency
synchronization by wire was only economically justified in special cases such as "the establishment
of a 'booster' station to serve a highly populated area in a dead spot of the service area of another
station." 1 16 It was effective in achieving network broadcasting, but not feasible for frequency
standardization of every radio station.
In the 1920s, the dominant method of spreading frequency standards among general radio
users in the U.S. combined political, legal, and technocratic actions. Its foundation was the
Congress's sanction of FRC's legal authority to govern the domestic radio stations. Based on the
power granted, FRC implemented channel-allocation plans that codified frequency standards by
specifying the compulsory precisions of radio stations' transmitting frequencies. And the only
lawful way for a radio station to prove its consistency with a compulsory precision was to have its
equipment tested by the Bureau of Standards. The method integrating standard making and
channel allocation became the canonical approach to man-made interference problems until today.
Codifying Frequency Standards in Channel Allocation
FRC's mission was to regulate radio transmission. To the commissioners, the most effective
way to do so was to optimize the spectrum use by rational allocation. Backed by the Radio Act of
1927 and facing more urgent interference problems, FRC pursued a more systematic channel
allocation plan than the Commerce Department had done. To supply the technical manpower
needed for the task, Hoover lent the staff of the Bureau of Standards' Radio Section to FRC,
115 Evans to Starbuck (1929), 4, Dellinger General Records, U.S. National Archives II.
116 C. M. Saltzman (Federal Radio Commission), Memorandum, January 17, 1930, in General Records of J.
Howard Dellinger, RG 167, UD Entry 3, Box 37, Folder ,,Synchronization," U.S. National Archives II.
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including Dellinger." 7 In 1928, Dellinger became the chief engineer in charge of FRC's recently
founded Engineering Division.' 18
In his one-year tenure at FRC, Dellinger helped develop a channel-allocation plan. He built a
connection between FRC and IRE (he was IRE's President in 1925 and Director from 1924 to
1927). Through his coordination, the Institute's Broadcasting Committee, formed by Dellinger
himself, Laurens Whittemore, Robert Marriott, and John Hogan, provided technical advice to
FRC after July 1927.119
The primary issue of channel allocation was to determine proper frequencies, power levels,
and hours of operations for radio stations at different geographical locations. Because Americans
considered the radio spectrum a public resource (like the nation's other natural resources), the
determination of these parameters should follow the principle of "public interest, convenience, or
necessity" in order to optimize the citizens' benefits. 120 To the engineers at FRC and IRE,
however, this broad principle concerning right and obligation led to a narrow and technical
interpretation-maximum reduction of mutual interferences (so that an individual's right on the
spectrum would not intervene others'). Channel allocation based on frequency standardization,
originally a method to suppress interferences, thus became the means to maintain justice in
accessing a public resource called spectrum.
Before instituting a complete channel-allocation scheme, FRC announced General Order No.
7 stating that a radio transmitting station's maximum frequency deviation from the center of the
channel assigned to it should not exceed 500 Hz.12 1 That is, a radio station had to maintain its
transmitting frequency between 500 Hz above and 500 Hz below the assigned value; if not, its
license would be revoked by FRC. Although the error range +500 Hz was still far from adequate
117 Rosen, Modem Stentors (1980), 127-130.
118 Slotten, "'Radio paradise"' (1995), 959.
"9 Ibid, 960.
120 Dellinger, "Engineering aspects" (1929), 1327.
121 IRE Broadcasting Committee, "Report No. 4-permissible deviation of carrier frequency from licensed
frequency," 10 January 1929, Dellinger General Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 37, Folder "Frequency deviation,"
U.S. National Archives II.
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in suppressing heterodyne beat notes (500 Hz was the best value that could be achieved by the
commercial piezo oscillators at the time), General Order 7 represented a marked step in fighting
man-made interferences with coercive legal actions.
In August 1928, FRC's Engineering Division and IRE's Broadcasting Committee completed a
plan for channel allocation. Announced as the commission's General Order No. 40, the plan was a
comprehensive specification of various types of radio channels. It divided the broadcasting band
between 500 and 1500 kHz into 90 channels. Each channel had a bandwidth of 10 kHz. The 90
channels belonged to 5 classes-37 rural service channels, 5 5000-watt limited service channels,
38 regional service channels, 5 local service channels, and 5 experimental high-frequency
channels. The rural service channels covered the entire U.S. A transmitter operating at one of
these channels could transmit at 5000 watts or above. Forty locations around the country were
granted to set up 80 transmitters of this kind with full-time (24 hours a day) operation. In
addition, 205 different transmitters operating during daytime also shared the channels. The 5000-
watt limited service channels were for stations operating full-time with 5000 watts. Each channel
was shared by two stations. The regional service channels were for stations of 250-1000 watts. A
hundred full-time locations shared these channels. At each location, a channel could be further
partitioned with time division. The local service channels were for stations of 10-100 watts. Each
of these channels carried 60 full-time 50-watts locations around the country. Finally, the
experimental high-frequency channels were at the 1500-kHz end of the broadcasting spectrum.
Each channel of this kind was shared by 5 stations around the country operating at 5000 watts or
above. According to the allocation plan, a total of 465 full-time locations, or equivalently, 1300
stations, were allowed to use the 90 broadcasting channels.12 2
Although the channel-allocation plan's ultimate goal was to reduce interference (primarily
heterodyne interference), General Order 40 was a product of compromise between this
engineering aim and the rationales of politicians and broadcasters. An amendment of the 1927
Radio Act introduced by Representative Edwin Davis of Tennessee in 1928 declared that all U.S.
122 FRC memorandum, 14 August 1928, Dellinger General Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 37, Folder "Allocation
1928," U.S. National Archives II.
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residents were entitled to equal radio service. Accordingly, FRC should distribute licenses,
frequencies, and power levels equally in the five U.S. districts described in the legislation.' 23 Thus
General Order 40 had to distribute every class of channels in the five districts as equally as
possible. Unfortunately, the principle of geographical equalization posed a constraint on the
channel allocation's capability to reduce heterodyne interference. In addition, broadcasters'
pressure forced FRC's and IRE's engineers to yield, too. An ideal allocation plan free of
heterodyne interference should have much fewer channels than it actually had in General Order
40. The daylight stations at the rural service channels, for example, were a wrong choice to
Dellinger from an engineering viewpoint because of the interference they could cause. So was the
intermediate class of the 5000-watt limited service channels. But it was unrealistic to remove a lot
of the broadcasting stations that had operated for years, not only because their legal right of
operation should not be deprived, but also because the owners of these stations had political
influence. FRC had to acknowledge, and even cooperate with the existing "landscape" of
American broadcasting by accommodating more channels than they were willing to in the band of
500-1500 kHz.124
Nevertheless, compromising with other rationales did not prevent General Order 40 from
achieving at least a limited success in reducing heterodyne interference. The arrangement of the
rural service channels followed the concept of "clear channels" devised to eliminate heterodyne
interference: a station operating at a frequency shared by no other station in the country did not
generate beat notes no matter whether its frequency deviated or not. In addition, the 500-Hz
frequency-error restriction in the General Order 7 was re-emphasized and supplemented by the
specification of the 10-kHz channel bandwidth. This restriction could not solve the problems of
heterodyne interference, but it at least helped contain the problems. Moreover, General Order 40
tended to assign larger geographical separations to stations operating at the same channel, which
also reduced the strength of heterodyne interference. Finally, some arrangements in the allocation
plan concerning same-channel stations were to encourage synchronization. In general, Dellinger
123 Rosen, Modem Stentors (1980), 129-130.
124 John H. Dellinger, "Explanation of allocation of Aug. 13," 13 August 1928, 1-6, Dellinger General Records,
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believed that General Order 40 was "sound from an engineering viewpoint" in fighting
interferences. '25
A systematic allocation plan attempting to fulfill both the need for channels and the goal of
reducing interferences, General Order 40 inevitably changed the existing patterns of spectrum use.
Many radio stations were assigned to frequencies, power levels, operating hours, and even
locations different from what they had before. These stations had to move their channels from
what they were using to what was assigned to them in order to abide by the law. This created a
burden for broadcasters. Transmitters' tuning circuits had to be replaced. If the sets were quartz
controlled, then changing frequencies meant grinding the quartz plates to different dimensions.
Sometimes the whole new transmitting sets had to be purchased. But FRC had burdens, too. How
could the commission offer a method for station runners to make sure that their transmitters were
tuned to lawful values? How could it supervise the whole migration process to make the resultant
channel usage consistent with General Order 40? After migration, how could it maintain the
agreement between channels' assignment and their actual usage?
FRC's solution to these problems was authorized tests of equipment. Key to the success of an
allocation plan was that every station transmited at a frequency with no or only very little
deviation from its assigned value. To fulfill the requirement, FRC believed, every transmitting
station should be equipped with a frequency standard, a constant-frequency oscillator authorized
by the national laboratory, to control its transmitting frequency. Soon after General Order 40's
announcement, the commission "urged that each station proceed without delay to make the
necessary arrangements to secure a standard adjusted to the new frequency, and to make
alterations in the transmitting set..." ,126 Moreover, the Bureau of Standards would conduct tests
for individual radio stations' standard-frequency oscillators. If the test results for a station
complied with General Order 7's ±500-Hz error range, then the bureau would issue the station a
certificate as authorized evidence for its agreement with the channel -allocation plan.'27
125 Ibid, 7-14.
126 FRC, "Broadcasting station frequency standards," 11 September 1928, 1, Dellinger General Records, RG 167,
UD E 3, Box 4, Folder '"Testing of standard frequency monitors, 1928 -44," U.S. National Archives II.
127 Ibid, 1-2. The bureau had begun the service of standard frequency testing for radio stations several months
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The frequency testing further related channel allocation and standardization to the piezo-
electric oscillator. When the bureau received a frequency-standard set mailed by a radio station
(the way the tests were done), they measured the set's oscillating frequency and range of
frequency deviation for a period of time. Under request, they also calibrated the set's oscillating
frequency to the assigned channel by replacing the set's tuning coil or quartz plate. Nevertheless,
the piezo-electric oscillator was the only type of the frequency-standard set the bureau
calibrated.' 2 8 In so doing, the bureau and FRC made the piezo-electric oscillator virtually the only
accepted frequency standard. Although the law did not require transmitting stations to be
equipped with piezo-electric oscillators, it was practically more and more difficult not to do so
after the channel allocation plan in 1928. By the 1930s, the piezo-electric oscillator had become a
normal apparatus for commercial broadcasting stations. 129
The prevalence and improvement of piezo-electric oscillators encouraged the FRC to impose
a stricter frequency standard. The deviation of ±500 Hz stipulated in General Order 7 was far
from adequate in suppressing heterodyne interference, for a beat note of 500 Hz was still clearly
recognizable. In January 1929, the IRE Broadcasting Committee discussed the feasibility of
narrowing down the range of frequency deviation to solve the interference problems. 130 By the
late 1920s, good progress had been made in the development of temperature-controlled piezo-
electric oscillators. This technology of precise frequencies, though still expensive, advanced from
national laboratories' prototypes to commercial products. Consequently, FRC announced General
Order No. 116 in June 1931 stipulating that by 22 June 1932, all broadcasting stations should be
equipped with the frequency-standard sets to check the transmitting frequencies within an error
before the General Order 40, though.
128 Bureau of Standards, "Information concerning testing of piezo oscillators for broadcasting stations," 11
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monitors, 1928-44," U.S. National Archives II.
129 Frederick E. Terman, Radio Engineering (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1937), 505-506.
130 IRE Broadcasting Committee, "Report No. 4-permissible deviation of carrier frequency from licensed
frequency," 10 January 1929, 1-5, Dellinger General Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 37, Folder "Frequency
deviation," U.S. National Archives II.
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range of ±50 Hz with respect to the assigned values. 13 The new requirement on frequency
deviation in General Order 116 significantly reduced heterodyne interference, since beat notes
lower than 50 Hz were barely audible and were filtered by the speakers.
Frequency standardization codified in spectrum allocation was an effective method to fight
man-made interferences. Throughout the 1930s, as broadcasting stations were obliged by law to
maintain their frequency stability within 50 Hz using temperature-controlled piezo-electric
oscillators, complaints about the heterodyne beat notes were considerably reduced. Nevertheless,
such a solution led to consequences with unexpected social implications: American broadcasting
became dominated by commercial stations, especially big networks. Most of the crucial means to
prevent man-made interferences (synchronization, spectrum-allocation policies, and piezo-electric
oscillator) turned out to favor commercial stations rather than non-profit educational or local
stations in competing for the spectrum. Synchronization had been network broadcasters' pet
project since the 1920s, and continued to serve the interests of the Columbia Broadcasting
Company and the National Broadcasting System in the 1930s. FRC's General Order 40 resulted
in the national networks controlling all but two of the rural service and 5000-watts limited service
channels, almost three-fourths of the full-time transmitters, and most regional facilities. 132 General
Order 116's requirement on frequency deviation within 50 Hz forced technically less capable
broadcasting stations either to upgrade their facilities or to have their licenses revoked by FRC.
Yet not everybody could afford the key apparatus for maintaining the stability of frequency-the
piezo-electric oscillator. It was commercially available at the time. As the assistant director of the
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory commented in 1928, the art of crystal control is now on a stable
commercial basis and that broadcasting stations who wish to equip themselves with crystal
controlled transmitters and are willing to spend the money involved therein should have no trouble
in securing such apparatus." 33 Yet the price was a problem-the cost of a good piezo-electric
131 James W. Baldwin (FRC Secretary) to stations (letter), 17 March and 14 December 1931, Dellinger General
Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 37, Folder "Frequency deviation," and Box 4, Folder "Testing of standard
frequency monitors, 1928-44," U.S. National Archives II.
132 Slotten, "'Radio paradise"' (1995), 977.
133 E. G. Oberlin (Naval Research Laboratory) to O. H. Caldwell (FRC) (letter), 13 January 1928, in Naval
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oscillator could equal a significant portion of the cost of an ordinary transmitting station.3 4 This
price was reasonable for a well-to-do commercial station, but quite expensive for an educational
station run by college students or a local station operated by individual radio enthusiasts. Without
adequate financial backup to upgrade their apparatus, the non-profit stations perished. From 1922
to 1926, the Department of Commerce issued 185 licenses to educational stations, yet from 1927
to 1934 FRC issued only 12 licenses. 135 Solving the "technical" problems of man-made
interferences, essential characteristics of radio channels, paid a social cost that favored
commercial broadcasting over small non-profit stations.
Heterodyne interference subverted the basic concept of the divisible frequency-spectrum
"resource" upon which the governmental management of radio channels was built-a
transmitter's slight frequency deviation would create big trouble to those sharing the same
bandwidth. Engineers and technocrats chose the techno-political approach of standardization to
solve the interference problems. On the one hand, they developed and promoted the piezo-electric
oscillators to overcome the problem of frequency instability. On the other hand, they used policy
measures and mobilized organizational connections to coordinate the transmitting frequencies of
radio stations, to "spread" the frequency standards. The epistemic status of their experimental
inquiries reflected the nature of this choice. The Bureau of Standards' and FRC's frequency-
standardization experiments were neither to seek novel knowledge of the interfered radio channels
nor to "map out" the propagation and interference conditions with measured data. Rather than
attempting to manage the channel conditions, the American engineers and technocrats focused on
controlling the possible sources of unwanted radiation by imposing the requirement of the
frequency standards. The goal of those experiments was therefore to test whether and how well
the scheme of frequency standardization worked. The precision of the hardware technology-the
constant-frequency generators-was only a part of the story. To make sure the scheme was valid,
Research Laboratory Files, RG 19, Box 11, QB/FCC, Federal Communications Commission, January 1928, #1,
U.S. National Archives I (Washington, D.C.).
134 An example is the General Radio Company's Type 275 piezo-electric oscillator featured in 1925. A full set of
the device cost about 200 U.S. dollars. See "Type 275-Piezo electric oscillator, type 276-quartz plate," General
Radio Company Bulletin (November 1925), 757-759, Dellinger General Records, RG 167, UD E 3, Box 3, Folder
"Piezo--reprints and copies of articles, 1923-1931," U.S. National Archives II.
135 Slotten, "'Radio paradise"' (1995), 966; Rosen, Modern Stentors (1980), 140.
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the experiments had to examine the efficacy of the ways to spread the standards, to synchronize
the frequencies, and to coordinate radio transmission. In other words, the empirical inquiries
aimed to test the entire "system" of frequency standardization, including the artifacts and the
underlying practices.
3. UNDERSTANDING ELECTRONIC NOISES
Atmospheric disturbances and man-made interferences were the major channel-uncertainty
problems for radio communications in the early twentieth century. By the 1930s, these problems
were either under control or becoming less an issue: Atmospheric noise was much less significant
as radio frequencies shifted to megahertz. Long-term measurement programs characterizing
diurnal, seasonal, and regional variations of radio-wave propagation were conducted to help
devise operational procedures. Directional antennas, selective filters, and modulation techniques
reduced fading and atmospherics. Man-made interferences were contained by frequency
standardization and spectrum allocation, which was made possible by the quartz oscillators and
the underlying political-social praxis. Yet radio practitioners' success in fighting atmospheric
disturbances and man-made interferences did not eliminate the problems of channel uncertainties.
As atmospherics, fading, and heterodyne interference diminished, the noises from electronic
devices increasingly stood out.
'Tube noise" had been familiar to electrical engineers since electronic tubes began to be used
in telecommunications in the early 1910s. Telegraph operators and telephone users often heard
irregular hissing tones from the output of vacuum-tube receiving circuits. Unlike atmospheric
disturbances and man-made interferences, tube noise was believed the outcome of device
characteristics, not properties of wave propagation. Engineers had thought it a consequence of
receiving circuits' defects, so improving the vacuum tubes' quality would eliminate it. But
perfecting tube quality did not lead to zero noise. Physicists and engineers in the late 1910s and
1920s found that noise is a fundamental characteristic of all electronic devices. The discrete nature
of electrons gives rise to fluctuations in the tube current ("shot noise"), and electrons' random
thermal motions yield fluctuations in the current passing along a resistor ("thermal noise"). Noise
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is a fundamental phenomenon in normal electronic devices. Therefore, every electronic device has
a performance limit determined by its inherent noise.
The history of electronic noises in the first 15 years marked a tension between theorizing
ideality and engineering reality. To find out the ultimate limit of a tube amplifier's gain, Walter
Schottky of Siemens (Berlin) deduced from statistical mechanics a theory of shot noise in 1918.
Experiments in Germany and America proved shot noise's existence and confirmed Schottky's
theory by accurately measuring the charge of the electron. But they showed that shot noise was
not a fundamental limit of device performance-it occurred only when the tube's space charge
was unsaturated. When saturated, a "flicker effect" created dominant noise. Meanwhile, John
Johnson and Harry Nyquist of Bell Lab found, theorized, and experimented on thermal noise in
the mid-1920s. They believed that thermal noise was a more fundamental limit of device
performance, but the experiments of other Bell engineers disappointed them-other kinds of tube
noises existed regardless of thermal noise. The research on shot noise and thermal noise marked
physicists' and engineers' attempts to understand and to determine the ultimate limit of device
performance from fundamental physical laws. Though unsuccessful, the research was nonetheless
applied to the engineering of noise control, such as defining the "noise figure" to represent a
tube's noise level with its effective input resistance. In so doing, radio engineers could begin to
handle the smallest yet most stubborn element of channel uncertainties.
Walter Schottky's Route to the "Schroteffekt"
Engineers had known electrical circuits' fluctuating performances. Their artifacts were never
perfect enough. The tube amplifier, a still immature technology in the 1910s, was especially
problematic. Fluctuating battery output disturbed a tube's bias voltage. Variations of filament
temperature affected the electronic current's uniformity. A tube wall's bad insulation created
charge leakage. Casual mast design caused unexpected mechanical coupling and resonance. These
factors were not different from the ways in which defective devices degraded engineering
products. Yet did the defective-device factors exhaust the performance uncertainty? Or did tube
amplifiers have a fundamental performance limit determined by the basic nature of electrons, not
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malfunctions of design and manufacturing? German physicist Walter Schottky was the first to
address these questions.
Son of German mathematician Friedrich Hermann Schottky, Walter Hans Schottky was born
in Zurich (ZUrich), Switzerland, and moved to Berlin as his father was appointed professor at
Friedrich-Wilhelm University (the University of Berlin). Walter studied physics at the University
of Berlin, took courses with Max Planck and Walter Nernst, and chose Planck to supervise his
Ph.D. thesis. His research was on the electronic dynamics in the relativistic limit, consistent with
Planck's general interest in reconciling electrodynamics with special relativity. He defended his
thesis in 1912.136
After receiving his Ph.D., Schottky was tired of theory and switched to experimental physics
"as remedy for the pure abstraction." He moved to Jena for postgraduate study with Max Wien,
who was experimenting on electrons. Schottky's first task as Wien's assistant was to measure the
electrical current on the light-illuminated metal surfaces. Einstein et al. had discovered the
photoelectric effect and had developed a theory of free electrons in metals. Schottky's finding
contradicted the theory: the measured current remained weak regardless of the illuminating light
intensity. This result implied that the metal's electrons were prevented from leaving the metal
surface to the air, and he conjectured that the space charge (induced by the emitted electrons)
surrounding the metal surface created a potential barrier against further free motions of electrons.
Based on the hypothesis, he derived a "U3 2 law"-the space-charge-limited current is
proportional to the 3/2 power of the voltage across the two metallic plates and the inverse square
of the plates' separation, i.e., locV312/d2 ("U" was Schottky's notation for voltage). He quickly
found that the space-charge effect did not pose a limit to the photoelectric currents at room
temperature. But it was the dominant factor for currents emitted from heated cathodes, meaning
that the U3/2 law was applicable to electronic tubes. So he turned to vacuum tubes. He measured
136 Otfried Madelung, "Walter Schottky (1886-1976)," Festkorperprobleme, 26 (1986), 1-2, Walter Schottky
Papers (NL 100), Box 009, Folder 4.1.1, "Personliche Papiers," Deutsches Museum Archives; Reinhard W.
Serchinger, "Walter Schottky und die Forschung bei Siemens," in Ivo Schneider, Helmuth Trischler, and Ulrich
Wengenroth (eds.), Oszillationen: Naturwissenschaftler und Ingenieure zwischen Forschung und Markt (Munich:
R. Oldenbourg Verlag and Deutsches Museum, 2000), 172.
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the tube current and voltage with different cathode materials and filament temperatures. The
voltage-current curves from his measurements were consistent with the U3 /2 law, verifying his
theory of the space-charge effect. Unfortunately, Schottky was not the first to discover this.
Irving Langmuir and Clement Child had independently found and published the law in 1913 and
1914. Schottky's paper came months after them.137
Schottky's experience with the U3 /2 law shaped his future career on electronic tubes,
semiconductors, and physical chemistry, conjunctions of basic and applied research. In 1914, he
returned to Berlin to continue the electronic-tube experiments at the University of Berlin. He
presented his work on the U 3 /2 law in 1915 at the university's physics colloquium. The
presentation impressed Swedish physicist Ragnar Holm, attach6 of the Siemens&Hauske
Aktiengesellschaft-one of Germany's largest electric manufacturers and a pioneer of industrial
research-at the University of Berlin (Siemens had sent research staff to scientific conferences
and college colloquia to build connections with academia). Ragnar invited Schottky to conduct
research for Siemens. Like many German physicists at the time, Schottky was eager to help the
nation to win the war with more "useful" work. Working for Siemens was thus preferable to pure
scholarly research. Though still at the University of Berlin, he received funding from the company
to build a laboratory for vacuum-tube experiments. Reckoning Germany's increasing demand for
the military technology, he left the university in 1916 to work directly at Siemens research and
development. In 1917, he assumed directorship of the "K Laboratory" of Siemens's general
research establishment (the Werner-Werks fr Bauelemente).13 8
Located in Charlottenburg near Berlin, the K Laboratory was Siemens's main facility for the
research and development of electrical devices used in signal transmission such as loading coils,
vacuum tubes, and amplifiers (K denoted Kabel, the German word for cable). At the K
37 Ibid, 173-174; Madelung, "Schottky" (1986), 4-5; Walter Schottky, "Jena 1912 und das U3 n-Gesetz: Eine
Reminiszenz aus der Vorzeit der Elektronenr6hren," in 50 Jahre Entwicklung und Fertigung von
Elektronenrohren im Hause Siemens, reprint from Siemens-Zeitschrift, 36:2 (1962), Schottky Papers (NL 100),
Box 009, Folder 4.1.1, "Pers6nliche Papiers," Deutsches Museum Archives. The U32-law was also known as the
Langmuir-Child equation. It was used in the dispute over the quasi-elastic force, too (chapter 4, section 4).
138 Serchinger, "Schottky bei Siemens" (2000), 174-176; Walter Schottky, "Lebenslauf," (undated) and "bersicht
uber meine wissenschaftlichen und technischen Untersuchungen," September 1948, in Schottky Papers (NL 100),
Box 009, Folder 4.1.1, "Personliche Papiers," Deutsches Museum Archives.
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Laboratory, Schottky led a team to develop screen-grid tubes, to invent superheterodyne
reception (independent of Edwin Armstrong), to experiment on vacuum tubes with multiple grids,
and to investigate the properties of crystal detectors' metal-semiconductor contacts. These were
critically relevant to improving the German military communications. 3 9
The motivations for developing screen-grid tubes and heterodyne reception were to increase
amplifier gain and to reduce external noise. Both concerns led Schottky to a question-Is there a
limit of amplification due not to individual device characteristics but to the fundamental physical
principles governing the operations of all electronic devices? Building on his background in
statistical mechanics learned from Planck and Nernst, Schottky proposed a theory for the
fundamental limit of electronic devices in 1918.140
Schottky began by noting that two kinds of noises from electrons' fundamental characteristics
posed limits to tube amplification: (i) electrons move randomly at any non-zero temperature; (ii)
electrons are discrete. The first feature causes a random fluctuation in supposedly constant
current-"thermal noise" (Warmeeffekt). The second feature implies that current is a discrete
series of surges, not a continuous flow, and thus also causes a fluctuation in apparently constant
current--"shot noise" (Schroteffekt).141 Schottky focused on the shot noise between the two. An
electron flow's discrete surges causing shot noise are most conspicuous in a high-vacuum diode
tube in which all electrons emitted from the cathode arrive at the anode. Schottky modeled the
number of emitted electrons within a time duration X as a random process n(T). When the tube
current is apparently constant, the average number of electrons per unit time is a constant N. So
the electron number deviation from its average is An(t)=n(T)-N, another random process
depending on how electrons are emitted. Schottky assumed that the emitted electrons are
uncorrelated with one another. Mathematicians had known that a random process with this
property has a Poisson distribution. So An(T) is a Poisson process with zero mean and standard
deviation Nr: <An(T)>=O, <[An(r)] 2>=Nz.
139 Serchinger, "Schottky bei Siemens" (2000), 176-177; Madelung, "Schottky" (1986), 6-7.
140 Walter Schottky, "ber spontane Stromschwankungen in verschiedenen Elektrizitaitsleitern," Annalen der
Physik, 57 (1918), 541-567.
141 Ibid, 541-547.
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The number n(X) determines the tube's electric current. Since the number of electrons emitted
from the cathode equals that arriving at the anode, the tube current within period T is i(T)=en(T)/T
(e=1.6x10l' 9 coulomb is the charge of electron), also a Poisson random process with
<[Ai()]2>=e2N/I. The current's instantaneous value fluctuates. An operator connecting an
earphone to a vacuum tube with a DC bias would hear a hissing tone caused by the current
fluctuation-this is shot noise. The strength of the shot noise is measured by the current's
standard deviation <[Ai(r)]2>. For the DC bias current io=eN, the effective "shot current" is
is-[<[i(T)]2>] 1/2=io(e/ioT)12.142
The above formula expresses the shot current of a diode vacuum tube alone. In reality,
however, a tube is rarely used without connecting to other circuit elements. So Schottky
considered the shot effect of an oscillating circuit with a diode vacuum tube parallel to a capacitor
(capacitance C) and a resistive inductor (inductance L and resistance R) (Figure 14). The RLC
circuit forms a resonator selecting the tube's shot current at a specific frequency, making the noise
measurements easier. To evaluate the noise current intensity of the circuit, Schottky used a
method of Fourier analysis building on his mentor Planck's techniques in treating black-body
radiation in 1897-1906: performing averages to distinguish the slowly varying elements from the
fast varying elements of the Fourier components.4 3
t
LR
Figure 14 Schottky's tube circuit for evaluating the shot effect [Schottky, "Stromschwankungen"
(1918), Figure 6].
142 Ibid, 548-553.
143 Ibid, 554; Thomas Kuhn, Black-Body Theory (1987), 75.
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At first, Schottky wrote down the equation governing the current i into the tube and the
current J out of the resistive inductor:
d2J dJ 2 2.d2 dJ + to2 = 02i
dt2 dt
where oo 2=1/LC and p=RL. If the tube current i in the equation is time harmonic with a single
frequency, i=Isin(ot+p), then the solution leads to the circuit's non-dissipated mean energy
Es=(I2L/2)1[(1-x2)2+r2x2] (x=o/oo and r=p/oo). In reality, however, the tube current i is the shot
current, a random process. So i is expressed with a Fourier series sampled over a long period T:
i= Cik = Ik sin(tokt + k )
k=O k=O
where wk=2lCWT. The circuit's mean oscillating energy is the sum of all the oscillating modes:
0oo oo00 (Ik2) 1
Es = Ek= L2 2 (1)
k=O k=O 2 (1-Xk) +r2xk
where Xk=ok/coo. The value of Es in equation (1) depends on the statistical average of the Fourier
component square <k 2 >.
To compute Es, Schottky expressed the component Ik with a Fourier integral
Ik=(2/T) Jo dt Ai(t)sin(okt+Pk). The statistical average of Ik 2 was still difficult to get. So he
calculated simultaneously its statistical average and the average over frequency components from
k=-k to k2. The frequency average combined the <k 2> terms slowly varying in k to simplify the
calculations (like Planck's). For this to be effective, however, k2-kl should be much larger than 1
to guarantee an adequate number of terms, while (k2-kl)/xk should be much smaller than 1 so that
the function 1/[(-xk2 )2+r2 xk2 ] varies little from k=kl to k=k2.
The statistical-frequency average obtained in this way is a k-sum of double time integrals:
((lk ))k k - 1 k (o o Ai(t)Ai(t')sin(wkt+ (Pk)sin(wkt'+k )dtdt')
k T 2 k-k=
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Schottky approximated the double integrals with discrete Riemann sums with time increments At
and At', and grouped the terms of each Riemann sum into two clusters-those with identical time
indices (t=t') and those with different time indices (t:t'). The first cluster's sum is
] [Ai(t)At]2 sin2 (wkt + k )
t=O
Ai(t) is the tube current between t and t+At minus its mean value io. From the Poisson
distribution, Schottky obtained <[Ai(t)At] 2>=eioAt. So the statistical average of each Riemann
sum's first cluster is
([Ai(t)At]2 sin (wkt +Pk) = eiT /2
Since this result is independent of k, its average over k also equals eioTI2.
As to the frequency and statistical averages of the Riemann sums' second cluster, Schottky
argued that its upper bound is eioT/(k2-k)' 2, much smaller than the average of the first cluster
since k2 -kl>>l. So the terms corresponding to tt' are negligible, and the frequency-statistical
average <<k2>>k=2eioT. This relation gives the shot current's average power at frequency COk, or,
the shot current's power spectrum. That 2eio/lT is independent of frequency indicates that the shot
current has a "white" spectrum. 14 4
Schottky substituted the shot-current power spectrum <1k2>=2eio/T into equation (1) to
calculate the circuit's overall oscillating energy. He approximated the discrete sum with an
integral and obtained:
ei0L wT dx
Es - T 27r (1-x 2)2 + r2 x2
144 Today's approach to the same problem yields zero value for the terms corresponding to tt' for a different
reason: Ai(t) and Ai(t') are statistically uncorrelated with each other because i(T), a Poisson random process, is
independent at non-overlapping time intervals. Thus <Ai(t)Ai(t')>=<Ai(t)><Ai(t')>=O, implying that i(r)'s
covariance is zero for tt', or equivalently, the power spectrum of i(T) is white (i.e., independent of frequency).
This approach does not employ the frequency average. Schottky did not follow this. His way of calculation seemed
to suggest that he was uncomfortable with the assumption that i(T) is uncorrelated when tt' no matter how small t-
t' is. Instead, he intended to smooth the effect of the non-zero correlation for small yet non-zero t-t' by the
frequency average.
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He gave the value of the integral lo dx /[(1-x2)2+rx 2]=2r r2, leading to the total oscillating energy
Es=oo3Leiolp2. To transform this expression into a form directly comparable to the results from
measurements, he argued that the energy Es=oo3Leiop 2 is equivalent to the energy of the tube
oscillator when the current i of the RLC circuit has intensity 2is and frequency identical to the
oscillator's resonance frequency oo, viz., i=-J2is sin(oot+p). The circuit's energy at its resonance
frequency is Es=(i2L/2)/r 2. Comparing both expressions, he obtained the directly measurable
effective shot current
is = 2ei (3)
where T=2r/o is the circuit's resonance period. He also estimated the numerical scale of the shot-
noise energy compared to that of the thermal-noise energy at room temperature, and found that
the shot noise is usually much stronger than the thermal noise. 145
Schottky's theory of shot noise proposed an operable experimental condition to verify its
underlying hypothesis and gave a quantitative prediction for a measurable. Yet his work was not
pursued immediately. Schottky's article was published in June 1918, when the war had consumed
Germany and an unconditional capitulation seemed inevitable. Before the end of World War I in
November 1918, vacuum-tube research was a top military secret not open to public discussions.
After the war, Germany's political turmoil and economic depression interrupted normal academic
activities and impeded the exchange of scholarly information with other countries. For these
reasons, Schottky's work did not reach international scientific and engineering communities and
even the German academia outside Siemens for years. Schottky himself did not continue the
research on shot noise, either. As the war was over and a scientist's duty to serve the nation
ended, he turned back to "pure" physics and left Simens in 1919 for the University of
WUrzburg. 14 6
145 Schottky, "Olber spontane Stromschwankungen in verschiedenen Elektrizitatsleitern" (1918), 555-562.
146 Madelung, "Schottky" (1986), 7.
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Shot Noise Follow Up: Determining e, Theory Revision, and the Flicker Effect
Siemens researcher C. A. Hartmann made the first attempt to empirically corroborate
Schottky's theory of shot noise. In 1920, Hartmann conducted an experiment at the K Laboratory
to measure a vacuum tube's shot noise. 147 His basic experimental setup was the same as
Schottky's in Figure 14: a vacuum tube connected parallel to a capacitor and an inductor. The
goals of his experiment were to verify (i) whether this circuit indeed had a noisy tube current, and
(ii) if so, whether the noise intensity was consistent with Schottky's prediction in equation (3).
Hartmann proposed a procedure to fulfill the second goal based on the fact that Schottky's
quantitative prediction involved the charge of electron e. He expressed equation (3) as the relation
of e with other variables, e=(is2/iooo). This relation indicated that the ratio involving the measured
shot current is, the tube's bias current io, and the circuit's resonance frequency o0 should be a
fundamental physical constant e=1.6x1019 coulomb.
Though simple in concept, Hartmann's experiment was challenging in several aspects. First,
the tube had to have a high vacuum to satisfy Schottky's assumption that all electrons leaving the
cathode arrive at the anode. To fulfill the requirement, Hartmann designed a tube continually
evacuated by a pump. Second, since the shot noise was tiny, the resonance circuit's quality factor
should be very high to prevent signal dissipation. So he reduced the circuit's resistance so that
cooL/R>150. Third, the tiny shot noise also meant that signal s from the oscillating circuit should be
considerably amplified. Here he used Siemens's high-gain multi-stage wideband electronic
amplifier.
How to make precise measurements of the shot current was also critical. Similar to
atmospherics, shot noise was irregular and difficult to measure by common galvanometers.
Therefore Hartmann adopted a comparative method similar to that of AT&T engineers in
atmospherics measurements (section 1). In his design, the vacuum-tube oscillator and a monotone
generator tuned to the oscillator's resonance frequency were connected to the high-gain amplifier
147 C. A. Hartmann, "ber die Bestimmung des elektrischen Elementarquantums aus dem Schroteffekt," Annalen
der Physik, 65 (1921), 51-78.
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with a switch (Figure 15). Like those in atmospherics measurements, Hartmann switched between
the tube oscillator and the monotonic signal generator and adjusted the latter until the intensity
from both sounded identical (to the experimenter) at the output earphone. Then the monotonic
signal intensity, easily measured by a galvanometer, was taken as the effective intensity of the shot
noise. 14 8
;a_ _._.. Y. .-. 
Figure 15 Hartmann's experimental setup [Hartmann, "Schroteffekt" (1921), Figure 8]. The block
on the left hand is the vacuum-tube oscillator and the block on the right hand is the monotone
generator. The block "Vk" is the high-gain amplifier. "U" is the switch connecting the three
blocks.
Hartmann used the setup to experiment on shot noise. His results were qualitatively
satisfactory yet quantitatively problematic. The instrument indeed produced hissing tones at the
output earphone. Shot noise existed! He measured the effective shot-noise intensity for various
resonance frequencies oo from 238.73 to 2387.33 Hz and the bias currents io at 2 and 20
milliamps, and used the measured is to calculate the charge of electron e. The experimental results
deviated significantly from Schottky's prediction. The problem was twofold: The values of e from
the shot-noise measurements were all in the order of 10-22 coulomb, 1000 times smaller than its
commonly known value 1.6x10'l 9 coulomb from the Millikan oil-drop experiment. And, the
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Figure 16 Hartmann's experimental results. The abscissa is resonance frequency oo and the
ordinate is the value of e from shot-noise measurements (unit 10-22 coulomb). The two curves
correspond to io=2 mA and 20 mA [Hartmann, "Schroteffekt" (1921), Figure 9].
Hartmann's experimental results were difficult to make sense of if Schottky's theory was
right. The experimenter's own explanation was that the electronic emission from the cathode is
not really a Poisson process. When an electron is emitted, a part of the energy is taken away and
the cathode is cooled down for a period. The lower temperature reduces the cathode's ability to
emit electrons. So the actual number of emitted electrons is smaller than what the Poisson-process
hypothesis expected. And the measured shot current (and hence the estimated value of e) is
smaller than Schottky's prediction. 149 Yet no further research supported this physical picture.
American physicist John Johnson found a more readily acceptable reason for the huge
discrepancy between Hartmann's experimental data and Schottky's theoretical prediction. Born in
Sweden, John Bertrand Johnson immigrated to the U.S., received a Ph.D. in physics from Yale
University in 1917, and joined Western Electric's Engineering Department in New York. Johnson
was among the first-generation Bell-System researchers with advanced training in physics. His job








brought him to the problems of noise. 150 In 1920, Johnson read Schottky's 1918 article in
Annalen der Physik (the 1918 issue did not reach America until 1920, owing to Germany's
postwar postal delay). He was skeptical of Schottky's integral Jodx /[(1-x2)2+r/x2]=27rr for
equation (2). He tried to calculate the integral himself, but could not find a solution in the tables
of integration. So he consulted mathematician L. A. MacColl, who "suggested splitting the
Schottky equation [the integrand] into four complex factors, integrating them separately and then
recombining them ..... MacColl again looked at the equation and said this was a case for the
method of poles and residues and, without putting pencil to paper, read off the correct result."'5 '
With MacColl's help, he obtained the correct value of the integralfo dx/[(l-x 2 )2+rx 2]---2r. He
immediately wrote to Schottky and published this new result.' 52
Johnson's mathematical exercise bridged the gap between theory and experiment. After
receiving Johnson's letter, Schottky recalculated the integral with the help of his mathematician
father and found Johnson right. Then he took Johnson's correction to recalculate the shot-noise
energy Es, and thus the effective shot current is:
is = 2L (4)2L
Consequently, e=(2Lis21ioR) instead of e=(is2/iOOo). For the same is, the new result e=(2Lis2/ioR)
gave an estimate of the e value approximately 1000 times larger than the estimate from the old
result e=(is2liooo). After the correction, therefore, Hartmann's shot-noise data led to an estimate
of e much closer to its actual value-the numerical order was right. 53
Nevertheless, the problem of frequency dependency still existed. The corrected data still
yielded e values varying with o. In 1922, Czech physicist Reinhold Fiirth at the University of
'
5 0 Anonymous, "John B. Johnson, recent Sarnoff Award winner" (obituary), IEEE Spectrum 8:1 (1971), 107.
15' John B. Johnson, "Electronic noise: the first two decades," IEEE Spectrum 8:1 (1971), 42.
152 John B. Johnson, "Bemerkung zur Bestimmung des elektrischen Elementarquantums aus dem Schroteffekt,"
Annalen der Physik, 67 (1922), 154-156.
153 Walter Schottky, "Zur Berechnung und Beurteilung des Schroteffektes," Annalen der Physik, 68 (1922), 157-
176.
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Prague, an expert on Brownian motion (another noisy physical phenomenon),' 5 4 explained this
anomaly in terms of the "physiological" (or cognitive) nature of the experimental method. 55 Furth
argued that one could not take the results of the noise measurements from the comparative
method for their face values, for the method relied on the mediation of experimenters' aural
cognition, a frequency-dependent feature. The comparative method requires an experimenter to
identify when the noise sound intensity equals the monotonic sound intensity and to take the
monotonic current as the measure of the noise current. Yet the two signals causing the same
degree of aural perception in human ears have equal intensity if and only if the strength of human
aural perception is proportional to the signal intensity (or, strength of stimulation) and the signals
are at the same frequency. Both conditions are incorrect for the following reason.
The Weber-Fechner law in physiology states that the strength of (aural) perception s is in a
logarithmic rather than a linear relation with the strength of stimulation V (signal intensity):
s=c log(V2 /Vo2), where Vo is a perceptive threshold (note s=O when V<Vo). While the reference
signal in the comparative method is monotonic with definite intensity, the noise to be measured
has an extended spectrum with random intensity. So Fiirth revised the Weber-Fechner law for the
noise in a statistical-average form: sl=2c dV log(V/Vo)W(V)/ V dV W(V), where s is the
strength of the aural perception stimulated by noise, and W(V)dV is the probability that the noise
intensity is between V and V+dV. Under FUrth's assumption, the random noise intensity has a
Rayleigh distribution W(V)=A. exp(-V2/2<V 2>). Meanwhile, the aural perception s2 stimulated by
a monotonic reference signal V' follows the original law s2=2clog(V7Vo). In the comparative
method, the experimenters establish that sl=s2 by equating the noise and reference sound. But in
contrast to Hartmann's assumption, s1=s2 does not entail that the mean noise intensity equals the
reference signal intensity [<V2>]'2=V'. Instead, Fiirth's formulae for s and s shows that
[<V2 >] 1 2/V' is a function of V'/V. Moreover, the threshold Vo is not a constant, either-it is a
154 Weinstein, P., (ed.), J. C. Poggendorffs Biographisch-Literarisches Handworterbuch, 5 (Berlin: Verlag
Chemie, 1922), 403.
'55 Reinhold Frth, "Die Bestimmung der Elektronenladung aus dem Schroteffekt an Gliihkathodenr6hren,"
Physikalische Zeitschrift, 23 (1922), 354-362.
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function of frequency depending on the frequency responses of both the human aural perception
and the amplifying-telephonic circuit.
Firth obtained the empirical values of Vo at different frequencies from Hartmann's setup, and
computed and plotted [<V2>]m'2/V' as a function of V'/V. From both, he constructed a relation
between [<V2>]1 2 and V', which he used to retrieve the noise intensity [<V2>]12 from Hartmann's
data for the reference signal intensity V'. Reinterpreting Hartmann's data led to new estimates for
the value of e with a much smaller variation with frequency than the original estimates'-Fiirth's
values deviated from 1.6x101' 9 coulomb within 100% (Figure 17).
Figure 17 Fiirth's correction of Hartmann's experimental results [Firth, "Schroteffekt" (1922),
Figure 6].
Albert W. Hull and N. H. Williams at GE Schnectady Research Laboratory further improved
the accuracy of the shot-noise experiments in 1924. As GE's expert on vacuum-tube circuits, Hull
had developed multi-stage high-gain amplifiers using shielded-grid tubes in the early 1920s.156
These devices soon played an important part in the work on shot noise, in which he and his
assistant Williams became interested. They attacked the shot-noise problems from the angle of
precise experiment, especially the determination of e from accurate noise measurements. With the
156 Two years later, Hul's vacuum-tube amplifiers would achieve a gain 2000000 below 1 MHz [Albert W. Hull,
"Measurements of high frequency amplification with shielded-grid pliotrons," Physical Review, 27 (1926), 439-
454].
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high-gain amplifiers, they could get rid of Hartmann's comparative method: They connected the
amplified shot-noise current-now strong enough to be measurable-directly to a crystal detector
and a DC current meter measuring the mean square value of the shot current. 157
Hull and Williams used the new experimental setup to determine the value of e from the shot-
current measurements. Working on a single frequency at 725 kHz, they obtained the experimental
data leading to e values extremely close to its canonically recognized value. Their estimated e at
io=1-5 mA had an error range of less 3% with respect to 1.6xl0' 9 coulomb (Figure 18).
Siho-effe.t of temfperaure-limit¢d electrn cirrent i in a U, V. 199 ragiotron.
i i r vI R F rot ' c(m-arnp. (m-amp.) (cm) (su-volts) ohms) (-AvbIts) -amp.) (couombs)
-.443 9.0 65,0 3.045 .776 73.8 .204 1.541X1W0*q
2 925 6.0 89,4 3.37 .763 102.2 .282 1.640
2 ~602 9.0 88.3 3.37 .763 101.0 .279 1.603
3 1.05 6.0 102.7 3.65 .750 118.5 .327 1.595
3 T700 9.0 102.7 3.65 .750 '118.5 .327 1.595
4 ,580 120 113.4 3.85 .740 131.8 .364 1.570
4 780 9.0 114.4 3,85 .740 133.1 .,367 1.595
5 .835 9.0 122,5 4.06 .727 143.8 .397 1.566
5 .625 12.0 122.2 4.06 .727 143.5 · .396 1,556
mean 1.S86 X 10'
Figure 18 Hull and Williams's determination of e value from shot-noise measurements [Hull and
Williams, "Elementary charge" (1925), Table 2]. The last column represents the estimates of e
from measurements.
Hull and Williams did more than the accurate re-determination of e. They found a new factor
that qualified Schottky's theory of shot noise-the space-charge effect. W. L. Carlson at GE's
Radio Department had noted that a tube's noise intensity fell as the tube was more strongly
charged. This phenomenon caught Hull and Williams's attention. At first, they believed that it was
an artifact due to reducing tube resistance. But they changed their mind when they still observed
consistently low noise values after stabilizing the tube resistance. Now they thought that the
reduction of the shot noise was caused by the accumulated space charge between the cathode and
the anode that created a potential barrier against the flow of electrons. If the space charge inside a
tube reaches saturation after a sufficiently long time (the "space-charge limited" case), then all the
157 Albert W. Hull and N. H. Williams, "Determination of elementary charge e from measurements of shot-effect,"
Physical Review, 25 (1925), 148-150.
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relative motions between the electrons inside the tube disappear and the electrons move regularly
in a uniform stream. In this case, the lack of randomness and discontinuity eliminates the shot
noise. Schottky's theory of shot noise is valid when a tube's electronic current is limited only by
its filament temperature-the filament's ability to emit electrons (the "temperature limited" case).
When the current is limited by the tube's space charge, the shot noise is greatly reduced and
Schottky's theory no longer applies.158
As Hartmann et al. used the shot-noise experiments to re-determine the value of e, efforts
were made to examine and to refine Schottky's theory. Schottky's theory of shot noise was built
on statistical reasoning. Translated into mathematics, his problem was to solve a differential
equation (the circuit equation) with a random source (the tube's shot noise) whose statistics were
partially known. He solved the problem with a Fourier analysis. But his approach had
shortcomings-its calculations were complicated, the physical meaning of each Fourier
component was unclear, the assumption underlying the frequency average was questionable, and
his spectrum of random noise lacked a rigorous definition. In the 1920s, physicists and engineers
attempted to solve the shot-noise problem without the Fourier analysis.
Dutch physicists L. S. Ornstein and H. C. Burger at Ryks University (Utrecht) were the
earliest to revise Schottky's approach. In 1923, they claimed to solve the random differential
equation in a more direct way. Key to their solution was conflating the statistical average with the
time average. In so doing, they considerably simplified the differential equation using integration
by parts and obtained the mean square of the current J out of the resistive inductor:
<J2>=e2n 2+e2no02/p. In this expression, the first term corresponded to the DC current and the
second term corresponded to the current fluctuation, equivalent to Schottky's formula of Es. 59
Briton Norman Campbell made another attempt to revise the formulation. Aiming to explain
both thermoionic and photoelectric emissions, he formulated a generalized principle considering a
series of identical events randomly occurring in time. An indicating instrument measures the effect
158 Ibid, 166-170.
'
59 L. S. Ornstein and H. C. Burger, "Zur Theorie des Schroteffektes," Annalen der Physik, 70 (1923), 622-624.
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of these events. Suppose 0=f(t) gives the instrument reading at time t after an event occurred at
time 0, <An2> gives the standard deviation of the number of events in a unit time. Then the
standard deviation of 0 is <A02>=<An2> dt.f(t). The principle implies that the overall shot
effect can be decomposed into a factor describing the statistics of the collection of electrons and a
factor related to the waveform excited by an individual electron.'60
Thornton C. Fry of AT&T pursued the reasoning of Ornstein and Campbell further. A
mathematician, Fry had taught at the University of Wisconsin and MIT before joining AT&T. In
1925, he assumed directorship of Bell Lab's Mathematical Research Department, where he built a
staff of computing and mathematics to serve the firm's industrial research. An applied
mathematician specializing in engineering probability,161 Fry thought that the major problem of
Schottky's theory was the lack of a mathematically rigorous treatment of probability and
randomness, and he was prepared to offer one of his own.
Like Campbell, Fry began by considering a general case in which a measuring device detects
current I and voltage E excited by independently arriving electrons in a long period T. Since the
number of electrons within T is uncertain, the device's mean instantaneous power is <El>=
-n=o p(n) <(EI)n>, where p(n) is the probability that n electrons arrive within T and <(EI)n> is
the mean instantaneous power of n electrons. That an electron's arrival is independent of others
implies that p(n) follows a Poisson distribution p(n)=exp(-vT)(vT)/n! (u is the average number of
electrons arriving in a unit period). Also, <(E)n> can be calculated from the assumption that the
current and voltage excitation from the arriving electrons are additive. The additive formula can
be expressed as an iterative relation between <(EI)n> and <(EI)n->. Repeating the iteration n
times leads to <(EI),>=<(El)l>+n(n-1)<E1>d<l>. Substituting the expressions of <(El)n> and p(n)
into <EI>, Fry obtained <EI>=(vT)<(EI)i>+ (UT)2<E1><I>. He interpreted <EI> as the system's
overall power, (vT)<(EI)> as the shot noise's power, and (v )2<El><11> as the power of the DC
160 Norman Campbell, "The theory of the 'Schrot-effect'," Philosophical Magazine, 50 (1925), 81-86.
161 David Mindell, "Datum for its Own Annihilation:" Feedback, Control, and Computing, 1916-1945 (Ph.D.
dissertation, Cambridge: MIT, 1996), 193-194.
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component. This implied that the shot-noise energy Es=u<wl>, where w is an electron's energy
dissipated in the measuring device.
The quantity <wl> is the average energy generated in the measuring device by an electron
traveling from the cathode to the anode of a vacuum tube. To facilitate the calculations, Fry
modeled the tube as a parallel-plate condenser. A unit-charge particle's movement from one plate
to another induces a time-variant voltage v(t) and current i(t) across the plates. So <wl>=
e2Jodt v(t)i(t). The quantities v(t) and i(t) depend exclusively on the circuit. In Schottky's theory,
the circuit is a vacuum tube parallel to an RLC resonance network (Figure 14). Fry modeled the
tube as a capacitor, obtained v(t) and i(t), and substituted them into his formulae for Es. He found
that Schottky's prediction for the shot-noise energy should be modified by a multiplicative factor
[l+R2(C+Cbe)/L], where R, L, C are the resonance circuit's resistance, inductance, and
capacitance and Ctube is the tube's effective capacitance. 162
Hull and Williams's experiment and Fry's theory inspired Johnson to research further into the
shot noise. In 1925, Johnson performed experiments at Bell Lab to measure the shot noise in the
Schottky circuit using Hull and Williams's method (high-gain amplifier, crystal detector, and
direct current meter). He compared his experimental results with Fry's revised prediction. His
goal, pertinent to AT&T in particular and to the electronics industry in general, was to find the
vacuum-tube circuits' performance limit imposed by electronic noise. Johnson measured the noise
strength of the triode tubes from about 100 commercial electronic amplifiers of various kinds. His
results confirmed Hull and Williams's finding: The vacuum tubes of amplifying circuits operated
at the space-charge-limited condition, so their shot-noise intensity was much lower than
Schottky's and Fry's predictions. 6 3
Johnson discovered a new phenomenon as well. To test the general applicability of Schottkys
or Fry's theory, he measured the noise of the diode tubes operating at the temperature-limited
condition (i.e., without the space-charge effect). In the measurements, he changed the circuit's
162 Thornton C.Fry, "The theory of the Schroteffekt," Journal of the Franklin Institute, 199 (1925), 203-220.
163 John B. Johnson, "The Schottky effect in low frequency circuit," Physical Review, 26 (1925), 81-83.
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resonance frequency from 0 to 10 kHz to observe the variation of the measured noise intensity
with frequency. This arrangement led to a novel effect: At high frequencies, the measured noise
intensity was close to Fry's prediction; at low frequencies, however, the noise intensity increased
rapidly with decreasing frequency. This low-frequency deviation changed with the filament
material. Between tungsten and oxide coated, the latter had much higher noise intensity. With a
tungsten filament, the ratio of the e value obtained from the noise data to 1.6x10-1 9 coulomb was
0.7 for frequencies above 200 Hz, but increased to 50 at 10 Hz. With an oxide coated filament,
the ratio increased from 1 at 5 kHz to 100 at 100 Hz (Figure 19). It seemed that at low
frequencies a much stronger noise of a different kind superseded the ordinary shot noise. Johnson
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Figure 19 Johnson's flicker noise vs. frequency [Johnson, "Schottky effect" (1925), Figure 7];
"a:" tungsten filaments, "b:" oxide-coated filaments.
Flicker noise, Johnson argued, differs fundamentally from shot noise. Its much higher value
implies that it is not due to random and mutually independent emissions of discrete electrons.
Since the flicker effect depends upon the filament material, its cause is related to the activities at






structural rearrangements and ion bombardment. These factors alter the filament's rate of
electronic emission, and the changing rate causes current fluctuations, the source of noise. 165
Fry's revision of Schottky's theory, Hull and Williams's findings of the space-charge effect,
and Johnson's discovery of the flicker effect at low frequencies opened up new directions for the
shot-noise research for the rest of the 1920s. Following Fry's approach, Stuart Ballantine of the
Radio Frequency Laboratory in Boonton (New Jersey) calculated in a more precise way the
voltage and current excited by an electron between two parallel plates to determine the shot
noise's power spectrum in the temperature-limited case.'66 After leaving General Electric for the
Physics Department of the University of Michigan, Williams collaborated with his colleagues to
improve the methods of noise measurements to crosscheck more accurately against the charge of
the electron. In the space-charge-limited condition, they also used the experimental techniques to
measure the charge of positive thermions and to examine the filament material's effect on charge
emission.16 7 Schottky developed a theory to explain the flicker effect's frequency dependence. He
assumed that the large noise intensity at low frequencies is caused by the fluctuation of the
filament's electron-emitting capability owing to the coming and going of foreign atoms on the
filament surface. Foreign atoms' attachment to and departure from the filament surface take time.
So the numbers of these atoms at the filament surface at different instants correlate with one
another with a fundamental time constant. This non-trivial correlation function leads to the noise's
frequency dependence: <Iflicker2>of" (n is between 1 and 2).168
165 Ibid, 85.
166 Stuart Ballantine, "Schrot-effect in high-frequency circuits," Journal of the Franklin Institute, 206 (1928), 159-
167. This approach culminated in a classic textbook on random noise written in 1958 by MIT Lincoln Laboratory
researchers Wilbur Davenport and William Root [Wilbur B. Davenport, Jr., and William L. Root, An Introduction
to the Theory of Random Signals and Noise (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1958), 112-144].
167 N. H. Williams and H. B. Vincent, "Determination of electronic charge from measurements of shot-effect in
aperiodic circuits," Physical Review, 28 (1926), 1250-1264; N. H. Williams and S. Huxford, "Determination of the
charge of positive thermions from measurements of shot effect," Physical Review, 33 (1929), 773-788; H. N.
Kozanowski and N. H. Williams, "Shot effect of the emission from oxide cathodes," Physical Review, 36 (1930),
1314-1329; John S. Donal, Jr., "Abnormal shot effect of ions of tungstous and tungstic oxide," Physical Review,
Ser. 2, 36 (1930), 1172-1189.
168 Walter Schottky, "Small-shot effect and flicker effect," Physical Review, 28 (1928), 74-103.
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The diverse studies revealed that noise was much more complicated than expected from
Schottky's original theory in 1918. A vacuum tube is a microcosm with various physical
mechanisms. Random emissions of discrete electrons can only explain partially the microcosm's
fluctuations. Schottky's theory fails in the space-charge-limited case at which tube amplifiers
operate. In the temperature-limited case, the flicker effect dominates over the shot effect at low
frequencies. Emission of ions, generation of recombination of ions and electrons, and lumping of
charged particles all affect tube noise. Schottky's theory was a proper concept to start grasping
electronic noise, but by no means a useful framework to set up the fundamental upper limit of
vacuum-tube circuits' amplification that engineers wanted.
Then what is the limit?
Resistor's Thermal Noise
When Johnson conducted the shot-noise experiment in 1925 to seek the fundamental limit of
tube amplification, he measured the noise intensity and the gain of about a hundred commercially
triode tube amplifiers. He plotted the results in a Cartesian coordinate system (the ordinate was
gain and the abscissa was noise strength) and found an interesting pattern (Figure 20): The points
representing various amplifiers' gains and noise levels distributed to the right of a sloped straight
line passing the origin. That is, for a fixed amplification, the noise intensity was always higher than
the value given by the sloped line, meaning that the line represented the lower bound of
amplifiers' noise strength. This minimum noise intensity was the residual tube noise when the
disturbing factors were suppressed to the largest extent. 69
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Figure 20 Amplification as a function of noise in triode tubes [Johnson, "Schottky effect" (1925),
Figure 13]. The dots represent measurements taken from about 100 commercial tube amplifiers.
What was the physical significance of the minimum noise described by the sloped line in
Figure 19? At first, Johnson thought it was Schottky's shot noise without the space-charge effect
and the flicker effect. But he changed mind after noting a fact: Since a sloped line passing the
origin represented a proportional relation, the minimum output tube noise strength in Figure 20
was proportional to the tube amplifier's gain. This implied that a tube's input noise strength was a
constant when its output noise was minimum. If so, then the minimum residual noise had nothing
to do with the vacuum-tube amplifier itself. Rather, it was determined onl y by the amplifier's input
condition. To testify this hypothesis, he put a resistor at the input of an amplifying circuit and
changed its resistance to observe whether the output noise strength varied accordingly. It did, and
the measured noise intensity was proportional to the input resistance. This resistor-dependent
noise reminded Johnson of a less discussed aspect of Schottky's 1918 article-the thermal noise.
Was the residual noise a result of electrons' thermal agitation at the amplifier's input resistor?
Informed by this superposition, Johnson measured the noise of the least noisy amplifiers with
input resistors differing in temperature, size, or material. The measured noise intensity was
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that the minimum residual noise was a fundamental physical effect related to the input resistor's
thermal agitation. 7 0
In 1926, Johnson performed a systematic experiment on thermal noise at Bell Lab with his
assistant J. H. Rohrbaugh. His focus now shifted from tubes to resistors. His circuit consisted of a
resistor connected to a six-stage tube amplifier with the output coupled to a thermocouple for
current measurements (Figure 21). The high-gain amplifier suppressed the shot noise, the flicker
noise, and other fluctuating effects to the maximum extent, and was shielded against external
electric, magnetic, acoustic, and mechanical shocks. The input resistor was in a constant-
temperature bath. The aim of the experiment was to determine the mean square voltage <Vm2> of
the thermal noise at the input resistor from the mean square current <2> measured at the
amplifier's output via the relation <12>=Y2<Vm2> (Y was the ratio of the amplifier's output current
to its input voltage). 171
Figure 21 Johnson's experimental apparatus on thermal noise [Johnson, 'Thermal agitation"
(1928), Figure 1].
Johnson's experiments in 1926 reached the same conclusion: The ratio of the thermal noise's
mean square voltage to the input resistance <V, >/R is independent of the resistor's shape and
material. Johnson tried different materials with identical resistance including metal wires, graphite,
thin metal films, films of drawing ink, and electrolytes such as NaCI, CuSO 4, K2CrO 4, Ca(NO 3) 2.
All yielded the same measured values. Also, the ratio <Vm2>/R was proportional to the resistor's
absolute temperature. At room temperature, a 5000-f2 resistor had <Vm2>/R-10' 8 Watts.
170 Johnson, "Electronic noise" (1971), 43-44.
171 John B. Johnson, "Thermal agitation of electricity in conductors," Physical Review, 32 (1928), 98-101.
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Therefore, he obtained an empirical formula for the thermal noise: <Vm2 > lR= <12>/( Y 2R)=KT (K
was a proportional constant). 172
As Johnson continued the experiment, he was obliged to revise the empirical formula for the
thermal noise <12>=KTRY 2, since both the band-pass amplification Y and the input resistance R
were functions of frequency. To incorporate the frequency-dependent feature, he suggested that
<12 >=KTfo do R(o)lY(o)1 2. Then he compared the measured data with the empirical formula. He
determined the amplification IY(oa))2 by measuring the amplifier's input-output characteristics. The
input resistance R(o) was the real part of the amplifier's input impedance modeled as a resistance
Ro parallel to a capacitance C. By substituting the measured IY(o)12 and the modeled R(o) into the
empirical formula, he obtained the estimates of <2> from the numerical integration. The measured
<d2> varied in the same pattern as the estimated <2> predicted. Johnson's formula seemed
right.' 73
That the formula was empirically adequate did not satisfy Johnson; he was curious about the
theoretical foundation of his formula. In 1927, he brought the issue to his colleague Harry Nyqu ist
at AT&T Development and Research, another Swedish immigrant with a Ph.D. in physics from
Yale. 174 To explain Johnson's formula, Nyquist spent a month developing a theory based on
electric circuit analysis, thermodynamics, and statistical mechanics.175
According to Schottky, thermal noise is fluctuations generated by electrons' random thermal
motions in a conductor. Its simple relation with temperature indicates that it is a thermodynamic
phenomenon. Thus Nyquist's theory began with a simple scenario at thermal equilibrium--two
identical conductors (I and II), each with resistance R, connected together by perfectly conducting
wires and at temperature T. Electrons in the two conductors undergo continual thermal agitation
as long as T is not zero. The thermal agitation in conductor I induces an electromotive force on
172 John B. Johnson, "Thermal agitation of electricity in conductors," Nature, 119 (1927), 50-51; '"Thermal
agitation of electricity in conductors," Physical Review, 29 (1927), 367-368.
173 Johnson "Thermal agitation" (1928), 102-103.
174 Mindell, Feedback (1996), 207.
'75 Harry Nyquist, "Thermal agitation in conductors," Physical Review, 29 (1927), 614.
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the entire circuit, including conductor II. The electromotive force yields a current around the
circuit. The current heats conductor II, and hence transfers power from conductor I to conductor
II. In the same manner, power is transferred from conductor II to conductor I. At the thermal
equilibrium, power transferred from I to II equals that from II to I.176
Nyquist contended that at thermal equilibrium the total power and the power at any frequency
exchanged between conductors I and II equals each other. 7 7 This shows that the thermally
agitated electromotive force is a universal function of frequency, temperature, and resistance-
like other thermodynamic functions. Its form does not change with a physical setup not involving
frequency, temperature, and resistance. Thus Nyquist considered a different setup with the two
conductors connected by a long non-dissipative transmission line with length I (Figure 22). The
transmission line has an inductance L and a capacitance C per unit length so that its characteristic
impedance (L/C) 1 2 equals R, meaning no reflection at both ends. At thermal equilibrium, two
trains of energy traverse the transmission line-one from left to right is the power of the thermal








Figure 22 Nyquist's scenario for thermal-noise calculation [Nyquist, 'Thermal agitation" (1928),
Figure 3].
176 Harry Nyquist, 'Thermal agitation of electric charge in conductors," Physical Review, 32 (1928), 110.
177 If not, a contradiction ensues. Suppose that conductor I sends more power to conductor I than it receives from
conductor II in a frequency band. Then it sends less power to II than it receives from II in the rest of the frequency
spectrum, for the total power from I to II equals that from II to I. When a resonance circuit blocking the energy
transfer in the frequency band is set between the two conductors, the total power transferred from I to II equals the
power from I to II without the resonance circuit less the power in the frequency band. Similarly, the total power
from II to I equals the power from II to I without the resonance circuit less the power in the frequency band. With
the resonance circuit, therefore, the total power from I to II is less than that from II to I, a contradiction to thermal
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To calculate the transferred power, Nyquist isolated the transmission line from the conductors
at t=O by short-circuiting its two ends, trapping the energy on the line. The transmission line
containing the energy transferred from both conductors resembles Planck's black-body radiator. It
is a resonator with modes of vibration corresponding to stationary waves. The modes of vibration
have frequencies nv/21 (v is the speed of the energy transfer and n is a positive integer). Since I is
long, the number of vibrating modes (degrees of freedom) is huge and can be represented as an
approximately continuous function of frequency: the number of modes between f and f+df is
2ldflv. For such many vibrating modes, the energy distribution follows Boltzmann's law: each
degree of freedom has the mean energy kT (k=1.372x10 2 4 joule/degree K is Boltzmann's
constant). Therefore, the transmission line's mean energy between f and f+df is 2lkTdflv. This is
the mean energy in (ff+d) transmitted from the two conductors to the line during the transit time
lv. So the mean power each conductor transfers in (ff+df) is P(f)df =(2kTdflv)(21/v)=kTdf.
From the power spectrum P(f)=kT, Nyquist obtained the electromotive-force spectrum E(f):
The electromotive force E(f)df generates a current I(f)df=[E(f)/2R]df in the circuit consisting of
conductors I and II. So the power spectrum is P(f)=I2(f)R=[E2(f)/4R]. This relation, along with
P(f)=kT, implies E2(f)=4RkT, expressing the electromotive force induced by the thermal agitation
of a pure resistor with resistance R and temperature T. Nyquist extended the relation by
considering the thermal effect of a passive network with a frequency-dependent impedance
Z(f)=R(f)+iX(f). From circuit theory, he showed that E2()=4R(f)kT.
In Johnson's experiment, E2(f)df is the mean square thermal voltage betweenf andf+df at the
amplifier's input. So the mean square thermal current between f andf+df at the amplifier's output
is Ef2(f)lY(f)12df, and the overall output mean-square current is:178
(i2)= E2(f)ly(f)1 2 df = 2k iR2(o )IY()12d (5)
0 7r 0
Equation (5) is identical to Johnson's empirical formula <I2>=KTodc R(o)IY(o)12 except that
the proportional constant K is replaced by a fundamental constant 2klr.
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78 Ibid, 113.
Nyquist tested his formula with Johnson's experimental results. Key to the test was
Boltzmann's constant k. Johnson had data for R(0o), Y(o), T, and <I2>. Nyquist calculated k from
these data using equation (5) and compared the results with its standard value k=1.372x10 -24
joule/°K. The outcome was satisfactory: the estimated values of k from the thermal-noise
measurements were only about 7.5% below the standard value. Johnson attributed this
discrepancy to the inaccuracy of the amplification factor.179
Johnson and Nyquist's theory of thermal noise had practical implications. Equation (5)
showed that the thermal noise increased with the input resistance, the input resistor's temperature,
and the amplifier's bandwidth. Therefore, Johnson argued, there were three practical means to
suppress an amplifier's thermal noise-to reduce the device's temperature, to restrict the
amplifier's input resistance (the resistance between the first-stage tube's grid and filament), and to
make the amplifier's bandwidth no greater than needed.1 80
Engineering Treatments of Electronic Noises
By the 1930s, radio engineers had known two kinds of "fundamental" electronic noises-
vacuum tubes' shot noise (including the flicker effect) and resistors' thermal noise. Although
device defect or malfunction still mattered, the fundamental noises became more and more critical
in determining the performance limit of electronic devices as device quality improved. Also, the
originally tiny shot and thermal noises were considerably magnified as the tube amplifiers' gains
increased greatly. For cutting-edge radio receivers free from most quality problems, shot and
thermal noises seemed to pose the "ultimate" limit of signal amplification.
Schottky et al.'s scientific research into shot and thermal noises provided engineers with the
means to push forward the "ultimate" limit of electronic devices' performance. Shot noise and
flicker noise occurred only when a vacuum tube had zero or little space charge. As the tube's
filament temperature became high enough to saturate the space charge, the tube current became
179 Johnson, '"Thermal agitation" (1928), 104-105.
180 Ibid, 106-107.
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coherent and the random emissions of discrete electrons did not cause any current fluctuation.
Thermal noise was the result of the thermal agitation in an amplifier's input resistor. It was
significantly suppressed if the amplifier's input stage had a low resistance and was maintained at a
low temperature.
Yet engineers found the guidelines from the scientific theories of noises inadequate.
According to the theories, a tube amplifier with zero input resistance and high filament
temperature had zero output noise. In 1930, F. B. Llewellyn of Bell Lab measured the noise of
tube amplifiers with zero input resistance and high filament temperature. Under this almost perfect
condition, the measured output noise intensity was still conspicuous. The discrepancy between
theory and experiment made Llewellyn think about the real limit of amplification. He proposed
three possible causes for the output noise with zero input resistance and space-charge-limited
tubes. First, the shot effect still existed at the space-charge saturation, since the space charge only
diminished rather than eliminated the emitting fluctuation's influence. Second, even at zero input
resistance, the electrons traversing a tube still had thermal agitation, and their noisy effect could
be represented by an internal resistance at the tube's plate. Third, the traversing electrons ionize
the air in a tube, and the secondary charged particles from ionization bombard the tube's
electrodes to create some output current fluctuation. Unfortunately, the effects of the shot noise
at the space-charge-limit condition, the thermal noise of the plate resistance, and the noise from
ionization were difficult to analyze theoretically or quantitatively.' s
Llewellyn's discovery showed that electronic noises were more complex than Schottky et al.'s
theories could capture. The shot-noise and thermal-noise models derived from fundamental
electrodynamics, statistical mechanics and thermodynamics were replaced by the pictures of
tangled interactions between the charged particles and the electronic tube's physical setup.
Research into the field in the 1930s indicated that a more accurate understanding of the noises
could only be achieved by studying the complicated details of electronic physics in vacuum tubes.
18' F. B. Llewellyn, "A study of noise in vacuum tubes and attached circuits," Proceedings of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, 18:2 (1930), 243-265.
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Engineers could not wait until physicists confidently grasped the phenomena. Even though the
physicists could obtain a theoretical understanding of the noises, as Johnson and Llewellyn
remarked in 1935, "the greater part of the noise in practical tubes is caused by things that have
not been included in theory and that are still in a state of flux."' 82 More than a fundamental limit
of the noises in ideal tubes, engineers needed to know the noise strength in real tubes for designs
and operations. And they needed a practical, systematic method to obtain such information.
Measurement was perhaps the only feasible way. Built on Johnson and Llewellyn's work,
engineers at Bell Lab developed a scheme to experimentally characterize the tube noise strength.
They measured a tube's noise intensity under various operating conditions and, most importantly,
when the tube's grid (input) was short-circuited to ground. Under the short-circuit condition, the
tube's input resistance was zero and the measured values were treated as the tube's intrinsic noise
levels. This measure, called the tube's "noise figure," was represented by the thermal noise of an
effective resistor at the tube's input. The noise-figure scheme offered a systematic method to rate
off-the-shelf vacuum-tube devices. Throughout the 1930s, American, British, and German radio
engineers studied, measured, rated, and published the noises of commercial electronic tubes. 183
Systematic measurements inspired by, but independent of, noise physics became the canonical
engineering treatment of electronic noises.
Physicists' research into electronic noises contributed to radio engineers' treatment of channel
uncertainties, but not necessarily in the way physicists anticipated. The discoveries of the shot,
flicker and resistive thermal effects helped engineers understand the fundamental nature of noises.
The theories of these effects provided noise-reduction guidelines (increasing the filament
temperature, reducing the input resistance, etc.) engineers often used. Yet Schottky's and
Johnson's original hope of finding the ultimate limit of amplification posed by noise diminished
after the more complex physical processes inside electronic tubes were found. The theories of
shot noise and thermal noise could not predict electronic noises. To obtain the electronic-noise
data useful to radio engineering, systematic measurement was still the only viable method in the
1930s. This does not mean, however, that noise physics was irrelevant as engineers chose to
182 John B. Johnson and F. B. Llewellyn, "Limits to amplification," Bell System Technical Journal, 14 (1935), 92.
183 Ibid. 92-94; Johnson, "Electronic noise" (1971), 46.
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characterize electronic noises with measurements-a practical art-instead of with prediction.
Rather, the theories shaped the measuring methods. The noise-figure scheme, for example, was
built on the theory of thermal noise at both the operational level (short-circuiting the input
resistor) and the representational level (representing the noise with the effective resistance).
Epistemically, the electronic-noise studies sought a new kind of engineering knowledge-a
technology's fundamental limitation-from the assistance of physics. To grapple with electronic
noise, one of the most prevalent uncertainties in electrical devices, the German and American
physicists and engineers aimed at characterizing the upper bound of ideal devices' performances,
not the actual performances of real devices. Conceptually, they focused on the ideal-type device
free from "human factors"--flaws, defects, bad qualities-so that the performance imperfection
was caused by the device's fundamental working principles and hence posed an intrinsic limit to
the real devices of the same kind. Using statistical mechanics, thermodynamics, circuit theory, and
electrodynamics, they constructed theories to predict such upper bound. Underneath these
theories was the conviction that the random electronic motions introduced performance
fluctuations in electrical devices. Therefore, the physical quantities (such as voltage and current)
and the abstract engineering entities (such as signal) were represented by stochastic variables and
the measurable noise effect was the result of the variables' statistical behaviors. In so doing, the
engineers and physicists converted the technological systems they were dealing with to models of
stochastic systems.
The noise studies of the 1920-30s did not fulfill their goal. Experiments showed that neither
shot noise nor thermal noise posed the ultimate limit to vacuum-tube amplifiers. Other kinds of
noises were present even when the Schottky effect and the Johnson effect were null. A vacuum
tube, a complex microcosm with many types of electron-material interactions, did not achieve its
optimum state simply by eliminating the shot noise and the input resistor's thermal noise. Failing
to fulfill their goal, however, did not make the theories of noise useless to engineers. The theories
might not be adequate in explaining or predicting, but they gave engineers a language to talk
about noise. From the theories, engineers gained intellectual tools to make sense of, to quantify,
and even to define electronic noise. The noise-figure scheme widely used since the 1930s to grade
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the noise levels of vacuum tubes in terms of the noise's "equivalent resistance," for example,
borrowed its primary concept from the Johnson-Nyquist theory of thermal noise.
Perhaps the most important yet somehow unexpected consequence of the noise studies in the
1920-30s was the stochastic-system approaches to engineering problems in the 1940s.
Representing noise with random processes was a crucial element in Shannon's information theory
that conceived communication as message flow in abstract channels contaminated by random
noise. The information theory's goal was also to find an engineering performance limit-the




Conclusion: Toward Specialization and Abstraction
From Heinrich Hertz's spark experiment in 1886 to the mid-1930s, radio practitioners had
made enormous progress in grappling with the "in between"-radio channels. In 1900-1935, they
intertwined science and technology to understand electromagnetic-wave propagation in open
space and to handle the correlative uncertainties. They figured out how waves propagate along
the earth's surface and established empirical laws from large-scale experiments. They discovered
the feasibility of long-range short-wave radio. They found the critical roles of the ionosphere, and
obtained evidence for it from various radio tests. They explored radio waves' behaviors in this
ionic medium, with and without the geomagnetic field, by devising physical theories and
laboratory experiments. They characterized the fluctuations of wave propagation and atmospheric
noise with long-term measuring programs, from which they determined optimum radio
frequencies and other operating conditions. They suppressed man-made interferences from radio
stations by imposing spectrum-allocation policies and frequency standardization. They reduced
tube noises by both inquiring into the electronic fluctuations' fundamental physics and by
conducting systematic noise measurements. By 1935, they had acquired important knowledge,
techniques, and tools to deal with the wireless signal-reach and signal-authenticity issues.
The history of characterizing radio channels in the early twentieth century wove together
communities with different epistemic cultures. They asked different kinds of questions, had
different angles in tackling the dynamics of experiments, physical models, and mathematical
formulations, and they pursued different kinds of solutions to the technological system problems
involving signal-reach and signal-authenticity: Cambridge and German mathematicians focused on
consistent mathematical solutions of wave equations. British radio scientists were preoccupied
with explanations of propagation phenomena. The U.S. naval researchers tested the performance
of the navy's transmitting stations. Radio amateurs were eager to get signals through long
distances to break the record. British and American experimenters sought the direct evidence for
the existence of a hypothetical entity-the ionosphere. Physicists worked on the magneto-ionic
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theory for different reasons: accounting for the anomaly of range data, looking for novel effects,
or finding the microscopic foundation of the theory. AT&T engineers used measurements of
operating conditions as a solution to the channel-uncertainty problem. The U.S. technocrats
understood man-made interference in terms of inadequate standardization of radiation sources.
German and American industrial researchers attempted to obtain the ultimate limit for the
performance of electronic devices. Clarifying these distinct intellectual propensities in the history
of radio-channel characterization enriches the multiple meanings of "knowing a thing," "answering
a question," and "solving a problem" in the historical context.
Yet stressing the distinctions among these epistemic cultures does not mean that they were
fixed and isolated watertight domains. In fact, the history of radio-channel characterization of the
early twentieth century showed exactly how fluid the epistemic concerns could be, and how
swiftly a set of questions could transform into another set of questions with changing situations:
The surface diffraction theory originally purported to account for a physical phenomenon became
an exercise for a pure mathematical question. The measured data for the performance of specific
machines were turned into a phenomenological law, the Austin-Cohen formula. The pragmatic
demand for tackling fading and direction-finding errors evolved into the pursuit of the direct
evidence for the ionosphere. Explaining the anomaly of the range data with magneto-ionic
resonance led to a prediction for wave polarization. Seeking the microscopic foundation of the
magneto-ionic theory raised the debate about the correct way to define the field quantities. The
attempt to reproduce macroscopic nature in a laboratory setup stirred the issues of realism. The
quest of electronic devices' ultimate limitation created an engineering language to talk about
noise. Scientists, engineers, amateurs, and technocrats of different communities did have their
own epistemic agendas and found it difficult to surpass the constraints of their training, their
intellectual scopes, and their institutional environment. But as situations changed, new
opportunities were created, new issues emerged, they often seized the chance to exploit all new
possibilities that they could.
The overlapping of the distinct epistemic cultures was common for wireless practitioners of
the early twentieth century because of the state of the field. In the period, a radio researcher was
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still likely to be faced with mastering the required experimental skills, mathematical techniques,
and physical theories at the same time. The identities of electrical engineers, physicists, radio
scientists, amateurs, and government consultants merged. And the improvements of wireless
technology still involved more playing directly with the artifacts than hierarchical divide-and-
conquer approaches. Nevertheless, the overlapping and interactions of the communities with
distinct epistemic cultures became more and more difficult as radio science became more and
more specialized and the wireless communication technology relied more and more on the formal
manipulations of abstract signals and noises after the mid-twentieth century.
The efforts to characterize radio channels in the early twentieth century influenced profoundly
the physical sciences and the communication technologies subsequently. The most direct scientific
impact was on the studies of the ionosphere. Appleton et al. in Britain and Breit et al. in America
had used radio in the 1920s to probe the ionosphere. The 1930s and 1940s were the heyday of
ionospheric radio sounding. Facilities for radio-propagation experiments at the British Radio
Research Stations, the Carnegie Institution, and the U.S. Bureau of Standards were turned into
observatories of the ionosphere. Observing the split of radio pulses returned from the upper sky,
Appleton and his collaborators claimed discoveries of multiple layers-the D, E, F,, and F2
layers-at different heights of the ionosphere. In the 1930s, mathematical solutions determining
the refractive-index profiles (without the geomagnetic field) from the time delays of the returned
waves at multiple frequencies were found. This made radio sounding a powerful tool to retrieve
the ionosphere's electron-density profiles and other structural parameters. Also, the phenomena of
eclipses, sunspots, and auroras provided opportunities to monitor the interactions of the
ionosphere, the geomagnetic field, and solar winds. Since the 1920s, the Belgium-based Union
Internationale de Radiot6l6graphie Scientifique (URSI) had launched from time to time
"International Geophysical Years" to organize global collaborations of ionospheric research.
Radio scientists around the world planned field trips to the polar areas or during eclipses, and
I F. Lied, "Introductory speech," in B. Mahlum (ed.), Electron Density Profiles in the Ionosphere and Exosphere,
NATO Conference Series 2 (New York: MacMillan, 1962), 1-2.
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embarked on long-term large-scale observations of the ionospheric conditions with radio
sounding.
Since short-wave communication strongly depended on propagating conditions in the
ionosphere, radio-sounding research gained practical importance. During World War II,
monitoring and observations of the ionosphere became a top military secret. Both the Allied and
the Axes had regular programs to make radio-communication forecasts from ionospheric
measurements. In the United States, the Bureau of Standards' Central Radio Propagation
Laboratory (CRPL) cooperated with the army, the navy, and the British and Chinese governments
to collect and to analyze the information of global radio-wave propagation. From the information,
CRPL offered the U.S. military weekly or monthly predictions for maximum usable frequencies
(the frequencies high enough to be free from absorption yet low enough to be free from the skip
effect) and other operating parameters of wireless communication. Its meteorology-like practices
continued after the war. In the 1940s and 1950s, CRPL regularly published propagation
handbooks and ionospheric forecasting charts for wireless telecommunicators to estimate the
propagating conditions and to determine the optimum parameter values.2 These forecasts were
crucial information for the operations of high-frequency radio.
In the meantime, the studies of channel characterization led to the uses of radio in probing
other realms of nature such as extraterrestrial space. In 1930, Karl G. Jansky of the Bell
Telephone Laboratories in Holmdel (New Jersey) was assigned a task to measure the arriving
directions of atmospheric noise. After excluding all sources of fluctuations, however, he still
found some residual noise at the output, and believed that it was stellar noise-electromagnetic
radiation from stars. Jansky's inquiries into the residual stellar noise and the similar research of his
followers in America, England, and Australia in the 1930s and 1940s opened up a new field of
radio astronomy. 3 Radio was turned into an extension of human eyes to map the sky. And the
detection of electromagnetic radiation at radio wavelengths from the extraterrestrial space
2 U.S. National Bureau of Standards, Ionospheric Radio Propagation (Washington: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1948), 1-4, 67-100.
3 J. S. Hey, The Evolution of Radio Astronomy (New York: Neale Watson Academic Publications, 1973), 1-30.
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revealed pivotal hints about the birth and death of stellar bodies, the physics and chemistry of
stars, and the creation of the universe. Radio telescopes commonly used after 1950 were built on
the wireless direction-finding technology in the 1920s and 1930s built radio telescopes.
The emergence of radar and microwaves further broadened radio's role as a tool of detection,
estimation, sensing, and probing. In the 1930s, the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, the Army
Signal Corps, and the British Air Ministry's committee all engaged in developing radio pulse-echo
and continuous-wave detectors to identify enemy aircrafts and ships.4 At the same time,
significant progress was made in the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Stanford University, MIT, and
the British Air Ministry to devise the oscillators, resonators, and waveguides for radio waves
shorter than one centimeter (i.e., microwaves). 5 The combination of both trends yielded
unprecedented artificial "eyes" for human beings. Radar could actively identify objects' positions
and velocities. At microwaves, the detectable objects' dimensions were considerably reduced, and
hence the radar resolution was much enhanced. World War II converted microwave radar from a
possibility to a necessity. Moreover, the new much-shorter-wave technology's propagation was
influenced not only by the macroscopic factors such as the ionosphere's structure and the earth's
shape but also by objects of smaller dimensions such as trees, rocks, and clouds. After the war,
therefore, the applications of microwave radar were extended from military sensing and
navigation to investigations in planetary science and surveys of the natural environment. Weather-
forecasting radar and microwave remote sensing, which emerged in the 1950s and 1960s, were
owing to the legacy of the prewar propagation studies leading to radar.
Radio astronomy, radar, microwave remote sensing, radio meteorology, and other prominent
technological changes in World War II altered the experimental methods, mathematical
techniques, and physical model making of the postwar studies of ionospheric wave-propagation.
Above all, the Space Age considerably reshaped the experimental practices of ionospheric studies.
Following Nazi Germany's initiative, the United States, the Soviet Union, and other Western
countries made efforts to develop rockets after the war. While the states' focus on rocket
4 Gurelac, Radar (1987), chapters 4-6.
5 John C. Slater, Microwave Electronics (New York: D. Van Nostrand, 1950), 1-10.
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development was its military value, scientists such as E. O. Hulburt advocated its use as a tool to
investigate the planetary earth. The 1950s and 1960s witnessed the emergence and boom of the
ionospheric measurements using rockets. The rocket program planned for the International
Geophysical Year from July 1957 to December 1958 resulted in the launching of more than 200
rockets for upper atmosphere research. The U.S., U.S.S.R., Britain, and Australia all
experimented on rocket ionospheric measurements.6 The instruments installed on the rockets
could directly measure the electron-density profiles as the ballistic vehicles carried them through
various heights of the ionosphere. The issue of data interpretation in the indirect radio-sounding
measurements was therefore overcome at least to some extent. Moreover, the data obtained from
the rocket measurements led to the discoveries of more physical entities in the upper atmosphere
and the near extraterrestrial space, such as the magnetosphere and the van Allen belts. These
findings shed light on the dynamics of the ionized environment around the earth and other planets
of the solar system, and, according to two historians of science, directed the world physics and
engineering communities to enter " a new level of large-scale research epitomized by 'space
physics."' 7 Rocket measurements did not replace radio sounding in the ionospheric studies, but
they diluted the importance of the experimental techniques used since the days of Appleton and
Breit.
The mathematical methods of computing propagating waves also changed. After the war,
Ratcliffe's student Kenneth George Budden at Cambridge University, van der Pol's prot6g6 H.
Bremmer at the Philips Research Laboratory, and Donald Kerr at the MIT Radiation Laboratory
wrote monographs summarizing the prewar development of wave-propagation theories. 8
Sommerfeld's and Watson's techniques of treating wave diffraction, the ray tracing for wave
refraction, and the calculations of wave speed, amplitude, and polarization in the magneto-ionic
theory were systematized. Yet new issues appeared in the postwar years. First, to calculate
6 J. Carl Seddon, "Summary of rocket and satellite observations related to the ionosphere," in W. J. G. Beynon
(ed.), Monograph on Ionospheric Radio: Xlllth General Assembly of URSI (London, September 1960)
(Amsterdam: Elsevier, 1962), 87-88.
7 Gillmor and Spreiter, Discovery of the Magnetosphere (1997), v.
8 Kenneth George Budden, Lectures on Magnetoionic Theory (London: Blackie, 1964); Bremmer, Terrestrial




propagating waves in the ionosphere, mathematically inclined radio scientists were no longer
satisfied with the not-so-rigorous ray-tracing approach in the refraction theories. Following
Thomas Eckersley's and Paul Epstein's attempts in the 1930s, they sought a "full-wave approach"
to the propagation problems by directly solving the wave equations. To do so, they benefited from
the advancement of mathematical physics, particularly the techniques to solve the wave equations
in quantum mechanics: A famous example was the "WKB approximation" developed by G.
Wentzel, H. A. Kramer, and L. Brillouin in 1926. 9 Second, the propagation problems of
microwave radars posed during the war involved not only refraction in the ionosphere but also
scattering from smaller objects. Techniques for calculating scattered waves from objects were
needed. Thus the old methods of treating scattering problems in the nineteenth-century optics and
acoustics-such as the physical optics assumption-were revived. And the new methods of
approximation combining the more accessible geometric optics and the more rigorous full-wave
theory-such as the geometric theory of diffraction-were devised in the 1950s.1 0 Finally, the
great progress of electronic computing since World War II made numerical computation a feasible
alternative to analytic approximation in solving propagation problems. Radio scientists began to
employ and to elaborate the finite-element method, the method of moments, and the frequency-
division time-difference (FDTD) technique that had been developed in other areas of science and
engineering.
The physical models for radio waves in ionic media gained new significance in a different
context. In the 1920s and 1930s, Appleton, Gutton, and Langmuir et al. conducted theoretical
and experimental studies of discharged gases in laboratory setups, and radio scientists attempted
to use the results to model wave propagation in the ionosphere. These studies opened up a new
field of "plasma physics" ("plasma" stands for ionic medium). The field did not stand out before
and during the war, since physicists attracted by quantum mechanics found more "interesting"
properties in neutral gases, solid-state matter, and heavy atoms than in plasmas. But the situation
changed as the Atomic Age arrived. Postwar scientists working on nuclear fusion and hydrogen
9 Carl M. Bender and Steven A. Orszag, Advanced Mathematical Methodsfor Scientists and Engineers (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1978), 484-538; http://www.du.edu/-jcalvert/phys/wkb.htm.
0O Graeme L. James, Geometrical Theory of Diffractionfor Electromagnetic Waves (London: IEE, 1986), iv-x.
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bombs discovered that an effective way to control the release of fusion energy was through a
magnetized high-temperature ionic medium.l1 Plasma physics was reinvigorated as a branch of
nuclear engineering during the Cold War.
Like other big sciences of the twentieth century, the science of radio-wave propagation
became increasingly split and specialized after its sprouting period in 1900-1935. Ionospheric
sounding, radio meteorology, radio astronomy, microwave remote sensing, space physics,
mathematical theories of wave propagation, and plasma physics were its offspring during and after
World War II. These fields still constantly exchanged ideas, data, knowledge, techniques, and
materials, as the experiments, the mathematical structures and the physical models of propagation
did in the beginning of the century. Nonetheless, it became harder and harder for individual
scientists working in any of the specific fields to cross a disciplinary boundary. Gone were the
days when individuals like Eccles, van der Pol, and Appleton could make contributions to
experimentation, physical model making, and mathematical analysis. Numerical computation,
theory building, measurement, data analysis, and instrument making were now tasks for different
experts. As the science of radio-wave propagation covered wider and wider subjects, ironically,
the intellectual scope of the individuals working on it became narrower and narrower.
On the other hand, the methods developed in the early twentieth century to cope with radio-
channel uncertainties were considerably changed as new wireless communication technologies
emerged. In the 1920s and 1930s, engineers including Ernest Alexanderson of the Radio
Corporation of America (RCA), Vladimir Zworykin of General Electric, and Herbert Ives of
AT&T and individual inventors such as Philo Farnsworth in America, John Logie Baire in
Scotland, and R6n6 Barth6elmy in France experimented on sending and receiving video data via
wireless instruments. The invention of television in this period ended the dominance of aural data
(telegraphy and telephony) in wireless communication. Meanwhile, American engineer Edwin
Armstrong developed and patented Frequency Modulation (FM) radio in the early 1930s. In
" E. H. Holt and R. E. Hanskell, Foundations of Plasma Dynamics (New York: MacMillian, 1965), 8-11.
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contrast to previous radio technologies that modulated transmitting carriers' amplitudes with
messages, FM modulated carriers' frequencies with messages to spread signals within broader
frequency bands and hence to improve the capability of noise rejection.' 2 The popularity of
television and FM radio in the 1930s and 1940s resulted in demands of wider bandwidths and
more advanced signal-coding techniques. Both needs brought new challenges as well as
opportunities to the engineering of radio channels.
A notable trend out of such needs was the continual increase of radio frequencies to
accommodate signals of wider bandwidths. Television and FM radio were operating at
frequencies of 100 MHz (3 meters) and higher (for instance, the U.S. Federal Communications
Commission assigned the spectrum of 88.1-108.1 MHz to FM radio after World War II). At these
short waves, the skip effect is more serious and experiences more conspicuous diurnal and
seasonal variations than at longer waves. This implied that wireless communication at these
frequencies-especially for long distances--depended more heavily on the ionospheric forecasting
of propagating conditions, meaning more operational complications. In the 1940s and 1950s,
engineers began to conceive the idea of entirely getting rid of ionospheric reflection/refraction as a
means of long-distance wireless communication. Artificial satellites became a candidate for a new
wireless link. The idea was to use transceivers orbiting around the earth rather than the
ionosphere to relay electromagnetic waves above 1 GHz. Waves at these frequencies have infinite
skip distances and penetrate the ionosphere without being reflected back to the ground. Thus
signals sent from ground transmitters at these frequencies are first received by satellites above the
ionosphere and are then resent by the satellites to ground receivers. In so doing, the variations of
the propagating conditions affecting the skip distances have the least impact on wireless
communication. The Soviet Union's launch of the Sputnik in 1957 led to a rush for satellite radio
communication, particularly among administrators of the U.S. space program. In 1963, the
Hughes Aircraft Company developed the Syncom II, the first geosynchronous satellite providing
intercontinental communication. Within a decade, Hughes, the U.S. Communications Satellite
Company, and the National Air and Space Agency (NASA) developed and launched more
communication satellites (Intelsat, Early Bird, Telstar, etc.) that gradually replaced the traditional
12 Slotten, Radio and Television Regulation (2000); http://www.tvhistory.tv; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FM_radio.
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long-distance wireless services. The ionospheric forecasts of propagating conditions such as those
made by the U.S. Bureau of Standards became less and less relevant to the treatment of radio-
channel uncertainties in long-range wireless communication. Engineers traded control at the
operational level with novel hardware-the satellite. 13
But frequency was not the only important issue resulting from the progress of wireless
communication technologies in the 1920s and 1930s. Perhaps a more fundamental one was the
very idea of coding. Electrical engineers in the 1920s began to consider (wired and wireless)
telegraphy, telephony, and television in terms of generic processes of communication. They
sought abstract representations of signal, noise, and information, and invented mathematical or
mechanical manipulations of these representations-i.e., coding-for the purpose of increasing
the transmitting speed, rejecting noises, correcting errors, and facilitating secret exchanges of
messages (Modulation, for instance, was a kind of coding in this sense). In 1924 and 1928, Harry
Nyquist and R. V. L. Hartley of AT&T, respectively, developed a concept of information to
estimate the maximum rate of message transmission of a communication channel. They expressed
messages as sequences of a discrete set of alphabets and represented message sources with the
statistics of the alphabets' appearances. Information was an index of the source's statistical
regularity and accordingly provided a measure for the rate of transmission. 14
Nyquist's and Hartley's idea was systematized and extended by Claude Shannon as the latter
worked at Bell Lab in the early 1940s on gun-fire control problems. Shannon's work, based much
on Nyquist's and Hartley's contemplation of radio communication, resulted in the later-known
"information theory" published in 1948.15 The theory considered the transmission of messages
(represented by its source's information and other statistical properties) across a channel
characterized by random noise, represented also by its probabilistic distribution. In this
13 Bruce R. Elbert, Introduction to Satellite Communication (Boston: Artech House, 1999), 41-56; Thomas P.
Quinn, "Ionospheric research, navy interests," and Fred E. Bond, "The ionosphere and military satellite
communications," in John M. Goodman (ed.), Effect of the Ionosphere on Space Systems and Communications
(Washington: Naval Research Laboratory, 1975), xiii-xiv, xv.
14 Harry Nyquist, "Certain factors affecting telegraph speed," Bell System Technical Journal, 3 (1924), 324-346; R.
V. L. Hartley, "Transmission of information," Bell System Technical Journal, 7 (1928), 535-563.
'5 Shannon, Mathematical Theory of Communication (1963).
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framework, engineers' goal was to the find message coding schemes that optimized the rate of
transmission and provided the best chance to correct error messages. After the creation of
information theory, therefore, the standard approach to channel-uncertainty problems in wireless
communication was algorithmic message coding-built on the stochastic models of engineering
systems-that optimized the authenticity in its statistical average rather than the authenticity of
individual messages.
The coding approach prevailed in many realms of communication engineering after the
1940s-radio, television, satellite communication, data storage, audio technology, and data
communication. The discipline of mathematical coding-including error correction coding, data
compression, cryptography, and channel coding--emerged. These were highly mathematical
disciplines that came up with proper algorithmic manipulations of messages to fulfill distinct
purposes: remedying transmission errors, representing messages with smallest data sizes, retaining
secrecy in communication, and optimizing the rate of transmission. As inexpensive and fast
electronic computers became available, electrical engineers turned many of the communicating
messages into digital data in the 1960s and began to experiment on Discrete-time Signal
Processing (DSP) in the 1970s. Since then, communication has been tied closely to computing
and electronics.1 6
The coding approach shed new light on the treatment of electronic noises and man-made
interferences, two major problems of radio-channel uncertainties in the 1910s and 1920s.
Information theory pushed and extended further the prewar endeavors to characterize shot noise
and thermal noise with probabilistic distributions. To Shannon and his colleagues at AT&T and
the U.S. National Defense Research Council (NDRC) during World War II, the communication
problem of retrieving messages from signals corrupted by additive random noise was not different
at an abstract level from the gunfire control problem of predicting enemy airplanes' trajectories
from noisy observed data, a classical problem in Norbert Wiener's cybernetics. The standard
solution to this problem was to construct algorithmic data-coding procedures-based on the
16 Frederik Nebeker, Signal Processing: The Emergence of a Discipline, 1948 to 1998 (New Brunswick: IEEE
History Center, 1998).
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probabilistic distribution of the noise-that minimized the average discrepancy between the output
signals and the true wanted signals. The treatment of electronic noises therefore became one of
the best early exemplars for using information theory to tame channel uncertainties.
The toughest channel-uncertainty problem in wireless communication-interference from
other transmitters-had a novel and promising solution in light of the coding approach, too. In the
1920s and 1930s, the problem was taken care of by the approach of spectrum allocation and
frequency standardization that forbade, by legal measures, any two transmitting stations in the
same area from operating at the same frequency. By contrast, the new approach relied on the
technique of "multiplexing" that allowed many transmitters in the same area to use the same
frequency band. The time division multiplexing-dividing the period of operation into many
extremely short time slots for the transmitters sharing the same frequency band so that the
transmitters possessing the interlacing time slots appeared to operate simultaneously-began to be
applied in telephony in the 1950s and in satellite communication in the 1960s. As mobile
communication took off after the 1970s, some other elaborate multiplexing techniques gained
more popularity-the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) in which a transmitter randomly
picks up the time slots, the Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) in which a transmitter
has its operating frequency hop randomly, and the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) in
which a transmitter codes its data streams with random signals. These coding schemes spread the
bandwidths of transmitted signals and permitted multiple transmitters to share the same broader
band without interfering with one another. Strict spectrum assignment, rigid frequency
standardization, and coercive requirements on wireless operations were therefore no longer
essential in fighting man-made interference (at least for mobile communication, if not for radio
broadcasting in the first place). As satellites replaced ionospheric forecasting charts, multiplexing
techniques displaced the socio-technocratic control of man-made interferences with spectrum
allocation. In the coding approach, wireless-channel characterization was reduced to finding a few
statistical properties of channel uncertainties, and the actions to cope with these uncertainties
were no more than abstract mathematical manipulations of signals, whose physical operations
were performed in electronic hardware.
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The characterization and treatment of wireless channels from 1900 to 1935 paved the way
toward highly specialized radio science and highly abstract communication engineering after the
mid-twentieth century, setting the stage for the postwar Information Age. The disciplinary split of
radio science delegated distinct parts of the intellectual work in understanding electromagnetic-
wave propagation to distinct specialists. Common wireless users did not even have to be aware of
the wave-propagating effects (unlike those at the beginning of radio). The information-theoretic
coding approach to communication engineering replaced or displaced the operational and socio-
technocratic practices to deal with channel uncertainties with hardware and software, and
wrapped up the techniques in the black boxes that were open only to experts. Consequently,
wireless channels were tamed in ways invisible to the general public. To users, communication
became a process involving only message senders and message recipients, and information
resembled a fluid-like entity flowing non-obstructively between senders and recipients. With
invisibly tamed channels, information was massively reproduced and disseminated, and mass
media inflated. It was in such a context that Marshall McLuhan proclaimed the famous "the
medium is the message" to envision the shaping of the society and individual mentalities by what
he called the "electric information media."'7 It was the same premise concerning "transparent"
communicative processes-made possible by taming channels-that led Jean Baudrillard to a
critique of the political economy of the sign. 18
The tendency toward specialization and abstraction has affected not only laypeople but also
experts. Wireless has become a highly conglomerate business in which each individual can only
work on a very small part of it and have a truncated, simplified, and "black-boxed" understanding
of the rest. In stark contrast to the beginning of the last century, when this dissertation started,
individual scientists and engineers now rarely grapple with more than one of the physical,
engineering, theoretical, experimental, instrumental, operational, and technocratic aspects of
17 Marshall McLuhan, The Medium is the Message (New York: Random House, 1967), 8-10.
18 Jean Baudrillard, For a Critique of the Political Economy of the Sign (St. Louis: Telos, 1981), 164-184.
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wireless channels. A scholar attempting to write a textbook on the "physics of information
technology" observed, 9
A good engineer might know about coding theory and the concept of channel capacity, but
not understand the origin of the noise that limits the capacity. Conversely, a physicist might
use the fluctuation-dissipation theorem to explain why resistors are necessarily noisy, but
knows nothing of information theory. And the computer scientist sending data over the phone
line might not understand either side.
Today, planetary scientists construct ionospheric conditions from radio-sounding data. Applied
mathematicians compute electromagnetic-wave propagation. Software engineers write
communication codes. Hardware engineers design transceiver ICs. Their identities, realms of
interests, and domains of expertise no longer overlap as those of scientists, engineers, amateurs,
and technocrats in the early twentieth century. And most of them do not worry about every aspect
of wireless channels.
Maybe the only ones still conscious of the physical, engineering, and operational aspects of
wireless channels altogether are radio amateurs. An episode from my own experience offers a
snapshot: On 4 March 2003, I visited the American Radio Relay League (ARRL) in Newington
(Connecticut) for archival research. Before delving into the files, I was accompanied by an ARRL
officer to tour around its equipment room. He showed me the big panels of a Rockwell
transmitter with six bands at wavelength 10-100 meters, the screen of an apparatus monitoring the
local barometric pressure and other weather parameters, the radio set ARRL used to broadcast
the ionospheric conditions to amateurs, and an operation kiosk open to hams to trace the
information of amateur stations on an electronic world map. As we stopped in front of an
instrument with LED numerals, the gentleman explained to me that it was a standard-frequency
oscillator. ARRL used the instrument to help calibrate amateur stations' frequencies. In fact, it
just conducted a frequency-measuring test with American hams a few months before my visit. In
the test, ARRL broadcast standard-frequency signals, while amateurs measured their frequencies
and corroborated the results with ARRL. What was the purpose of the test, I asked. "Well," the
gentleman replied, "hams trust too much the accuracy of the frequencies their machines set for
them. Tests like this are good at correcting the errors they make by relying too much on
19 Neil Gershenfeld, The Physics of Information Technology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), xiii.
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technology." Working at megahertz waves, radio amateurs still care about ionospheric conditions.
They are still concerned with the weather effects of atmospheric noise. They are still cautious of
the black-boxed apparatuses that modern technology has offered them, and they still use the
communal practices of distributive tests to remedy the reliance on ready-made artifacts. To them,
propagation and interferences are lively parts of their activities not reducible to purely
information-theoretic channels.
The history of wireless-channel characterization therefore raises issues that are ongoing in
today's world of communication science and technology. Even though we may not be aware of
them, the issues persist in space scientists' rockets, meteorologists' sounding diagrams, electrical
engineers' IC chips, computer scientists' coding algorithms, FCC's plans, and radio amateurs' on-
air rallies. As we are advancing the next-generation information superhighway, replacing the
spectrum-allocation policies with libertarian spectrum auction, expanding HDTV services, making
and consuming fancier cellular phones, and contemplating the essence of the Information Society,
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